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111troducti cn

The resolution passéd by the House of Ccmmons on
, March 28, 1945, approving Canada 's acceptance of the invitat:.on
to attend the San Francis co Conference contained these wnrds r
"The establishment of an effective international organizatiun
for the maintenance of international peace and security is o)'
vital importance to Canada...and it is in the interests of
Canada that' Canada should become a member of such an organiz;:tion='.'.-
Witr. its aptiioval of this res'olution by an over^whelming ma jority;
Farliament provided tangible 'eti•idence of Canada' , s desire to ^ee
drawn up what. Nr. King termed at the San Francisco Conference
"ja charter of world security" in which Canadians could *.,la ce their,
.trust and hopes for peace in.order that the horrors, sacrifia-es
and destruction-of another world war might be avoided.

2. Underlying this resolution were factors whi ch served
to explain why, Canadats -best hope for-permanent security was:
thought to lie in the development of a firm structure of inter-
national organization in which all nations pledged- themselve^
to meet collectively any threat to the security of any one nF.tion
or group of nations. Some '*of these factors were not 'new in the
sense that they had also detqrmined Canadats desire to become
a member of, and to give support to the*Leagué of Nations but
the nature of the post-war world gave'these factors a greater
degree of urgency and importance. Others stemmed directly
from Canada I s-war effort, whi ch she considered entitled her to
a voice in the conduct of post-war affairs and from her provE:n
wil?irg"ess as a responsible nation ^o fulfil international
obligations. Taken togetiier, these factors grouped themselves
into two principal ones. In the first place there was a grotiring
realization that as a result of their participation in two wc:rld
wars Canadians could no longer remain unaffected by a development
in any part of. the world likely to threaten the, peace. In an
interdependent age of atomic weapons, guided missiles and lor,g-
range aircraft no nation could seriously consider isolating
itself from the rest of the world, nor could any nation hope to
withstand any threat to its security by meaas of its own rE:scurces.
Secondly, as a middle power, Canada could make a more effective
contribution to the preservation of peace as a member of a wcrld
organization such as the United Nations where her less substantial
material and military resources (compared to those of Great
Power) could to some extent be made up fd:-: provided her actions
,were chasacterized by a high degree of responsibility and supported
by a willingness to meet her obligations as fully as possible
when called upon to do so. Not only. could the United Nations
supply that.additional measure of security to a middle power
which the Great: Pcwers did not require to the same degree or
extent but the potential contribution which a middle power such
as Canada coul.d.make to the work of the United Nat-ions would
redound to the benefit of the organizations as well. This factor
was clearly in Mr. King': mind at San Francisco when he pleaded
for a greater measure of responsibility to be âLcorded the lesser
powers.. Although, he said, Canada recognized that primary
responsibility must lie with the "Big Five", power should not
exclusively be concentrated in their hands for "experience has
shown that the contribution of smaller powers i s not a ne gli gib le
one either to the ureservation of neace or to its restoration
when peace has been disturbed". The alternative was what Mr. King
called "the development of a new type of isolationism, a feeling
that the ta..-;; of preserving the peace could be left exclusively
to Great PoZ.-ers".
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3. Although Canadians, generally, held out great hopes
for the success of the United PIations„ the results of the San
Francisco Conference, of the First Session of.the General
Assembly in 1946, and of the early cperations of the main orearïs `
were not such as. to justify the feeling that the United Nations
would be ablé to fulfil its primary purpose without difficulty.
The growing division between the Great Powers and the relative
impotence of the Security Council as a result of the Soviet abuse
of the veto, only served to bring out the faults and wéaknes ;'es
of the Charter and give rise to many doubts. Public apprehe.ision
was echoed within the Department. Mr. Wrong's confidential
accoùnt of the London-meeting of the General Assembly in 19140, for
example, was frankly pessimistic. The confidential*introduc :ion
to the.commentary prepared for the'delegation to the second nart
of the First Session held in New York later that year noted ,Lhat
even at that early date the United Nations was "very much on
trial". The same introduction, however, struck.a note which was
constantly to run through similar papers prepared for later
sessions of the General Assembly to the effect that Canadian
delegations should constantly bear in mind the importance of
preventing any further weakening of the United Nations and t:iat
they should do what they could to strengthen its authority and
prestige and not allow long-range issues t o be obscured by c.)n-
siderations of 'immediate national advantage. This introduct _on
concluded with the following words:

" The most that can be done at meetings of the United
Nations is to try to make the machinery work as smooth'!;,►
as possible without expecting quick results of seeking
ideal solutions".

Little more could be hoped for since obviously no revision o.'
the Charter of any consequence could be undertaken, at least
for some time. For this reason the Department considered
that it was important at the outset of the United Nations
activities to secure acceptance of certain principles of conduct
designed to enable delegations to derive a maximum benefit from
the Charter such as the development of sound constitutional
precedents in the interpretation of the Charter, the adoptioi:
of clear rules of procedure and practices to fill out the frame-
work and the necessity of realizing that decisions made by any
organ or body of the United Nations should only be taken whEi.
bearing in mind their long-term implications.

In his address in the general debate following th,
opening of the second part of the General Assembly in 1946,,.12r.
St. Laurent as Chairman of the Canadian Delegation, outlined
.some of the reasons.for which Canada could not be very sanguine
as to the future of the United Nations. The Minister began by
referring to "the failure of the United N,,tions to make a more
rapid progress" and of the public consciousness of its "short-
comings". He recognized that some of-the accomplishments of
the United Nations had been "impressive" but he thought it more
itnportant to take steps to remedy the shortcomings than to derive
too great satisfaction from what had been accomplished. He noted
in parti cular. the failure of the Security Council and the Military
Staff.Conmittee to make substantial progress toward concluding the
special agreements under Article 43. Not only was it necessary
for the Security Council to be equipped and ready in fact to enforce
proper decisions for the maintenance of world peace but it was
also in the interests of all members that serious consideration
should be given to the reduction of national armaments. He also
deplored the.impression which the Security Council had given to
the world at large in not taking "positive action to promote the
peaceful settlement of disputes". Canada recognized that while
the time had not yet come to amend the Charter, the Assembly
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should nevertheless make practical recommendations as to how
the Security Çouncil might more effectively discharge- its
functions. As inevitably the Assembly t:roul.d be interpreting
some. of the more important provisions of the Charter, Air. St.
Laurent suggested that delegations should.interpret it in such
a way as to "encourage its, grot•rth and adaptation to changing
circu.mstances" and "in the way best calculated to strengthen
the authority and prestige of the United Nations".

5. . 8y 1947 the Department t s.hinking on the. possibility
of the United Nations providing an offective organ for the
maintenance of world peace fol7,oweâ an even more pessimistic
trend. A*statement approved by Cabinet on September 11, 1947,,
for the guidance of the delegation ;o the Second Session of
the General Assembly noted for examp?e that the Government was
"aware that there is a possibility that issues ^rill emerge ..
which.may destroy the United Nation:,, in the form in wh3.*ch it
was conceived and established". It recognized that soine major
states might endeavour to force- the Assembly to take a decision
on an important question such as th:, veto, the net result of
which might be to force one or more states to withdraw from
the United Nations. It also recogn`.zed that the proceedings
of the Assembly could be impeded 'to the extent that little
or nothing would be accomplished anci that, as a consequence,
the United Nations would fall into clisrepute both in the eyes
of the public and of member goverrim-nts.

6. Although Canada, in the words of this statement,
did not consider "that the time had yet been reached when

to contribute as much as possible to the -constructive

any of the issues dividIng members of the United Nations
should be pressed to a conclusion which would destroy the
organization as it is at present constituted", the Government
nevertheless thought that "the reaL'.ties of the situation
should be faced" and that on appropriate occasions the dele-
gation should not hesitate to staté that the "inevitable final
resultst= of either development menti.oned above would destroy
the United Nations. The statément 1:hen went on:

It should be the policy of the,Çanadian delegation

work of the Assembly and to assist in offsetting the
influence of delegations which seek to stand in the way
of its business. It should enieavour to avoid the premature
development cf any issue to t`aE point when it is likely
to destroy the_ United Nations c.r to drive any of its
members to withdraw immediately. This is not to say that
the delegation should refrain from expressing clearly
and vigorously'its criticisms of weaknesses either in the
organizatio^ of the United Nations or the conduct of its
members. It would, nevertheless, be unfortunate if amend-
ments to the Charter or alternatives in procedure, however
desirable.they may be, were obtained,at this time only
at the expense of defeating the larger purpose of building
a universal organization. The time may be approaching
when changes may have to be made in the Charter against
the wishes or even against the threat of withdrawal of say
the USSR but that time ... has not yet been reached. In
short ... the emphasis should be'on warning what may happen'
rather than on forcing issues to the point where things
wi 17. happen. "

7. In the opening debate of the Second Session of the
General Assembly in September, 1947, Mr. St. Laurent touched
upon some of these points. Once more, he expressed Canadat s
feeling that be cause of the record of the Se curity Council,
the United Nations was not discharging its primary task. Ths
continued abuse of the veto power, h^ thought represented a rcal



danger to the United Nations as it would "destroy all confidence"
in the Security Council's ability to act *''interr_ationally",
tieffi ciently" and "in time" in the event of an open brea ch of the

' peace. "It ,jas-for. this reason that Canada welcomed the United
States proposal for the. creation of an Interirl Committee which
would 'extend the usefulness of the -General Assembly and ""infuse
new life'and vigor into the whole 'organ;.zation". Furthermore;
it would put the Assembly to "greater use.'for the solution of
problems that are` hot solved elsewhere"."'It was not conceiv.:ble
2ir. St. Laurent went on, that a member "of the Se curity Çôunef.l
would "flout clearly expressed world opir.ion by obstinately
prevériting change and thus become responsible for pre judicin,
and possibly destroying the organizati on whi ch is now man's
greatest hope for the future". Mr. St. Laurent then said: '

Nations, in their. search for peace and co-operatïou
will not and cannot accept indefinitely as unaltered a
Council which was set up to ensure their security, and which,
sô many feel,' has become frozen in futility, and d:^7%ridec.
by dissension. If forced, they may seek greater safety
in an association of democratic and peace-loving states
willin,; to accept more specific international obligations
in return for greater national security. Such associats.ons,
if consistent with the principles and purposes of the
Charter, 'can be formed within the United Nations. It i:-
to be hoped that such a development will not be necessary.
If it is unnecessary, it will be undesirable. If, however,
it is made necessary, it will take place. Jet us not f'crget
that the provisions 'of the Charter are a floor under, rather
than a ceiling ove^r, the, responsibilities of. Member States.
If some prefer to go even below that floor, others need not.
be prevented from moving upwards.

is Two, or more, apârtments in the structure of peace are
undoubtedly less desirable than one family of nations
dwelling together in am,3.ty, undivided by curtains or even
more substantial pieces of political furniture. They are,
hoWever, to bè 'preferred to the alternative of wholly
separate structures".

The larger si gnifi cance of this statement, indicating the
Canadian Government's willingness to participate in a regional
security arrangement, has been examined in Chapter 3; it is
noted here as an indication of the Government's desire, sha.^ad
by other western governments, that if the United Nations weze
unable to fulfil its primary purpose and provide an effective
system of international security, measures should be adopted
within the framework of the Charter to enable such nations to
provide for their security on-'a basis morr. intimately related
to theirneeds.

8. In the same year, 191-E7, the Government was faced
with the question of whether Canada shoùld stand for election
to the Security Çouncil. Although on Aûgust- 30, 1946, Mr.
St. .Laurent was reported in a memorandum from Mr. Wrong to Mr.
Reid to have said that he was "opposed to our standing for
the' Se curity Counci 1 as he thought that we coûld do nothing
to make it less impotent than it is now", there were'questions
of principle involved which the Government found difficult to '
ignore, despite its none-too--optimistic view of the United
Nations achievements up to that date. A brief account of
Canada 's election to the Security Council may illustrate this
point,
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9. In the first part of the First,Sessicn of the General
Assembly' Canada received 33 votes on the first ballot for one of
the non-permanent seats of the Security Council, one vote less
than the required two-third majority. 1- On the second ballot
Canada and Australia (which had received 28 votes on the first
ballot) received*23 and 27 votes respectively. After the third
ballot, in which Canada received 33 .votes and Australia 28,
Mr: St. Laurent proposed that in order tô:avoid a contest
between the two members of the Commnnwealth, Australia be
elected unânimously. While this.-ge, ;ture was well received by
the Assembly it also faced the Gove:?nment.with something of a
dilemma. If Canada did not seek •eloction. at the following
session of the General Assembly, wo?ild" not in fact her chances
for .election be prejudiced for sevea^al years to come?

.10. In April, 1947, the Depar:;ment began its attempt to
find the answer. On April 26th Mr. Pearson instructed Mr. Reid
to prepare a memorar_diim' for the * Mi.n=.ster, • setting out the pros
and cons. Mr. Pearson in his mémorandum.said that he was afraid'
lest "abstention at this time might be misinterpreted ... and
might also mean far more than abste:ition for a yearit. It was
his feeling that although there werF: a variety of valid arguments
against runnirig, Canada should, nevc:rtheless, stand if her
candidature appeared to 'have a good chance of success.. It was
evident, hos,rever, that there was no great enthusiasm for the
idea among the senior offi cers of the Department. - Mr. Wrong,
in a letter of April 25, 1947, to M•. Pearson, said that on
balance he favoured our standing bul-- that "it would not take
a great deal of pressure to argue (him) out of that position".
Mr. Reidts memorandun, as it ^inally emerged after consultation
with Mr. Wrong in Washington, Mr. Ignatieff in New York, Mr.
Robertson in London, and, of course, the interested divisions,
was dated May 30th and listed the folloizing principal arguments
against standing:

(a) The record of achievement of the Security Council
.had-been poor and membership on it was not con-
-sidered to be so important from the point of
view of influence and prestige as it had once been
thought;

(b) The wcrk of the Departmenic, would be considerably
increased and the Delegation in New York would
require instructions for 1he purpose of voting
-on matters concerning wh.tch Canadian interests
were not direçtly involvec ;

(c) Bee , ause of the Canadian view that membership on
the Security Council imposed on each individual
member :'the obligation to exercise its rights and
responsibilitlies as a member of the Council not in
defence of its otqn special national interests but in
defence of the interests of ._the United Nations as
a whole", it would be necessary to make decisions
on policy in regard to questions which do not
dire.ctly affe ct Canada;

(d) As Canada was due to go off the E conomi. c and Social
Council at the end of 1948, the chances of re-
election to that body might be prejudiced;

1 Actually Canada got 31+ votesp but the Nicaraguan delegate
spoilt his ballot by signing it.
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(e) A second defeat after the experience in London in
January, 1946, would be "dâstateful".

11. The arguments in favour of standing were:

(a) It had been a basic principle of Canadian foreign
policy to strengthen the United Nations as an
instrument for maintaining international peace and
security; a refusal to a.-cept membership on one of
the principal organs of the United Nations would
appear inconsistent with that principle;

.(b) Canada had upheld the fu,ictional principle of repre-
sentation on bodies such as the. Security Council
and it would, therefore, be difficult to reconcile
this view w.i.th an unwillL.ngness to accept respon-
sibility of membership on the Security Council. Of
all the states which up to that date had not served
on the Security Council (:anada most fully met the
tests of paragraph I of irticle 23 of the Charter; 1

(c) There was a.general-expe,%,tation that Canada would
stand'and be elected;'

(d) Within Canada it would b^i difficult to explain
that the reason why Canac{a was.riot a candidate was
that the government cons..dered the Council to be
an ineffe ctive body;

(e) If Canada failed t o stand, India or some other state
whi ch would be more sus ceptible to the influence of
the. USSR might be electet!;

(f ) The Security Council wou:.d be dealing with a number of
questions such as Disarm:ment and Atomic Energy in.
which Canada, had a spe civ-.l interest. Canadian de1.e-
_gations had also been urging reforms in the practices
and procedure of the Seczrity Council and the Canadian
representative on the SeLurity Council would have an
opportunity to press for their adoption.

12. The memorandum, which wa: prepared in the -f orm of a
draft memorandum for Cabinet, cont-tined no recommendation.
Mr. St.-Laurent noted on his copy. however, that because he
considered the decision involved i:. be one of "major importance".
he wished first to obtain Mr. King's "considered views".
Although Mr. King received this memorandum in the course of the
first week in June, it was not until August that the decision
to stand was taken. As far as can be judged from the files,
this decision w4s taken only by Mr. King upon. Mr. St. Iaurent's
favourable recommendation. It was not discussed in Cabinet
although Cabinet at a meeting held on September l1th was
informed of the decision which-3.t z;'noted with approval".

13. All members of the United Nations were informed of
Canada's candidature through Canadian representatives abroad.

.24ember governments were merely asked to give the question
"sympathetic consideration". The circ-alar telegram warned that

1"... The General Assembly shall elect six other Members of
the United Nations to be non-permanent members of the Security
Council, due regard being specially paid, in the first instance
to the contribution of Members of the United Nations to the main-
tenance of international peace and security and to the othex
purposes of the Organization, and aiso to equitable geographi ca.l
distribution".
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Canada was not asking for a "pledge of support since iri similar
circumstances our policy is not to give any pledge in advance
of an election". The response was heartening and indicated
general approval of the intention to stand.

h+. Or. September 12, 1947, on the eve of his departure
for the Second Session of the General Assembly, Mr. _St." Iaurent'
made public the decision to stand :.n'a-'speech before the United
Nations Society in Ottawa.. After ;!eferring to Canada's
candidature as 'zone further eviden-se of the seriousness with
which we view Pur obligations" in the United Nations", he went
on to say;

It This decision in respect of the. Se çurity Çouncil has
been made only after the most careful consideration. We'
realize, in the first place, that if we are elected.the.
people of Canada will be confronted with new and onerous
responsibilities. 11e realize also that we shall have
the weaknesses and difficultit.s from which the United
Nations suffers brought home ":o us in an urgent and
direct manner that will test ,:o the utmost our confidence
in that organization..:We sha:,.l be forced as never before
in Canada in times of peacé, to make decisions on major
questions of policy arising.f:!!om situations which exist
far from our shores and which some may Seel do not
directly affect us."

After reiterating Çanadals disappointment that the United
Nations had fallen short. of realizing the expectations placed
in it,.Mr..St. Laurent said'that the Government was not unaware
of the weaknesses of the Security c;ouncil and that t'our. influence
on that body will be limited by the superior voting powers which
are enjoyed by some members of thai; body". Canadats willingness
to serve, however, was determined oy the fact that "we in this
country continue to.believe that t1he.best hope for mankind lies
in the establishment of a world organization for the maintenance
of peace" and that if Canadians wi;thed to enjoy the benefits of
such an organization they must alse accept its responsibilities.

15. Following Canada ts election, the Department began
the preparation of instructions fo_ General McNaughton as
Canadian representative on the Çoux=.cil. This documentl which
was approved by the Cabinet on Fe:%-uary 12, "191t8, did not take
the form of the usual letter of in.!truction which the department
customarily âddressed to a Head of, Mission; instead it was a broad
statement of general principles covering the role Canada was
expected to play'on the Council. Echoing the sentiments expressed
by Mr. St. Laurent in his speech before the.United Nations
Society, it was recognized that Canada had been placed in a-
"position"of responsibility" and had been giveri "increased oppor-
tunitiés to influence the' course of international developments".
These same instructions, however, gave clear evidence that the
Government appreciated that General McNaughtonts ability to
influence "the discussions and decisions of the Council would not
be made easier-by Canada's status as a middle power and its*
special relations with two of the permanent members, the United
States and the United Kingdom. Thus, for example, although it*
was desirable that Canada should follo:,r a policy of its own, it
would unot be easy to se"cure credit for independence of argument

1 The complete text of this document entitled "Statement for
the guidance of the Canadian Permanent Delegate to the United
Nations and Representative on the Security Council" will be
found in Appendix 8.



and decision". Moreover, this end had to be reconciled with
the hard fact that questions before the Council "will
necessarily have to be judged not only on their merits but also
with reference to the way in which the present distribution of
power in the world will be affected by a' decision one way or
the other" and that "on fundamental questions which may involve'
peace and'war, we cannot afford to be on the opposite" side from
the United States and the United Kingdom'when they are in
agreement".

16. The final paragraphs of the statement .provided an
analysis of some of the weaknesses of the Security Council
which its operations had revealed and of-practices which had
developed to the detriment of the Olouncilt s effe ctiveness,
as for example, the tendency of cc-rtain States to "regard the
United Nations as little more than.an instrument for the attain-
ment of narrow national objectives=", and'states raising in the .
_Security Council "problems in tYiei^• relations with'other States.'',
which they have not been able to solve to their own satisfaction
and hope that by.doing so they will gain the sanction of inter-
national support". Related to the.3e tendencies was the "irres-
ponsible use of the Security çounc;:l ... for the purpose of
making propaganda^^. The net resul-; was to lead the Security
Côiulcil into a discussion of minor questions which should not
appear on its agenda' at all. The :;ecurity Çouncil should not
be asked to accept commitments which it could not fulfil for,
, the:

Absence of military agreements under Article 1+3 of
the-Charter or alternative arrangements for" similâr
purposes,. the. Security Council is not in a pô"sition to
enforce its decisions or to g_-s.ve military support to
commissions or other agencies which it may appoint".

The statement also noted a tendenc;^ on the part of the Great
Powers to expect the smaller power:; on the'Security Council
to "accept responsibilities which they themselves are anxious
to avoid".'" The reason which the Great Powers gave for this
pra cti ce was that they were too dire ctly concerned with the
dispute under consideration. This, the statement noted, was
not wholly valid since in theory at least, every member of
the Security Council should Act in the interests of the
United Nations as a whôle, but if -n practice it were:

U . Impossible for the memr :rs of the Security Council
to detach themselves from triPi r national interests
sufficiently ... it is doubtfi-.l if the Council can go
far towards the solutiori of major probléms".

17. The year 191+8 marked the beginning of a shift in
émphasis in the Department's thinking on the problems of
security away from the United Nations and towards the proposed
North Atlantic Treaty. In a forthright speech delivered before
.thethe Toronto Board of Trade on January 28 of that year, Mr. Pearson

to "the lack of concrete accomplishments that provokes
grave doubts about the capability of the organization to do the
job it was given, to keep the peacelt. He pointed out that the
United Nations had been founded "on the ability and desire of
the Great Powers to work together for peace" but that because
of the "embitterment and intensification of ide ologi cal and
political conflicts between the two super powers, the United
.States and the Soviet Union, each watched the other- across
a widening chasm of suspicion and mistrust". The resultant
political climate brought out the structural weaknesses of the
Charter, although he doubted that even a perfect Charter in such
a climate could guard peace and security. The abuse of the veto



porrer, he shid, was but one symptom of a disease which was the
"division of:; one ca-ouerating world into twô 'parts"; the
emphasis in the United Nations had been transferred from
"collective responsibility" to "ind.i.vidual sovereignty" and
debates reduced to "ideological brawls". These difficiilties,
while serious,,did not mean that Canada should "give up the
United Nations as a too diffi cult, if not too good" a job".-.
The long-run answer, he thought, consisted in the provision of
the.United Nations with adequate f:)rces to carry,out decisions
and to serve as a deterrent to any would-be aggressor: This,
he realized, would take a long tim: to accompl3sh, - He- foresaw
three possible courses: "to carry on as we have in the hope
that the'international situation wauld improve and that great
power unity would once more become a reality"; to amend the
Charter or, if this did not prôve possible, to form another
organization whi ch would work. ' As opposèd to these extremes,,
Mr. Pearson suggested a limited col.lective securitÿ system
within the United Nations and in a^cordance with- the letter
and spirit of the Charter. H.i s a c:uai words were :

There is a third way whi.::h is much to be preferred
... though it is not nearly s.j satisfactory as an
agreed limitation of the veto by convention or by
amendment. of the Charter but would frankly recognize
that within the present United Nations certain members
were determined to 'form a collective system which 'vould
really guarantee their ot,Tn collective se curity, even if
this could only be done on a ümited basis of membership
.., such a limited association for collective security -,
within the letter and spirit of the Charter - would not
be an offensive and defensive alliance of the old type.
There could be nothing toffen ^,ive t. about it because it
would be bound by all the obl::gations of the Charter."

18. Three months later, in the House of Commons on
April 29, Mr. Bt. Laurent went sonewhat further, saying tliat
tome of the free nations of the world m.ight. soon find it
necessary to consult together as to how they might establish
a collective security league compo..ed. of states which were
willing to accept more specific anu onerous obligations than
those contained. in the Charter, in return for greater national
security than the United Nations c(juld give-. At the same time
he promised that Canada would cont:'.nue tô give 'every assistance
to constructive efforts to make tro United Nations into the
instrument for security and co-ope)-ation which it was originally
designed to be and would utilize i-.s possibilities to the
fullest extent.. Canadat.s faith in the United Nations as an
effective organizâtion for, peace and security had been
"severely shaker" but it was nevertheless important that the
United Nations ;e kept in existence and that every possible'
use be made of the high degree of vitality it had-shown.

19. The statement for the guidance of the Delegation to
the Third Session of the General Assembly in 1948 reflected the
discussions which had already begun leading to the signature*
of the North Atlantic PFa. ct: The statement began by noting
that the United Nations had "reached the point where progress
is impossible in any political undertaking which depends for
its success upon the. co-operation of the Government of the
Soviet Union". Despite this attitude, the Delegation was
instructed to give expression to the following points:

(a) "The Government intends to fulfil its obligations
under the Charter and is willing in company with
other Members of the United Nations to enter into
agreements and commitments toward the progressive
establishment of a systeir.-of collective se curity" .

E
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"In the absence of provisions for collective
security within the United Nations Member States
may be expected to seek arrangements elsewhere for
their mutual defence."

(c) "The Canadian Governnént = continues to'regard'the
United Nations as the best available instrument for
the development of a system of international co-
operation and eventual c.)llective security on the
basis of universal parti.,ipation."

In this respect the statement noted that the United Nations
had showed itself capable of effec':ive action in two or three
important political questions, but recognized that these lay
outside the area of direct confli c-, between the Soviet and
non-Soviet States. The Delegation was again cautioned to do
nothing to weaken the United Nations or to allow any issue to
be .forced, unless it should be a v:,.tal question of 'principle,
to'the point where the unity of the organization might be
impaired.

20. Mr.. King, as Chairman of the Delegation, spoke for
Cdnada during the opening general <<ebate and the kernel of
his speech was his reference to thF! North Atlantic discussions
in which connection he said that:

if Security for individual :-ations, under such circumstances,
can be assured only by the ef_'ective co-operatien, and the
united power of those nations whose determination to maintain
their freedom constitutes a strong bond of community
between them. It is noVsurprising therefore that certain
nations, knowing that their sccurity depends on collective
action in some form, and which are not yet able to achieve
that security on the universa,. basis which the United
Nations contemplates, should, pending this large accomplish-
ment, seek to achieve their security on a less than
universal basis".

21. The Governmentts attitude to the United Nations in
1949 reflected an even more marked dependence on the North
Atlantic Treaty to enable Canada to achieve security. Although
Mr. St. Laurent was to declare in 2 radio speech on November 11,
1948, that "the external policy of Canada is based on the pririci-
pies of the San Francisco Charter", it was clear from the debates
in the House of Commons on the prirosed Atlantic Pact and from
the files of the Department that tra emphasis in thinking on
security matters had shifted sharplÿ away from the United Nations'.
In part this was no doubt due to the fact that the senior
officials of the Department found their time increasingly tâken :
up with the nego!;iations for the Pact, bût this in itself was
tangible evidence 'of the greater importance attached to it.. It ;..
did not necessarily follow, however, that such a shift repre- '
sented any lessening of the Governmentss desire to see the United
Nations made into an effective instrunent,for• the achievement
of its purposes, lot alone any desire to abandon it completely.
In the* course of his speech in the House. of Commons on March 28, :.
in the debate on the North Atlantic Pact,. Mr. Pearson was at
pains to point out that

" Canada's support of this Pact ... is not in any sense
a change in our policy towards the United Nations and what
it stands for. The Canadian Gcnrernment still hopes that
the problems of post-war settlements which have prevented
the United Nations from becoming what it was in-tenced to be
may be solved ... we hope moreover that the United Nâtions
itself will contribute towards that solution."



The North Atlantic Pact, he suggested, r•roi;l.d not only s trenthon
the United Nations but was "fully compatible with the letter
and the spirit of the Charter". "Vie are", he .added,

It prepared to support every effort in every council7*'
every ccnference, committee, working group, or whatever
agency of negotiation may be supgested to solve the problems
which exist between the Western.World and the Soviet Union.
More than that, we believe that by those methods the long-
term problem of security can be solved, but in the meantime
the North Atlantic Treaty will serve as an instrument which,
by strengthening the freedom of the'free democracies will
make it possible for them to uso, the United Nations with
greater confidence and more hop.:i of success ...'Nor does it
in any way conflict with the Charter of the United Nations.
So far as this Government is cor.cerned ... it pledges itself.
not to take,part in any activity under the North Atlantic
Treaty which contravenes the pr°nciples and purposes of the
United Nations Charter or which is provocative and aggressive
in character. The aims and purposes of the North Atlantic
Treaty are precisely the same a:. stated in the Charter and
the effect of the proposed allitince can strengthen the United
Nations by creating conditions :.n which it can do more
effective work."

22. The instructions to the l+elegation of the Fourth
Session of the General Assembly in 1949 contained some
parallel thoughts. The introductory paragraph read as follows:

" The fundamental principle which should guide the
Delegation is the belief that :.n spite of its limitations,
the United Nations is the bes^ z.vailable instrument for
the development.of a system of ff.nternational collaboration
and, eventually, of collective security on a basis of
universal participation. .It is particularly important
at this time to make clear that. although the Canadian
Government believes that the Noith Atlantic Alliance is
essential to security and in no way incompatible with the
United Nations Charter, Canada has no intention of doing
anything to weaken'the United Nations. On the contrary,
the Canadian Government wishes io strengthen the United
Nations by (a) encouraging it tc, continue the use of
procedures of conciliation with which it has already had
considerable success. (b) discc-uraging the acceptance by
the United Nations of tasks which are beyond its present
competence, (c) restoring the prestige of the Assembly
by improving its efficiency and by reducing the time
devoted to p:opaganda attacks and counter-attacks, and
(d) seeking to improve its methods within the framework
of the present Charter rather than by risking its ex-
istence in futile efforts to alter the Charter-at the
present early stage of its experience."

23. The signature of the North Atlantic Treaty on April
4, 1949, had a number of implications for Canada, affecting her
attitude towards the United Nations, some of which Mr. Pearson
outlined in his,Commencement Day address at the University of
Syracuse, on June 6, 1949. It was his belief that in spite
of all difficulties the universal characterof the organization
should be preserved; although he recognized that Soviet objectives
were different from those of the Western S7orld.
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I' an international organizatiôn like,the United Nations
represents the application of a principle which all nations
must recognize as valid in international affairs, that no
nation can live in peace and attain its ovin national
security save in collective action maintain international
peace and security. The alternative would take us back to
the position which existed before 1939. Durir_g tho3e
earlier years an attempt was made to establish in international
organization which did not inc.!ide all the great centres
of material strength and milita:,y power in the world ...
Decisions which depend on the co-operation or at least the
acquiescence of all the great n,3tiYers, if they are taken in
an organization in which those 'pov,rers are not all present
will inevitably be unreal and impractical".

The signature of the North Atlantic Treaty was in essence
an admission of-the existence of a divided world but was also
a provision against the deficienciej of the United Nations.
The recognition of such a difference would make it "a good
deal easier for us to devise p:cacti. :al means of coming to terms
with it". It was still possible, M;-. Pearson thought, to
"reaffirm our belief in the integri':y of the experiment of the
United Nations" and to consider the United Nations.as a "useful
and practical instrument ... in immE!diate circumstances for
the prevention or settlement of intornational disputes," provided
there is a clear understanding of the limits within which it is
possible for the United Nations to )perate. Already the'United
Nations had shown itself capable of taking effective though not
spectacular action in the cases of Palestinei Indonesia and
Kashmir in the sense that it had been able to avoid a major
conflict. Mr. Pearson then went on to outline three principles
which7 in his opinion, could serve sjs a guide for future United
Nations action in the circumstances of the moment. These
principles were restated and enlarged upon in his address
before the General Assembly'in Septc;mber7 1949. Although
derived from Canada's experience as a member of the Security
Council, they represented in essenc^j the view that until such
time as the international situation was able to permit the
United Nations to function along thF- lines intended by the
framers of the Charter, and the inadequacies of the Security
Council had in large part been overcome7 this body should aim
at the achievement of more limited ubjectives. As outlined to
the General Assembly7 Mr. Pearson's principles7 which are worth
quoting in full7 were as follows:

It These principles, in defaulto of an improvement in
relations between the communist and democratic worlds7
would seem to mark the limits that we can now reach.
To attempt:to go beyond these limits in present cir--
cumstances i: merely inviting failure. The first is
that the Security Council shall not initiate action that
it cannot complete with its present resources. There
have often been demands that the*Security Council should
intervene in some area or another-with force, and that
when fighting occurs7 the Security Council should take
steps to.suppress it. There would be a great deal to
recommend such intervention if it could be carried out
firmly and quickly, but the fact is, of course, that the
Security Council has at present no effective way of imposing
its will. In consequence in many cases it can do little more'
in the first'instance than call upon the parties engaged in
the dispute to stop fighting and start talking, offering
them the means by which they can work out a settlement by
negotiation rather than by conflict. This is not a dramatic
or spectacular method of procedure, but in the circumstances
it has served fairly well.
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to The second principle which, in our opinion, should
guide the actions of the Security Council is that to the
greatest extent possible the responsibility for solving
a political -problem should be left with the people who are
immediately affected by it. In respect of Palestine7
Indonesia and Kashmir, for instancel.it is still the case
that the parties directly concerned and the people who
live in the area must seek to dE+termine the measures by
which peace will be maintained :.n these areas. This is not
only the most practical principle of actiont it revives and
strengthens a sense of responsi',)ility at the point where
it is most vital to healthy pol':tical life, and it sets the
objectives of an agreed2 rather than an imposed solution.

11 The third general principle which seems to us to
have emerged is that the Security Council should in all
cases immediately concentrate its influence on putting
an end to hostilities or disordt-rs whenever they occur.
By insisting on this principle, and by insisting equally
that fighting shall be stopped v:ithout prejudice to the
ultimate political solution, the Security Council has been
on strong ground. It has not, of course, been able to
command complete obedience. FiEhting has recurred even
in areas where a firm truce seerred to have been esta-
blished, and it has not been po;sible to guarantee abso-
lutely that the ultimate outcoA,E of a dispute would not be
affected by the military action which had taken place. In
general, however, the primary concern of the Security Council,
that peace should be kept while negotiations proceed, has
been respected and has contributed materially to the progress
which has been made in the settlement of disputes. The moral
authority of our world organizai_ion' - ilhich seems to' be all
that it is now permitted to have-is no slight thing, and
no state, great or small, lightly disregards its decisions".

24. If the United Nations had a number of limitations
affecting its chances of success in dealing with a breach of
the peace or an act of aggression, there were grounds for-
refusing to consider that it had'completely failed and should
therefore no longer command general support. In the first
place, as the report, "Canada and the United Nations, 194E",
pointed out the United Nations was a useful forum in which
public opinlon cou:kd express itself and in this way become
better informed of the dangers to peace. It was also a per-
manent table around which representatives of nearly all states
could meet. Secondly, as members of the Government and the
Department were to point out from time to time, the United
Nations was a brxlge or means of contact between the Cominform
and non-Cominform states. When direct negotiations over the
Berlin crisis broke darrn, for eXample 2 the United Nations .
provided an opportunity for further negotiations. As 11r. Pearson
was to put it in a speech before the Canadian Bar Association,
as late as March 13, 1951, "this precedent alone would be enough
to warrant the hope that if vie Soviet Union :Frei°e convinced that
... it could not achieve its objectives by force it might secure
through the United Nations at least a.temporary accommodation
with the countries of the West". Thi rdly , the United Nations
had also shovrn its usefulness in promoting co-operation and
maintaining peace. It is true that, as aly dy mentioned,
the issues it had met successfully were on e periphery of
the basic divisions between East and trest, but the fact that
they had not developed into trar clearly demonstrate3 that
within limited fields the United Nations could provide the
means whereby such disputes could be resolved by negotiation
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and compromise rather than by force. Fourthly, the Charter, by
the resourcefulness of some members had been shown to be an
adaptable and, up to a po-int an elastic document. Mention has
already been made, for exampie, of the trend by which the
General Assembly preoccupied itself increasingly with political
matters. It was not therefore beyond the realm of possibility
that despite appearances to the cou'.rary some means might be
found whereby the powerlessness of 1.he Security Council might,
in large measure, beovercome. Thai: was essentially vrhat the
"Uniting for Peace" resolution, appa•oved by the Fifth Session
of the General Assembly, was able to provide for. Finally
repeated statements by Mr. Pearson and others stressed that
world wide security in itselr was to be preferred to regional
security.and in the long run offered the best hope for peace.

25. Such, then, in general trrms,-rras Canada's attitude
to the United Nations on June 25, 1950. The United Nations
had, so far at least, proved a disa.)pointment in its failtl-re
to solve the major difficulties underlining the problems of,
the post-war world, but if smaller ltations, as a result, had
not been able to find in it the secrxity which they could
not provide for themselves it had yet to be shown that the
United Nations could not be the pol:tical fire department it
was originally intended to be. The North Korean aggression was
to provide such an occasion.

II-- Some Problems Affecting the Establishment of A Collective
Security System.

In Section I of this chapter Canada's approach to
the question of seeking security through the United Nations has
of necessity been dealt with in very general terms in order
to provide a framework within which the Government's attitude
to some of the specific problems aff'ecting the establishment of.
such a system might more readily be examined. One or two of
these have been briefly referred to. In this section, these
and others, and the Canadian attituOe to them, will be discussed
in greater detail. Because of the diffuse nature of this
question, no attempt will be made to examine all its facets;
it is believed, however, that those selected will serve to
illustrate the nature of the Cariadi^. n approach.

A. Disarmament /îe /b /.`(e, ,

A fundamental assumption underlining the United
Nations' ability to provide peace and security was that it
was necessary to establish an early and general system for the
regulation and rsduction of armaments and armed forces. It -
was natural, therefore, that the subject of disarmament should
have been considered by the United Nations at an early date.
The first step in this direction was the establishment of the
Atomic 8iergy Commission in January 1946. With the horrors
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki still only too fresh in the public
mind, it was understandable that this should be so. The
.use of atomic bombs, however, was only one means of waging
war, and the control of atomic energy against its use for
destructive purposes but one part of the general question of
disarmament. Thus the second part of the First Session of the
General Assembly in 1946 took up this question, and the so-
called "disarmament" resolution which it passed on December 14,
was one of the most important accomplishments of that session.
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2. It was largely . osving to the efforts of the Canadian
Delegation that this resolution was passed in the form in
which it finally emerged. The Soviet Delegation had intro-
duced some disarmament proposals early in'the session but
unfortunately it was not until four vreeks^ had 'passed that the
United States Delegation considered the introduction of alter-
native pr oposals: as a result their proposed resolution was
hastily put together and so badly drafted that in the words
of a report prepared (but not submi-;ted) by Mr. Reid for Mr.
St. Laurent "it gave the Russians everything and more than
they wanted". The debate on these resolutions coincided with
the debate in the Atomic Energy Commission, which w.3.11 be
referred to beloul precipitated by 3Ir. Baruch' s insistence
that the Atomic Energy Commission s;iould âpprove his proposals
before December 31. The purpose of the Canadian Delegation
was of course to improve the United States draft, to remove
its ambiguities and to give it greater precision. For this
purpose the "battle" was fought at all levels in committees
and sub-committees for it was diffir ult to convince the United
States representatives of the dange:is inherent in their reso-
lution;.at one point it was necessary for Mr. St. Laurent to
enlist the 'support of Mr. Bevin, thE. United Kingdom Foreign
Secretary, and -to ask him to speak with Mr. Byrnes, the American'
Secretary of State, thus going over the heads of the United
States officials.and the head of Mr: Baruch.

3. In its final form the re. olution set out four
principles governing disarmement; these are worth quoting in full:

(1J "An early gèneral regulation and reduction of
armaments and armed forces is necessary in order
to strengthen internatioi;al peace and security";

(2) "Practical measure shall be agreed upon to
assure that- the regulation and reduction of
armaments and armed forces will be genErally
observed by all participt.nts and not by some
only n ;

(3). "Practical and effective safeguards by way of
inspection and other mears shall be provided to
protect complying states against the hazards of
violations and evasions":

(4) "The international convor.tion or conventions on
disarmament shall create . within the framework
of the Security Council, ^an international system
of control and inspection7 operating through
speciaZ organs deriving their powers and status
from the convention or conventions".

The resolution also listed four particular aspects
of the disarmament problem:

1. The prohibition of atomicenergy and all major rzeapons
adaptable now and in the future for mass destruction;

2. The control of atomic energy to the extent necessary -
to ensure its use for peaceful purposes;

3. The placing of armed forces at the disposal of the
Security Council;

4. The general regulation and reduction of armaments and
armed forces.
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These four aspects will be discussed belo:v, the
first, two being dealt with together.

1. Atomic Energy

On November 151' 1945, the"Primë.Ministers of Canada
and of the United Kingdom and the President of the United States
issued a joint declaration on atomic energy which recômmended
the establishment of a commission ur..der the United Nations
to "prevare recommendations and draft conventions for submission
to the States which are members of.i:he United Nations and possible
to other States" as the "most effective means of entirely
eliminating the use of atomic energ; for destructive purposes
and promoting its widest use for incustrial and humanitarian
purposes". This declaration was . followed .by a decision of the
meeting of Foreign Ministers of the United States, the United
Kingdom and the U.S.S.R. meeting in bioscotiv the following month
to place the proposal for the establishment of such a commission
on the agenda of the First Session c f the General Assembly
which was to meet in London in Janu&ry 1946.

4. This session of the General Assembly unanimously
endorsed the resolution put before it which created the Atomic
Energy Commission. Although a creation of the General Assembly,
the Commission was to report and make recommendations to the
Security Council in view of the Cow cil's primary responsibility
for the maintaining of internationa' peace and security. Its
terms of reference were broad; to deal with the "problems raised
by the discovery of atomic energy and other related matters".
More specifically, it was instructed to make proposals for
"extending between all nations the Fxchange of basic scientific
information for peaceful ends", tor the ".control of atomic
energy to the extent necessary to ersure its use only for peace-
f ui purposes"7 for the "elimination from national armaments of
atomic weapons and all other weapons adaptable to mass destruction"
and for "effective safeguards by way of inspection and other.
means to protect complying States against the hazards of viola-
tions and evasions".

5. -- A problem of concern to Canada which arose even before
the Commission came into existence u as its membership. Because
of a particular interest in the sub-ectl derived mainly from
Canada's rich deposits of essential nuclear fuels and wartime
participation with the United Statu:. and the United Kingdom in
this field, the Government at an eaily date put forward Canada's
claim for permanent membership. On November 29, 1945, Mr. King
wrote to Mr. Malcolm Macdonald, the United Kingdom High
Commissioner, stating in part that "it....essential that Canada,
as one of the spcnsors for the establishment of the Commission,
should be represented on it whether or not Canada is elected
to one of the non-permament seats on the Security Council".
The same view was expressed to the United States Government
in an aide-memoire of November 30th which Mr. Pearson left
with Mr. Byrnes. The United States and the United Kingdom
readily agread, and when the Soviet Government was approached
by the United Kingdom and the United States at the Moscow con-
ference no objection was raised. The problem however was not
thereby solved, for although the Assembly resolution stipulated
that the Commission was to.have the same membership as the
Security Council except for Canada when not amember of the
Security Council it was still necessary to ensure agreement
that Canada should participate in any Security Council dis-
cussions on atomic energy. The matter was raised informally
with the United Kingdom and the United States delegations at
the General Assembly; and they agreed to support Canadian parti-
cipation under Article 31 of the Charter. When Mr. Vyshinsk3•
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was approached he was non committal. The point was nover
satisfactorily settled until the Security Council meeting
of June 107 1946, when Mr. Gromyko objected to Canada taking
her seat, but was overruled by the Chairman.

6, At a meeting of the Cabi.net held on March 27, 1946^
G enera? McNaughton was appointed Canadian representative to
the Commission; at the same meeting the Cabinet agreed to
set up an Advisory Panel on Atomic Rnergy composed of repre-
sentatives of the Departments of Reconstruction and Supply,
External Affairs and National Defénce.and-the National Reseasch
Council, to be convened and presided over,.by the Secretary of
the Cabinet. This body was -in fact to be the policy-making group
and as such responsible under the Cabinet for formulating
instructions to General McNaughton• It held it s first meeting
on April 16 to consider the drarting of formal instructions
which were finally completed and approved by Cabinet on June
10th in time for the first meeting of the Commission irrhich was
held in New York on June 16th. These instructJons, although
provisional in nature (in view of the limited information on
the policies which the United Kingdom and the :United States
were expected to advocate)..vrere.nevertheless fairly compre-
hensive. An introductory section noted that the United States
was expected to "call the tune" in-the Atomic Energy Commission:

't As the only possessors of atomic weaponsI as the
leaders in the construction of production plants and
as the most.powerful industrial nation in the world
it is the policy pursued by the United States which
will in the end be decisive".

This did not mean however that the Canadian representative
should slavishly follow the United States. It was hoped that
Canada would have constructive suggestions to make but it was'
recognized that, "we shall not wish to go f.u.ther or faster than
the United States and the United Kingdom Governments are
prepared to go in advocating international control". On the
subject of exchange of information, the Canadian representati-re
was instructed to be guided by the terms of the Washington
declaration which made it clear that such exchange would be
conditional on reciprocity, but that in any event the Canadian
position as a source of uranium would need to be carefully
safeguarded. On^international control, the necessity of
proceeding in stages was recognized and for this reason the
Government had been impressed by the Lilisnthal report as the
"most constructive and imaginative approach" yet made tmvards
a long-term policy on international control. General McNaughton
was instructed that'if the United States rgpresentative put
Sortvard this report as a basis for discuss:.on it should have
his support. The instructions concluded by expressing the
hope that "it will be possible to concert the general line of
approach of the Canadian representative with that of the United
States and the United Kingdom representatives".

7. At the Commission's first meeting, Mr. Baruch, the
Chairman of the United States delegation, put forward his
proposals, based in large part on the Lilienthal report, for
the creation of an International Atomic Development Authority
which would be entrusted with all phases of the production and
use of atomic energy. The proposals also included the reunifica-
tion of the atomic bomb as a weapon of war and suggested that when
an adequate system of control had been established the manufacture
of atomic bombs should stop and existing bombs be disposed of.
In addition, Mr. Baruch proposed that "there must be no veto to
protect those who violate their solemn agreements not to develop
or use atomic energy for destructive purposes".



8. In a telegram of June 19, 1946, General EcNaughton
was informed that the Canadian Government was "favourably
impressed" slith these proposals "as a constructive contribution
on the part of the United States Government ... (and) as a goal
to be aimed at". This telegram also recognized that there were
"formidable obstacles" in the way of their fulfilment and that
the proposals raised a number of important questions-such as the
relationship of the authority to the United Nations, the double
standard for the.use of the veto - its abandonment in questions
relating. to atomic energy but its rete.n.tion for sanctions
purposes - and so forth. General ZcNaughton was nevertheless
instructed to "endorse the general principles while bearing in
mind that we were aware of the difficulties ahead". This wa:
the line which General bicNatighton` follotred when he spoke at
the second meeting of the c:ommission of June 19th. The General
suggested in addition that the proposals be accepted.as a basis
for dicsussion. Referring to the veto question he suggested
that the Commission should not concern itself unduly over it
at that stage but concentrate on those aspects of the United
States proposals on which agreement could be reached before
the Authority could be brought into being. He referred also
to our general attitude regarding exchange of information and
stressed the necessity of establishing mutual confidence to
insure success in-the.task ahead.

9. All the other members of the Commission accepted
the Baruch plan as z^ basis for discussion with the exception
of Poland and the Soviet Union. Mr. Gromyko put forward a
Soviet plan which contained the only other proposals made at
this early stage. Without referring to Mr. Baruch' s statement,
Mr. Gromyko proposed an international multilateral convention
to outlaw weapons based upon the' use of atomic energy and to
forbid their production; all such weapons were-to be destroye3
three months after ratification of the convention. No method
was suggested for enforcing the agreement -other than a-declaration
to be made by signatory states that a violation of it would
constitute a "most serious crime against humanity".

10. By August lst the Commission had entered into.its
work. operatingmainly through three committees, one of which
dealt with general questions of policy, a legal committee and
a scientific and technical committee. Progress, hawever, was
extremely slowbecause of Soviet intransigeZce; the central
problem was Mr. Gromyko's insistence that the manufacture, us 3
and possession of the atomic bomb should be banned2 and his
refusal to admit the need for any special system of international
control which in his opinion would constitute a violation of
sovereignty.' While admitting the need for certain safeguards
he wished the Security Council to be respc:lsible for dealing
with enforcement2 a position which, of course, would preserve
the Soviet veto..

11. The general tactics which General^IcNaughton had
been instructed to follow were vieil sum:med up in a letzer from
Mr. Wrong to Mr. Howe of August 1, 1946. These were to seek to
avoid a showdo•an with the Russians, partly in the hope that
Mr. Gromyko might alter his rigid position and partly as the
Government did not uish the talks to break Sown before the Paris
Conference. The General's difficulties however lay not only
with Mr. Gromyko but also with Mr. Baruch who was gruaing
increasingly impatient with the Russians. He wished to force a
vote on his original proposals which of course the Soviet Union
would be certain to reject out of hand thus causing a breakdown
in the efforts to control atomic energy and a further increase
in internat.lonal tension.
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12. This problem was very much in the minds of the delegates
to the second part of the First Session'of the General Assémbly.
Mr. Molotoff's speech made no reference to atomic energy and
therefore gave no hope of any change,of attitude. Writing to
Mr. Pearson in this connection from New York, Mr. Reid said that
in his opinion the "break in the Atomic Energy Commission is
going to come before the end of the year" but he added""if it is
to come we must.surely make every effort to insure that the
issue on which the breakdown comes is one carefully chosen by
the United States as being best calculated'to put the Soviet
Union in the,wrong". To avoid a break, Mr. St. Laurent encotiraged
General 'bicNaughton° to continue his efforts along this line a.1d
to try to work out a system for the effective control of ator-ic
energy which went no further than discussions had shown to be
essential. Mr. St. Laurent was anxious -'that'the Western Powers
be in a position to show that they had explored every avenue of
possible agreement with the Soviet Union and that the proposals
finally rejected by the Soviet Union be the ones which would
commend-themselves to most other Governments as practical.

13. In order to avoid a premature breakdown an effort •7as
made to turn the' discussions in the Commission away from the
broad political questions of principle into a consideration
of the most precise forms of international obligations which
governments might assume tf an effective'system of internatio•Zal
control were established and to an examination of the technical
and scientific facts in relation to the feasibility or otheraise
of international control. The Scientific.and Technical Committee
began therefore the preparation of a report describing the
processes involved in zhe.peaceful application of atomic energy.
It found that such energy could ^e controlled. It could not
however agree on methods owing to Soviet insistencé that this
was a political question with which the Committee was not com-
petent to deal. Formal and informal discussions failed to break
the deadlock on this point.

14. In the course of a conversation with General JcNatghton
on June 26 Mr. Pearson suggested that a possible method of:

..-, breaking through the developing jam would be to ac^ept
at once the U.S.S.R. proposal to outlaw the use of atomic
energy for destructive purposes and even sign a conventio•i
immediately for that purpose, pending the working out of
the more far reaching measures for control, inspection
etc., embodied in the United States plan".

Such a course he thought would "meet the Russians up to a
point and certainly could do no harm" though he recognized that
without further measures outlawry would be of no value. Neither
Mr. 'Wrong? nor Mr. Robertson7 were attracted to this idea, as
from the point of view of American security, the Russian proposals
reversed the American order of pr iority and Mr. Wrong doubted
whether it would"influence the Russians-much as the main object
of their proposal was to argue that the American bombs should be
destroyed". Mr.:Pearson's proposal was not followed up.

150 The virtual impasse which the Commission had reached
by November 1946 was considered by the Advisory Panel. A paper
prepared in the Department for the Panel2.àfter summarizing the
developments on the work of the Commission, noted that it was
difficult to assess with any. degree of assurance what the next
stage should be; it recognized the possibility that the Soviet
government might clarify its attitude in relation to control,
but the officer who drafted the paper did not expect any signi-
ficant char.Ee. It was however thought possible that the
Commission n1ght consider aspects such as the functions and
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powers of'tho International Authority and the relations of such
an Authority to the United Nations in order to prepare the ground
for the drafting of an international treaty classifying the
obligations of signatory states, the functions and powers o'' the
authority and the question of benefits c•rhich members would derive
from a system of international control. The paper went on to
noté that the future work of the Commission must in any event
be considered in terms of the general relations between the Soviet
Union and the Western 6lorld, and that "a breakdown in negotistions
might precipitate a crisis in the entire 'structure of the United
Nations". In this connection the paper referred to the effcrts
mady by the Canadian Delegation to avoid bringing to a bRad -
basic differences, the endeavours made'.to,maintain an orderly
procedure and to maintain a spirit of cordial relations. Fü:ally,
the paper recommended that approval be given to the general *
tactics which the Canadian Delegation had been following,- that
.it should''continue to support all efforts to avoid a breakdown
but that it'should continue to give support to the principles
of the United States plan "as an ultimateobjective".

16. Meanwhile the General Assembly was also considering
the question of-atomlc energy; the resolution adopted December 141,
1946, dealing with the general regulations and reduction'of
armaments, already referred to, (see para. 3 above), included
several important clauses affecting the Commission. This reso-
lution stated that the prohibition of atomic weapons and the
control of atomic energy to insure its use only for peaceful
purposes was an essential part of any overall scheme to regulate
and reduce armaments generally. It urged the expeditions fui-
filment by the Atomic Energy Commission of its task under the
previous resolution of January 24,-1946, and urged the Security
Council to expedite the questioniof a draft convention for th3
creation of an international system of control which would in.,lude
provisions calling for the prohibition of atomic weapons. Th3
Canadian Delegation voted in favour of this resolution, irhich,
in the Government's vieyr, clea'rly meant that the United Nations
was committed to the total prohibition of the use of atomic
weapons. At a later stage it became apparent that the United
States did not consider this resolution in the same way, and
in a telegram to General -McNaughton on July 10, 1947 Mr. Heeney
pointed out that while it-was'

. . • ,

" not difficult to appreciate the United States' relucta,ace
to accept the principle of complete prohibition of atom:,:
energy, the difference between acceptance of the princip1e
and signature of an agreement is surely great enough, to
make it worthwhile for the United States, at least for
tactical reasons, to admit the principle".

,
Subsequently, General' McNaughton was able to persuade the
United States representatives on the Commission of"this fact.

17. The discussions in the Coftmission during the month
of December in connection with the adoption of the Commission's
first report to the Security Council finally brought to a head
the issue which the Canadian Delegation had fought to avoid.
blr. Baruch insisted that a decision be reached on his proposals
and recoramendations and that.they be included in the report. He
was confident that he'could secure sufficient support to carry
them by a majority of votes. The Canadian Delegation, together
ti,:ith the United Kingdom and the French Delegations, had some .
misgivings about them, in particular the question of eliminating
the veto tiThich1 in the Government's vievr, vrould provide grounds
for the Soviet Union to vote against the report. The Canadian
Delegation also wished to tighten up some of the details of the
proposals wLich had been very loosely drafted and which in its
opinion reqL.ired more careful consideration. The report and the
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prôpôsals wëre" finâllÿ voted"6A-Dècémber J' Tdn na.ti6ns"1'
includiing' CanadâI voted üi favour^"but the Soviet 'Union and
Poland'abstdi'ned. Dëspi'te the GovernmentI s"'mi:sgivïngs'l,
Cabinet in'sttucted Gerieral ^icNaughton'ori Decëtbér- 27'to"vote
in -thïs''way- on the ' ground 'nôt' oriTy' thà t, the resolûtion had '
bëéri-'greatlÿ imprôvéd by the "dèlegation! s efforts,-but"'âlso
Yiroüght It into greater' hârmôny'with the"General Assembly •-
rësolution-on"disarmament; moréover it'cleârly'represented the
bëst -resôlution that could bé obtained: '-'AlthôLigh the "Canadian
Délëgâtion' hâd béen -remarkably succéssful-in putting ôff "tr,is
vote over n'period of ' time , the expécted' breakdown did comÉ "
about-"and the - governinent Is worst fears'were "confirmed' for to an
incréasing degreé the atmosphere was to become less and less
conducive to agreement.

18. Briefly, the Commission's first report answered
affirmatively the question as to whether international'control
Of atomic energy was feasible from a-scientific and technical''
point of view. "Certain'safeguards to be applied at'each stage
in the-production and use of atomic energy were recommended by
thé-réport whïch expressly"stated that thése safeguards did'not
represent-a plan for c6ntrol but merély some of the elements
whicYi should'be incorporated in an 'effective plan. In his
report to 'the" Minister," General McNaugYiton noted" that .adoption
of the Cor;mission's first report ended the first phase of'its'"
work; while-stressing as did the report the preliminary natirë
of the proposals, he regretted Mr. Barucrits"precipitâte "action '
and inflexible attitude" which prevented the Commission obtaining
any real clarification of the Soviet attitude. He was2 however^.
heartened by the thought that the U.S.S.R. had not closed tae door
to further negotiations.

19. During the subsequent months of January and February
the Security Council discussed the Commission's report but'the
debates merely reflected the same basic differences expressed
in-the Commission. Although the Soviet Delegation tabled 12
proposed'amendments to the report, the"Council finally-decided
that these amendments'should môre appropriatel.y'be dëâlt-wi:h
in -thë"Xommissiôri itsélf ;"arid: ori 'M6rch-'10, 1947;" iristrùctéd
tYië'*Coinmission-'to-'côiitinue its_iriqilïries, to prepare draft
trëaties',- and yto- réport- to the" Security Council before the
next session of the General Assembly.

20. Mr. St. Iaurent made a report on the work of the'
Commission to the House of Commons on March 26, at the conc_usion
of which he expressed the Government's hope that further examination
by the Commission of the proposals placed before it "may lead
to a realization on the part of all gove:nments represented on
the Commission of the manifest advantage to be reaped under a
system of effective control'!. Such a system would not only make
a greater contribution to peace but would make it possible for
the peoples of the world to share the benefits to be derived
from the peaceful use of atomic energy.

21. When the Commission resumed its sessions following
the adoption of its first report, its members endeavoured to
consider some of the broader aspects of the problem, particularly
from the standpoint of what was necessary in the matter of
control. On June 11, 1947, Mr. Gromyko submitted additional
proposals whereby his proposed convention to outlaw the use and
manufacture of atomic bombs would be supplemented by a further
convention establishing a system of control based on periodic
inspection only. Under this Soviet plan any nation would be
free to plan and execute its own atomic energy programmes, subject
only to a periodic check by inspectors from the Internation:il
Control ALency; its powers would be restricted to making repi•e-
sentations -co,governments and the Security Council. In the view
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bf 'thé-'Canâdian Gôverriment ',- thesé - proposâls were highlÿ +ünsatis-
fàctory, Ja3 the control" âgency"woul-d' ônly-'be set izp -after'"tüe
-convention had .beeri signed. "Moreôvsr*,' 'since the' functiôns bf'
the -âgencÿ.would be "limitéd -to* chècking And investigati'ng7 nàtion"s-"
would 'tie freé-to accumuldte.'dangeroûs qûantities of ' atomic" matérials
directly convertible' irito- bômb"s' . '' It" was- felt' that^^ somethirig -more
thân perïodic irispectiôn ahd"spécial 'investigatïôns in casé of"'
suspicion t.^as-requiréd.' General McNaughton t2iereforé introcuced
a" resolütion which "was- adopted by 10 favourâble votes which .said
that the Soviet'proposals, as they then stood, did not prov:i.dè*
"ari-àdequate basis for the development by the Committee of specific
proposals for an effective system of international control":

22. No appreciable progress was made by the time the
Commission submitted its second report to the Security'Council
on September 117'1947. This report noted that the Commission
had'considéred some'of the broader aspects of the problem ar.3
added thât's" in"the 'Opinion of the Comnissiori, nations shoült. not
be Teft freé'tô develop their individual programmes of atomic
énergy for"peaceful purposes;-it proposed instead the establishment
of an authority which would "own, operate and manage" in trust
for all nations all darigerous substances from the time they
were takeri from the ground and all plants required to procers
them. Production would be strictly related to consumption and
there would be no accumulations of stocks. The proposed authority
would in effect be a trust acting on behalf of signatory states.
The report also recommended that the principles which were to
govern the production, distribution, location and so forth of
atomic materials should be designated by international agreement.

23. This report was not considèred by the Security Council
because of pressure of other business, but the Commission
nevertheless continued to endeavour to work out the terms of
the treaties required to implement its-second report. The
second report had gone a great deal further than the-Soviet'
Government was prepared-to " go! 'howevér 7" and it -"hàd ""soôn -beco1ne
apparent that the Commission coùld do little more of ûseful"".,,.' v^ ^
work in the absence of -Soviet' cooperatiôn. As Gerieral McNaughton
put it in a despatch to the Department on June 14, 1948,

it was conceded by all that no control schemé would be
satisfactory if it was not universally ,,ipplicable and ^
enforceable ... but the debates in the Commission had served
only to show that there was not even agreement on what"was
understood by 'effective international control' let alone
the essential requirements of that control, and the realiza-
tion grew that the work of the Commission was approaching
an impasse."

24. The Soviet attitude2 however, was an uncompromising
one and many efforts, which need not be gone into here$ to
.obtain a greater precision as to the meaning and intentions
of the Soviet plan were to no avoid. Finallyl when the diver-
gence of views became so acute and the possibilities of bridging
the gap appeared so remote5 on May 17, 1948, the Commission
recommended. in its third report, the suspension of its work

, by a vote of 9 to 2., The recommendation stated that

It the failure to achieve agreement on the international
control of atomic energy arises from a situation that is
beyond the competence of this Commission. In this situa-
tion the Commission concludes that no useful purpose can
be served by carrying on negotiations at the Commission's
level." (1)

1 The rÉlnort also recommended that the Security Council
consi( er the possi bility of submitting the Commission' s
three reports to the next session of the General Assembly.



2'5;-"- ' In' his'repôrt-tô the 'Department "referréd to abovë",,
Generél Mcftughton pointed out that `althotiôh the Commission
had been unable-"to obtain agreement on a plan for inter=
nationdl_côntrol1 .^sûch'faïlure 'did not"warrânt thé 'cônclusiôn
tfiat' no "agreement may-ültimately bé reached, He 'recognizéd,
howèveT,' that to resolve -thé'ia.nderlÿirig political' difficülties
efforts to rèacYi- an-ùndérstandirig' woüld have to be pursued
through other methods of negotiation.-

26. - The Canadian Delegation, with authority given it -
bÿ'the Cabinet on June'10, introduced a resolution in thé'"^^'^^
Security Council, approved'on June''25 which rather th^ri'app'_iove
the'Commissionls three reports"merely asked that the Secrétr_iry--
Géneral transmit them to. the 'General Asseinbly "as a matter -)f
speciâl concérn".-In speaking to this resolution, Gerieral
McNaughton expressed the Canadian Goverrutent 's "profound
disappointment" that the Commission had"to report an impassF.
The situationl he said, did'-not "call'for recriminatioz but a
sérious" effort . to face'up to reality": He blanied the divér;;énce

had advancéd proposals for periodic inspection, its concept-on

ôf'views upon the insistence of'the Soviet Union that a comTéntion
outlawing atomic weapons and providing for the destruction-of
^hese-wéapons must' precede any"agreément for the establishairint
of 'a- sÿstein of international controZ. 'While -"the Soviet Dè1R:gation

of these controls fell

" far short of what the majority of the Commission
believed to be essential to ensure that atomic energy
will not become a matter of international rivalry and
a menace to world security".

27. The Third Session of the General Assembly conside:?ed
the Çommission's three reports in accordance with this resolution
and a number of countries, including Canada, put forward
resolutions containing proposals on atomic energ,y. TheZanadian
resolution was put forward in the belief'"that, iri the words'of'
the general instructions to the Delegation "âpprovéd'byT Cabinet,
"little will bé gainéd-by continûing'thè'discussiôns in-thé'"
presënt.- circumstances"— Its opera`tive part éxpressed-"approvâl-
of the general findings and - recommendations of the -first renôrt
2rid- the -spëcifi'c propôsâls of''pârt "2 of the -secônd_report`"i•.s-
constitûting-tYie necessarÿ *basis'for ést4b11sYiing -an' effect'_vé
system 'of iütèrriatiônàT coritrol - of atomic e"r!ergv in"accôrd4iice
with. the terms of reference of the United Nations Atomic Envrg,y
Commission"; it also sought approval of the third report. _n a"
second operative paragraph, the resolution called upon all nations
to accept these reports-as a necessary basis for control. The
resolution, vihich had been drafted hastily and was open to amend-
ment was considerably modified, the U.S.S.R. s;zb.-mitted a proposal
which represented a slight alteration of position. This called
for continued meetings of the Commission witb a view to the
preparation of two conventions, one on the prohibition of atomic
weapons, the other for the establishment of international control
of atomic energy2 both to be signed and put into operation simul-
taneously. Although the previous Soviet attitude had been to
demand that the convention on the^prohibition of atomic weapons
be concluded before the second convention, the conclusion--was. -
considered bÿ the Department to be of little value, as the Soviet
Delegation was still not prepared to accept the convention for
effective inspection and control. Compromise resolutions were
also put forward, particularly one from India, but the discussion
in committee centered around the Canadian draft.

28. ks it finally emerged, the resolution, r.►hich was opposed
by the Soviet Bloc, expressed deep concern at the impasse ar.d
requested the. six permanent members of the Commission to "me:et
together and consult in order to determine if there existed a
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z basis for'"2greement''l. This group was,to report to the next
.régular' session* of' thd Assembly. * The resolution 'also called
ùpori 'thé Commission to résume its 'sessions ând to""studÿ suclf ''
subjects'within its terms of reference as considered practicable
and useful.

other governments-permanently represented on'the Commission on
the other hand, would agree to accept-. It noted that the original
United States proposal had been modified•in-certain important
aspects and that these modifications, agreedto by the majority
of the governments represented on the Commission,.constituttd
the(gy sential elements of the plhn which the Commission recommend-
ed. The Canadian Government had-not as yet attempted to
make an individual appraisal of the plan and the-assumptions
upon which it was based and in view of the deadlock"it was
considered advisable to re-examine-the problem afresh. (2)

mor the -Commissi-on^s inability -to continue its trork had been in
part *cause and-in part effect of the wider disagreement bet;reen
the Soviet°Union"and-the principal western powers on almost all
questions of major political importance. On the technical"side
there "was 'fundamental disagreement as to the 'nature and sco' )e of
the controls which the Soviet Government on the one hand 'and

wïth'other methods'of mass destruction.. In this lettei!; Mr: Héeney
notéd-that thé'reasons for the impasse reached in the Commission
were partly political and partly-technical. The'political ^-easons

for war and a comparison of the effectiveness of ztomic weapons

fôr"'the DépQrtment ând'the Advisory ParieT of-'thé" Caradian G.owern--
mënt "to."consider what' further steps' should be. "adopted and irliat "
propôsals " the Canadiàn` Delegation could put" forvrard in 'an"e-_fort
to get out of the "impasse, TYie 'Par_el' decided iü'January 191+9
as- a' first-'stép to request the -views "of 'thé. Chiefs of Staff' of-
the military 'effectiveness of the atomic bonib *and' its uniqu•!ness
as a weapôri' 'of'mass destruction. Accordingly, Mr, Hëeney t,,^oté"
tô thè secretary of the-Chiefs of Staff'Committee;' asking fc;r an'*
opinion as to the militari effectiveness of fissionable matori2ls

29- In Viëw' of'the Assemblyt s decision it' was necess--^ ŷ

entering into'production.

(2) No reply appears to have been made -- if it was it would

the "Majority Plan" contained propopals not foreseen in the Baruch
Plan for provision against any possible abuse of power by inter-
national agency or its international inspectorate acting in its
name. Fourthly, the Baruch proposals,made no specific provision
tti*ith regard to stock piling. The Commission accepted a proposal
by the United Kingdom-that the production of nuclear fuels
should be restricted to the quantity required.for plants actually

(1). There were four principal differences between the Baruch
Plan and the "Majority Plan". First, Mr. Baruch's original
suggestion contemplated that the ownerchip of all uranium ar,d
thorium would be vested in the International Authority whi:r:
vrould itself undertake all mining operations; in the "Ma jor'.ty
Plan" it was recognized that the international agency would
need to have all available information in respect to the actual
or likely occurrences of ores of these minerals and that their
mining should not however be necessary fcr the agency to own the
mineral properties. Secondly, the agency would determine national
quotas by negotiation rather than by arbitrary settlement. Thirdly,

not be found on the Departmental files.



30; At the ssme time-, informal me,eting-s" were begun iri
New -York bctwéen representatives of the- Uriited States, 'United -
Kïngd6m4 Francé , China and Canada' to -explore'^-what further.'
work the_Comrnissibn-'might be 'âble to undertake'. ""The-U.E;S;R',
also' ïritr`odûced into the Security-Ciiuncil 'à`'résôlùtïon"'embôdÿing
the -propôsuls it Yiad - mâde * at''the previous session of- "the' Gerieral''
A-s sembly-,_ ' but ' âf ter they t-rere defeated, ;the'So"viA repre sent ative ,
Mr'. Malikq gave notice "that they trould.be re-introduced at "the
next"meeting-of the Atomic Energy Commission. The Commissicn
met "on 'February 18, the first meeting 'heid since May Vrhëri' it "`- '
reported to the- Sedurity Council that i thad reached *a deadtlock. p
At its first session, the Commission adopted a resolution
introduced by General MacNaughton, instructing the Secretar;at
of-the-Commission to prepare*a working paper sumtarizing the°
récommendations of the Commission's -previous''reports as-'a basis
for further. study and a'comparative table ` showing "the positions

-of the majority and minority in the 'Com.*^ission upon the topics
so ' far dis6tissed. - Mr. Malik reintroduced the ' substance of the,.''
Soviet resôlütion'submitted to the'Security Council-Februarÿ 25.
The"Commïssibn decided= however?-"to return to a-"consideration
of the General Assembly resolution and of. the topics: which it
.would be "practicable and useful" for them to discuss. It did
'not reject the Soviet proposals outrightl,as the Commission
agreed to examine them in detail to see whether they indicatsd
a new way out of the impasse. It,was apparent to the other
members of the Commission, as it had been to the majority of-
the delegations in the General Assembly2 that these proposals
werevague and unsatisfactory. Lengthy speeches by Mr. Malik
and other'Soviet representatives failed to produce any satis-
factory elucidation or justification of the Soviet case2 and
finally, on July 29, the Commission agreed that no useful purpose
would be served by further debate; it agreed to adjourn until
the Six Powers talks had found a basis for further discussion.
The Commission, at the same-time, made a fourth report to th..
Security Council stating that the impasse still existed and'that
furtherrdiscussion in the Commission:

would'only tend to harden differences"and would sérve-
no useful purpose until the sponsoring powers had reporte-1
that a basis for agreement did exist."

Although the first meeting of the six sponsoring powers was
held on August 91 informal meetings between the representat-L"Ies
of Canada2 China, France, the United Kingdom and the United
States were held as early as May to discuss a draft statemen-C
of principles which could be agreed to beforehand to serve as
a basis for talks.

31. Some of the more important paragraphs of. this statement
of principles might be quoted here.

1. International system of control:

scope and functions defined by aii' enforceable multilateral
Such an international system should be establishzd, and its
the resolution of the General Assembly of 24th January 19^+6. -
atomic weapons aimed at attaining the objectives set forth in
system for the control of atomic energy and the prohzbition of
(a) There should be a strong and comprehensive international

treaty in trhich-all nations should participate on fair and
equitable terms.

0 0 0 . . 0 0 0 9 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . • • 0 . . • 0



(a)-- TYieré sYiould ""be' e stâbli"shed ;" within ' tYié franewôrk
ôf "the` Security" Council, ain"internatio:ial côütrol' 6 gency^
derïving' i ts" poweTs and sté."tus fro:n'thë "trëaty' under which--
it ïs"'establisYiéd:"""The"agencÿ 'shoi.lTd posse"ss-pôwers'*an(!"be
chârgéd' t,ritYi- rëspor_sibïlitÿ-nëcéssary znd àppropri.ate"fôr t 'le
prompt and 'éffective ' dischGrge ' of' thé""dutïés 'imposéd" ûpon' *i-;^"^^
by "the' "terms" ôf- the trèaty;' - Its-po^rérs sYiould"be süfficiëhay
brQad" and 'fléxible to einable-it tô 'deai i^rith neti,r 'dëvelopmer ts
that may hereafter arise in the field of atomic energy.

....................

W- The -duly accredited represëntatives of thé-agency
should be afforded. unimpeded rights of ingress*, égress,''and
*access for'the .performance of their ïnspectïons'and ôther.'
dutiés "in-to I- frbm and within the -térritory" of 'every' partici;)ating
nation, unhindered by national or local authorities.

3. Exchange of Information:

for peaceful ends. I
éxchange'of"basic*scientific information on atomic energy
(b7 " -The âgency should promote- amongVall riations-the

The ageücy-and" the" participatiTig natiôns "shôûld''bI:-
güidèd"by'the' general principle that thëre' should-*be "rio 'seci^ecy"'
concerning scientific and technical information on atomic e.iergyo

this international system of control,
ductiôn"'.iffid* usé" Of atomic weapôr.s-'ïs'an .essential part of
(â) -Intèrnâtiônâl agreement to outlaw the'riationaY pro-

4. Prohibition 'of atomic weapons:

Yb)'-"' "- 'TI^ë`mânùfactüré, ` possessiôn ând'-üsë ôf 'atômic wéa;,ons-
by âil'"nâtions and by all persons under their jurisdiction :.hould.

intarnational implicatiôns. and repercussions. The development.
concerr af individual gatiôns, but rather,have predôminantly
Deaceful purpôses are not exclusively ma.,,.;ters of domestic
(a) The development and use of atomic energy even for

5. Development of Atomic Energy:
. . ,

purposes.

(c) -Any existing stocks of atomic weapons should be d:.sposed
of, and proper use should be made of nuclear fuel for peacP! ul

be forbidden,

of atomic energy must be made an international cooperative
enterprise in all its phases.

....................

6. Control Over AtomicMaterials and'Fa'cilities:.

nuclear fuels and dangerous facilities in trust for the parti-
(a) The agency should hold all atomic source materials,

cipating nations and be responsible for•ensuring that"the
provisions of'the treaty in regard to their disposition are
executed.



and manage all dangerous atomzc facj:lities.
(b) " '-Thé -agencÿ shôuld -'have the 'exclusive right to operate

' In" anÿ inatters affectir.gR security,'nâtioüs" cânnot
havë -ariÿ'-prôprietary-right or rights"of decision âj^ïsirig
. theréfrô.t 6ver"'atoiri3.c 'source materials','riûcTear--füel:s' or
dangerous facilities located within their territories.

(a} " Thé agencÿ ïnüst' bé' giveri ^indisputable' coritrôl' ôf
thë sôurcé- mâtériâls - promptlÿ after''théir sèparâtiori from
their natürâl- dèpôsits ^- *and ôütakirig ^possessiôn shoi.ild--- "^-
givé--fair and' equitable" compensation determined by agreemer.t

Activities-relâted' to a"tomic- eriergyq* •which âre non•-
dangerous tô-secürîty,' such às'"mining and milling of "sourcé-
mâterial,-ând résearch maÿ be'operated by•nations or persons
under license from the agency.

with the national concerned.

7.

or other means, all subject to appropriate limitations.

Means of Detecting and Preventing Clandestine Activities:

"" '-'"" "-"Thë `â géricÿ - shôuld' hade the dùtÿ of seekiüg out - any '"
cTandestine'aëtivities or'facilitiés-involving soürce ma:teri-11 "
dr- tiücleâr fuel;' to this- end it should have the - power- to req.1ire
reports On rélévant matters, to verifÿ these reports and- obtiin
süch" otYier"'inforinâtion as it 'deems 'necessary by diréct' inspe :tion

8. Stages: . ^ .. _ I

' The'treaty should embrace the entire programme for
putting the international system of 'control into effect*2 and "
sliôuld provide â- schèdix].e for 'the' completiôn of the "trarisi t3 onal
process-ôver' a-périod' of time-, stop by stepl' in' âri ordérlÿ arid-
âgreéd'"séquericé 'leading-to the -full: and - effectivé 'establishment

• ôf"international control of atomic energy and prohibition of
atomic weapons.

32. "-- Thes6principles were introduced by the-United
Kingdom`representative, Sir Alexander Cadogan, who pointed
out that the statement covered the essential.topics with
which any-plans-for the prohibition of atomic weapons and
the control of atomic energy would have to deal. The statement
was adopted as a basis for discussion and the Western repre-
senatives, including that of Canada, made it clear that their
Governments accepted them. They also expressed-readiness to
consider alternative proposals which might be put forward
although emphasizing at the same time that they would continue
to support-the plan approved by the General Assembly unless and
until proposals were made which would provide for`equally or
more effective means of control or prohibition. The conversations,
however, did not succeed in bringing about agreement, for the
basic differences remained. The group made an interim report
to the General Assembly on October 25.

33. The discussion by the Fourth Session of the General
Assembly of the question of atomic energy were naturally over-
shadowed by President Truman's announcement'of September 23,
1949, that "within recent weeks an atomic explosion occurred in
the U.S.S.R.11. In the Department's view it was considered
essential that something better than a negative report on the
work of the Commission and of the six sponsoring powers should
be presented to the General Assembly. In the early stages of
the debatf.s on atomic energy in the various bodies of the United
Nations, C,inada had invariably emphasized the technical and poli-
tical aspe ^ ys, However3 with the "peace offensive" being dE veloped



by -t`he-Cominfôrzn-and its particular-emphasï"s on "banning-the"bbmb" ^
ïncreà^ed considerat'i 'Ton was given by tne 'Departnent and nembers
6f -,the Advisôry Pânel-t6-mebt the. Soviét,,Uoveririënt'-on- Its own
grôund in ordér "to dérive-as inuch ^prcpagandâ "value às -pôssible.-'
from the- "Majority PTan" and t'_^té 'generalwéstern a:ttittidé 'towards
intér:iational ' control in an éffort Vtô"fliri "ovér -tfie"'sma7ler'--"'-"
countrïé s' k*Yiich- m3:ght The "teinptéd to 'adopt a neutral- 'attitu"'IÉ ;': -
A's â partiGl-expression ôf -this- feeling "a resoZution-tiras drEfted
in- the' Dëpartinent whi éYi"'proposed' "the "prohibition 'of'- atomic-"
wéapons except' iri a cape of 'aggression-as determined by - thé"
ma oritj y of the Security Council. A sècond course of actio^^'
considered -was" të'Yiave 'thé- United" States:,'reaffïrn 'its- decÎa^ atior.
that-it would'never wàge an aggressive wâr; Underlyirig -these J- °
sûggestions was -â -generâl feeling to 'be found particularly 'smong
North- Atlântic coüntries^-"thât 'tova lârgë- éxtéiit'' their 'sëëurity
rëstéd21 for a monent at least, upon the only'potent'stratpgic'
weapon on their side; *altYiough the bomb "was the' main deterrent'
to,aggre'ssiôn and'would-remain so for some years, it w^s re-flized
that this would not always be the case,

It was partly for 'this reasori that at the 'Fôurth
S66siôn-of'the Genéral'Assembly the Cana,diain-Delegation co-
sponsored with France a resolution requesting;

the permanent members of the United Nations
Atomic.Energy Commission to coninue their.consultations
tp explore all.pôssibl@--avenues and examine all concrete
sazggestions with a view to determining whether they
might lead to an agreement securing the basic objectives
of the'General Assembly in this huestion,"

and recomnending that

all nations join in mutual agreement to renouncè-
the -iridividildI éxercise , of such rights'`of, soveréigntÿ
in-thé contrôlrof"'atômic"'éiierg3r"a;s...aTe 1.ricômpatibie
with the promotion of world security and peace."

In introducing this resolution2 Mr. Pearson restatéd the
Canadian Government's position. He said that'in cotmôn with
most members of the United Nations, Canada was prepared to
accept the "Majority Plan" as Canada was convinced it was a
good plan. He added,,however, that Canadiün thinking concer:zing
it was not rigid or inflexible and that.

if any new proposals are made or new approaches
suggested that gave promise of an effective and agreed
solution to this problem2 then my GovE,._nment will
welcome them and examine them with all the care which
they deserve."

Referring to the atomic explosion in the Soviet Union, Mr. Pearson
said that this everyt pointed out dramatically the validity of
the thesis that.security can be found only in effective inter-
national contrnl. With regard to the joint resolutionT he said
that one of the principles embodied in it was that no door should
be closed, that every channel for consultation and negotiation
must be left open. It was important, he said, that the world
should not be misled on this major issue:

" it would be no contribution to the peace of the
world in present conditions of international mistrust
and fear to encourage illusions of peace based merely
on unsupported declarations against the use of atomic
energy and war, if the situation was such that such
declarations could accomplish their purpose, then there
really wo^^ld,not be any need for then: at all."
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thé' -course" ôf tiië'debate ori "thïs re'solütion, -thè -text
wa s somewYiat - modifïéd ; par ticizlarly" the : se corid paragrdph
6f thé opërative pârt", wheri' dt' the partïcülar üistaricé
bf'"thë"*hfexicari'-Delëgatïori 'the 'word "renounce" was removed and
the sentence revised to read that:

""-all" nations in the use of their rights of soveréignty"
join in: mutual'agreement"to limit the individûal'éxercise
of 'those''rights' in the control of atomic energy to the
extent required.tr

.
In-an-éffort tb minim.ize'the _'difficultÿ and to obtain-as-
widé"'sizppôrt' as'possible',*the 'délegatiori àg'reed to the * parâgraph..
iieing amend e"âccordingïy^ - A1tYiougli the emphâsis was-now on-
üsirig -`sovéreigrity 'tatYier than losirig'it7"the riea*iing -réIIaüiéI
uricharigéd; This résôlûtiori ^ras "carried by 'â large majority, and
the Soviet Bloc, as expected, voted against.

• . . . . . . .. . . _ ^ . .. - . ... . .... . .. . .• .

35: The six permanent members of the Commission resume3
their discussions on December 20- under "the chairmanship of '
General McNaughton, but this was the only meeting held unti.L
Janüârÿ 19, at which time, -thé representative of thé-'Soviet -
Union arinounced that-because of presence of the representatiie',
of-Na;tionâlist Chinà, it could not take part in any discussi.)n.
Accordingly2- a letter"was sent to the Secretary=General stattng
thàt so lorig a's"the Soviët Government r"efused'to participate in'
them it was ünpossïble`for the grôup* to fulfil the mandate * given
them by the General Assembly.- The remainir ig five permanent ""
members, however, undèrtook to remairi in close contact'with .)ne
another to"meet and consult on such limit objectives as were
possible of achievement under the circumstances. Since that
day, no formal session of the six permanent membérs 'of the Atomic
Energy 'Commis'sion" ha s' been held.' The Canadian Goverruüent ;
hôwever, was "not' satisfied to leâve the entiré questions "*ôf"^^
irternational control of- *atômi6 eriergy- suspended-lïke Màhoméd Is
côffin in hiid' mëëting`"of-'the Advisory- Pânël','"Yield bn
M3rch 21 -,vT950 _," considered thë-désirâbilïty ôf rë'süining"thé ""
talks'"lüfô"r-^ia.ITy' until" thé' qûéstion Of Chiriesë''représéntation
hâd'béérï sèttled^ ""In' particûlar,"-thé- Pa:léT"corisidered"thé`--
pôssibility cf-âscertainirig whether any -furthér inodifïcation.;
coiild-be rnade' t6-'the" "Mâ jority- Plari" which'Cariada wôuld"bè' '-'""""
tiüllirig' to- support-and- thë-pôssibility ôf~ 6-ràwing'üp â""radi:::lly
different pZari wfiich-àdmittedlÿ"would- ônTy "be- â'hâlf "méasiar3.-.
arid'"which`"wotild'p"rovïdé''for a-iiiuch-'lëss yadëquatë- system-of
internâtional' 'inspection:"'" 'A télegràm t-o"'Mr: -Wrông'-6n "MarcYi'27 -2
1950 ^" said that if-thë ' Canadian Governmerit ' could" sëcure-assurarice
béforéhand that the Governinénts of -the' U;A°:tëd" States and of the----
United Kingdom would be prepared to send representatives to informal
meetings of the'six, tirithout China, it would'be prepared to take
the initiative of issuing the invitations. Both the State
Department and the Foreign Office had been thinking on similar
lines but had reached no conclusions. The United States for
its part, as matters turned out, was not took,keen on the possibility
of evolving a new plan as it considered, in the words of a letter
from Mr. Wrong to Mr. Robertson on April 21,

It the real difficulty in the atomic talks with the
Russians is not any particular element in the "Majority
Plan", but the continued attitude of the Soviet Govern-
ment on the question of international co-operation
generally, and that unless this attitude changes to seek
agreement on any particular aspect in the international
control plan would lead nowhere and might only increase
the.sense of public frustration."
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No' fir:al decisian" w^s ever' rëcs3vyd fircn London"j' ot,ting' to "
Mr; Bevin s" continued" iIlness,-- ànd .the Aiatter rested until."
thé-'Fifth -Séssiori of " the "Generâl: k5sembiÿ'. "' TYie only actiQn-
f,^ken 'by the A"ssembly, h_owéver- "Vas' the-:pâssage' of 'a resoTution,
of which 'Cariâda irras a co-sporisor, "establishing" a cor:mittee " of
12 riember"s tô" examiné-'the possibili ty nf 'merging--tYié' Atomic" "'- "'" '-
F3nergy Commission with the Commission for Conventional Armaments...._........._."

2, Military Staff Committee
, ..• , . .... - _ .. _ ......... . ... . ... . .I...._ .... _ J_..._ .. ^. . ........_: ..-

"The 'concept' of anInternatior'ah pôlice" force to' i mplément
côllëctivë decisioris was' formally endorsed at- the Sari"Francisco
Coriference"" wheri' provision was made for tlie' establishmënt" or
the " Militarÿ Staff Coinmittee; - As the milïtârÿ" brgari of" the - "
Securitÿ" Council, this- Committee"wâs"; in^^a ser.së, . to c6nstitute
ân'interr.ational general staff, whose task under the Council's
authority was to:-

n" advise 'and assist "(it) on 'all: questions relatirig "'"
to thb Secùrity Council's" militarÿ rèquirem.ents 'for`-the'
inainterance-of international peace"and securitÿ, the employ-
mént ând 'cotnmand of forces placed at its di"sposal, the
regulation of armaments"and possible disarmament."

The Cômmittee Was to-bd madè up of the Chiefs of Staff of
t"Yi&'"permanent' -znembers* of the Security'_Cbüncil or' their" "
rèprësentâtivés.-Canada'was*thérefore not eligible for
membe"r"ship" 'altYiough by paragrapYi 2 of "Ârticlë 47-
thë-'Canadian déIegation'at" S^kn'Francisco'has -strongly' süppôrted,
a représentative' of a nori-përilaneni; '^member' coüld -be a"ssociâted
with 'the-"Committee if - thë "efficient- di'sch :rge" ôf - its 'respon-
sibil3tië's should reqùire that'courit'rÿ's'paTticipatioü,'"i:e; ' _-
if thë ûsè" of 'all or "part"of its-armed forcés was 'at"dll'- liEely"
in the `'évént tYiât` the ' Securitÿ Coub.cil "siïoul:d-'call-for- âssistance
to -ënf orce a deci sion. The "Canadïan' Govërrment j therefore, had
a general interest in-the Committee's work.

... ; ... . . _.... . .._...... .._ " ... ._ . .__. . .. _.. J_... ..

2. The Committee held 'its first" meeting' in'^Loridon ^"
on September 4; 1946. VAs'its first task it was""instructëd oy
the Security Counc^l to examine from the militarÿ'point of
view the provisions of Article 43 which called for speciâl
agJL-eéments between member states and the Secur"ity Council' f:)r '*
the placing of 'national armed forces at the Couricil's cïisFosal.
A year later, on April 30, 1947 the Committee forwarded'its
first report to the Council consisting of 41 articles, of wiich
25 were"agreed upon. On the remaining sixteen, however, there
was a -wide difference of opinion between the Soviet Delegation
on'the one'-hand, and the other four delegations on the other
hand. These-differences included the vital points of comparable
contributions as opposed to equality of contributions, the
respectiveymilitary obligations of member states, the employment
and location of armed forces, bases for such forces, rights of
passagé^ withdrawal upon completion of the mission, and so'forth.
The report was considered by the Security Council in the months
of June'and Jüly, 1947, but no decision on it was reached and
the report'has not been discussed since that date. The differences
of opinions and attitudes evident in the meetings of the Military
Staff Com.aittee were naturally reflected-in the discussions in
the Security Council and made clearly evident the impossibility
of any basis of agreeraent ever being reached, a fear which was to
be realized when on July 2, 1948, the Military Staff Committee
reported to the Security Council failure to agree on its second
item of work, the question of overall strength of national armed
forces. Other items were reported on from time to-time, but
none of trese was ever discussed by the Security Council.



Finally, the Military Staff Committee ceased its meetings in
January 1950 following the walk out of the Soviet delegate on
the issue of Chinese representation.

3.* As a member of the United Nations, Canada's main
conç^rn with Article 43 was, of course, the desire to know

= what^forces, and in what amount, the Government would have t.)
place at the Security Council's disposal.' The failure to ag.-ee
on an overall plan naturally meant failure to decide what
individual nations should contribute. This concern was exprassed
by bir..St. Laurent in the Second Part of the First Session o;
the General Assembly in 1946. He said in part as follows:

Tie are particularly concerned that the Security Council
and the Military Staff Committee hâve 'so far failed to mar.e
substantial progress towards a conclusion of the special
agreements with individual members required to imple:^ent
Article 43 and those following of the Charter, and thus
make -armed forces and other facilities available to the
Security Council. lie are all of us bôund under the
Charter to refrain from u-sing armed forces except as prov4ded
for by the Charter. The Government.and people of Canada are.
anxious to know what armed forces; in common with other
members of the.United Nations, Canada should maintain as cur
share of the burden of putting world force behind world itsr.
It is only when the spe'cial agreements with the Council have
been concluded that we will be able to.determine how large
a proportion of the total annual production of our country
can properly be devoted to improving the living conditioz..s
of the Canadian people. Canada therefore urges that the
Security Council and the Military Staff Committee go aheae.
with all possible steps in the constructive work of nego-
tiating the special agreements and of organizing the military
and economic measures of enforcement."

4. Canada's particular concern with the work of the
Committee and over this stalemate arose in two ways: first
as a member of :the Security Council in 1948-49, and secondly
as a member of.the United Nations whose forces might be used
by the Security Council in the discharge of its functions.
In January 1949, General .b2cNaughton raised with the Departm. nt ,
with a view'to his presidency for the follo.•ring month, the
desirability of the Security Council holding a discussion of
the work of the Military Staff Committee. The view expressed
to him was that it would not be expedient for him to do so,
as an open debate on the subject might provide the Soviet Union
with an opportunity for attributing the j3activity of the.
Committee to the other four delegations. The DepaZtment-also
thought that any-further discussions had better await progréss
by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Commission for Conventional
Armaments. The Canadian Chiefs of Staff concurred in this view.
When General. :.McNaughton sounded out the delegations of the .
"majority" member governments on the Military Staff Committee,
he found that they too were reluctant to have the question
raised unless there was a good chance of reaching-an agreement.
In December 1949 General :McNaughton took up the matter again
with the majority members, but found that their attitude had
not changed.

5: Although the Government may not have wished to take
any initiative in raising this matter in the Security Council,
it was still necessary for it to determine what attitude it
should adopt on the question of providing military forces to
the Security Council, either in anticipation of any appeal fo-^
such assistr-nce or in the unlikely event that the "majority"
members of the Security Council should decide to discuss the
work of the Military Staff Committee after all. Aecordingly,
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in September 1948 the Joi4t Planning Coi:^rii ttee of the
Chiefs of Staff considered.the Military Staff Comnittee's
first report and recommended to the Chiefs of Staff that
the Security Council and the Military Staff Committee
consider.

the immediate provision of.a small,force as an
interim measure with the contribution of the five
permanent members to be assessed on the principle
of,.equality of contribution based on the capabilities
of the permanent members having the least ir.Amediate
potential."

The minimum military contribution the Cômmittee recommended
would be a brigade group regimental combat tean} with
naval and air force,contributions scaled down accordingly.
Since the.Canadian Army would have been unable at that
time to make any contribution towards such a force, the
Chief of the General Staff expressed doubts about Canada
putting forward proposals of this nature. Mr. Reid
pointed out, however,.that Canada was "already committed
in principle" and that the Security Council had been asked
for guidance by the Military Staff Committee when submitting
its report. The suggestion, although agreed'to, was never
put forward.

Conventional Armaments

The resolution of December 14, 1947 referred to
above set out four stages for the achievement of general
disarmament: the first, mentioned at the outset of this
,section, was the tep taken .by the General Assembly in.
adopting principles which-should govern the general regu-
lations on reduction of armaments. The second was the
formulation by the Security Council under Article 26 of
plans for the establishment of a system of regulations for
the reduction of armaments. Thirdly, the convocation of a
special^session of the General Assembly to consider the
plans formulated bv the Security Council.. Fourthly,
ratification of disarraament treaties.

2. The onus for the implementation of these stages wa:
placed by the Assembly on the Security Council which, after
considerable discussion, established on the 13th of
February, 1947, the'Commission for Conventional Armaments.
This Commission was instructed to submit to the Security
Council proposals "for the general regulation and reduction
of armaments and armed forces" and "for practical and
effective safeguards in connection with the regulation of
arraamentsn. The resolution specifically excluded from the
jurisdiction of the Commission all matters falling within
the competence of the Atomic Energy Commission. The Comais-
sion's membership was to be identical to that of the
Seaurity.Council. Canada, therefore, became a member when
she took the seat on the Security Council in January 1948.
Although the Commission held its first meeting on March 24,
1947, it was not until June 18 that a plan of work could be



agreed upon. (1)

3. In the debates on this plan the familiar differences
between the Soviet Union and other States in other fields
immediately became evident. The Soviet plan-linked consi-
deration of the prohibition of atomic weapons and other kiinds
of arms adaptable to mass destruction to the consideration of
general principles on disarmament. The United States plan was
based on the assumption that atomic energy and conventional
armaments were.two distinct and.separate fields.

4. The Canadian Government as ovidenced by -the part pl3yed
by the Delegation in the adoption of the General Assembly
resolution was actively concerned with the Commission's problems;
a particular concern was ot course to protect Canada's position
with regard to atomic energy. Its thinking, however, was not
confined to this narrower aspect of the whole disarmament
question. In answer to a telegram from the Commonwealth Relpi-
tions Office of March 27, 1947, in which the United Kingdom
requested the views of the Canadian Government-on ganeral
disarmament proposals, Cabinet approved a reply sent on May °i,
containing preliminary comments. In the view of the Governm:nt
"nothing should be put forward for consideration which envisages
legs than what is contemplated by the General Assembly resolution
of December 14, 1946". By this the Government understood that
the

n roduction and regulation of armaments must be considered
as dual aspects of one problem '... that practical measures
must be devised to convince the peoples of all nations that
their.security can be assured through reliance on means
other than national armaments .... that the conclusion of
agreements envisaged under Article 43 should be expedited
by every possible means".

-The telegram added that a "primary consideration in any
development of security" was that the "prol[ibition of weapon.;
_of mass destruction will be carried out". The Government
did not see much prospect of progress-thrôugh budgetary
limitations or by limitation and control of ravi materials
and manufacturing capacity.

This plan was as follows:

(1) Consider and make recommendations to the Security Council
concerning armaments and armed forces which fall within
the jurisdiction of the Commission f^r Conventional Arma-
ments.

(2) Consideration and determination•of general principles in
connection with the regulation and reduction of armaments
and armed forces.

(3) Consideration of practical and effective safeguards by means
of an international system of control operating through
special organs (and by other means) to protect complying
States against the hazards of-violations and evasions.

(4) Formulate practical proposals for the regulation and
reduction of armaments and armed forces.

(5) Extension of the principles and proposals set forth in
parag:eaphs 2, 3 and 4 above to States which are not Lâembers

---of the United Nations.

{6) Submis5ion of a report or reports to the Security Council
including, if possible, a Draft Convention.



5. Although the Canadian Delegatiôn to the Atomic Energy
commission in New York kept in close touch with the progress
of the Conr.ission it did not particiFate directly in its m3rk.
until Canada became eligible for membership on it. At that
time the Commission was studying the second item of its plan
of work. The Commission had before it an Australian resolution
which envisaged that any systen of regulation of armaments
and armed forces could only be put into effect in an atLlosFn;re
of international confidence. It stipulated that before any such
international-confidence could be obtained it was essential that
an adequate system of agreements be worked out under Article 43,
that international control of atomic energy be established,
that peace treaties be concluded.with Germany and Japan, and.
that provision be made for an adequate system of safeguards.
This draft was attacked by Mr. Gromyko on the grounds that it
was irrelevant to discuss the establishment of international
confidence prior to commeiYCing a reduction of armaments, as
disarmament was in itself a major factor in creating such an
atmosphere of confidence. The United Kingdom submitted a reiised
resolution which although it did not affect the substance of the
Australian draft was adopted oa.August 12, 1948, the Ganadia::i
Delegation supporting it.

6. The discussion on this resolution revealed a basic
difference of approach and attitude. The United'K.ingdom and
the United States took the vievr that the relationship betweei
national security and disarmament was important and that on11
the strengthening of the United Nations could lead to a mutual
Fonfidence which was a prior requisite to any progress in dis-
armament. Furthermore, in their view, an international system
of control and inspection was an essential requirement for a-iy
practical disarmament scheme and the study of disarmament should
take place in coniunction with the study of arrangements co:i-
tenplated by Article 43. It was thought that these should b-3
completed beforemeasures for the reduction and regulation of
armed forces were brought_into force. The Soviet Union, on
the other hand, maintained that any proposals providing that
international security must precede disarmament would be con•:rary
to the General Assembly resolution of Decembèr 14, 1946, nor
did it consider agreements under Article 43 were a necessary
preliminary togeneral disarmament.

7. The Canadian attitude was expressed by General
McNaughton on the .: adoption of the United Eingdom draft
resolution. He indicated Canadian support for the views
embodied in it and the principle that no agreement on effect:.ve
regulation ebuld be devised'until conditions existed which would
make it unnecessary for nations to deDend on national armaments
solely for their security. He reiterated. Canada's concern that
no steps had been taken to implement Article 43 and in this
connection quoted from Mr. St. Laurent's speech at'the opening
of the Assembly. ( l) Implementation Qf this article, General
b;chaughton_ said, was an "essentiâl step" which had to be taken
before disarmament measures could be agreed on. Similarly,
General b^cNaugiiton expressed support for the establishment of
"full international confidence" as a"necessary antecedent to
disarmament". -

8. . At the.same time consideration was being given within
the Department to the question of drawing the maximum propaganda
value of the disarmament discussions since it h6d now become
fully apparent that the Soviet Union was using the Commission
for such a purpose. Concuxrently with the discussions on Item 2,
informal discussions were held with representatives of the United
Kingdom, France and Canada on Item 3, on safeguards, In comnment-
ing on the Inited States draft paper on this 'sub j ect, Mr. Reid
noted in a n.Emorandum to the United Nations Division on March
20, 1948 that

paragraph 3, page 56.
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"clearly there is not going to bo in 'the foreseeable
future any international agreement to regulate and
reduce conventional or any other armaments. The
paramunt question, therefore, is that 'the 'Vtestern

^'Powers should win a propaganda victory.in any public
dieaussion of this question. For this reason we
should take a leaf out of Litvinov's book and not
worry very much about declaring our firm intention.
to accept substantial reduction of international
armaments and effective international inspection".

The United Nations Division was instructed to consider what
amendments might be made to the American draft "to make it tae
most effective. propaganda document possible" Mr. Reid went, 0:1:

"t2he objective should be to get a resolution which
ail the nine members of the security Coûncil other
than the two Soviet States can vote for and which
will be good propaganda material"...

-Mr. Reid weiit further in a memorandum of the same day to
Mr. Heeney when he said

"we should not be particularly concerned with getting
ourselves-invOlved in co,.nitments to accept the
very drastic limitation of armaments and a very
tough system of internatibnal oontrol,'; the main
purpose should be to get'f ar-reaching proposals
which the Soviet Union will be bound to veto."

This was in effect the policy which Canadian representatives
were henceforth to follow.

9. The question of disarmement was introduced by the
Soviet Delegation to the Third Session of the General Assemblÿ
in 1948. The Soviet resolution propQsed three'main steps tov:ards
general disarmament to be taken immediately: the reduction ty
one-third during one year of the present strength oP;.the land,
naval 'and air forces'for permanent members of the Security Council,
the prohibition of atomic weapons intended for purposes of
aggression, and the establishment within the framework of the
Security Council of an international control both for the purpose
of supervision and control of the implementation of thesé-trz
measures. A telegram of'October 1 to the Delegation steted that
in the Department's view these proposals ttshôuld be regueded as
propaganda" and pointed out the obvious defects in the "highly
ambiguous provision-for international control over the implemen-
tation of measures of disarmament and the absence of any provision
for international inspection". The telegram'stressed the Canadian
view that adequate preliminary inspection was a matter of first
importance and a necessary pre-requisite. i-ir. Chevrier as
Canada's spokesman criticized the Soviet resolution on the-grounds':
that there should be qualitative as well as quantitative "
disarmament. He pointed to the failure to provide a clear
workable system for enforcement and inspection measures, and
the implication that the veto could be applied to prevent any
action on enforcement. Mr. Chevrier also referred to the overall
number of forces maintained by the Soviet Union, the failure of
the Soviet Union to co-operate in the establishment of collective
forces under Article 43 and in the establishment of control of
atomic energy.

10. The debate ended with the.rejection of the Soviet proposal
and adoption of a Franco-Belgian resolution which called upon the
Security Coincil to purstie its studies for the regulation and
reduction of armaments through the Commission for Conventional



Armaments. One paragraph of the rezcl•stion suggested that in
carrying out its plan of work th

e C0m:n13sion should devote its
attention to formulating prôposals for the receipt, checking and
publication by an international organ of control of full inform-
ation concerning the armaments and armed forces of Member States.
This resolution was satisfactory to the Department and the djle-
gation was.authorized to vote in favour of it, in spite of tZe
Government's regret that "the language failed to reflect the'
-necessity for propaganda reasons of making a clear and un-amDiggouis
answer to the Soviet proposal for a out in armaments and arm3dforces."

11. The Commission met again on February 15, 1949, to :!-eceive
formal notification from the Security Council of the new task
assigned. to it by the General Assembly, and referred the problsm
to its working committee. Specifically the working comnittefr's
task was to formulate "proposals for the receipt, checking a!id
publication by an international organ of control within the ?rame-
work of the Security Council of full information to be suppl:Led
by member states with regard to their effective and their
conventional armaments." The Soviet representative reintrodliced
the disarmament proposals which the Third Session of the Genoral
Assembly had rejected. At a number of informal meetings helc:
between February and August, 1949, the Western majority of t.te
Commission discussed an alternative plan for the exchange ant.
verification of information. The initiative in this matter was
largely taken by the delegations of Canada, France, the United
Kingdom and the United States.

.12. Meanwhile the Canadian Chiefs of Staff considered the
original .United States draft working paper at the request of
the Department;Jn particular the Chiefs were asked to state
what military information Canada would be..prepared _to.register
with the United Nations in accordance with the Assembly's •resolution. In the letter submitting this request it was
pointed out that in the Department's view it was important ttat the
Western Powers demonstrate their "sincere intention of ineetiig
the terms of the resolution" and at the same tine that their
"detailed proposals go further than the USSR would be prepared
to go in order to demonstrate the insincerity of the original
Soviet resolution and so take the initiative in disarmament
discussionsr.' At its meeting of April 26, 1949,,the Chiefs
agreed that_the Canadian military.authorities would be prepared
to table the total strength of personnel'of the-active and reserve
elements ot.the armed forces, broken down in each case to a total
of officerp and othPr ranks, to table the terms of service and
periods of engagement of personnel of the armed forces and to
offer facilities for verification which without compromisin
security would satisfy a reasonable inspector that-he was ingfact
inspecting the records maintained for the Government's use.
Finally the Chiefs recoimnended that

"in the matter of classified information the Ca,nadian
delegate be instructed to discuss this subject with
the United States, the United hingdom and French
.authorities with a view to producing a statement
which would indicate that the Western Powers were
not only willing to register classified information,
but were prepared to match any proposal put forward
by the USSR concerning the registration of information,
particularly that concerning military equipment."

13. In the course of the informal discussions France put
forward a pEper suggesting that, in addition to the provision of
information cn armed forces, information should be tabled on ^ian-
power engaged in manufacturing conventional armaments, raw materials
and certain finished products having a bearing on the manufacture
of arms. This information would have involved disclosure of vital

I



eConomic and industrial statistics, and at a meeting held on
May 11, 1949, the Canadian Chiefs o3'. 5taff recomrsended against
its adoption. It considered the Tin; tArl .,I

nreflects the Chiefs' suspicion that in the event of

^ r^j3va iJi Vi Vi Gi4/jG

even though it called for the tabling of information on holdings
of war stores which in the case of Canada had.not been made avail-
able either to the Canadian Parliament or to the United Kingdom
or the United States. The Chiefs agreed to-accept the United .
States paper as a basis of discussion on condition tha,t"infornation
on material should not be tabled until information on the personnel
census had been "satisfactorily verified". A'telegran to Gezeral
.EdcNaughtoa transmitted this reeor.mendation and added that ty
"including this proviso in their recommendation the Chiefs were
allowing for the remote possibility that the USSR might decide
to match the eventual joint offer of the four delegationsn. The
telegram went on to say that this recommendation

adhering to the agreed terms and was exploiting
the agreement to the disadvantage.of the Western
Powers. To-guard against this, the.Chiefs favoured
using the less vital personnel•census as a way of
testing the good faith of the Russians."

The Department was not entirely happy with the scheme suggeg;,,ed
by the Chiefs as in its view it was extremely unlikely that ^he
Soviet Union would agree to the contemplated joint proposals
and the propaganda value would be reduced if a scheme were to
be put forward that would operate only by stages. General
ücNaughton was informed that if Canada were the only countr,r
wishir.g •to place this -limitation' upon the composite paper, the
Department would be willing to ask the Chiefs to reconsider :héir
decision.

14. The working committee.rset again on May 26 for the •
first time since August 9, 1948. The French paper, much watcred
down, contained no reference to material. But as the preliminary
discussions indicated that the recommendation of the Chiefs of
Staff was somewhat ouZ of step with the attitude of other we:tern
delegations, the Chiefs viere°•asked to reconsider their attitt.de.
A further meeting was held ori..June 8, at which Mr. Heeney po..nted
out that the sole purpose of the present project was to prci'.t:ce
an arrangement which would be "so clear out and simple that f,
rejection by the Russians would place them in an unfavourable
propaganda light". He reiterated the Department's view that
there was little possibility of the USSR accepting the terms of
the paper. The meeting agreed that Canads should subscribe to
the terms of the paper and that its terms should be implemented
if the need should arise. Thus, in effect, the Chiefs reversed
their position and on June 21, General kcNaughton was able to
.announce Canada's support of the paper as a basis for discussion.

15. The proposals c,pntained in this paper were outlined in
two sections; the first elaborated on the aims of the Assembly
resolution and described the nature, scope and limitation of the
proposals which were considered capable of implementation under
existing political conditions but were not designed to provide of
themselves the safeguards essential to security. The second
section listed the categories of armed forces and armaments on
which information was to be supplied to an international control
organ and outlined the verification procedure. The Soviet represent-
ative reiterated his insistence on*linYing the limitation of
eonventional armaments with the control of atomic energy and this
insistence made increasingly clear the virtual impossibility of the
Commission over agreeing to effective plans.

their having to assist in implementing a joint
proposalvre might find that the USSR was not

I



16. " The fourth Session of the General Assembly which met in
New York in September 1949 received from the Security Council
the second progress report on 'eon:entional armaments and the
French paper on the international control agency, and held an
extended debate. A Franco-Norwegian proposal that the General
Assembly sh4uld approve the plans formulated by the Commiss;pn
for the exchange of information on armed forces and verifica-;ion
of this Information was approved. The saiie resolution recom:nended
that the Security Council continue its study of the regulati^)n
of reduction of conventional armaments through the Commigsio:l.
However no further meetings of the Commission were held unti:
April 27, 1950, at which the Soviet representative walked ouv
on the i ssue of Chinese representation. The Commission neve^-
•theless asked its working committee to consider the Assembly
resolution and to proceed to the next item. Item 3 on safegwzrds.
Although three meetings were held on this subject no further develop-
ments took place in its work until the Fifth Session of the (reneral
Assembly passed the resolution referred-to above, (1) estab:.ishing
a coumiittee of twelve members to examine the possible merginF;
of•the Atomic Energy Commission With the Commission for Convantfonal

-Armaments.

B. The Veto

1. The extensive use of the veto•power by the Soviet
representatives on the Security Council epitomized in the
public mind the frustration and failure of the Security Council
to solve the major problems placed before it.

of the Great Powers in applying coercive measures for the maintenance
of peace, they were opposed to many aspects of the veto power.
The Canadian Delegation, for example, did not go so far as to
object to each of the Great Powers possessing it for questions
irivolving enforcement action, but it did endeavour to remove
it from the provisions of the Charter dealing with-peacefûl
settlement. The effort, however, was unsuccessful and in the
words of 17r. Pearson's memorandum of October 3, 1946,

"the Canadian Delegation, like many other delegations
at San Francisco, swallowed the veto only after it
had been sugar-coated by the assurances of the Great
Powers that their veto would be used sparingly."

3• Although at first the Department thought that the veto
provision-might be removed from the Charter when the time came
to amend it, it became apparent at an early date that the price
of its removal would be the virtual destruction of the United
Nations and that to circumvent it, recourse shoald be had, not
to the simple device of amending the Charter, uut in the words
of the CommE•i:tary for the Delegation to the Second 'Part of thr)
First Sessicn of the Assembly in 1946, the

2. , At an Francisco, the Canadian Delegation, in comnc•n
with others representing the middle and small countries, viev.•ed
with misgivings the Great Powers' insistence on the inclusion
of the •veto in the Charter. --The-dis•cussi-oms -there made amply-
clear the fact that none of the Great Powers would be willing,
to accept a collective security system in which their special,
even privileged, position would in any way be diminished, or
their primary responsibility as permanent members of the Security
Council for the maintenance of peace undermined. They did net
wish to see adopted, for example, any provision by virtue of
which their forces could be used without their consent, or tre
forces of other countries used against one or~-any of them.- The
veto was in part a protection against such eventualities. 17hile
many states were prepared to admit the necessity for the unanimity

ara. 35 , page 54.



"development in its place of some more effective and
more acceptable method of making the constitutional
authority of the member states inside the organization
correspond more closely to their authority in inter-
national affairs".

4. The Delegation was instructed to propose that the •
Assersbly might express the hope that when the Charter was beLng
-amended, the veto night be applied only to the single question
of the application of sanctions rather than to a series of
questions such as peaceful settlements, the election of-:he
Secretary-General and the admission of new memm^ers, but the
same commentary expressed the Government's awareness of the
problems involved. It read in part as follows:

"The Canadian Government has never been reconciled
to the veto provisions of the Charter of the United

,-Nations and its dislike of these provisions has
been increased by the manner in which the veto has
been used by the permanent members of the Security
:Council. The delegation should, therefore, lose no
opportunity to make known its dislike, both of the
veto provisions themselves and, even more, of the
manner in which they have been used. It should also
give its support to any proposal, which has a
reasonable chance of adoption, aimed at qualifying
by regulations the use of the veto power or eliminat-
ing it by the amendment of the Charter. It should
be recognized, however, that there is little possi-
bility at the present time of securing an amendment
to the Charter which would materially alter the v.oting
privileges of the Great Powers. Neither is it likely
at this stage that any alteration in the procedure of
the Security Council will rnaterially_affect the
unsatisfactory situation which has developed. Demands
,for the modification of the veto power should not,
thé1'Cefore, be made in terms which can do nothing but
discredit further the Security Council if they fail
'to be adopted."

5. The second part of the First Assembly witnessed the
first strong attacks by smaller states on the abuse'of the
veto by the Soviet Union. The Assembly, hovvever,.passed oniS
a mild resolution which, inter alia called upon the Security
Council to develop practices which would help solvethe
problem. The résolution accomplished nothing and the insistence
of the Soviet Union upon retention of the veto power and its
continued abuse of it only served to ran:_le.

6. The particular contribution of the Canadian Delegation
to this question made at this session was in two directions.
First, a successful attempt was made to obtain several modifications
of a United Kingdom memorandum on the veto which had been prepared
by Sir Alexander Cadogan as a basis of discussion between the Big
Five, with the object of obtaining agreement among themselves
as to possible restrictions as to its use. The United Kingdom
memorandum appeared to the Delegation to be a retrogression from
the position which the United Kingdom had adopted at San Francisco,
as well as a retrogression from the Four Power statement issued
at that same conference. A second effort, which was not as
successful,.cvas a memorandum drafted by 13r. Reid for circulation
to nembers of the General Assembly, aimed at qualifying the rules
of procedure involved in the implementation of Chapter VI of the
Charter, denling with the role of the Security Council in the
pacific set*aement of disputes. This memorandum was not immeaiately
circulated rac it was thought preferable to await the outcome of
the consultations'being held between the permanent members of the

;
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Security Council. When these discu3sions broke down, Esr. Reid's
memorandum was circqlated to all members of the Security Council
as well as to all delegations to the General Assembly. The
Canadian memorandum was discussed in a sub-committee and was
generally well received. Although only one suggestion was
adopted, that contained in paragraph 3, it has nevertheless
been judged by the Department to be of continuing importance.

Its principle points were as follows:

1. The Charter has imposed on each individual member
of the Security Council the obligation to exercise
its rights and responsibilities as a member of the
Council, not in defence of its own special national
interests, but in defence of the intérests of the
U.N. as a whole.

Permanent members have special responsibilities
since failure by any one of them to agree with
aertain decisions supported by`the requisite
number of other members of the Council might
prevent the Council from exercising its func-
tions as the supreme agency of international
conciliation.

3. In order that a permanent member may not have
to veto "a proposal which.it- feels it cannot
actively support, the right 'of a permanent mem-
ber to refrain from supporting a proposal, with-

_.r^.out by so doing exercising aveto shall be for-
=!mally recognized in the rules of procedure of
the Security Council.

4. -The rules `oi' procedure should further provide
,that, when a state brings a dispute or situation
to the attention of the SeQurity Council, it
should`submit in writing a preliminary statement
showing in what-manner the continuance of the -
dispute or situation might endanger the mainten-
ance of international"peace and security and
setting forth the gteps which have been taken by
the' states concerned to carry -out their obliga-
tion under the Charter to seek a solution by
peaceful means of their own choice before coming
to the Security Council.

5. Since the Security Council's;iuriediction
(exçept on reference by both parties to a
dispute) is restricted by the Charter to
disputes and situations which are likely to
endanger the_ maintenance of international
peace and security, the Security Council
should work out agreed procedures to ensure
that the early stages of its consideration
of a dispute or situation are directed to-
wards settling the preliminary question of
the Council's jurisdiction to deal with the
matter..

6. Since the primary responsibility of the Security
Council for the maintenance of international
peace and security was conferred on it by the
Members of the United Nations to ensure prompt
and effective action, the rules and practices
of the Council should be based on a recognition



of the SecuritiyCouncil's obligation to deal
with disp,..-4ds and situations once it has decided
that they come within its jurisdiction.

7. The Security Council should work out agreed proce-
dures to ensure that no state is judge in its own
cause.

7. - The Second Session of the General Assembly, heltl
in 1947, being aware that a frontal attack on the Soviet *v6.*.o .
was certain to arouse stiff opposition, considered a United
States proposal for the creation of some machinery in the
operations of which the veto would not be used. The device,
which became generally known as the "Little Assembly" or Int;erim
Committee of the'General Assembly had two main purposes to rvhich
Mr. Pearson referred when announcing Canadian support for this
initiative. In the first place, it represented one way of
escaping from the frustration attendant upon the "Security
Council's failure to agree within itself". It was, he poin:;ed
out, "primarily the paralysis of the Security Council that :.ed
as to contemplate its establishment" and its main function
would be to "stand as a second line.of defence when the Sec:lrity
Council has failed". Secondly, it was desinged to be a mea.ls
whereby the functions of the General Assembly could be expar.ded
and strengthened. The Interim Committee did not live up to
the hopes placed in it, nor had' it even fulfilled its purpo:,es.
Not only were its meetings boycotted by the uominf orm countries,
.but other states were reluctant to make full use of it, presumably
as it appeared to be a device whereby such items as the Chinese
charges of aggression by the Soviet Union, which some state;; were
reluctant to discuss, could be-conveniently shelved•. Its
second purpose, however, was to bear fruit in another direc';ion,
for beginning in 1947 the General Assembly began to take uŸon
itself the discu3sion of many important political questions
such as Greece, Korea and Palestine, and in so doing, strengthened
itself at the expense of the Security Council. Although th:.s
development did not directly interfere with the exercise by the
Security Council of the , functions allotted it'by the Charter,
it provided greater scope -f'qr the General Assembly to play t part
in the settlement of world issues, without being hindered b;
the rule of unanimity. .-In this c onnec ti on, the Departnent' :.
report on the work of the United Nations in 1947.noted:

OThe effort to provide for greater use of the Assembly
in relation to these three subjects proved a difficult
and contentious,task. The result, however, was a
constructive one. It represented the beginnings of a
process of constitutional development which may in time
greatly alter the relationships between the various
organs of the United Nations.

"The desire to make more effective the authority of the
General Assembly was more than an expression of concern
over the inadequate functioning of other branches of the
United Nations. It was also an indication that member
states were disturbed because the United Nations had
fallen short of providing the guarantee for their
security which had originally been anticipated. In the
minds of many-delegates therefore the question was raised
whether, by some means within the structure of the
United Nations, the machinery for collective security
could not be strengthened and developed in a manner which
woul.d, without weakening the organization, enable it to
providt: benefi ts, which until the present, have been
lacking."
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In this way began a steady pattern.of development which the
Canadian Government strongly favoured to increase the authority
of the General Assembly, a development which was to culninate
with'the passing of the resolution "Uniting for Peace" by the
Fifth Session of the General Assembly. This will be examined
in Section III below.

C. Elections to U.N. Bodies

1. On J uly 9, 1943, Mr. King, speaking in the HousP of
Commons, first enunciated the so-called functional principle
which has been of some importance to Canada's approach to the
question of representation on'United Nations bodies. Mr. King
said in part as follows:

*'.....Authority in international affairs must not be
concentrated exclusively in the largest powers. On
the other hand, authority cannot be divided equally
among 'all "the- thirty or more sovereign states 'that
comprise the United-Nations,, or all-effective
authority will disappear.....In the view of the govern^•
ment, effective representation...should neither be restricted
to the largest states^ nor necessarily e:xtendëd to all
states. Representation should be determined-on a.
functiona.. basis which will admit to full membership
those countries, large or small, which have the greatest
contribution to make to the particular object in question."

o

2. At the San Francisco Conference, the Canadian DEle-
gation pressed strongly for the adoption of this principlE
and its efforts were rewarded by the inclusion of what wa:, to
become the final phrase of the first paragraph of Article 23
of the Charter. Similarly,.in connection with the 'Econorail.c
and Social Council the Canadian Delegation suggested that
states should be elected to it with "due regard to the
necessity of arranging for the adequate representation of
states of major economic importancet". This proposal was not
accepted but the principle was reflected, so notes the
Department's report on the San Francisco Conference, in tie
-provision which was adopted to the effect that retiring
members.of the Economic and Social Council could be elig?.ile
f or re-election.

3. The basis of this principle was sound. In the case
of the Economic and Social Council, for example, the Government
hoped that half its membership would be. drawn from the dozen
or so states of chief economic importance, some of which would
be steadily re-elected. The Economic and Social Council
was seen as made up of states best able to contribute to the
social and economic well-being of'both member and non-member
states; in the same way the Security Council.was looked upon
as- a body• conposed of states best able to contribute to general
security.

4. At the first part of the First Session of the General
Assembly, Mr. Ilsley said that Canada hoped

"membership in the various organs and agencies of the
United Nations will always be regarded as no mere prize
or token of prestige but-a-s an honourable and arduous
responsibility to the world community".

Yet duriag the coursé of this same meeting Mr. 6Yrong'was to
report t.a.at "the functional principle may be accepted in theory
but in electoral practice it was mainly honoured in the bregchtt.
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At this session the Latin American and Arab states were anxious
to make -wertain that one of their respective- groups should be
elected on the honour-sharing basis. When Brazil and Mexico
were elected to the Security Council they agreed not to stand
for the Economic and Social Çouncil although of all the Latin
American states they had the most to contribute to its work.
This precedent unfortunately gave rise to the principle t'Let
no nation should be a member of two of the principal orga:ts
of the United Nations at the. same time. Thus a great dea:. of
pressure was placed on Cânada as a candidate for both tho
Security Council and the Economic and Social Council to
stand down for the latter.(1) The principle of geographic
distribution emerged clearly as the primary rather than
subordinate criterion. The Latin American states, for
example, met together to select their own candidates for
both Councils and the Great Power slate for the Security
Council was an agreed one. Thus Mr. Pearson was able
to comment in a.letter to Mr. Robertson of January 23, 19-.6,
from Washington, that

"our cherished functional principle seems to have bee.a
thrown out the window...I am afraid that the election
pattern which is developing in the UNO, in spite of our
efforts at San Francisco and of our 'speeches on functional
representation, will not be any better than that whici-
prevailed in Geneva in the old days".

5. The principle of.geogrsphic distribution held many
disadvantâges for Canada tithich were apparent from the outset.
As 11r. W.A. Riddell pointed out in a letter of Jânuary 23.1-
1946, to Mr. Robertson, Canada did not belong to any regional
group of a political or geographic nature. She could nevÈ:r
claim any seat as a North American nation if the United States
was to be a*.member, nor 'could Canada ever replace Mexico
on the Security Council, as an arrangement along this line would
involve the Government in "horse-trading" arrangements with i
the Latin American states.. To seek election as a Commonwe-alth
candidate would mean in effect that Canada could only hopE.
to achieve office every seven years on the one body. • ^

6. The commentary for the Delegation to the second part
of the First Session of the General Assembly took note of these ;i
difficulties and urged the Delegation to resist developmes.ts
taking place in elections which tended towards the general
acceptance of four conventions which were considered undesirable ;^.
both on the grounds of the general interest of the United
Nations and on the grounds of Canada's special interest. These
were: the convention that the Assembl;- can properly disregard
in elections ta the Security Council the principle of functionalism
set forth in Article.23; the convention that a state is
ineligible for election to the Security Council if it is already
a member of the Economic and Social Council; the convention
that a number of regions of the world have a right to be
represented on the Council by the state designated by them no
matter what the qualifications of that state may be; the convention
that only one member of the British Commonwealth other than from
the United Kingdom should sit on the Security Council.

7. The various commentary articles on this question
and the deFa rtmental files, although reflecting a continuing
attachment to the functioncl principle.; betray an apparent renir
tion to continued breaches o^ -Article ,b'nnd a division'of spoils
between me:nbers of a geographic4l 4rec. Although Canada has ene .ror
in theor.v accepted thtprinciple thet•âny of the non-permanent seats;

(1) Although Canada's subsequent election to the Security
Council vriiile a member of ECOSOC provided a^counter-precedent", the
statement in the previous sentence remains true.
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on the Seaurity Council, for example, is reserved for any
particular geographical or political entity, the Department
has had to face the fact that the great majority of members
of the United. Nations have. 'Nor has Canada ever officially
recognized the existence of a Commonwealth seat as such, .r
that it would be 'improper for two members of the Common7wea'.th,
in addition to the United Kingdom, to sit on the Security
Council at the same time. • The practice has grown, horrever.
that, of the non-permanent seats, one should be occupied by,
a member of the Commonwealth, two by Latin-American * one by an
Ara b state, one by a ►Yest European state and one by^an East-
ern European state. The Department has.geiierally and increasingly
taken this arrangement into account in considering which
countries Canada would wish to support. Serious consideration
has only been given 'to the Western European, Asian and Midule
Eastern candidates. The Latin American and Soviet bloc nominees
(with, of course, the famous exception of Yugoslavia) have
invariably been accepted without the same close examinatiot,
being given their candidature.

8_. To some extent, therefore, while championing the
functional principle, the Government has not invariably adlered_
to it, for in supporting candidates it has had to admit the
more numerous following of the geo^raphical principle. Moi e-`
over, when putting forth Canada's candidature for the Secuiity
Council it was generally considered within the Department that
Canada would be replacing Australia. There are numerous
telegrams to London and Washington to this effect. This quasi-
recognition of the existence of a Commonwealth seat was al,o
the basis of the Department's concern over the fact that in
1949 both India and New.Zealand might.be candidates for the
Security Council.

9. The conclusion v&ich must.be drawn is that whilc the
functional principle represents a sound approach its appeal
is limited by its nature to a minority of states such as Brazil.
which, like Canada, could be classed as middle powers, and which
stand to benefit by it. It could not, for the.same reason, have
any appeal to smaller states who provide the bulk of the
membership of the United Nations and who, to overcome an
inferiority complex, have had to have recourse to the divir.a
theory •of the equality of sovereign state3.

III. Collective Security in Action: Korea

Although member governments had been conducting a
continuous diagnosis of the weaknesses (if the Charter and
attempts had been made to spell out and tighten its general
provisions for the establishment of an efficient"system of
collective security, there existed.no detailed plan under which
collective resistance could be organized, and police action
undertaken. As neither the League of Nations nor the United Nations,
up to June 1950, had ever been called upon to undertake a collect-
ive military action there were no precedents to serve as a guide.
There was, of course, a general understandin^ on the part of all
members that by virtue of their signature of the Charter they had
a collective as well as individual obligation to assist the
'United Nations in meeting an act of aggression if called upon to
do so, but as Mr. Pearson pointed out in the House of Commons
on August 31, 1950 "we did not, nor indeed did any country, know
what was involved in our United Nations obligation". Thus in
the absence of any collective machinery to ,;rovide for a,response
to a call to meet an-ajgression, it was obvious that the United
Nations cc,uld be compelled to fall back on the determination
and ability of an individual member or members acLing under the



United Nations' auspices to resist that aggression and to
improvise measures to meet each situation as it arose with
the means which seemed most f easible at the moment. Thus a
number of*importent precedents were set up which may have
significance in the future. Some of these, their political
implications and the Canadian*attitude to them, form the piin-
cipal themes of this section,

2. If the United Nations was unprepared to deal with
an act of aggression in Korea, it could not be said that it
was unaware of the dangers 'which the Korean question presej:ted,

• In point of time, the North Korean attack on the morning of
June 25 on the Republic of Korea came as a complete surprise,
but the unstable and unsatisfactory situation in Korea as a whole
and the constant friction between the artificially divided
North and South had long been recognized'as a threat'to the
peace in that area. It was in large part for this reason that
the United Nations was first seized with the question in 1947.
In that year the General Assembly created the United Nations
Temporary Commission (1) on Korea to provide the means by 'which
early elections could be held and a national government for the
whole of Korea established under United Nations ôbservation:
The United Nations long term aims were declared to be to asaist'
the Korean people to achieve their aspiration of national
independence and unityi under a freely elected government. rhe
efforts made to achieve this purpose, however, were to be
frustrated by the Soviet Union and its unwillingness to accept
the procedures laid down by the General Assembly.

3. A second resolution, approved by the General Ass;mbly
the following year, re-established the Commission for an,
indefinite period. This resolution renamed the Commissions.
The United Nations Commission on Korea, and instructed it to
continue the efforts to achieve unification. Despite contiaued
attempts to establish contact with the North Korean authori'ties;.
it-was at no time permitted to cross the 38th parallel. It had,
therefore, to^confine its activities to South Korea and was
able to report.to the General Assembly that a lawful governrient
had been established in that area vith effective control anrl
jurisdiction over South Korea. The General Assembly was able to
declare that, as far as the United Nations was concerned, t:iis
was the only such government in Korea.

4. Because of the grouing tension on the border, th-,
Fourth Session of the General Assembly in 1949 decided that the
Commission should be given additional authority to appoint at
its discretion observers to report on "i;avelopments which might
lead to, or otherwise involve,.military conflict in Korean, The
continued refusal of the North Korean authorities. to•.cooperate with
the Commission, let alone recognize its existence, and the coriséquent
inability to achieve its aims provided the immediate background
against which the United Nations was called upon to deal with the
situation presented by the North Korean aggression.

5. The first reports of the invasion were received in
iNashinoton shortly before midnight on June 25th. After the news
was relayed to him, Mr. Ernest Gross, the Deputy United States_
representative on the Security Council, telephoned the Secretary_
General to inform him of.it, and to request a special meeting
of the Security Council. At that meeting uhich was held the
f ollowing Sunday afternoon, a resolution was passed unanimously,
except for Yugoslavia's abstentiont (2) which determined that the
armed attack Dy "f orces from North Korea" upon the Republic of

( 1 ) Canada uas- elected a member of this Commission but later
withdrew.

(2) The Soviet delegation was, of course, absent as it had been
boycottin9 all meetings of U.N. bodies on the question of
Chinese representation.
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Korea constituted a "breach of the peace", and called for the
"immediate cessation.of hostilities and the withdrawal of the
North Korean forces to the 38th Parallel". In addition, the
United Nations Commission on-North-Korea-was asked to communicate
its fully considered recommendations as quickly as possible, to
observe the North Korean withdrawal and to keep the Security
Council informed. Finally, the .resol ution requested all members
of the United Nations to render every assistance to the United
Nations in the execution of its terms and to refrain from gi*ring
any assistance to the North Korean authorities.

6. Mr. Holses, who as Acting Permanent Delegate.of
Canada to the United Nations observed this meeting, reporLeu.that
what struck him the most was the ease with which agreement was
reached on a resolution that went so far. Earlier United States
drafts had been watered down after hasty consultations with'other
delégations, a process prompted not by any desire to weaken the
stand of the Council against proven aggression, but by doubts as to'
.the. lengths . to which the .Council should go on the -basis of
confused press reports and a single report from the United Nations
Commission on the spot which was somewhat guarded. (1) At the
same time, Mr. Holmes reported that although no one at Lake
Success doubted the gravity of the'situation and the test to
which the United Nations was being put,

"It-was generally recognized that the important decision
would have to be taken in rtashington and that the Security
Council could do no more..thâa_provide. a_.framework.rrithin
which the United States coùld actif itwished to do so."

7. On dune 26th, the.following day,'in the House of
Commons, the leader of the Opposition asked the Minister for infor-
mation on the situation as it had developed over the weekend, and on
the action of the Securi,ty Council, particularly insofar as itl;
concerned Canada. Mr. Pearson replied that he was as yet not able to
give full information as, in the absence of a Canadian diplomatic
mission in Seoul, such information that the Department had came
from Ne^nt York and from friendly governments represented in Ko-,ea. 1 ''
Mr. Pearson went on to say, however, that it appeared from su :h
information that "an unprovoked aggression has been co=itted by;
the forces of thé.Government of North Korea.....against the - -
Government of the Republic of Korea". The t-iinister then read the
text of the Security Council's resolution which he felt certa'%n
would commend itself to all Members of the House.. He concluded
by saying that he hoped that

"as a result of the intervention of th: United Nations
some effective action may be possible in this very difficult
situation to restore peace to that area, having in view, as--
the Security Council itself had stated, that the.action taken
by the North Korean forces constitutes a breach of the peace,
and in spite of any reports we may receive to the contrary,
seems to have been an act of unprovoked aggression."

8. On the.same day, Mr. Pearson held à special "off-the-record"
press conference. According to a note.he placed on file,-it was.his
belief at that time, based in. part on telephone conversations -tait;i

In point of fact, only the partial text of the telegram
received fron the Commission was circulated as a Security Council
Document., A part, ti:hich contained detailed information concerning
the invasion couched in categorical terms, was deleted on the orders
of the Secreta+y-General on the grounds that it was military
information which the United Nations ought not to disclose.



lir. Wrong in Washington and Mr. Holmes in New York, that no
military sanction would be applied by the United States, the
only member nation capable of troviding immediate assistance,
and that, as a consequencE! Canadians had better be prepared for that
fact. It iv-t^s partly for'or this reasoli, and also to meet possible
criticism that the United Nations had defaulted in an emerge,icy
that this 'conference was held. VLr. Pearson poiIIted out that he
attack on the Republic of Korea was exactly the kind of thin.;
wh{ch the -Russians would naturally encourage because the issaes
were not clear, and that in'a sense, the war was a civil svar.
vrhich did not necessarily require armed interveA.tion 'by the
United Nations. Certainly any outside power intervening in •
support of the Republic of Korea would, he. thought, be at. a
strategic disadvantage because Russian and Chinese assistanco
was immediately available to the North Koreans froru across t:.ie
Yalu River. The Minister declined to speculate on the likelihood
of the nature of any f ollow-up action the Security Council
night take, but did go so far as to say that in his own opinion,
although the South Koreans' chances of withstanding attack f•or
very long without outside help were very slim, he did not think
the United States would decide, to quote from the record of the
Conference, "in cold blood that this was the place to stop
communist aggression".

9. At 9:30 on the morning of June 27, Mr. Stanley
Woodward, the United States Ambassador, called on the Minister
to obtain his comments on the text of a statement %hich President
Truman was expected to issue at nôon the same day announcing
the decision of the United States Government to support the
Government of the Republic of Korea, with sea and air forces,
and the neutralization of the island of Formosa. Unfortunat,;ly,
the files do not indicate the precise nature of the changes
vvhich-Mr. Pearson suggested, nor is there any record of his
conversation with the Ambassador. But there is a suggestion-.
in a telegram from Mr. Wrong that Mr. Pearson had pointed out to
Mr. Woodward his concern regarding the timing of the United :1tates
statement in relation to a meeting of the Security Council
scheduled to meet at' three- b'cloclç. tbat_atternoon and his fear
lest any action the United States might take would not be in
accordance with the spirit of the Security Çouncil rzsolutio'i
of June 25th. At a meeting of the Ambassadôrs ôf the North
Atlantic Treaty countries in Washington' held'?ater that mor3IIg
at the State Department, at vhich Mr. Georte Kennan explainei±
the background of the President's announcement, Mr. "virong am:ed
about the legal basis for the action to be announced. Mr.
-Kennan replied that'the United States Governient considered
itself fully covered by the Security Counc;il's resolution of June
25th which called upon all members of the United Nations to
render every assistance to the United Nations.

10. President Truman's statement, which was issu.ed at the
appointed time, began by noting thât`the North Korean authorities
had paid no heed to the Security Council's call.to cease iighting,
and that as the Security.Council had called upon the members of
the United Nationsto render every assistance, United States Air
and Sea forces had been ordered "to give the Korean Government
troops cover and support": As the forces of comaunisra had shown
their willingness to use mrar to achie-ke their ends, they had
defied the United Nations; their forces therefore represented a
"direct threat to the security of the Pacific area and to United'
States forces performing their lavTf ul and necessary functions there".
For this reason the President had ordered the Seventh Fleet to
preventany attack on Formosa and called upon General Chiang Kai
Shek to cease all sea and air operations against the mainlanj of
China.
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11. ".

In reporting on the events of that day, Mr. Wrong
mentioned in particular the coucerr expressed by members of
the State Department that United States action should be in
support of the United Nations and in conf ormity with the
recommendations of the Security -Council-. At the same time
the United. States had shown that-they could "shoulder a load
which it alone was in a position to carry without seeking to
secure'pledges of material assistance from eountries in advtnce."

12'- At 3 p•m. on the same afternoon, June 27th, the
Security Council again met at the instance of the United States
to consider further reports received from the United NationosCommission.

There reports made it clear in the Commissiori'^.
opinion, that the North Korean attack was a calculated and_
co-ordinated one, that the invasion had been

-that the South Korean forces were taken complételyrby surprisecy,
and that the North Korean f orces had shown no Inclination tc
heed the Security Council resolution of June 25th.. Senator
Austin presented a draft resolution recom-friending.that "members of
the United Nations furnish such,assistance to the Fiepublic cf
Korea as may.be necessary to repel the armed attack and to
restore international peace and security in the area"t whicb was
adopted by a. vote of 7 in favour to 1 abstention (Yugoslavia ).
India and Egypt, whose representâtives had no instructions,
did.not participate in the voting, but at a later time India
announced its support for the resolution while Egypt later
annoüaced its abstention.

13.
Mr. Pearson again reported to the Housé of Commons,

on June 28th. He said that although Canada did.not have a vote
in the Security Council.

".t•he House will support, as indeed does the Government,
the action taken by the Security Council because it
represents collective action through the United Nations";

-he,termed the President's deeisiôn to support the Republic
of- Korea an.' "act of high courage and firm st2-resmanship"
and added that the United States had acted

n not only in accordance with the spirit and the letter
of the Charter of the United Nations, but in pursuance r,i'
the resolution which was'adopted by the Security Council
on Sunday, June 25th".

Mr. Pearson explained that the Charter of the United Nations
had intended that such an act of aggressinn be met "by the
despatch of forces put at the disposal of the Security
Council by Member Governcients as a result of prior„agreementsn.
Since agreement had proved impossible the responsibility for
checking aggression had to be shouldered "by indi.vidual members
of the Security Council acting within the terms of the Charter
but acting on their own initiative." If any further authorization
was needed, Mr. Pearson added, "for the prompt and vigorous
action which has been taken by the United States, it had been
further provided by a resolution of the Security Council".
Mr. Pearson ended by saying that

n It was the firm hope of the Government,that the action
taken by the Security Council and the United States Govern-
ment would soon end the war in Korea and thereby make possible
a fresh attempt to compose the differences which have long
kept that country in a state of tension and unrest."



14. Mr. Graydon, speaking for the Progressive Conservative
Party, expressed "unqualified approval" of Mr. Pearson's
statement, and as!:ed him "to indicate whether Canadian- support
of the Security Council resolution meant thct this support
would be translated into practical terms". He also pro.mised
"the whole-hearted support" of the official opposition in
"any measures that can be taken and are proper in the circcrostances
for the preservation of peace and security." Mr. Pearson replied
by assuring the House "that we shall be conferring through the
United Nations with other members of the United Nations as to
the part we in Canada can and should take in any future action
that may be neGessary". Mr. Stanley Knowles, speaking for
the C.C.F. expressed the support of his group. for

"the steps that had been taken to take whatever action
the present situation calls for, not the action of one
party, but the collective action of members of the United
Nations, prompted by one end, namely the maintenance of
peace.'".

15. The same afternoon, Mr. VYrong was summoned to the
State Department by Mr. Perkins, the official responsible
at the moment for.liaison with the North Atlantic countries.
The State'Department:had received'a b:ièf report from the
United States' EraVassy in Otuavra of Mr. rearscn's statement
in the House,_and Mr. Perkins wished to express his Govern-
ment's pleasure at the genere.̂ l line the tlinister had taken
andIn particular for his indication that the Canadian Govern-
ment was considering the means of Canadian participation.
Mr. Perkins told Mr. Wrong that the United States "attached
great importance to securing the participation of other couatries
in the application of the resolution of the Security Council"
and hoped• that ,

" sômething more specific would be forthcoming from
Canada and some other countries in order to make the
action to restore conditions in Korea a collective act'.on.
under the:auspices,of the United Nations".

He was anxious to have â further statement made by the Mini.3ter.
in the course of the day, but Mr. 1tlrong assured him that tb 3t
would be difficult. A brief discussion followed on the fo_!i
which.Canadian participation might take, in the course of w.4ich
Mr. Perkins stated that the Administration was more concern,:d
that Canada should give a defini.te undertaking to participate
than that it should designate specific forces. Speaking
personally,-Mr.*Wrong thought that Canada might despatch two
destroyers`to'.the_area which Mr..-Perkins said it .would be most
useful. They would not, mr. Perkins'stresoau, be-made available
to the United States, but to the Republic of Korea under the
resolution of the Security Council.

16. At a meeting of the Cabinet held on the same afternoon
to consider what Canada might do in response to the Security
Council's resolution of the previous day, three decisions were
taken: First to send to Korea two Canadian military observers,
which the Secretary-General had urged the Canadian Government
to do. (1) Secondly to instruct Mr. Holmes in New York to

( 1 ) The decision to send observers was in final response to a
request made originally by the Secretariat on April 26th. Because
of the outbreak of the war it had been decided that it would be
unwise to meet this request unless it were to be reiterated.
However, a.telephone call from Mr. Andrew Cordier, the Eaecii^.ive
Assistant to the Secretary-General, to the Minister on the morning
of June 26th, urged the Government to agree to their despatch. The
decision was announced by Mr. Pearson in the House of Commons the
following day.
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enquire as to what other "likeminded" members of the United
Nations were doing or proposing to do by way of response.
Thirdly to instruct Air Vice-Mar;hal Campbell, of the Canadian
Joint Staff in* 4ashington, to enquire throuc•h service channels
what kind of Canadian contribution timuld beomost acceptable and
effective. He was particularly asked to find out whether the
despatch of two Canadian destroyers would be useful. Thus the
government with the knowledge that Parliament would approve such
action, was able to give consideration to an offer-of tangitle
assistance in advance of any direct appeal and in advance of
its receipt of a telegram from the Secretary-General of June 29.,
,v^rhich he ha d also addressed to all members of the United Nations
(the telegram to the Canadian Government was not received ü. , the
Department until the follouring morning) calling their attention
to the Security Council's resolution of June 27th. The tele^ram
ccncluded with the following words :

in the event that your Government is in a position to
provide assistance it would facilitate the implementation
of the resolution if you were to be so good as to provide
me with an early reply as to the type of assistance."

17. Prompt replies endorsing the action of the Security
Council, and offering material or moral support, were receivad
from an overwhelming majority of the members. The United
Kingdom was the first to offer military assistance. On June 28
Prime Minister Attlee announced that United Kingdon naval forces
in Japanese waters were being placed immediately at the disposal
of the United States authorities to operate on behalf . of the

.Security- Council in support of South Korea. Subsequently Aû3tralia
made available its R.A.A.F. fighter squadron stationed in. Japan .
and two -naval vessels. New Zealand despatch©d two frigates.
The Chinese National Government offered three divisions but., on
the advice of the Unified Command, these were not accepted.
France and the Netherlands sent a naval vessel each. Bolivia
offered 30 army officers. Other countries offered medical
assistance, transportation and various commodities. blan.v renlies
were of a preliminary and general character and'were made more
pre-ciset later. Only tiYired replies - those or tne' U.S.S.A.,
Poland aad Czechoslovakia - opposed the Council's resolution.
In a communication addressed to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations on June 29, the Soviet Government challenged
the legality of the Security Council's resolutions because tzsy
were passed ti.►ithout the concurrence of the Soviet Union and
the "legal" (Communist) representative of China. 11)

18. During the course of the deba:e in the House of
Commons on the estimates of the Department held on J une 29th,
the Minister made a further report in which he said that

The non-Communist members of the United Nations were not
prepared to accept this Soviet contention. They took the
view that any change in Chinese representation would have
to be effected by the proper procedures and not as a result
of Soviet pressure. They also took the view that the
voluntary absence of a permanent member (U.S.S.R.) from the
Security Council was clearly analogous to ân abstention
and did not affect he validity of Security Council reso-
lutions.



n discussions were being held in London, Washington
and Lake Success to consider what action Canada, as
another member of the United Nations might appropriately
take to help the Government of South Korea maintain
itself in the face of this aggression".

He made no specific reference, however, to the enquiry beinj;
made -by Air Vice 2:iarshal Campbell nor did he give any inkli^ig
as to what form of assistance the Government was considerinjE ,

19. ]4ir. Drew, who spoke after the Lünister, reiteratec'
AIr. Graydonts promise of general support.- He added that-he
did not wish to ask the Government for any comrlitment -as to
tijhat form of assistance Canada might render, but asked the
Government to give an undertaking that "if events should call
for action which placed responsibility upon Parliament for
any decision Parliaaent will be immediately convened." Mr.
Knowles, from the C.C.F., repeated his previous assurance of
support, adding however that in the view of'his party it wa::
"extremely important that whatever action was taken should to
taken as collective action by a decision of the United Naticns
and not as action by only one party against anothern. At a
later stage in the debate Mr. Pearson refused, under pressui e
from Lir. Howard Green, the Progressive-Conservative member for
Vancouver-quadra, to divulge what action the Government was
.considering, and only promised that Canada would fulfill her
obligation under the Charter, which he made. clear was the only
obligation Canada had in the .natter. He added'that itms ar:
extensive obligation as it "imposed on-us the duty and priviloge
of doing what we can to see that peace is preserved, not only
in Korea but in any country of the world 'where it may be challenged."

20. On the following day, June 30th which was the last
day of parliamentary session, the Prime Minister made a statement
to the House which had been discussed with his Cabinet colleagues
at a special meeting immediately_prior to the opening of the House.
b4r. St. -Laurent told the House that

11 if a Canadian contribution to aid United Nations'
operations, under a United Nations commander, would
be important to achieve the ends of peace, which is
of course our only purpose, then the Government wishes
Parliament to know that it would immediately consider
making such a contribntiontt.

Mr. St. Laurent said that Canadian destrcyers were being despatched
immediately to Western Pacific waters where the ships would be
closer to the area -where they raight be of assistance to the United
Nations and Korea if such assistanc(p were required. If, after pro-
rogation, further-action beyond that indicated were required, the
Prime xiinister said that Parliament would be summoned to consider
the new situation. This furthor staten=t of tho Govcrnmentts
position was also given support by the Opposition parties.. The
gist of the Prime Minister's statement was announced at the
meeting of the Security Council held that afternoon.

21. A series of not unimportant problems which arose in
the early stages revolved around the questions of-.channelling
offers of assistance and the establishment of a United Nations
command. It was obvious from the outset that since operations
were to be under the auspices-of the United Nations and of the
Security Cnuncil in particular it would be necessary to devise
machinery -;.o provide the necessary mantle. The problem, however,
was more ea:3ily stated tha;' ► solved.



22. The Canadian GovernmEntts desire that the Korean
operations should be Linder aegis of the United Nations had
been made clear from the.outset in the stateaents made in
the House by the Minister and the Prime Minister. This
desire was shared by other governments and it was felt ur-
gently essential to give it tangible expression• as a first
step, it was thought necessary to provide for the establishaent
of a unified command which could, in addition to conducting
military operations, serve as a channel.for receiving and
denling with the pledges of support being received by the
Sec:!etary-General. Moreover, the Canadian Government was
anxious that any request for Canadian assistance should be
received from the United Nations and not the United States,
Vihile officials of the State Department were believed to sh3.re
this desire, o'stensibiy.at least, it was not always too clear
or too certain in the"eyes of the senior officials of the
Department and the Minister that the measures they were con-
sidering to this end would give effect to their declared pu^^pose.
On June 30th, 11r. Vdrong, on instructions from the.Minister took
ûp this matter with Mr. Hickerson, the Assistant Secretary of
State in charge of-United Nations Affairs, who assured him .hat
the problem was very much in their minds since the decision- had
been taken to support the Republic of Korea. The administr-ttion,
however, could not easily accept the designation of General
-MacArthur by the Security Council as Commander because of the
serious risk ofinterference in the conduct of military operations
on the part of the Security Council or the Secretary-General.
The United States Government had also rejected the idea that
General MacArthur might be appointed by the Korean Governmeiit
and foresaw legal difficulties in the way of designating Un'.ted
States forces as part of a United Nations force as the act of
Congress covering United States participation in the United
Nations only authorized -the use of°the United States forces
without specific congressional approval if they were to be used
under the terms of an agreement reached in accordance with
Article 43 of the Charter. 13r. Hickerson said that the Stai•e
Department had also rejected the.idea of a special sub-committee
of the Security Council being formed to serve as a channel for
requests and in.effect serve as liaison between the United I:ations
and United Nations commander for bbvious reasons of securit; -..
The military Staff Committee of the Security Council could of
course act in this capacity but this was out of the questiott
as the Soviet Union was. represented on it, Even if a Soviet
representative did not take part in its work, he.vrould in any
case have access to documents., In bir. Hickerson's view there
were three possible çourses to follow: the Security Counci
night ask the United States to take commnd of all forces made
available to the United Nations; the Security Council might
request participating countries to establish a unified command,
or the Security Council should-note'vrith approval that forces
provided;by members were operating under a unified command,
Mr. Hickerson asked Mr. ïlrong to obtain the, comn.ents of his
Government on these suggestions,

23. Concurrently, 11r. Holmes was asked by the Minister to
enquire of the Secretariat what procedures were being contem-
plated to bring the military support heing offered into closest
possible relationship with the United Nations. LRr. Holmes spoke
to ?.ir. Cordier and the Secretary-General.and conveyed to them the
"very strong view held by the Primo Minister and Dr. Pearson on
the importance of giving full and ostensible United Nations aegis
to operations against the North Koreans", adding that the Canadian
Government had no particular formula to offer, but- that in its
vie,vt it was most desirable to clothe General MacArthur inneC,1ately
with a Unitod Nations cloak to organize and take command of the
forces to be made available without delay. 11r. Holmes obtained
the impression from these two conversations that the Secretariat



were atiraro of the problem and had given it sone thought, but
that as yet it had reached no firm conclusion. The question
was not discussed at the Security Council meeting held that
day (June 30th) but it was known that informal discussions on
the sub j ec t. wero already taking place between members of the
Security Council, particularly between the United States and
the United Kingdon.

24. Later the same day, 11r. Wrong reported that he ha d
received from 11r.: Hickerson the gist of a proposed Security
Council resolution which had been clearod with the Departmoat
of Defence, and which had not as yet received Mr. Achesont:'
approval..- This draft recommended that members providing forces•
under the Security Council resolutions place these forces uader
the unified command of the United States. The'Defence Depart-
ment could not agree., thât members contributing forces should
-decide as to who was to constitute the unified comiand. Tb 3
Department was not satisfied with this formula as in its viBw
it did not •irholly bring the forces being offered under the aegis
of the United Nations. The detailed consideration which hal
already been given this problem was advanced sufficiently to
enable the Minister to instruct 11r. VJrong to submit a proposed
draft resolution to t:Ir. Hickersonf or his comments. This d:raft^
was essentially a combination of two of the suggestions made
by LIr.- Hickerson to 1Ir, r'Jromg aild would give the Korean opera-
tions a-genuine United Nations character without impinging .zpon-
the rights of Congress or General r.Iac_qrthurls freedom of action.
The operative*part proposed thatithe Security Council request
the United States "to designate a commander of the forces made
available by members of the United Nations under the Security
Councilts resolution" and recommended that "all members proTiding
forces under this resolution place such forces under the United.
Nations commander so designated." bir.' `Holnes was also instructed
to : how this resclution to the TJnited Kingdom, Australian a.-id
Netherlands delegations.

25, when Mr. Hickerson received this text he said tha,-
he "liked it" but could not accept the reference to a itIInitod
Nations Commander", His reasons were pnrely legal; in his -riew,
forces made available -to the United Nations under the Secur _ty
Council*s-resolution could not be described as United Natio..is
forces,_since the only forces which could receive this des;,;na-
tion were those to be provided undEr Article 43, The Com=-ider
of such Torces could not be called a United Nations Comnand•:r
since the forces assigned to him were national contingents
provided by some states to reinforce the Security Councilts
resolution and the Commander was merely to provide a unified
com.^iand. His views in this respect were quite firm and I-ir. Wrong
was unable to make him change his mind. I:1r. Fiickerson had also
one minor objection to the use of the word "the" before United
Nations Commander. He preferreri 't'â" on the grounds that if the
Commander Z•Jere to change a further resolution of the Security
Council would not be required.

26, 11r. clilgress, the Canadian High Corim3.ssioner in London,
was also instructed to discuss this draft with Sir William Strang,
the Permanent Under-Secretary. Sir ►Yilliamts only comment was
that a specific reference to United Nations--forces could be inter-
preted to mean that Article 43 of the Charter had been invoked.
He thought ' thât ..vie ..woûi'd . tirish = to avôid' tfiis or other ►rise the
military staff machinery would becogie `involved, .thus bringing .•the ^
Z7.S.S.R. irito _.th© picture.

27. The Department accepted the criticisms made of its
dra.ft, anc, in a memo of July 3rd to the Under-Secretary, 11r.. Pearson
said that t^:e could meet the American view that the word ttth V1
should be ohanged. to "a't. As far as tLe point made by Sir i^i lliam



Strang was concerned, l:ir. Pearson suggested a rewording of that
paragraph to replace the words 'rof all United Nations forces" '
by "of forces made available by members of the United Nati-ons"e
The formula contained in our draft was, taken over by the State
Department and a revise z•ias' given to 1-1r.- Wrong by Mr. Hickerson,
on July 4th. Although the language was different its sense was
very much the same; the preamble referred to the Security.Councilts
finding that a breach of the peace had taken place and to t:ie .
Security-Councilts recomnendation that all members of the U:Ato d
Nations should assist in restoring peace%and security in tho area,
The operative part, after welcoming the "prompt and vigorous
support" given by members to the Republic of Korea, noted t'iat.
offers of assistance had been submitted to the United Nations
and tirent on to recommend that members making such offers shbùld
make them available to a "unified command under the United LIPtates".-
it further requested that the United States designate "the"
,Commander and authorized the unified command and the a:cmed :'orces
participating to- use the United Nations flag. This resoltit:.on
was substantially that adopted by the Security Council at its
meeting of July"?th, although'in the interim there has been a
good deal of further consultation between some members of tlie
Security Council on the one hand and Canada and the United b2tates
on the other. I1r. Cordier, in particular, asked for Canada's views
on the United States draft and was informed that its terms , rare
generally satisfactory but that it might be preferable if t::e
words "under the United States" were removed since the whole
purpose of the resolution was to stress the United Nations char-
acter of the operations. It ^^ras^thought desirable as a matter of
principle to reduce-the number of references to.the United States
in the draft and that it would be feasible to. do so since the
substantive point invôlved was sufficiently covered. ASr. Cordier
expressed himself to Mr. Holmes as agreeing with this view•

26, As a measure of the importance which the Governme*it
attached to United Nations aegis of the military operations:, tlr.
Pearson again on Tuly 5th, telegraphed Mr. Wrong to emphasi^:e
at the State Department the "greatest importance" which the
Government attached to this matter. Mr. Wrong's attention was
particularly drawn to the careful phrasj.ng in- the Prime Ilinister: s
statement in the House on June 30th in which he gave a spec:.fic .
undertaking that Parliament would be summoned if material --.ssis-
tanee given by Canada were other than that which he had der&ribed
i.e. a Canadian contribution to aid United Nations operatioj:s
under a United Nations commander. In other words Parlianéni•
would have to be called before Canadian forces could be made
available for service in Korea under anything other than a United

Nations commander.

29, There was a second point to which the Canadian Govern-
ment attached considerable importance from the beginning, and
which was to be of continuing importance throughout: the
neçessity of adopt'_ng measures designed to localize the conflict.
The first instance in which this problem arose and had to be net
was the delimitation of the area encompassed by the United

Nations. operations. Insofar as Canada was concerned, it was
thought necessary that the area of General MacArthur's authority
should be strictly liuited. The Governnentts primary concern at
this stage was that a clear distinction should be made' betvreen
the responsibilities which the United Nations had assumed for
the defeat of aggression in Korea and the responsibility which
the United States had assumed unilaterally for the neutralization

of r or.aosa. There was in the Depart,-nent t s vierr a very great
danger that the distinction between these two responsibilities
could easily become blurred owing to the preponderance of the



United States participation in Korea. ?Sâreover the problem
was rendered more difficult by the fact that General MacArthur,
in addition to being the United Nations Commander, was also
the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers and Comaander of all
United States forces in the Far East,'inèluding the Seventh
Fleet, which had been made responsible for the neutralizaticn
of Formosa. The Canadian Government did,'not wish the resolLtion
of the Security Council setting up a unified command or indF,ed
any resolution on Korea to suggest that-Rt least as far as
Canada was concerned it was involved in any may in the deferce
of Formosa. ISr Pearson had already stated in the House of
Co=,ions on June 29th that the order to the Seventh Fleet to
prevent any attack on Formosa was the result of a decision taken
by the United States Government alone and on its own authority,,
and did not in any way flow from a decision by the United Nations^
This was also the view of a number of other Goverr.ment:,, in..
particular the United Kingdom, which were also concerned zvi-h
the necessity of.localizing the conf3ict; It had been the
Departnent Y s hope that the words "in the area" might be delE ted .
'from the preamble of the resolution adopted by the Security
Council on July 7th, but it.iras not possible to secure this
on the grounds that it was essentially a quotation from the
Security Council's resolution of June 27th. tdevertheless,
Mr. Holmes was instructed to pass these views on to Ur. Corc'ier
and 21r. Wrong was also consulted as to how they might best be
communicated to the United States Government. The telegram tp
Mr. Wrong suggested an actual territorial demarcation. The
area suggested was bounded on the North by the 40th Parallel,
and on the South by the 32nd Parallel and on*the West by a]ine
midrray down the Korea Bay and the Yellow : Sea. No precise limit

- was put forward for the eastern' boundary; but it was suggested
that it might include General MacArthurts haadquarters. Mrc.
Holmes reported that 11r. Cordier appreciated the problem but
thought that there was a firm understanding at the time Secvrity
Council-passed its resolution on June 27th that it was intended
to apply to Korea only. 21r. Holmes- himself thought that, if
-a major addition such as.the proposed delimitation of the area
were to be included in the resolution setting up the unifieù
command (a copy of the telegram to rSr. Wrong has been repeated
to him for his information) a great deal-of consideration wculd
be required by the.Governnents concerned wâich would only Cause
delay'on an important and urgent matter. This was also Mr.
Wrongts vievr, yir.- wrong 'added that he thought the idea would .
be-"poorly received in the•State Department" and be interpreted
by the United States Government as implying zome lack of con-
fidence 'in their • good faith. Accordingly, the mâtter was not
pursued further at the time and the.Canaaian Government had to
be content with the assurances made at the time 'the Security
Cou.ncilt s resolution of June "27th was passed,, and with the general.
understanding that the words "in tho area" only meant Korea.
Shortly after, hôvrever, the Government was given an opportunity
to make. clear its own understanding of these words when the ir--struc-
tiôns for Captain Brock as Commander of the Canadian destroyer
force were being drafted; these specified that tTCanadian- partici-
pation in the defence of Formosa does not arise."

30. The resolution setting up the unified command as men-
tioned above was passed by the Security Council on july 7th,
and on July 10th, President Truman appointed General MacArthur
as t'Comuanding General of the Military Forces which the ITembers .
of the United Nations placed under the unified command of the
United States Government pursuant to the United Nations assist-

ance to tho Republic of Korea." -



31. A third problem which also arose at an early stage
was the question of tvhether or not, a special Corulittee of the
Security Council should be fornéd to provide a means whereby
the United Nations could exercise-some measure of political
control over the unified command. At the outset this idea
found some favour, particularly with the United Ningdom, the
Netherlands, and the Secretariat but there was no real enthcs-
iasm for it, due in large^part to a recognition of the diffi-
culties involved. One of these was the problera of inembership.
.Some delegations thought that it should have the sane member-
ship as the Security Council, others that it should be made up
of members contributing forces. One drawback to the first V,-as
obvious, that it would then be open to the Soviet Union. The
second also had a drawback in that the Cônmittee would have to
include those nations who were making even the smallest contri-
butions. As far as its functions s•rere concerned, it -was generally
assumed that it would receive offers of assistance for the .°acurity
Council. But here too there was a danger that the already com-
plicated machinery would be further conplicated. At no stage
tTas -a decision taken and the natter was dropped although it was'
revived again later in August when Sir Benegal Rau proposed a
small comnittee to be made up of the non-permanent members cf
the Security Council. This suggestion was never formally put
for:,rard however as his ovin Government would not permit him t o
do so. Nonetheless it remained evident throughout the Fioreaa
episode that largely because of the actions and periodic pro-
nouncements of General 'MacArthur, which were to prove increasingly
embarrassing as time zrent on, both for the individual members
of the United Nations with forces in Korea, as well as of the
United Nations itself, there was a definite need for such a
committee in order to exert if not political authority over the
unified command, at least political liaison with it. To sorre
extent the problem was met in January 1951 when there began a
series of bi-weekly or tri-t+eekly meetings in the State Depart-
ment, presided over generally by :,?r. Dean Rusk or.-some other
senior official of the State Departnent and attended by the
Ambassadors, or their representatives, of countries contri-
buting to the United Nations police action. These meetings*
were held primarily to appraise participating governments of
the military situation as it developed from day to day. Although
matters of mutual interest were discussed no policy decisions
or recommendations to individual governments were made. Tho
meetings, ho^rever, provided a useful forum for an informal
exchange of views and for bringing to the attention* of "the-Inited
States Government on the sameJbasis any particular natter of
concern at the moment to their governments.

32. The Department t s ovin thir.lzing en the sub j e ct of a
special committee never crystallized. It was possible to envisage
certain useful functions that it could perform but at the same
time many of these functions could be just as well handled by other
organs of the United Nations. For example problems affecting
the political situation could be:idealt with by the Security Counci4
the General Assembly or the Interim Comaittee. The only real threat
of validity for its establishment which the Departnent could-
find was the generally recognized need to exert some political
control over the Unified Command on behalf of the United Nations,
and to remove from the Security Council certain.rëspoIIsibilities
Which should properly fall on the'cob-tributiIIg nations.

33. Following the prorogation of Parliament on June 30th
1950, the Canadian Government continued to give consideration to
the question of Canadian assistance to the United Nations.



The tone of the debate on 'the DepartL ent's estimates had
clearly shown a general desire that Canada should r.:eet her
obZigations. This desire was echoed in the public press. But
a meeting of the Cabinet held-on July 5th, devoted alaost en-
tirely to the Korean situation, decided to defer any decision
on the employment of Canadian destroyers until the problem of
the unified command had been solved. However, three destro.(ers,
(H.1;S.C.S. Athabaska, H.T-r.C.S.. Cayuga and H.11.C,S. Sioux) were
sailed the sane day from Esquimalt for Pearl Harbor in aceoZdance
with the Prime Minister's statement in the House that they would
leave for "Western Pacific i'Taterst' in or. der to be closer to the'
area to be of assistance to the United Nations when require^i:

34. After the Security Council passed its resolution cf
July 7thsetting up the unified command `and General MacArthur
was appointed United Nations Commander, the Canadian Government
felt that it could approach him to ask if these ships would be
of assistance to him "for implementing the resolution cf the,
Security Council". On July 10th, the same day that General
MacArthur vas appointed, ..a telegram in this sense was sent to
Mr.. Herbert Norman, the Head of the Canadian Liaison Mission
in Tokyo, instructing him to seek an audience with General
MacArthur nat oncen. The reason for the :'urgency vras 'thât
Cabinet was expected.to meet the following i7edr.esday, July 13th,
and that it would be useful for members of the Governnent tc
have General r:iacArthurts views on the subject by that t;me.
Although the General had been maintaining an olympian aloofness
since the outbreak of war and had refused to see any of the
Allied representatives in Tokyo, tlr. Norman, in requesting an
audience, made it clear that he did not wish:background infor-
mation but to submit an urgent message from the Minister on a
matter relating "to the General'snevr position". On this basLs
his request was promptly-granted and General MacArthur received
Mr. Norman the next day. Mr. Norman reported that the General
"expressed himself as most gratified by (the) offer and said
he deeply appreciated the destroyers.of vrhich'-.'very good use
could be made", He then asked Lir. Norman to "convey his cordial
appreciation of this practical expression of assistance whics
the Govcrnnent had made." (1)

35. When the Cabinet convened on the morning of July
12th it had before it Mr. Norman's report. on his interview, 1-4
the text of the Securtiy Council's resolution of July 7th er,.d
the text of President Truman's designation of General l'1acArt:zur
as United Nations Commander.. The Cabinet agreed, after leng-.hy
discussion, that the resolution "created the situation envisaged
by-the Prime Minister's declaration in the House of Commons on
June 3011 and approved_a draft note to the Secretary-General,
informing him that Canada was placing three destroyers under

(1) At the end of the interviezr Mr. Norman asked General
MacArthur if he had a brief statement on the Korean situation
twhich he could"transmit to OttavTa. In the -light of subsequent
developments the General's ansl;Jer-;is of interest. tir. Norman
reported him as saying that "he would prefer not to say anything
at present on this subject. He was an old soldier and had learned
the fortunes of war are unpredictable and therefore he would not
commit himself to anybody as to ^.nether the going in Korea would
be short or long*" 21r. Norman added: "this statement and his

.vrhole attiteide fully indicated his sense of responsibility in his
new command. The warmness of his feelings-shows appreciation of
the importance of full co-operation among the nations supporting
the United Nations resolution."



the command of the United Nations Commander, This note which
was handed by t,ir, Holmes to I-ir, Cordier the same afternoon
(the Secretary-General was not immediately available) recalled
the Prime Minister's statement of June 30th, the text of which
had already been officially forwarded to l.Ir. Lie, and General
1+1acArthurts designation: after painting out that the Canad:.an
Government had been informed that the destroyers zvould be oi'
assistance, the message went on to say that they yrere

n hereby made available to the United Nations and
appropriate action is being taken by the Canadian
Government to place them at once under the operational
control of the Commander in Chief of'the forces made
available by members of the United Nations for the
defence of.the Republic of Korea against the aggression
committed by the North Korean forces."

The note concluded by asking the Secretary-General to bring the.
Canadian Government's decision to the attention of General b.acArthur.

36. The decision of the Cabinat was announced by Ijr.
Pearson at a press conference that afternoon. On that occaLion
the Minister emphasized that the destroyers would be used for
the defence of the Republic of Korea in accordance with the
Security Council's resolution of July 7th, that they could shell
trains north. Of -.t.he ..40th^ Parallél' bilt tivoûld' hage nôthing' to'do..Mith
the defence of Formosa. As there had been a good deal of press
speculation concerning a possible request for ground troops, 11r.
Pearson said that "the Government had received no such requEst
nor was it considering the despatch of such troops." The seme
day also two messages were sent to Captain Brock as the Offi cer
Commanding the'three destroyers which received designation uf
Task Group 214.4; the first ÿnformed him that.as from Thursday,
Tuly 13th, he would come under the operational command of General
MacArthur as 'ICommander of the United Nations forces in Korea";
the second in part confirmed the first by specifying that sa3h
operational control was "in relation to the invasion of South
Korea only". The same message authorized the three ships te fly
the United Nations flag.

31. A matter of importance which might be mentioned h:re
is the particular channel which the Governuent had used to convey
the offer of the three destroyers to the unified command., tvY ich
was to., ask the Secretary-General to inform General I:iacArthur.
A member of the United Stâtes delegation spoke to Mr. Holmes to
say that the State Department was sonewhat disturbed as in their
view the Government should have asked the Secretary-General to
bring the offer to the attention of the United Statés Governnent.
Mr. Ho]mes pointed out that the form' used was in accordance with
the Security Council's resolution and the actual,châ-nnel was for
the Secretary-General to decide. He assumed that General MacArthur
had not been informed by the Secretary-General directly but through
the United States Government to ::hom-the Secretary-General had, ,
passed on the offer. ;- ti'lhen Mr. Holmes checked with ISr. Cordier he'
was able to confirm this impression. While ostensibly Lr. Holmes
was approached in order to make certain that a bad precedent would

not be set (this was the first t inoffercident received
served tonilluhtraef thecommand had beeti set up) `^

t5ensitivity of the U.S. Government in relation to its desire to
secure proper control exercised from Washington.
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38. Meanwhile the rsilitary situation had been steadily
worsening and the desperate efforts of the 'United States ana
Korean-troops to hold a line above Taejon along the ri:un River
were accompanied in the United States by increasing criticism
over the fact that of the 53 members who had declared their
support for the Security Council resolution the United StatE.s
alone was providing ground forces. In the course of a convcrsa-
tian with I1r. Ho.îmes on July 13th Mr. Cordier mentioned that
he was preparing a tentative draft of a letter to be sent by
the Secretary-General to those countries which had promised
support other than moral. Such a letter.vrould thank the cot-ntries
concerned for their offers and indicate that more was r_eedec".. Mr.
'Cordier .added .he .had in mind maki.ng indirect" roferenbes'-'to the need
for ground forces, and asked L:. Holmes what he thought of the

.r idea. l':Ir. Holmes indicated his doubts as to the v,risdom of referr.ing
to ground forces in view of the embarrassment which could -bc caused
to countries vrhich. for good reason were not able to supply . uch
forces. h.•. Cordier pointed to the increasingly restless state
of United States public opinion and in doing so no doubt hae in mind
Mr. Holmes thought, the large volume of correspondence ivhici. was '.•
reaching the United Nations to ask why other countries were not
doing more to help. The follo►ving morning, July 14th, the :'ecretary-
General announced at a press conferance that he was sendiag a
communiç.ation to Member States ivhich had,replied favourably to the
Security Cotzncilts resolution of June 27.th setting forth points
-for their 'tinformation and consideration". He then said that
telegrams had been despatched that morning and that the texts,
which varied slightly depending upon the.nature of the assistance
already offered, had-been worked out at meetings between the
United States Government, represented,by,Senator Austin, the
:Unified Comand, represented by rtiir. Ernest Gross,. Mr. Sunde as
President of the Security Council, and Zir. Cordier and himself
on behalf of the United Nations, The note to Mr. Holmes read'
as follozvs;

n I have the honour to acknowledge your reply Of 12
July 1950 regarding the Security Council resolution of
27 June 1950 and wish to express my appreciation for the
decision of the Canadian Government','under the terms of
the resolution, to make available to the United Nations
three Canadian 'destroyers which have sailed for WesterL
Pacific sraters. Your reply has been'-transnitted to the
Security Council, to the Goverw,ent of the 'Republic of
Korea, and to the Unified Command (USG).

I have been informed that the Government of the United
States which, under the resolution of'7 July 1950 has been
given the responsibilit3* for the Unified Comand, it now
prepared to engage in direct consultation with your Govern-
ment with regard to the co-ordination of all assistance in
a general plan for the attainment of the objectives set forth
in the Security Council resolution. In this connection I
have been advised that there is an urgent need for additional
effective assistance. I should be grateful, therefore, if
your-.Government -4ould examine its'capacity to provide an
increased volume of combat forces, particularly ground forces.
Offers of military assistance should be communicated to the
SecTetary-General in terns leaving detailed arrangements for
subsequent agreements between your Government and the Unified

Co=and" (USG) ."
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Sg, The Department first heard of this renuest as a
result of press inquiries. The resulting embarrassment was
not confined to this country alone for in the general con-
fusion, the Secretariat had not bothered to check to see if
individual telegrans had been despatched before Mr. Lie
made-his announcement. This embarrassnent, furthernore, wa., i.
not lessened by . the lack of any warning or diplomatic pre-
paration for such a request. :'lhen ?:r. Cordier had nentionec.
the matter to Mr. Holmes the day before, he gave no indicat'Lon
that the -.despatch of such a note was ;mL^i.inent. Only the das*
-before P:Sr. Pearson had sent a telegram to 11r. i7rong which said
in part that "I hope that there will be no official appeal
from Washington for assistance; at least to-.those coûritries
which fought throughout World War II, and especially to those
who have already made a contribution to horea." The general
reaction of the Department, and indeed of the Government, wPs
well summed up in a memorandum c,rhich IIr. Heeney sent to ZSr. -
Horre in his capacity as Acting Prime r:iinister and as Acting
Secretary of State for External Affairs:

n It seems quite shocking to ne that Lie-should have
sent such a communication without some prior consul-
tation and even more shocking that he should have made
its terne public before it had been received by those
to whom it had been addressed."

40. On instructions Fclr. Holmes spoke to 2.ir. Cordier to
express the Government's annoyance over the.fact that it had
first to hear this request from press reports and that the
Secretary-General had taken the step without consulting thoEe
Governments which might be expected to contribute and there-
fore had been most embarrassed by the message. Mr. Holmes
also told Mr.' Cordier that in discussing this . zlatter the

previous day he had ;'given him no id-.,a it was so urgent and
that the way the Secretary-General had gone about it did not
help to get the best response from Canada. Mr. Cordier ad-
mitted the criticism but explained that.the intention had been
to send the telegrams out before the Secretary-General annou0.eed
the text. He also said that the Secretariat had been under a'
good deal of pressure to obtain more help, but did not say
from whence the pressure . had cone. ( 1) Ptr, jHolmee s said that
he appreciated the difficulties but that hlis`Government dici. not
wish steps to be taken which would render co-operation more

difficult.

41, Although the Government was annoyed at the manner
this request had been made it was not th::reby relieved of any

.obligation to consider it. However no special meeting of the

Cabinet côuld be held immediately to consider the appeal as

many of the key Ministers were out of tov,tn; the matter was there-

fore placed on the agenda for the next regular meeting vlhich^-^^as
held on Wednesday, July 19th.

{1) At a later time it was learned that Mr. Lie had received
an urgent visit fron Senator Austin and other senior members
of the United States Delegation during the course of the evening,.
during which Senator Austin made it clear that the United States
wished such a message sent out. As part of the arrangement it
had been agreed that United States diplomatic missions in coun-
tries to whom telegrams would be addressed ^.ould support the
appeal by appropriate representations.



1+2. This request brought sharply into focus not only
the military situation in Korea but tnA.:fundamPntal problem
which faced Canadian defence planners -: that of relating the
probable course of events to the -resources required to meet our '
commitments under the Charter, the North'Atlranti c Treaty and
the requirements of our North Amer; can Defence. The Secretary-
Generalt s request was first studied at z,'meeting' of the Chiefs
of Staff Committee on the morring )f . July 18th; at which --
General Foulkes gave the estimate that six 'divisior_s would- be
required to drive the North Korean forces out" of Iioréa, and
that these could only be provided by the'. United States " for
the offensive phase of the operations schedulerl' for September.
Such an effort, however, would vixtually, denude the United
States of its trained and fully eqai.pped, strength. Insofar
as Canada was concerned the situat:i.on was to say the least not
satisfactory. Having made available three destroyers and manned

- them up to full complement at the expense of other ships the
Acting Chief of the Naval Staff re•)orted that he could not
recommmend more Canadian naval aid as the remainder of the available
naval forces were needed to suppor'., obligations under the North
Atlantic Treaty. Furthermore, the destroyers made available
would have to be replaced in six months time by other destroyers
which would also have to be brough•^; up to full complement. He
added that in any event there had been no indication of an
official call for more naval help. General Foulkes reported -
that all army formations were much under strength and his tabu-
lation did not include the front !:..ne reserves without which a
formation could not enter a combat area. if additional troops
were to be recruited it would take at. least )+ to 6 months to
equip and train them. No formations could be raised without
using the Mobile Striking Force an(', as these were for the defence
of North America they could not be used without prior consultation
with the United States. Insofar a;; the Air Force was concerned,
the Chief of Air Staff reported that dis creat inquiries of the
United States Air Force had revealE-d a pressing need for addi-
tional air transport as many United Nations troops and supplies
were being "air lifted" to Korea. Five North Stars from the
Transport Squadron could be made a^âilable for operations from
United States bases -within 36 hours, a sixth within two weeks
and four more within two or three rLonths. As it was known that .
such an offer would be most welcomc the Chiefs of Staff agreed
to recommend that •a squadron of No)-th !^tars be offered. Ni.
Claxton reported the recommendatir,r: at the meeting of the Cabinet
Defence ComrLittee the following mol•ning and it was approved.
The possibility of Canada providinj- additional assistance in
the form of a field ambulance unit was raised by rL.M. Pearson
but the Committee thought that this might be done more appro-
priately'under the auspices of the Canadian Red Cross. Although
General Foulkes thought that consideration might be given to
the maintaining of a field hospital no decision was taken.

1+3. The same afternoon the full Cabinet'met and took three
important decisions in the first placejj^_it approved the re corrn.nend-
ation of the-Cabinet Defence Committee and the Chiefs of Staff
that a contribution of a squadron of North Stars be offered for
"supplying and reinforcing" the United Nations fortes in Korea.
It also approved considerGtion being given to the possibility
of Canadian _ Pa cifi c Airlines participating in such an air lift
(Canadian Pacific Airlines had already offered their facilities
for such a purpose); (1) secondly, the Cabinet agreed upon a general

(1) See,paragraph 54 below.



increase in Defence expenditures involving an additional cash
commitment for the fiscal.year of between $40 r^ill4_on to $50
million and an increase in personnel for the three armed services
of 5,000 to 6,000 men; thirdly it approved a.statement that was
issued to the Press by the Prime Minister, indi ca ting in general
terms the steps taken to assist the United Nations operations
in Korea and to accelerate the defence programme. This statement
noted thal Canada had obligations as a member of the United
Nations, Fs a signatory of the North Atlantic Treaty and for
the joint defence with the United States of the North American
continent. It referred to the three destroyers that had been
made available and added that these ships would require continued
support. In view of the need for air transport the statement
said that the Government had decided to provide at once a long
range transport squadron for service in the Pa cifi c
airlift. Having in mind the other obligations for the employment
of Canadian ground .forces, N'̂ r. St. Irlurent said that the Cabinet
had *rea che d the conclusion that the de spat ch at that stage of
existing first line elements of the Canadian Army to the Korean
theatre would not bewarranted. The statement noted hckTever
that should a decisiôn be taken by the Secretary-General to
re*cruit an international force for service under the United
Nations Cc=and in.Korea the Canadian Government would give
uimmediate consideration to Canadian participation in such
an underte'sing". To meet possible future requirements, the
statement 3dded that steps were being taken to strengthen all
three of tne Canadian Armed Services.

449 The text of this statement was handed. to the Se c...etary-
General by Mr. Holmes on July 21st. .Mr. Lie,, according to
Mr. Hoimes,, seemed pleased with the reference to ground troops
because of the implication that the door was not closed and .
told Mr. Halmes that this had been.the best response to his
appeal to date.

45-6., J4r. Cordier, who was present, expressed himself as
interested in the reference to a United Nations force. The
Secretarial; had been exploring this question for some time
under the ïmpetus of a lârge number of offers of services.*
The obstac:.es in the way of the formation of the.administration
of such a::orce were great but -certain distizict advantages could
not be den,-ed. Mr. Cordier pointed out, for example, that a
good many -;ountries which could not make or did not wish to make
a contrib-x:ion from their regular forces might not object to their
nationals vnlisting in a United Nations brigade. The Department
thinking on the subject had not crystallized in any detailed
form beyond the fact that if a de ci si ôn were taken to create such
a foz ce it wôûld have to be a decision of the Security Council
and the force would have to serve under the United Nations
Commander.

-47. The Government continued to give detailed consideration,
to the implementation of the defence policy announced by the
Prime Minister on.July 19th.' The issue as to whether or not
Canadian ground troops should be sent to Korea had not been
settled and the public press throughout Canada was actively debating
the subject. Although generally press opinion indicated res-
trained approval of the Prime Mi.nisterts statement such opinion
became more critical of the Government=s apparent reticence -to
provide ground troops, particularly after Ju]y 26th when other
Commonwealth countries, such as the United Kingdom and Australia,
announced their intention to despatch such forces. Public opinion,
of course, was difficult to ignore but the Cabinet was not prepared
as yet to take a decision, and at its next meeting agreed that
Mr. Pearson and Mr. Robertson shoul<. fly to Washington in order



to' obtain from Mr. Ac.hesc^j and other offic:ials of the State
Department their first hand ir.terpretation of thi: international
situation in ger_eral and Korean developments in particular,
and to look into the que; tion of the a eged need for ground
forces. The Niinistert s trip was arranged for the week end of
July 29th and was prepared and carried out in great secrecy;
it was not in fact until some three weeks after his return that
it became generally knô-trn that he had been in Washington.

48. Mr. Pearson=s conversation with Mr. Acheson, whicii
was held after dinner in the Canadian Embassy, covered awride
field and lasted nearly four hours. Mr,' Acheson was both f:sank
and forthcoming. At, the outset of the' conversation Mr. Ac.hescn
stressed that Korea could only be dealt=with as a phase and not
in the long run the most'' important phase. of the general con:'lict
between the free and communist worlds. As a consequence-thP
free nationss and in particular members of the North Atlantic
Treaty organization should not divert their attention from 4, he
focal point of their endeavours, namely the building_ up of •:.heir
collective armed strength for Western Europe. ti-,lhile Korea was
merely an -incident in the struggle it was also the "touch s';one
of their determination to meet the challenge elsewhere whatover
form it takes." Mr: Acheson feared that if the United Stato:s
had to do all the fighting in Korea there was a real danger that
public opinion in the United States would favour preparing j.n
isolation for the larger conflict ahead and writé off its a^lies.
This danger would be increased if there were no parallel ef^orts
made by others to rearm. Mr. Acheson, Mr. Pearson reported,
was "intensely concerned" thatIthe struggle shoûld not be one
of the United States versus the U.S.S.R., but of the free world
versus the -communist world. To this end it was essential that
all acted together in Korea as members of the United Nation:.
This led Mr. Acheson to make a plea for an effective and co-
ordinated United Nations effort in Korea. He was not too con`
cerned over the dan ger of divPr+ing too much strength to Korea
as he thought that 6 or 7 divisions would be all that would be
required; these divisions in any event could not,save the'
free world if a general war were to begin. ' Then the conversa-
tion turned to.the provision of further Canadian aid for
operations - in .Korea. Mr, Acheson said hé. thought that a
Canadian detachment of trained men would be a great immediate
help and of evei.L greater political value; as a member of thE
United Nations Canada had prestige'and influence and comma1, ed
respect. Such further Canadian aid Mr. Ac,neson regarded mo: è
as part of the general purpose of building up western stren€th
than as the provision of succor-to the hard pressed United
States troops. He, hoped that a small Canadian detachment of
trained men could be sent to Korea soon, perhaps ' while a special
force was being trained and equipped. M-,•, Pearson in ter je cted
that this whole question was being given earnest consideration
in Ottawa but that the Government did not like to be "needled
from Washington". Mr. Acheson said• that he understood'the
position and certainly would not.be a party to any such pressure.
He pointed out, however, that American public opinion was in a
very emotional state and while in some respect this emotionalism
made action in irtashington easier it could also lead to mistakes
in its impact on other countries. '

49. The following day P4.^^. Pearson held discussions with
Sir Oliver Frarks, the United Kingdom Ambassador, and Sir
Gladwyn Jebb, and with Mr. Hi ckerson, Mr. Jessup and Mr. Dean
Rusk. These conversations dealt largely with the manner in which
a Canadian contribution of ground forces could be integrated with
operations under the Unified Command. From those discussions
it emerged that the Unified Command was in every sense the Joint
Chiefs of staff in Washington and that the discussions t-rith the



Command would therefore have to take place in Washington., not
in Tokyo. It was ûÿso ascertained that 'there ,-rore three types
of offers of ground forces from countries other tr.an the
United States:' trained and equipped formations of volunteers
to be recruited, equipped and trained in their oT^m countries,
volunteers to be recruited and trained as a national contingent
in a United Nations division, and :.ndependent volunteers for
a United Nations formation which c.)uld be organized like the
Foreign Legion of France.

50. Mr. Pearson also discussod these questions with Mr.
Lie in his residence at Forest 'Hil:Ls, New York, the next day,
3uly 21st, and found Mr. Lie stron.,,ly in favour of the third
method. Such a force could not onay be used in Korea but
wherever and whenever the United Nations might require it.
In his report to the Prime Niinister on these conversations,
Mr. Pearson urged that the question be explored both energetically
and synpathetica.lly, in the balief that "its practical importance
might be considerable and its poli=:ical international significance
much greater".. (1)

51. Upon his return to Ottawa M.r. Pearson made a full'
report to the Prime Minister. (upon which the foregoing para-
graphs are based ), and to the Cabii:et. The conclusions
reached at this and.at a subsequen; meeting were embodied in
a broadcast which Mr. St. Laurent i:ade on August 7th, in
which he reviewed the measures that had been taken by other
free nations in the face of the aggression against the Republic
of Korea. He explained that the Çanadian postwar military
establishment had not provided for a fully trained expeditionary
force available for immediate action outside Canada. Attention
had been concentrated on maintaining a basic training establishment
capable of expanding the Canadian Lrmy quickly in the event of
a general k'ar, and the development of an air-borne brigade
group highly trained for operations in the North and designed to
share in the immediate protection of this continent. As the
Government considered it unwise to send this brigade group to
Korea, Mr. St. Laurent announced ti-at an additional brigade,
to be called the' Canadian Army Special Force,, would be re crùited,
trained and-equipped immediately tr be available for use in
carrying out Canada's obligations l'nder the United Nations Charter
of the North Atlantic Treaty. Sub,.e ct to the approval of. ' Parliament,
this force would be available for .ervice in Korea as part of
the United Nations force, if it cot.ld be most effectively used
in that way when ready for service. Mr. St. Laurent also
announced that Pa.rl3ament would be summoned to deal with the
deterioration of the situation in Korea and the expansion and
acceleration of the defence programme as soon as fuller information
could be gathered and specific-plans formulated.

52. During the special session of Parl-lament and in the
course of the debate in the House on the-subject of the training
of the. Special Force the 11Ii.nister was at -pains to point out that
in the formulation of Canada's defence policy no consideration -
had been given to furnishing -the United Nations" at short notice
with an expeditionary force capable of quick deployment. The

(1) Mr. Pearson took advantage of his conversation with-Mr. Lie
to clear up the misunderstanding occasioned by his appeal for
ground forces; Mr. Lie pointed out by way of extenuating -cir-
cumstances that it had been put to him by Senator Austin on.
instructions as a natter of the highest gravity and urgency.
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Government's decisio:i to recruit a special brigade therefore
was the only action uossible if Canada was to honor its
obligations under the Charter. He then said:

This special force is unique in one way among the offers
of military forces which have been -made to the United
Nations as the result of 'the -rar in: Korea; and provides,
I think, a valuable. example a,Zd precedent, if other- cauntries
were, in the* same way to earmirk a 'portion of their forces
which might' be made available to the United Nations for
collective defence, there woûtd be ready throughout the
free.world national contingents for _a United Nations force
which could be quickly brough^ together in the 17ace of
a future' emergency. In .this ,ray the United Nations would
be equipped with that military strength which it was
intended in the Charter that wt should have at its disposal
but which, in fact, it never has had, largely. because'of
the attitude of the U.S.S.R.n

53. The Government's decisio:i to recruit such a brigade
was ratified with the passage of tie Canadian Forces Att which
received third reading on Septembe,, 8th.

^. A further Canadian contr:.buti on whi ch might be
mentioned at this point was the adlitional air transport made
available by Canadian Pacific ASr t.nes. ' On July 12th, Mr.

. McCona chie, the President of Canadian Pa cifi c Airlines, - first
inquired whether the Canadian Government might wish to make
use of Canadian Pacific Airlines services in moving personnel
or materials to the Far East. In doing so he said that he
was also considering offering the ,;ame services to the United
States Government but wished first to ascertain if the Government
could use them. As will be recalls:d Cabinet promptly approved
this suggestion at its meeting of July 19th. On August 9th the
Unified Ccmmand" was informed that Canadian Pa cifi c Airlines'
would make its planes available to the Unified Command and
that its services would consist of all accommodation on two-
weekly trips westbound to Tokyo an^: one weekly trip eastbound
to Vancouver subject to nertain conditions regarding the use
of the aircraft for normal civiliarL traffic.' The details were
quickly worked out between the Mil..tary Air Transportation
.Service of the United Sltates* and t':e Canadian. Pacific Airlines
and flights begar. almost. immediate:.y.

55• During this period when -,^he Government was devoting
a great deal of time and attention to possible z•rays and means
of contributing effectively to the United Nationss effort in
Korea the Department continued to give attention to some of-
the problems of a political nature which stemmed directly from
the Korean aggression. The most important problem in this
respect has already been mentioned: the necessity of making
a clear distinction between United Nations operations in Korea
and the unilateral assumption by the United States of respon-
sibiL.ty for the neutralization of Formosa. This concern was
a continuing one and was a gain the sub je ct of a te le gram from
Mr. Pearson to Mr. lrlrong on July llth in which Mr.. Pearson said
that he hoped "the State.Department are aware that this anxiety
is not confined to us in Ottawa". His fears were spelled out
in greater detail in another message sent three days later;
Mr. Pearson told Mr. Wrong that "a feeling of uneasiness is
developing that the United States ... is not in a position to
take sufficiently effective action after recovery" from the
surprise occasioned by the bad news coming in from Korea. There
was also uneasiness, he said, that the Administration might
become involved with communist Chira. Mr: Pearson pointed out that
the communist regime in China. had j üken up the "challenge" trYti. ch
.had given them a superficial case fcr ass.t: ting the North Kcreans.
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He feared that excited and emotional statements in Congress
and elsewhere, especially the suggOstion that an atom bomb should
be dropped on North Korea, did not strengthen confidence- in Canada
that the United States public would be able to face the problem
ahead with steadiness and determiriaticn. He thought that if
Canada were to be kept united and intervention limited to Korea
alone it would be ne cessary .to emp iasize on every appropriate
occasion that "we are participatin ; solely in a United Nations
operation and- that that operation :Ls solely for the defence of
Korea". fie'added that

a If the Americans get irritated over-this that will be
_unfortunate but unavoidable. If they express their
irritation, which I hope they will not, there will be,
I am afrzid, a quick reaction in the press here, reminding
them that Canadians have had ^:xperiençe' in the past of
..fighting a rear-guard action against superior forces
without the United States arm.;d support."

Mr.:: Pearson suggested that the Pre;;ident or the Secretary of
^$tate make

"a strong statement to the ef:'ect that they also are
concerned only with the Unitec: Nations action in Korea
.and that if the Chinese Commu::ists become involved
it will be entirely under thE+`.r om'responsibility and
not as a result of any provocation ori ldashington=s part;
that the statement about Formcsa was meant merely to
neutralize that island and to prevent it becoming
implicated in the Korean situr.tion".

.Mr. Wrong saw Mr. Hickerson the'ne:;.t day'to pass on this
suggestion and Mr. Hickerson promi-red that he would mention
it to Mr. Acheson. President Truma.n=s subsequent statement
on United States rearmament of July 19th referred to Formosa
and thus allayed some of the fears but was not as categorical
as Mr. Pearson would have liked.

56. - During the course of his secret talks with Mr. Acheson,
referred to in paragraph 51 above, .-Mr. Pearson had occasion to
bring up the issue of Formosa and expressed the fear that the
war might extend to communist Chin4. Zn this connection Mr.
Acheson said he realized that thel•w had been worries in this
connection but endeavoured to-justify at some length the reasons
of strategy which determined the Pr•3sident" to order the Seventh
Fleet to neutralize Formosa. . Mr. Acheson pointed out, however,
that such a decision in no way affected the ultimate sovereignty
of the island, nor did it mean that the United States was anxious
to preserve or strengthen the Government of Chiang Kai-Shek
which Mr. Acheson referreü to as being "no good". He remarked
in passing that the United Nations would have to make the final
disposition of Formosa and that the United States could no longer
consider itself bound by the!Cairo Declaration in view of the
disregard by the Russians of'other parts of that declaration.
At no time did he suggest that other members of the United
Nations were in any way bound by the United States strategic
decision on Formosa.

57• The unexpe cted return of Mr. Malik, the Soviet
representative, to the Security Council on August 1st, and
his deliberate tactics to create confusion and to show that
United States action in both Korea and Formosa were related,
if not actually part of the same operation, served to cause
further anxiety. The problems created by the President's
original announcement were difficull, enough to solve amicab3.j
by the nations concerned but constai)t Soviet misrepresentati Dn



of United Nations aims combined with a growing *coc?tiness on
the part of the United , States public opinion stemming from its
predominant contribution was of little help to nations such
as Canada whicY: did not wish the United Nations to become
involved in any extension of the police action. :Et- had been
accepted from the outset that the Soviet"Union was prepared to
generate an aggression, however 1:i,.riited, ;^at the risk of a world
conflagration, but 'in time i t was '`:o be come evident to the
Department that-the United States :'or its part was also prepared
to run such a risk to prevent any uxtension of Soviet influence
in the Far East.

58. General MacArthur' s visir . to Fôrmosa, which followed
on the" heels of Mr. Acl:esonts assir.:•ances, did not seem auspicious
and appeared" to"- confirm Mr. :Pearsoizt "s fears. Mr. Wrong, took
the matter up with Mr. Hickerson, explaining that although it
might be necessary for General ZiaciLrthur to have some contact
with Chiang ^Kai-Shek on the defence of Formosa, it seemed
unwise for -him to go there pe_-sona:,ly.. He'suggested to Mr. .
Hickerson that renewed consideration might be given by the
State Department to the des^gnation of a separate commander to
execute'the responsibilities assumod by the United States in
respect to-Formosa.

59. Two weeks later, on August h+th, Mr. Pearson had a
conversation with Mr. Stanley Woodvard at the latterts. request. (1)
Mr. . Pearson told-him of his preocat.pation with the efforts of
the U.S.S.R. to play down the United Nations character of the
operation in Korea to make the wa'r appear one betireen the United
States and the Korean people. He added that he realized it
would be desirable to have ground forces other than United
States participating in the campaign as soon âs possible, but
that small countries like Canada d3.d not have expeditionary forces
in being for purposes.of this kind and that to send our permanent
forces or a part of them to Korea yrould be unrn^ise. He assured
Mr. Wood-dard that there would be no delay in training the special
brigade and that everything would le'done to make it-available
as soon as possible to the United I'ations: He suggested that
neanVrhile the United States should play up to the greatest extent
possiblé participation in Korea otrer than American. The acti--
vities*of the"three Canadian destrcyers, for example, might
receive more publicity in the UnitFd States. Er.--Pearson
explained to I1r. Woodward our con: =,rn over the apparent success
of Mr.. Malik= 's taLtics in the Se cu-rity , Council, and mentioned
a secret and personal letter he hac sent té Mr. Hickerson on the
sub je ct and of his reply which indi cated. that in Washington as
well there was a similar concern. Mr. Pearson added that it was
not only in the Security Council that the Russians had enjoyed
propaganda succoss; Generâl MacArthur's visit to Formosa had also
done a great deal to help. The Russians, he added, were doing
their best to establish a link between Korea and Formosa and
had been given a good deal of unnecessary assistance.

(1) The purpose of. Mr. Woodwardt s call was to inform the
Minister of his visit to the Prime Minister at his summer
home at St. Patrick the previous day, and to leave with
Mr. Pearson a copy of the aide-mémoire asking the Government
as a matter of urgency to increase its contribution to the
United Nations effort by sending ground forces as quickly
as possible., The receipt of this request, follet,ring Parlia-
ment's decision to recruit a; special brigade, coupled with
the fact that the Prime Minister had no fore knowledge of
Mr. Woodwardts visit, was the cause of some annoyance in the
Government.



60.- At the time of this interview Mr. Pearson was
preparing a secret and personal letter to Mr. Acheson whic.h
was sent off the following day, August 15th:-' The' letter,,
a complete text of which will be found. in Appendix 9., began
by expressing his basic fear as follows:

p There appears to be a real danger...that"instead of
having hostilities confined t:) Korea where support - of
one kind or another - for the action taken by the United
Nations has been forthcoming from virtually all non- ^
communist members, the area of conflict may, in fact, be
widened to include China. ZRJhit is worse, it may be
-widened in such a way to involve the United Nations,yet
not command the same measure of support from its members".

61. Mr._Pearson wondered whether the possibility of
an attack on Formosa might not have been: increased rather
than decreased by the prevent;.ve m1litary measures taken by
the Nationalist Government as well as by the statement made
by Chiang Kai-Shek following General MacArthurt s visit con-
cerning United States - Chinese I'mLlitary co-operation" and
"the.joint defence of.Formosa". Ra thought that any military
conflict between the United States and Communist China could
hardly be restricted to the straits of Formosa, and that only
the Soviet Union would profit from such a'tdisaster". Although
he was atvare that the United StatP^3 Government had assumed the
defence of Formosa on his orvm responsibi lity, the involvement
of any other free nation was implicit in this action, thus adding
to the danger of disruptive elemehts being introduced into the
response to the decision to repel aggression in Korea. Further
"unfortunate results" were foreseeable: the draining of resources
urgently needed elsewhere;" a lessening of the possibility of
the latent tensions existing betwe,an Communist China and Soviet
imperialism becoming active and increasing danger of involvement
of Communist China in the Korean conflict. Mr. Pearson said
that-President Truman's clarifying statement of July 19th was
"very helpful" but he.doubted whetlier it ''vent far enough" to
give the Chinese Communists any face-saving-way out of an early
attack upon Formosa to which they had been publicly committed
for a long time or to remove compli:tely the fears of other -`
countries that Korea and Formosa 'wore parts" of a single American
policy. He then suggested that an early opportunity be taken
to bind the interested Western PU;t:rs to consult'in an effort
to reach agreement between themsel**es and Communist China at
least on ta cti cs which would make :.t clear "who would be to
blame for the resulting fire". One move in this^irection might
be a public assurance that the Nationalist Gover ent would not
réceive any additional military strength from the outside
during the pericd of the Korean conflict and that the mainlé.nd
Chinese would have an appropriate voice in the pe^ceful deter-
mination of the future status of Formosa. Mr. Pearson thought-
that an attack by the Chinese Communists' on Formo a was exactly
what Moscow wanted and* that it would be playing into their
hands to give them an excuse for it.

62.' Mr. Pearson devoted some attention to this matter in
a speech during the special session of Parliament on August 31.
After stressing the United Nations character of the undertaking,
he endeavoured to make it clear that it was not Canada's policy
to support any course of action which might extend the scope
of the conflict or give any nation any excuse for extending it.
He gave three reasons for which he felt this attitude would
commend itself.to the House; first that



"we should do everything we can to mirjmï^ e the risk
of world u^.de" w^dr, secondly because we, think that it
is vitally important that the r:i.gh degree 'of unanimity
which has been obtained in the United Nations' condemning
the agaression against Korea be prese"rved, and thirdly
because we should maintain close'co-operatiôn between the
free countries of Asia and thq*Western world. "

The Aiinister then went on to refer. to Formosa, saying:

We understood the reason-3 for the action of the
.President of the United State3..;.this action seems to
us designed simply to prevent the extension of the conflict
in Korea. It.was a strategic. defensive action and had, as
we understood it, no political impli cations. We have,
however, been disturbed....by reports of.preventative
-military measures taken by the Nationalist Government of
:China against communist conce:itrations along the mainland,
-as well. as by statements repo:cted to have been made by
Generalissimo : Chiang Kai-Shek concerning United States -
-éhinese military co-operation.- We have also been disturbed
by statements that seem in our minds to confuse the defence
of Korea which has been âssum,ad by the United Nations with
the defence of Formosa which has not.. .. s o far as this
Government is concerned we ar i concerned solely with'
carrying out our United Natib:is obligations in Korea or
elsewhere. These obligations do.not....include anything
that can be interpreted as the restoration of the
Nationalist Chinese Goverr.nent to the mainland of China
or an intervention in Formosan.

63. Although the military si-:uation at ' the time gave
little hope of early victory (U.N.•troops were hemmed into
the Pusan bridgehead) the Department began to give consideration
to the nature of a possible politi•,•:a.l settlement. The first
indication of its thinking was con :ained in a speech which the
Minister delivered in Victoria on J-.ugust 21st. On the premise
that the Soviet attack on the Unitr-d Nations effort'in.Korea
misrepresented" it" as a struggle between American imperialism
and the Asian peoples, Mr. Pearson said that'it had now become
obvious to all in Asia that Wester% imperialism was "no longer
any threat to the complete freedom of the Asian countries",
that the West was offering to co-.,; )era te with the free countries
of Asia on a basis of mutual respe:t and mutual aid. Because
of the importance attached to economic assistance to Asian
countries and the West's desire not to see them fall prey to

-Soviet efforts to,enslave them he would welcome greater Asian
participation ir>. Asian affairs. Mr..Pearson suggested that the
United Nation,s"should establish a small commission to work out
with Korean representatives plans for the Government of a
ufree and united Koreal', and that such a commission should
have a majority of Asian members since

"we get in these days a lot of good advice from Asian
-leaders on the handling of Asian problems. This would
be a good occasion to offer them opportunities for
translating their advice into action",,

64. This suggestion which Mr. - Pearson later repeated in
the course of his speech in the general debate follo-rring the
opening of the General Assembly on September 27 was not well
received by the State Department. At the customary pre-
assembly tripartite discussions ILr. Riddell reported that when
this suggestion was discussed the American representatives
nindicated alarm", an alarm which %-as not diminished by the
suggestion that the chairmanship st^ould be given to an Indi;tn.
The United Kingdom representative at thes-:: meetings made no
comment.
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65. In a speech during the debate on the speech from the
Throne follcwring the opening of the special sessiori of

. Parliament, the Minis ter again referred to his suggestion but
added that -those countries which were involved in the United
Nations police action could not "divest themselves of the
responsibility of participation at some proper stage in the
settleiaent'=.' In the same speech h3 outlined some of the
principles upon which he thcughl, a settlement" should be based.
Firstly; the settlement must be su,.,h as to rèmove' the possibility
of a repetition of the North Koreaa aggression; secondly, it .
should command itself to the Korea;l people; thirdly, it should
command support from Asian peoples; and fourthly, it must*
recognize the progress which had aLready- been made under the
auspices of .the United Nations in ^)stablishing an independent
government in Korea.

66. The Department gave deta3led'consideration to the
Minister!s suggestion. As a first step it was thought possible-
to crease a small United Nations Cinmission composed of
Australia, India, the Philippines, Sweden and Turkey, to be
known as the United Nations Commis:s-ion for a Korean settlement
which would report to the General i^ssembly ori methods for the
establishment of a free and indepe.adent 'government of a united
Korea which would correspond with he freely. expressed wishes
of the Korean people and on method:,, by which the United Nations
could assist in this task. The suIden change in the military
situation, however, the successful counter attacks by United
Nations forces and their break out from the Pusan beachhead which
was followed by a general advance northward made it necessary to
consider the ^general question of a settlement more urgently
as there was a real danger that military events might outrun
political decisions.

67. In a sense the United Nations had reached a cross-
roads and it was necessary for the• General Assembly to decide
'whether the emphasis on the United Nations objectives in
Korea should be changed from repel:`3ng aggression to achieving
unification. The focal point of tLe problem was whether 'the
38th Parallel should be crossed anc? if so, to' what extent
should IInited.Nations forces be pernitted to penetrate into
North Korea; - Unfortunately little • serioizs thought *had been
-given this problem since it was ge.ierally recognized that
when the time cama nations with fc:-ces in Korea-might be faced
with an entirely different situation which would require
different decisions. The rapid change in the military
situation"meant that the United Nations was suddenly faced
with the problem without adequate:'. consideration or diplomatic
preparation.

68. From a strictly military -point. of view the Parallel. ^.-
had little "signifi ca.nce as a definite United Nations line.
to prevent any renewed aggression; for this purpose a line ::
further north was to be preferred. The United States military
authorities accordingly urged that Generâl MacArthur should
not be impeded in his advance qeyond the,'38th.Parallel. In a
conversation with Mr. Pearson on September 25th, Mr. Rusk

-made it clear that the United Statés Government considered it
essential to take whatever militarp action might be necessary
to secure the capitulation of North Korean.forces north of the
_Parallel. General MacArthur had also indimted to Mr. Norman
in Tokyo that he had every intention of carrying his'operations
to North Korea and that he was looking for some formula to
permit him to do so. It was the view of the United States
delegation in New York that the words "in the area" of the
original Security Council resolutic^ gave General MacArthur,
sufficient authority and that a ccoz 6-ingly there was no need
for the Assembly to take any special action.



69*. - "' The" Department's appreciation Of the situation-Vas
contâined-in a most immediate telegram to the Assembly dele-
gation, -";dated September 26. " '-The telegram began by stating
that' the"- immediate 'ob j e ctive s in Korea were twofold :- the"
céssâtion of hostilities and withdrawal of North Korean'armed-
forces' to the 38th Parallel; and t'Aie" restoration of internatiorial
peace and'security in the Korean a:•ea. The long term objective
iras the âchievement of Korean inde>>endence and' uriit,y Jby the
procedures outlined in the General Assembly resolutions of
November 14, 1947,.-December 12, 19L-8 and October 21, 19l+9•
The' telegram went on to say 'that the immediate objective' must
bë accomplished if the purpose of -:he"United Nations intervention -
to suppress the North Koreân aggression - was to be realized.
It'shotiild be made clear, for examp'.e, that overt aggressiôn
must not be tolerated. It was thought that the restoration
of international peace and securit7• could largely. be accomplished'
by the defeat of the North Koreans, but'there were certain darigers
in proposing that the United Nations should obligate itself to
achieve its long run objectives by military neans.- It was â6ubt-
ful'for example whether such a proposal would'rQceive the broad""
support given the 'Security-Council' s - resolutions of "June '25th and
June'27th... The Soviet Union might consider itself compelled fôr
reasons.of prestige and strategy tn re-occupy North Korea. The
Chinese communists might feel compclled to intervene because of
the fraternal association of North Korean and Chinese communist
"leaders; r urthermore, operations in North Korea v-ould place
the United Nations forces face to face with, the Russians and
Chinese communists in the North and. create an area where military
incidents could occur. The danger of committing the United
Nations to a crossing of the 38th Parallel was realized, as
the Western Powers would be placed in the position 'where they
would have to wage a general war against the.Russi4ns in North
.Korea when in fact their strategic interests in a general war
would be to evacuate their forces from the peninsula as quickly
as possible. On the other hand thEre were obvious disadvantages
to stopping at the 38th Parallel. Man.y Koreans hoped-that one
ressult of this struggle would be the unification of Korea.
Although there would be difficultiE's in establishing a unified
government, a redivision of the cotntry at the 38th Parallel
would re-create all the old milita:y, political and economic
problems that existed prior '"to JurE 25th, and might make niany'
feel that their losses in Korea ha^ been in"vain.' The telegram
suggested that in-'the light of *the:'e circumstances-and "tYië"
urgency- of the probleri-'"it would'not 'bé''practicàl:"to' follot-r-'
the- moire leisurely. procedure of establishing a predominantly
Asian sub-committee of the Political Committee to draft a report
and resolution". Instead the Departuent:thought that the General
Assembly should quickly pass a resolution restating its short run
and long run objectives coupled with astatement of the United
Nations' desire to assist in relief and reconstruction work.
Such a resolution would leave open the question of the United
Nations taking military.action north of the 38th Parallel if
the North Koreans should consent to sign an agreement pledging

a cessation of hostilities.

70. Mr. Pearson's statement during the Assembly's opening
debate,was largely devoted to Korea. His silence on the
question of the 38th Parallel reflected the Department's caution
but he included among the five principles which in his opinion
should govern the General Assembly's decisions on Korea his
suggestion for a predominantly Asian Cor.mittee to consider the
Korean question. These principles were as follows:
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(1) "The general objective of the United Nations in
Korea should be to fulfil now the purposes'i•rhich-
have repeatedly been stated at'previous Assemblies -
a"united Korea, a free Korea, a Korea which the
Korean people itself govfrns without interference
from outside".

(2) "The' United Nations must assist the people'of*Koree
to establish peace and o.der•throughout its térritory
.as a firm foundation for democratic institutions and
of free self-government",

(3) "The Korean people) once peace has been restored, must
be assured that no natiox. will exploit the present
situation in Korea for its own particular advantage",

(l+) .'Nothing shall be done ii.. the establishment of a unitéd
free Korea which carries any menace to Korea t s neighbours".

(5) ."The free governments of Asia should take a major
share of the responsibil;ty for advising the Korean
people upon methods of gcvernment which they should
adopt and procedures whi(h they should follow in
establishing those methcds of government".

71. A telegram of September 28 enlarged on some of the
dangers implicit in the assumption that Korea should be united
by military measures. It pointed cut that if the United Nations
forces should cross the 38th Parall.el and undertake the occu-
pation of North Korea they faced the prospect of maintaining
.large occupation forces on the Chir:.ese and Soviet borders;
there would be a good deal of pressure to have the Canadian
Special Force included in these occupation forces. Moreover
there would be a continuing risk of a clash with the Russians
which even if localized might result in a setback which:would
undo the prestige of victory. The Department thought that the
natural idesire of the Koreans to see.their country united.
should be weighed carefully against the necessity of the Western
Powers exercizing prudence in circrmstances that might lead to
an armed clash with the Soviet Unirn. Such circumstances, the
telegram said would arise if the terms of the Security Council
resolutions were gone beyondby crcssing the 38th Parallel to
seek the unification of Korea by military means. The Department
therefore urged that a clear distinction be made between the
fulfilment of the Security Council's resolutions and thé fulfil='
ment of the 'GeneTâl' Asseinblÿ's 'resôliztions; WYiilé-•the "ob jectives
of the SecuTity Councilts'resoliztions should üé" fuTfilled"7-thè-"-
Unïtéd N'ations had never corisidéred • that its long -.run objectives
should be imposed by military force.

72. The Department forwarded by covering telegram a rough"-
redraft of a proposed United Nations resolution to the Delegation
which contained some of these points. This draft limited the
United Nations to fulfilment of the Security Councilts resolutions;
it contained a reference to the restoration of international peace
and• security in the Korean area which would permit the United
Nations Commander to order punitive action against North Korea
if it continued aggression against South Korea; if the North
Koreans desisted from such aggressive action they wouTd be free
to choose between "stewing in their own bombed out misery or
accepting United Nations relief and reconstruction assistance
if they comply -vrith the procedures laid dot,.rn by the General
Assembly for the unification of Korea". More specifically7 the
resolution called upon the North Kcrean authorities to comply
with the Secur_! ty Councilt s resolut:^ons of June 25th and June 27th



and t6- accépt-the unification 'procEdures a]:rèady laid -dcwri -l:iy
the'-Géneral Assenbly: it would have established a committëe
madé up of Indiâ',.Australiâ,"Brazil; Pakistan and Swzdén td
replace' the present Coimûission-on-Korea.' In the interest of
time 'thé same countries were to form an Interim Co=ittee from
their permanent répresentatives at the United Nations pending
the arrival in Korea of the full mcmbers,

73. This draft was discussed.together with the United
Kingdom draft at a meetin of Commc.nwealth'Delegatioris on
the"same"day, September 29th, as a result of which both
resolutions were revised and to sone extént blended. The
final product was presentéd to the Political Committee when
it began"ïts discussions of the Korea item on September 30.
This resolution recalled previous resolutions of the General
Assembly and noted that the United Nations armed forces were.
operating'in accordance with the r(•commendations of the
Security Council; it also noted th,.t the essential objective
wâs' the establishment of a"ur.ified. , independent and democratic
government of Korea") and set out i'our recommendations as
follows :

(1) That all.appropriate stez-s.should be taken to ensure
conditions of stability.Ethroughout Korea";

(2) That all "constituent acts be taken including the
holding of elections under the auspices of the
United Nations for the establishment of a unified
and democratic governmen^^'r;

(3) That United Nations forcE:s should only remain in
any part of Korea so long as necessary for achieving
these objectives;

(4) That all necessary measures be'taken to accomplish
economic rehabilitation.

74. The resolution went on ir its operative pârt to.
call for the establishment of a cor mission to be knowri - as-the -a

_

United Nations Commission "for "the t'nification" and Rehabilitation
of Korea' which, in addition-t6 as.^-ming"the'Ptirictibns"éxercizëd
bÿ-tYié existing United'Nations"CoLn..issions'`^ioùld reprësent-tFië'-'
Uriitèd'Nations' iin bringing-aboilt-in.ificatïôn-and-procéed at once
to Korea to begiri ïts functions"at the éarliést"possible date;
pending its arrival the Governments represented on it were to
form an interim committee to meet in New York as soon as th` 1)•
resolution received the approval.of the General Assembly.

(1) Although Canada had had a hand in the drafting of this
resolution and actively supported it7 it was not one of the
eight co-sponsors; nor was it one of the countries named to
the Commission despite pressure placed upon the delegation
to accept membership including a personal appeal from Mr.
Acheson; Mr. Acheson^s motives were hardly flattering as he
saw it as a means of resisting domestic pressure ior the United
States to accept membership. Mr. Pearson, however, felt, and
the Prime Minister agreéd with him, that Canada could hardly
join the Commission after urging that India should play a
leading part in the settlement and that the Commission should
have a majority of Asian representatives.
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75." The Sôviët "Bloc"'ëIso - püt forward"a drëft rësôluti'on.
.It-recbinmended that'*thë -"bëlligéreüts" imm.ëdiatelÿ cease -hos-
tilitiès- "that the''gôvèrnments of thé United-States 'cnd'of
ôther states-with trôops"in Korea ïmiaediatèlÿ withdraw theII,
ând-once tYiis'has been done'electieins -be-held 'to h- nationdl
es"senbl3r-ànd'that' a' joint "cômmi-ssi,)ri-be estè:blishëd made"up of
rëpresentativés bf- botfi'North arid-;,ôutYi Korëa to'orgariizë--"-_' --
ârid"côriduct--the election for- a nat^-onal' assemblÿ; - The' resôl'ution
also proposëd -n'United Nations' Co;imit-tee with representatives
of states bordering Koree^ i.e; CôLUriuni-st China -ai-Ld- the -"Soviet
Union, to observe these"elections. -Other articles proposed "- ^"
that the Economic and-Social Côunci.l draw plans for.rehabilitation
-with representatives"of both Korea,-, and that the'Security Council
orice. an all Korean Government had been set up, consider its
membership in the United Nations.

76. The debate on these reso.^utions was of course dominated
by "the- military situation of the moment, and in particizlâr the
-problem posed by the 38th Parallel.. The Eight-Power resolu^tlion
had been drafted-in such a way As ^-.o provide the Unified Command
with-authority to cross it without actually saying so, but its
genéral vagueness on this point represented the lowest common
deriominator of agreement as to wheiher this authority should be
clearly set out or so phrased as to echo the caution which a number

.of delegations, such as Canada, thuught should-be the guiding
consideration lest the crossing of the 38th Parallel should
.provide an excuse for the intervéntion of Chinese forces which
inïlitar"y intelligence had shown to be gathering in large numbers
north of the Yalu River.

77. From the outset of the dc:bate it was realized that
a difficult decision would have to be taken in regard to the
extent to which United Nations :fores would-be permitted to
penetrate beyond the Parallel.

78. - The Eight Power resolutic.n was found to command-the
general-support and approval of the non-Communist states on
the grounds that it provided the brst means of dealing with
â'problém which reqûired urgent at•:-ention2 which corresponded
witii- tYie realitiés ôf 'thé situatior: and which exprëssed--thé
-- ---^ ._ _.general' desire-no

t .. onlÿ7of "thë_ïTr_t-i:ëd Nations but of the rKoreans
t-Yieinsëlvë's.---"It"srâs par^ïculàrlÿ- f=.lt thât' thïs'-rësôlütiôri
z^6côgüizëd "thé-'priinecÿ 6f- the"Unit'E-a Natioris"and its special
rësporisibilitiës with regârd'-t6Koreâ^ and",'- a- point ^rhich-Mr.
Pearson stressed-in his statement, guarantee that the United
Nations forces «ould not remain in Korea any longer than
necessary to achieve peace and stability: The resolution of
the Soviet Bloc on the other hand was attacked on-the grounds
that it implied that no aggression had occurred and placed
North Korea and South Korea on an equal footing. Furthermore,
wit.hdrawal of the United Nations forces at this stage would only
leave the way open for the North Koreans to renew their aggression.

;
79. . In an effort to find a middle ground7 Sir Benegal
Rau, the Indian Delegate, strongly supported by Israel and
Yngoslavia, proposed the appointment of a•sub-committee to
take into consideration both resolutions, and all proposals
and suggestions concerning the Korean question in order that
it might recommend to the Committee a single resolution which
would command.the largest measure of agreement. In support of
his proposal, Sir Benegal pointed out that the purposes of
both resolutions were similar in that they stressed, the desire
for unification and the need for economic rehabilitation unc:er
United Nations auspices. This led him to hope that a compromise
might be found. In his view the first pa-.t of the Eight Po' ►rer
resolution "should be limited to the creation of an independent
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^i.vid" unïted" Kôreâ by me-ans af free '.'eli:ctio;, s " and economic
rehati7Litatiôn";' '' He had 'doubts * howet,er'^ côncerni?ng tiiè
zlïsdon of a parâ^raph calling for .t.,e Uizited 'I^Iations forces
rem-ainir.g."irn. Korëà- tô insizre conditions of " stability and
unification-o'- °These " provisiors t he thouglit, meant in effect
that`the'Jpurposes irould be achiet;ed by force and for this'""
reason wôuld"only serve to increase the terision'in that part
of the tr:orld, ` In 'Lndia t s view; the Assemblÿ should declare
itself in favour of a united Korea'•and économ? c rehubilitatiori '
and issue "a call to the North F,ores:is to .°ce4se hostilities im:me-
diately so as to enable the United Nations to indicate steps
lëading to an early consummation of its purposes: If the North
horeans failed to respond the situation shoüld '"be reviei•ted. "
The ' Indian Delegation, however, subrAitted" no formal resolution
embodying these views.

.80. The Indian delegate had aiso' serious reservations as
to"tYie wïsdom.of crossing the 38th ?araTlel. The Eight Power
resolution, as Sir Benegal put it, 'at "least b;T "implicatior."
âuthorized the United 17ations "force;J not only to "enter any
part of Korea and therefore North Korea, but also to remain
there until - sta'hl:e unification had been achieved. This
wisdom, -he -thought, "would impair fa:..th in the United Nations"
as it would "appear to authorize th-- unification of Korea by
force".

81. Because of the importange irhich 'the sovernment
attached to Ir_3ia=s position, the Prime Minister, with_the
approval of Cabinet, suggested to 21-. Pearson that the
Canadian Delegation attempt to have the Eight Power resolu-
tion modified in amars.er to requirF, something less than the
unconditional surrender of the Nortli Korean forces; military
force should only be employed in the North when it had become
clear that a fully satisfK ctory solution could not be'obtained
without further fighting. Either by delaying the resolution's
-passage or by means of its interpretation by the Unified Command,
an effort should be made to go some distance towards raeeting" --
the Indian position. The Prime riinister suggested that failing
that the deleJation should endeavour to devise sone'formula
uhich-V-ôuld at' least make the commi: sion more palatable to the
Indian leaders. In this connectior he suggested that the
President of the General Asserably, in conveying the Eight
Power Resolution to the United States Government for the
Unified Comt..and17 should state it to'be the sense of the
Assembly discussions that before military;measures were
taken north of the 38th Parallel, every effort should be
made to obtain th•e acquiescence of the North Koreans in the
Fulfilment of the resolution. As General MacArthur was
expected to broadcast a further message to the North Koreans,
he could announce at the same time that the United Nations
forces would only enter North Korea to guarantee security during
the conduct of elections, that relief and rehabilitation funds
would be given to North and South Korea without distinction and
that United Nations forces would be withdrawn as soon as the
purposes of the resolu-tion had been fulfilled.

82. Unfortunately there was no time' to 'effect the changes
suggested as the First Committee adopted the resolution by a
large majority the morning the telegram -,was received, October
!+-'&,h. There was some hope, hotJever, that it :ri.ôht be possible
to do somethir.g along the lines suggesied before the resolution
was placed before the Plenary Session for final approval. On
receipt of the telegran A4r. Pearson endeavoured to arrange
.an interview with Mr. Acheson; but w::s unable to do so as he
had already left for Washington earl,,: that dây. However he
prepared a memorandii:.̂  on the subject in the background of which
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;lây -the GSvërnment'ts serious misgivings, already'expressed
to the Unitéd'" Stdtés- Délegation, arising from the iznt•rillingness.
of the "Indian'sto' support the resblutiôü-.and "the- rélüctance""
of -"sone- délegatibris-tô- Yia.vë' iriïTitarÿ oper;ations proceed unless
some effort at negotiations were undertaken.

-Pearson' s`'nëmôrandu*^ which was' datëd--'OCtôber.'
5tii-l bégari -ir'rith" 'thé' à`asertion that thé"Lan2diâri' Govérnment"'i-^as"
j--not-entireYÿ' përsuaded' that it "haa 'bëen"c6üclusively"déinonstrzt-
ëd at; 'thi's-stagë`-tYia"t -i:t` is*' imposs;'ble to obtain the 'sizbmission
of tfie- North fiorean forces bÿ -dïplt,riatic 'meàris". °"-It" werit"on
tô` peint-`out- 'that'- the continùatien of military actiori- weuId
caiisé yfûrthèr-'Iôss of- life 'ând de st`'ruction iiYiich' wouYd" 'only
âdd Jto' ''thé"alrëâd3r' heüvy''costs ôf' reYïabilitation.- More- - ' _-
importântly pérhaps it- "inight'^ help^'to "reassuré' thé authoritiés
iii" Péïpiüg- concérrürig the Unitéd Natiôrist "inténtioris":'" Cânada
wâs'^pleasëd .thât thé Eight'-Poi.rér'rE^.sôlution'Yiad'"received'-a
1.argë' majority'; ' it'-was'tô-be" regret-ted'hôwévér that At` had
Tâilëd .to:' rëcéive _tfiè- sïippôrt" "of &' fe^r._states "which hâve
bftën iri 'thé past suppbrted' -us 'ând wYiicïi , üre riot 'without"

"inflûéncé :in Asia -In order to a] lâÿ 'the "fears" 6f the
Indians' that the' re sôlution ^ra s-"ur.ne cë s sarily provocative'r" -
thé -Canadian Goverriment was prepared to put forward a-furtYier
résolution"which would request the.President of the Asseinbly
as ari:appropriate'cïviliân cYiannel -to communicate the text
of thé Assembly resolution to the North Korean authorities
and-to request their co-operation in carrying it out.. The
memorandum further suggested that' if possible -there might be
a'"delay in military operations until this effort at establishing
contact could be made, and that there should be a 48 hour delay
in transmitting the resolution to General MacArthur for his
guidance.. Finally, the memorandum said that the Canadian
Government attached some importance to the use of a civilian
bnànnél râther than General MacArthur who had been dropping
demands for capitulation by air.

"Sécause of -his inability to see' Mr. Acheson,' Mr.
PearsQn'as$éd'Mr': WTong to- tâké ûp tfië 'mâtter iiit?i-him^
whicfi-hë`'was-'ablé-to do- late'r thdt !aorning. ` Aé first
discüs"sed tYié-natter-i;ritYi 14r:'-RUsk-Airid7Mr: 'Jessup bLit-thëir
"-----immediaté-respense'vias"to-oô jëct tc any dëlâÿ iri'milïtârÿ'
opératiôris: Mr.-AcYiësôn' thought }.yiat"a"re'solutiori sucYi-as

C-Îriada -prôposed-'wdûld-'cause"-further 'delay- and in addition---
wôuld"previdë"ân ôppôrtunitÿ ^fôr ba ^gainïng: He thougYit tYiât' -
if--the Pre"sidént "ôf the Assemblÿ 'wére 'instructed 'not to transmit
the main resolution for 48 hours, almost,certainly the North
Korean authoritios would use the occasion to secure a further
delay on the plausible ground that they could not reply so
quickly; they could also use the time so gained to build up
their forces to prepare for a United Nations attack. Nor did..
Mr. Acheson care for the idea of a second resolution as he
was afraid that even if it contained no time limit attempts
would be made to amend:it. Nor was he particularly convinced
of the effec.tiveness of using the President of the General
Assembly as a channel..

85. In view of these objections the. Canadian proposals
were modified by omitting any reference to a time limit
suggesting simply that the President of the General Assembly
should communicate the Assembly resolution to the North

Korean authorities. The plan required further adjustment in
the light of discussions in New York. It had been suggested,.
for example, that there should be no resolution at all, that
the proposal should merely be made -.fter the voting had taken
place that the P.re sident issue a fo= mal appeal to the North
Korean forces to lay down their aria:.' and ca--operate with the



United"l^atiio'r_s'rësoTütioïi; : When the q;iestion' ^^as 'discûssed'
withExit ézâm*'Presidënt"-of"the Générâl-.A9sèmbly,'and the
Sécretür:^=Ge:iéral; ' both* expressed' their support -for this" ""
iüitiâtive7" but Mr.'Eritezàn-:suggested that it .•rôûld perhàps
bè'bettër"'if- he nimself were to mdke" the' statenent. " Hé" sYiowed
Mr; -Pearsori a draft "trhich- he- had-'prëpar'ed aüd thë' Minister '-
"süggëstëd oüé or tiro-pointoints 'in''oTdE:r tô` strengthén-_it: 'This
procéduré 'wâs côr.curred4ïri'by the- Zfriitéd'-'States i-iuthô"rities
in Washingtôrï and New York; ^' Tlie'rr^.mâiridèr of the story can
be better told in Mx. Pearsont s oirn words:

"I'Yiad-also"askëd" Gsnera::-Ronizlo'to"talk'td him,
âs- I' thôught" thât thé advice 'end encouragement 'of a
pâst=Presidént- of the Assembly might' be uséftil. - Géneral
Rômi:ilô "wa s" verÿ keen that the ' President shoüld issue
sômé'süch'statement-in as strong"terms as"possible,
ïiècaûse ' of thé"'effect tYi,-.t yit 'wôuld Vhave ôn'Asiari
opinion'. Unfortunatelÿ, `Romul o, -though he wa s helpful
tb -ùsJinthis sensë7"informed the press of'what was
dévéloping with the result 'tha t'there 'was préraâture
pûblicity here. This- enabled'the Rùssians'-to'léarn"-
of whât _wa s" in the wind and tc -approa ch the Pre sident
and -complain that if he madé - any. . such statement they - ""
wôüld object to it. "Also) on Saturday morning, Senator'
Austin, on'instructions as we were told from the'"highest
American quarters,"and notwithstanding.his previous
âttitude^ argüed:most strongly with,the President that
no statement of any kind should be made.

"The President informed na before the Assembly
met on Saturday of'this somewhat bewildering development
and asked to be released from the arrangement he had
made with us by which,1n return for our withdrawal
f rom the speakerst list, he woald make the statement
on his own initiative. I had no alternative but to
agree to this. It was then toa late to get on the
speakers' list again and make the suggestion on my
own, even if it had been desirable to do so. I told
the President it` was disappoin`.ing that he had changed
his mind, but he' replied- that ie had no-alternative-in
view of American pressure;' HF'also-informed me that
Senator Austin had instructica3 to see me and explain
the whole situation.

"Meanwhile, I had already discussed the matter
with Younger of the United Kingdom delegation, who was
in agreemer,: with the procedure which I outlined to
him. I had also, of course7 informed you that some
such statement would be issued, and, in addition, the
Canadian Press had got wind of it. In the circumstances
it was, therefore, embarrassing and irritating to have
this whole carefully arranged programme frustrated by
United States last minute interference. The Secretary-
General, with Tf:hom we got in touch Saturday morning,
was as disappointed and annoyed by these developments
as we were.

"Shortly before the Korean resolution was passed$

a member of the United States d.elegation (John Ross)
came to see me on the floor of the Assembly and added
to my surprise and annoyance by saying that he understood
that I wished to see Senator Austin about something
connected withithe Korean resolution. I told him that
I did not wish 1-to see Senator Austin about anything, btx^,
I understood that he wished to see me in an attempt to
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explain why the United-States had withdrawn-from"-"
the arrangements-.previouslÿ agreed on. I told Ross
that it was now too late to do anything in any event,
and'that-we were surprised and disturbed by the

'whole business".

86. In the same telegram Mr- Pearson termed the éntire
episode "a "disheartening" one, "both as an indication of the--
confusion and'"divisiôn in United States Counsels àt-thë Assembly
âridI - more important of their impatience with any line of -
policy other than that which seems to-be dictated by General'
MacArthur and the iamediate military situation in Korea". He
added:

"what I find most worrying is the inability of certain
people in Washington to realize that.it is not-enough "
to occupy North'Korea; thE.t it is most important to remove,
if possible, the impression on Asian minds, especially in
Indian minds2 that the policies and designs of the United
'States in this whole"Kôrean question are not abo've suspicion.
Apparently in Washington they feel that it is more
important not to interfere with the military timetable
than to make every possible mova to bring fighting to
an end in a way which would coirnand the approval of Asian
members of the United Nations".

87. A postscript to the above episode might be added.
It later transpired that Senator Austin had approached Mr.
Entezam without the State Department's,knowledge or approval
and 11r. Acheson when he was warned of -'chis, telephoned Mr. Pearson
from Washington to apologize. As far as can be ascertained7
the "guilty party"-was either in the Unified Command or one
of the members of the United States delegation who pointed
out that the Canadian proposals wouZcl put the President of
the General Assembly in a position,where he would communicate
with the North Koreaijs directly ratier than through Generâl
MacArthur. Bypassing the Unified Command-ln this way would
steal some of the General's thunder in connection with the
statement calling for surrender which he had prepared for
issue in-two or three days time.

88. In addition to his disapp3intment over the outcome
of his proposal there were certain -)ther features-of the
Korean debate that filled the Minister with some apprehension.
In' a' despatch summarizing his views -on thesè dspects7"'Mr: -
Pearson pointed to-"the very haste of the operation and the
way circumstancE5 required it to be conducted". Although
some delegations7 like Canada7 had supported the resolution,
they did not do so without misgivings; had there been more time
undoubtedly the resolution would have been substantially modified
but of greater importance, Mr. Pearson thought2 was a division
of opinion among the Asian delegations and the lack of any
real effort to reduce it to a minimum. "In this respect"9
Mr. Pearson wrote, "the inability to bring India along with
the majority or to meet her position cannot be regarded as
anything less.than an important setback". Mr. Pearson admitted
that the attitude adopted by the Indian delegation although
"somewhat vague"^ did provide an alternative approach ^.d'

"a clear statement of objectives coupled with provision
for an opportunity for the North Koreans to indicate
their willingness to comply with these objectives before
military operations were carried beyond the 38th Parallel.
This would, Sir Benegal indicated2 have taken away the
stigma which India associated with the implication in
the existing resolution that the unification of Korea
should be achieved by force of arms; and arms directed
in practice by General MacArthur".
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On theyother-liàrid' the'-enlÿ Prdpôsal-1.hich"Indïà-""'

dffëred- was that -of-'a' sûbcommittee' to`"hanmer 'out a compromï-sé'"
resolùtiôn-?'- thé-"efféct'-of ^rYiich was- tb' "divert" attentio'n-from
thé" "sùbstântivè issues. whërè-'Indian-ïnitiativo niight'-hâve - `"
résültëd -in- seme`iform" of cohipr"ctnise to the fo`rmâl'attempt'.to
g6-'througYi"tYiz motions. 'of reconciling the irreconcilable". P^
further result was that

"India` dréW*ovér herself a clo-.id of 'suspicion that- éither
sYie'wâs more concerned with th,3 appearance of attempting
.compromise rather than actually finding-one or-thë réaliza-
tion that any solution for Kon:a could only rëpresent the
best of the bad' job, wishing to keep her hands clean
at least at this stage".

Thus, the:Mi-nis'tér said, he reached the conclusion that

"the'oppôrtunity was more appa:,ent than real and that
an'honest appraisal of-the probable results could not
justify the excuse:which would have been granted for delay
and..further confusion of the issues".

not89. Canada' s concern for the Indian position was
shared by the United States and the United Kingdom, at least
to the. same extent, and the delegat= on was somewhat deterred
by the lack of efforts made by them to endeavour to find
common ground'to permit Indian support. To the delegation's
lnosfledge this was never done neither at Lake Success, New
Delhi, or-'elsewhere. Mr. Pearson, on the other hand, did
attempt'to sound out Sir Benegal.Rau to find out whether
India would accept membership on the commission but was
informed that India felt that it colild not do so since it
did not support the resolution whic'.1-set it up.

90. There was a subsequent dovelopment which might be
related here. On October 13, a week after the Political
Committee formally approved the Eight Power.resolution,

• the New York Times published a despatch from New Delhi,
quoting a spokesman of the Indian Foreign Office as denying
communist Chinese allegations'that '.:ndia had opposed the
resolution. The spokesman was quotad as saying that on the
contrary India "subscribed to the Jriited Nations objectives"
and that "all- India contended v,-as that before the United
Nations forces cross the 38th Paral:.el the North Koreans

.-should"be given an opportunity to ceâse hôstilitïes and
to co-opérate with the United Nations in fulfilment of their
ob jectives't. Th: s` pôint- of vieVr had nôt" béen made-- cléar"-by
Sir-Benegâl Rau; wüôse'inain côncern had been to endeavour
-to work out a compromise text. Mr. Pearson accordingly asked
Mr. Chipman, the Canadian High Commissioner in Delhi, to find
out if the statement represented the views of the, Indian
Government at the time the resolution was being debated.

91. As matters transpired, Sir Girja Bajpai, the
Secretary-General of the Indian Ministry.of External bffairs,
had become indignant-ôver the difficulties India was experienc-
ing in•exchanging information with Peiping and considered that
India had been deceived about the consequences the Peiping
authorities were threatening if the 38th'Parallel were crossed(l)
and that General Chou en Lai had not been' frank with Mr.
Pannikar, the Indian Ambassador in Peiping, who had passed
on information to the effect that Chinese.troops would intervene
if the 38th Parallel were crossed. Sir Girja told Mr. Chipman
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of."thèse difficizlties7 adding that"the formal statement'was
iritended- to 'express Indian' ob jections to Vbeïng" coupled' ^rïtfi"
Cômnunist China uind"the'Soviet-'Union as ôpposing the'resolution
land tfiat" *India 'wâs üot 'satisfiëd üith'=if. -Thi"s was cbnfirmed
bÿ Mr.`Menôn, the F^ireign- Secretary^'Whô'.ïn' â sübsequent
convershtion iJith'Nir: Chipman^ 'went' sô târ''âs tô add- that
âs- matters- thén stôoâ Iridia ^rould• l,é"prepared to take a
seat on the commission if one were open.

92'. -Once the' first committee of .the Géneral Assembly
Yiad' dispo'sed of the Korean item it turned • to a consideration
of- thé item "United Action fo°r Peat:e" which the United States
had requestéd for' inclusiôn on' the' agenda.: " Since thi`s-itëm
and-thé r'esolutiôn which emergéd as"a resùlt'of the"Assembly
discussions are of"considerâble importance to the functions
of'•the'United-Nations as a security organization it would be
well to retrace our steps to Examir.e their background.

93. Instructions to the Dele^atiori to the Fifth Session
of `the" General As-sembly recognized that the session was to
côme""at a critical stage in the dEvelopment of the United
Nâtiôns". These instructions note^. that although the
prompt action of the Security Côunril and the approval
of 'thâtyabtion by the majority of rember states had dorie'much
tô restore the prestige of the United Nations it had also
pointed out some glaring weaknesses in the collective security
structure as it-then existed. The fortuitous absence of the
delegate of the Soviet Union on the Security Council at the,
time when that organ took its momer.tous decision on.June 25th
brought home 2 as it were, one of the biggest weaknesses of
the United Nations in that had Mr. Malik not been absent
as a result of "childish arrogance' as Mr. Pearson termed
it, he would certainly have vetoed the resolution passed on
that day as well as the resolution approved on June 27th.
The realization of this fact, whicY was re-emphasized by
Mr. Malik's return to the Security Council in August, and
his obstructive tactics as Chairmar for that month, made
increasingly necessary the determination of possible means
to avoid any paralysis in the work of'the Security Council
in the event of* a future act of agiression.

94. There were other lessonr to be drawn from the
Korean experience. Of all the memter states which had
condemned the North Korean aggression, only the United
States had effective forces which could immediGtely be made
available to the United Nations; other nations had had to
improvise arrangaments.. Also the Security Council was
fortunate in having readily available full and unbiased
information on the developing situation; the various reports
of the United Nations Commission in Korea provided a background
against which measures for action could be recommended.- There
was however only one other danger spot in the world where
the United Nations had a similar commission - the Balkans.
The problem wr=ch faced the nations supporting the Security
Council resolution on Korea was therefore to devise formulae
which takir..g these lessons into consideration would provide the
organization with more efficient means and strength without
however attempting to go so far as to force the withdrawal of
the USSR; the danger that this might come about was considered

real. Any measures designed to strengthen the Assembly at
the expense of the Security Council was bound to be interpreted
by the Soviet Union as a means of circumventing the veto to
which they attached such great importance. At best therefore
any proposal in this direction could be expected to encountf.r
Soviet opposition, and at worst it might make the Soviet Union
withdraw from the United Nations. As it as only by a bold



step that measures could be taken'to enable the United
Nations to fulfil its primary purpose the risk was a calculated
one.

95. Farly in June, the United State-'Department began
to give consideration to these problems..anci to possitile
ways and means to meet them. The -Departaent's f irst knowledge
of the lines along which the State Department was thinking
was obtained *in a conversation Mr. Wrong had with Zar. Hickerson
on July 15. Mr. Hickersôn at that time suggestPd that in a case
of aggression or a breach of the yeace, if a resolution of
roughly the same content as that of the resolution of June 25th
secur,ed seven votes in the Secur^':y Council but was defeated
by the application of a veto by one of the permanent members,
with the:other permanent members Fresent voting in favour_or
ab'staining, the General Assembly should automatically be called
into a- special session withir. 46 I-ours to consider the situation
and'make such -recommendations as n.ight secure a two-thirds ma jority.
By the time the usual informal prE-Assembly Tripartite talks
were -held in New York on August 21st, the United States thinking
had developed much further. The State Department was suggesting
.a three-point proposal which, it tas pointed out, represented only
tentative thinking.. In addition to the point mentioned above
which remained substantially the F-ame, there was a provision
for the establishment of a Permanent Peace Commission of nine
members which could be despatched to any area of.international
tension and a provision Inviting member states to survey the^r
resources with a view to determining the nature and scope of
assistance each could render to restore peace and security a:s
well as the possible ear-marking of units of national forces
which individual members could place at the disposal of the Security
Council or the.,General Assembly. An Ad Hoc committee was
proposed to study and report to the General Assembly on means
by which such collective means -might be impiemented,::

96: b3r. Reid, who attended these meetings for the
Department, expressed sympathy lait;i the State Department
approach and sâid that Canada had always considered the
General Assembly as a second line 3f.defence in political
and security matters if the first Line, the Security Council,
should prove inadequate, and emphasized,that at its forthcoming
meeting the Asse^.^bly should concc•a;rate on measures to
strengthen It.., Such measures hotiZe7er would not be successful
unless they secure the support of -additional potential alliesp.
particularly from among the non-communist Asian states.. As far
as Canada was concerned, there were three limitations to any
proposed measuri^s; amendments to the Charter would bot be
possible; no ac-Jion taken should drive out the Russians; and
the Western states must increase their alliance_potential
and therefore draw up proposals which would secui!e the support
of such "neutralist" states as Sweden and Indian. 'At 'ttiis
meeting Various differences of detail arose and a number of
subsequent meetings were held'prior to the presentation of the
resolution to the General Assembly in order to thrash out a
Canadian redraft of thd United States proposals. This redraft
had suggested three substantial changes. In the first place it
w as thought preferable to replace the two commissions; envisaged
with a single one to be called the Commission on Peace and
Security, made up of members of the Security Council and India
which would recommend the calling up of a special session to the
Secretary-General rather than to the Security Council. Secondly,
this commission would be empowered to send observers to an
area rather than go itself,;ar_d then only at the invitation of
the state concerned. Thirdly, the appointment of one or mo.:e



recognized military experts was suggested to'advise national
governments on the formation of national units to be placed
at the disposal of the United Nations rather than the appoint-
ment of a United Nations military co-ordinator.as . suggested
by the United States. The inclusion of India as a member of
the propoood single commission whe.i not a member of the
Security Council was suggested sin.:e the Department assumed
.that Asian problems would bulk larde in the commission's
work. (1) None of these points were accepted as put forward
but the United States went a long tray to meet them, particularly
in matters of detail and draftins.

97. These specific proposal;;, as they finally emerged,
were announced by Mr. Acheson in his address during the opening
debate on September 20 and were sûosequently presented in the
form of a'four-point resolution of which Canada was one of
the seven co-sponsors. The final rersion of the.resolution
ybich was adopted on November 3 wi';h only the Soviet Bloc
.dissenting and.India and Argentina abstaining provided for
the following:

(a) the calling of an emergenc;* session of the Assembly on
twenty-four hours notice for the purpo:ra of making
recommendations if the Secur..ty.Council had failed to
.agree on a means of resistin,; a breach of the peace
or an act of aggression;

(b) establishuent of a Peame.Observatiôn Commission of
fourteen states, including the f ive permanent members
of the Security Council, to observe and report on the
situation in areas of intèrn,,:tional tension:

a recommendation that each member state maintain
elements within its armed forces for prompt use as
United Nations units;

the establishment of a Collective Measures Committee
of f ourteen members to study methods which might be
used to strengthen the collertive security machinery
of the United Nations;'

a call for intensified rEs;,ect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms, and for increased efforts to achieve
conditions of economic stability and social progress. (2).

98. In his statement Mr. Pearson stressed that the
resolution threatened no one except him who would commit aggression.
After outlining the reasons for which it had been_presented, Mr.
Pearson stressed that there was no desire to short-circuit
or sabotage the Security Council, as Mr. Vishinsky claimed,
for the provisions of the resolution were only to be invoked
if the Security Council had failed to perform or was prevented
from performing its peace preserving functions. There could,
he said,-be no question of illegality for the General Assembly
was simply to utilize certain powers it had always possessed but

1 This would to some extent parallel the condition under
which Canada was elected a member of the Atomic Energy Commission
and it was with this parallel in min4 that the suggestion was
made.

(2) This provision was suggested by Chile and although
essentially irrelevant was added mainly to ensure Latin-American
support.
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-never drawn upon. With regard to Section {c) he pointed out
that Canada had already recruited a special force specifically
trained and equipped to meet our obligations under the Char,ter
and that it was Canada's hope that the ôreat majority of other.
member states would take similar action. Such forces held
in readiness would be a powerful deterrent to anyone who
disturbed the peace, but he warnsd that unless a sufficient
number of countries were to implém,:nt this provision an
. undue burden would be placed on those states that did.

990 Although.the Assembly had disposed of the Korea item
of the agenda i t was not to be rid of the problems which
were to follow in the wake of the general advance across

, resolution had in a largethe 36th Parallel. The Eight Powe-^
sense merged the aias of the United Nations in Korea as
set forth in previous resolutions nf the General Assembly
and the Security^Council, but its radoption also marked a
change in the role of the United Nritions. Prior to June 25th,
the United Nations had endeavoured.to be a mediator, sponsor-
ing unification by peaceful methodia. Between June 25th
and the operiing of the General ,Ass-jmbly it was primarily,
an organization for the prosecution of a collective .military
action, but from the date of the p•issing of this resolution
it was .in addition to these an ins ;rument for achieving a.
peaceful settlement. The problems' which -beset the efforts
t o find such a settlement, the mea.gures adopted and their
consequence become the theme of the story from this point
onward. I

100. Shortly after the 38th Parallel had been crossed,
it became apparent that the North Corean forces, although
virtually defeated in the milit'ary .sense, were by no means
willing to capitulate, and that th)ir masters had not the
slightest intention of co-operatint; with the United Nations
in the fulfilment of the United Na".ions' •resolutiona. By
the end of Jctober the end of hostilities had seemed in
slight and there was open optimism that the war would soon be
ended for the steady advance northwards of the United Nations
troops continued with ever increasing momentum and speed.

But the rapidity of , the advance an,l the growing awareness
that the North Korean forces would not capitulate raised a
problem of the first magnitude. T.-le Department began to fear
the political implications of an va^irestricted movement north-
wards to the Manchurian border. U, a October 5th, when the
Korean resolution was being debatea, the Chinese communist
Foreign Minister, Gen.ral Chou-en-:Lai, publicly stated that
his country could*not "stand aside" if the 36th Parallel were
crossed. Both.j;rior to and following that date informail
discussions were held with United States officials in New.
York and "Washington and with General MacArthur .ia Tok yo, -
which led the Department to believe that the Unified Command
did not intend to pursue the North Koreans to the Manchurian
border.but would seek to establish a defence line across the

narrow waist oft Korea and that the two northern provinces would
be left each a non-occupied frontier. area. It nevertheless
became gradually evident that General MacArthur was planning to
carry the campaign to the Manchurian border. Assurances received
through Mr. Norman in Tokyo and other channels indicated that
General MacArthur did not think the Chinese*communist would

actively intervene. General MacArthur therefore pushed on in
the belief that he could do so with impunity and on the grounds.
that from a military point of view it was essential to move up
to the Yalu River. -

101. Military intelligence and the judgment of the Unified
Command Headquarters was to prove,-to say the least faulty,

for during thc: first week of NovenoPr at least three divisian-0
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of Chinese comaunist troops moved across the Yalu River together
with heavy supplies of arms and equipment and some air support
to bolster the shattered remnants of the North Korean forces.
In the face of this advance the United Nations troops were
compelled to withdraw from 50 to 100 miles in the central sector
to protect their exposed flanks and supply route. On November
6th General MacArthur issued a special commiuniqué which did
not identiYy^ thé Chinese t'roopgs a,,, such, ,bût-`:as..el'ién: com.*nunist
forces"; he referred to their intErvention as "one of the
most offensive acts of internatioral lawlessness of historic
'record". He added that this "new and fresh army" was "backed
up by a possibility of large alien. reserves". The communique'
ended by stating ominously that "c.ur present mission is limited
to the destruction of those force:, now arrayed against us in ".
North Korea with a view to achievingUnited Nations objectivesn:,^

102. That same morning (November 6th) Mr. Pedrson sent
a telegram to Mr. Wrong, giving ex?ression.to serious misgivings
about 'the course of events which raad in part as follows:

"You will r.ecall that we were given the very definite
impression .... that when the Uaited Nations forces were
approaching the Chinese borde.- that they would follow a
very prudent and unprovocative course of action and that
they were considering leaving a strip of no man's land
between their forward positio.zs and the border so that the
Government in Peiping would nave no excuse for cormittinc;
their forces in North Korea: The events of the last week
are so obscure, though they may in many respects neverthe-
less seem clear enough to suggest that this Oolicy of
prudence has gone by the boari. General h'tacrlrthur appears
to be regarding his assignmen^ frorri a limited military
point of view.... and apparent _v is determined to rout out
the North Koreans from their _inal redoubts even if that
involves sending United Natioas for.^.es as far as the Yalu
River....They must surely be ;i-^.,are now in the State
Department of the extre:uely &-rious risks of a war with
China and realize that their ::crlier confidence of this
sc'ore does not seem to be j us*,;ified".

Mr. Pearson added that'the motives and intentions of the Peiping
Government were difficult to decyp:ier, but he thought that
one likely reason. was their fear t,iat the hydro-electric -
installations on the Yalu River, u-.,on which D4anchurian industry
was so highly dependent, might be itestroyed and that troops
had been sent to protect them. If such was the case, Mr. Pearson
thought that some assurance from the United States authorities
that these insultations would not be damaged might produce a
"more moderate attitude" in Peiping. Mr. Pearson, added: "I
feel strongly that nothing shouid be left undone which might
help to remove the danger of conflict with China and could
benefit 'no one but the Soviet Unio4".

103. Mr. -Wrong saw Mr. Rusk that morning to convey the
Minister's thoughts. In particular he asked whether the
phrase "our present mission" meant that an enlargment of
General MacArthur's mission was being.contemplated to permit
action in Manchuria. Mr. Rusk said that'this was not the
case, but he thought that continued Chinese pressure might make
it necessary. In the meantime, however, the United States'
efforts were still aimed at localizing the fighting. To this
end the State Department had drafted a mild resolution for the
meeting of the Security Council scheduled for the middle of the
week, v&ich was so worded as to give the Chinese an indication
that ways and means could be found to look after their intei ests
in the Yalu River dam and other brcader interests as well.



The following day Mr. iYrong saw Mr. Acheson who warned that
in view of f urther Chinese troops movemetts across the Yalu
River it might prove necessary for General MacArthur to order
the bombing of bridges across the Yalu River. Furthermore
the moat important highj°ray north ran across the top of the
Yalu dam and woald make it impossible for a public statement
to be made along the lines Mr. Pearson wished. Mr. Wrong
also passed on to Mr. Acheson the Minister's urging that
speeches in the Security Council the next day should be
.unprovocative, with which Mr. Achrson agreed. Mr. Acheson
also agreed that nothing should be done which would increase
the possibility of Chinese intervention leading_to a war
with China. He further agreed wilkh.Mr. Wrong's suggestion
that there was no evidence' as yet that the keiping Government
intended more than "an operation vith limited liability" and
that every effort should be made to clarify their motives and
leave open means for their withdrewal. (The Chinese forces
had in fact abruptly checked theiz advance and with their.
North Korean allies begun mysteriously to s•,rithdraw).

104. At the Security Council meeting held on November
8th the delegates had before them a special report from
Genera lMacArthur (which Mr. Kickerson told Mr. Wrong had been
drafted in the State Department ard telegraphed to General
MacArthur for his approval). ThiQ report. ideritifiëd'.'tfis
Chinese troops as such and the Coancil adopteâ a United Kingdom
resolution invitinb "the Yeiginq Government to send a represent-
ative to its neeting-cvhen.the report is being discussed". In
the course of his remarks, Senator Austin referred to the -
Chinese intervention as a "provocation te.a generallwar" and
âsked that the Peiping representative be rsommoned",rather than
ninvited". The Senator's tactics on this:occasion_were not
reassuring and gave Mr.,Riddell the feeling, as he 'reported
in a telegram to the Department, that in the débate which had
been going on inside the United. States Government as to the
"relative proportions in which intimidation and reassurance
should be used in enjoining restraint upon the Chinese"t
,the decision had been taken "strongly in favour of the former
ingredient". (1) -

105. Two days later, on NovFmber 10th, the Security
Council met agaia to consider the resolution which Mr. Rusk
had shown to Mr. Wrong but which had since been revised and
expanded after consultation with the United Kingdom. While
the resolution contained some of the provisions of the"
United States draft, its terms were very much stiffer and
unlike the earlier United States draft specifically mentioned
Chinese forces. It called upon all states to "refrain from
nssisting or encouraging the North Korean authorities to
provide their national or individuals or units of their"armed
forces from giving assistance to the North Korean forces",
and àffirned that it was the policy of the United Nations
"to hold the Chinese frontiers with Korea inviolate and fully
to protect legitimate Chinese and Korean interests in the
frontier zonei?. As this paragraph had been added at the
insistence of the French Delegation, the United States and

1) On November 11th a broadcast from YeipAng stated that

the Chinese authorities had decided that they could not accept
the Security Council's invitation on.the grounds that it
deprived their representatives the right to discuss the "question

of armed intervention in Korea, and aggression against China
by the United States Government" and limited discussions tc.
the special report of the "so-called Unified Command". The
broadcast pro_)osed instead a joint debat6 on Formosa and Korea
and accepted to this end and earlier invitation to discuss the

former,



the United Kingdom insisted on the inclusion of the next
paragraph, which called attention to the "grave danger which
the continued intervention by Chinese forces in Korea would
entail for the maintenance of such a policy".

106. Because of the certainty in the Department that
this..resolution be vetoed by the Soviet Union, consideration
was given to a parallel approach ;o the situation then
facing the United Nations. The D;partment and the Minister
feared that a number of decisions, all of which involved
calculated risks, could be taken in the rush of events without
adequate consideration. An attem_3t was therefore made to set
out some basic.principles which s.zould guide Canadian policy
in the new circumstances. These were contained in a telegram
t o Mr. Riddell of November llth, tirhich read in part as follows:

"(1) . - Thepurpose of the rèsistance.to the aggression of
North Korea was to demonstrace thit aggression doesnot pay.
Aggression will, however, pay mosr, substantial dividends
to the Cominform bloc if it leads to a war between the United
States and China.

(2) The interest of the We:3tern democratic powers is
to limit^"hostilities in the Korean area and to have hostilities
come to an end as quickly as poss:ble in order that stability
may be restored and foreign troop, withdrawn.

(3) It would also seem to be in,the interest of the
Chinese to limit hostilities in:.order that they may get ahead
with,the job of reconstructing Ch.'_na.

(4) The only country whose interest would be served
by-an extension-of hostilities in.the Korean area is the
Soviet Union.

(5) '. When the Western democratic powers are as weak
in-land forces as they are today, they must play for time in
which to get stronger.

(6) The main front is Westurn Europe and we must resist
efforts of the Soviet Union to ge-, us committed to a theatre
of secondary importance.

-(7) If a war with China should break out, it is of the
utmost importance that public opii:ion throughout the world,
not only in North America but in Western Europe and in the
democratic states of Asia,-should be convinced that the United
States and its partners have done everything they possibly
could to avaid war. The record must clearly show this. It
must not, for example, show that decisions were arrived at in_
haste and.that the Chinese, either as withess6s;.or_dOféndant.9
or parties at interest, were not given their day in court.

(8) In dealing with , the *Chinese: we must take full account
of the possibility that their suspiciolis of the intent of the
United States to encircle then have been genuinely aroused
because, for example, of actions in Formosa, General MacArthur's
statements, and the refusal to admit them to the United Nations.
The increased influence of violently anti-Chi.nese-comaunist
elements in the Republican party v&ich may be . expected as.the
result o; the recent elections will nôt help to allay these
suspicions".

107. On this basis the Department thought that the first

approach to the problem



"should surely be to.seek to reassure the Chinese
regarding the purposes and implications of the United
Nations action in Korea and to smoke out their real
motives before taking steps vhich may serve only to
encourage their original intentions".

If such .an approach failed, then can give consideration
to taking the risk of stressing intimidation rather than
assurance". As a first step and on the assumption that the
primary Chinese motive was to protc.ct the Yalu dam, the
Department proposed that although Canada was not a member
of the Korean Committee the delegation might endeavour to
secure some form of recommendation .from that Committee
to the Security Council which af ter'cn appropriate preamble
recalling the importance of the dam and the danger to it if
hostilities shoul-d continue would call upon the North Korean
forces to cease hostilities in the -,ricinity and afford
facilities for United Nat-ions representatives..to discuss
with the states whose interests were involved appropriate
measures ior safeguarding them. This more limited approacht
the telegram said, was designed to provide some basis upon
which there might be a possibility of agreement in the
Security Council. It would avoid aay direct reference to the
more controversial aspects of the problem.. Mr. Riddell could
find no support for these proposals. Mr. Wrong, on the other
hand, f ound that Mr. Hickersora had no objections 1o it but
it does not appear that his lukewarn support spread to the
United States delegation. On theicontrary, the United States
delegation pointed out the various technical difficulties of
administering the cease-fire area, difficulties which in its
opinion would outweigh any advantages. It was generally
thought by the United Kingdom, the United States and France
that a guarantee of inviolability contained in the Security
Council's resolution was sufficient Lor the purpose the
Department had in nind.

108. At the same time the delegation and the Department
were concerned with the growing necessity of the importance
of undertaking some form of negotietions with the Chinese and
of finding an appropriate channel f or such negotiations. The
Department suggested that a request be made to the Secretary-
General to make Colonel Katzin, his special representatiTre in
Korea, avaiiable.to meet with.representatives of the Peiping
Governm,ent, perhaps in Hong Kong, to discuss "practical
problems connected tivith the Yalu Riier power plants". Private
discussions held by the Minister and Mr. Riddell with the
United Kingdom and the United States representatives, indicated
that. no 'considez-ation was being made either to approach the,
Chinese directly or to negotiate with them concerning their
interests in North Korea. Mr. Riddell suggested to a '-senior
member of the-United States delegation and the Minister to the
Secretary-General that some çonsideration should be given
to sending a person of the character of Dr. Bunche to Psiking.

109. None of these suggestions had of course béén put
forward'formally, but it had nevertheless been made clear to
these three countries and to the Secretariat that in Canada's
view some effort would have to . be made to hold discussions with
the Chinese directly in order to avoid any possible chance
that hostilities might spread..Canada's particular interest
in seeking to avoid such an eventuality titi,as heightened in two
ways ; firstly, the imminent departure for Korea of the first part
of the Special Force, consisting of the Second Battalion of the
Princess Patricia Light Infantry, and secondly by the receilt
of an aide-menoire from the United States Embassy in Ottawa, - on
November 14th, which although it re.-affirmed the United States



desire to keep the conflict localized, informed the Canadias.
Government that

"it nay:become necessary at an early date-.for the United
States aircraft to be allowed to defend themselves in the
air space over the Yalu to tte extent of permitting hot
pursuit of attacking enemy aircraft up to two or three
minutes flying time Into Manchurian air space."

Mr. Hickerson assured Ur. Wrong thtt this aide.-memoire was not
to be interpreted as indicating thrat operations would be
carried into Chinese territory but solely as a limited action
to enable air supremacy to be maini:ained. He told Mr. Wrong
that in his opinion the Security Council resolution of 3une
25th gave sufficient authority.to cover this proposal and that
no -Unitéd Nations .sanction was required or would be sought.
Mr. Wrong pointed.out, however, th( t it would be highly desirable
to have consultations before any ex.tention of operations outside
of_Korea should take place, even ttough it could be argued

-that such operations wo uld also be covered by the Security
Council resolution.

110. Speaking in Windsor on November 15th, Mr: Pearson
reiterated the statement he made ü the House of Commons on
August. 31st to the effect that the Canadian Government could not
support any course of policy which would extend the scope of the
present conflict in Korea, adding that if the Chinese communists
should demonstrate by their future actions that they intend to
carry out an

"unlimited aggression against Korea...it would be nec-
essary for the United Nations to take knowledge of the
fact...the Canadian GovernmeLt could hardly, however,
be a party to any action which has not been sanctioned by
the United Nations or support 4vithin the United Nations
any action to extend the field of operations unless and
until it is clear that C'hines', communist forces have been
sent to Korea on more than-a protective and border mission".

By this statement the Minister gave public expression of his
doubts as to the wisdocn of the United States'-proposed course
of action.

111. The Canadian proposal for the neutralization of
the Yalu den was of course based on the assumption that this
was a major Chinese interest and the major reason for which

f(^,LkC;ufeda had inter-rened. In point of fact the Department was.
not at all certain as to'the Chinese motives or intentions.
It was recognized that fear for the dam was legitimate, but
it was also possible that their motives were wider, a genuine
if misguided fear of United States encirclement. It was
mainly to determine their intentions that the Department
considered discussions with them so important but it might
also be possible to find out by such discussions whether their
objectives were related, not to what they conceived to be their
legitimate interests, but to a broader plan such as pinning
down United States forces in Korea for an indefinite period.
Furthermore until such time as some possible indication of these -t
intentions were received it would have been difficult, if not
impossible,tto consider what side the United Nations should have
to come down on and that major decision should be taken as to
how far it would have to go to meet the Chinese interests. The
problem became increasingly urgent as the delegation became
aware of the fact that General DrlacArthur had virtually completed
plans for a final military campaign In the northern area;
until such time as this campaign was colapl.eted no effort coul6
be made to work out any arrangement or accommodation with the
Peiping regime.



112. In its reply to the United States aide-memoire,
which was dated November 16th, the Canadian Government again
expressed its agreement with the• policy that everything should
be done to localize the conflict in Korea. It was agreed that
forays of Chinese aircraft from the privileged territory of
Manchuria "could impose an intolerrble .burden upon the Uinited
Nations forces". The Government p_-oposed however that the
Chinese should be given "notice in appropriate . terms, 1' (1) ,
preferably by a representative of ';he Unified Command or the
Security Council, that if hostile ,^ircraft continued to use
Iianchurian air space United Nations aircraft would "naturally
have . to defend themselves" in the tir space over the Yalu
River to the' extent of pursuing at-.acking enemy aircraft.
Advantage was taken of the occasion again to point out to
the United States Government that fn Canada's opinion it
would be useful if a representative.of the United Nations
could establish direct contact wit!: Peiping in view of
discussing border problems arising out if the.Kôrean situation.
The Government proposed that until such time as the Peiping
Government had had "reasonable timc.tt to show whether it intended
to heed the warning notice and unt.4.l Chinese motives and
intentions were clearer the decision on the matter of hot
pursuit should be delayed. Finall.1- the Government urged that
in spite of the case which mi ght b( made under international
law, "no military operations isho-o0d) take place outside
Korean borders without specific authority fro3 the United
Nations".

113.. By way of comnent on the Canadian Government's
caution concerning hot pursuit, Mi. Rusk told Mr. 4'lrong, on
November 22nd, that many-officials in the State Department
shared its.apprehension and he saie. that the proposal would
only be put into effect in the ever^t of -'serious military
-necessity.

114. Canada's views in this respect were largely
shared by the United Kingdom and France. The United Kingdom
representatives in Washington were attempting to persuade
the American Government to agree tc the establishment of a;.
neutralized zone north of the narrcti•r waist of Korea (roughlÿ
the Siwanju-Hunghan line). The Mirister telegraphed from .
Nèw York to the etfect that Canadc should express its general
agreement t:►ith the proposal, although he realised it would be
difficult for the Americans to suplort it on military as
well as on political grounds.

115. Although the reaction to the Canadian aide-memoire
of November 16th was sympathetic, 11,17ashington did not wish to
have military operations held up nor did they wish to have
held up the resolution before thé" Security Council calling
for Chinese withdr9::ral. An û^Ucl•..4 viv,°, sL'as.^-,:;ti'J:l 'vd::ts
that.the matter'.might 'be' discussed with thb Chinese as
soon as they arrived in ivew York. The State ilepai^t_:iestu also
suggested to the United Kingdom the possibility of some sort
of buffer zone across the Yalu but the negotiations for a
neutralized zone were to end abruptly with the large scale
offensive which the Chinese launched on November 27th, three
days after General «u arrived in New York and the same.day
he appeared before the Security Council.

_(_1y_ An earlier draft which discussed informally with Mr.
Hickerson used the words: "specific public warning" but
when Mr. Hickerson thought that such a warning would have
an effect •opposite to that desired the words were modified.
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116. The situation that now faced the United Nations
was a radi_cally difficult one. In the words of General
MacArthur's special communique "an entirely new war faced
the United Nations", and Canada, like other member states,
had to re-examine orne aspects of its policy accordingl'u^.
The Department's initial*.viélrs ;aere.cor.i,âiiied in a iaemorandi.m .
to the Minister of iioi,;;.:;uer 30th aniI concurrcd in by hisa
and the Prime Minister. This memoritndu.-a stated that the Six
Power resolution at that time bef orr, the Security Council
provided the best basis for initial action. It did not label
the Chinese communists aggressors, but did take the first step
of calling on all states and author.'.ties to cease giving a
assistance and to cause the immedia^;e withdrawal of any of their
nationals; it also warned against the great danger which
continued intervention would entail for the maintenance of the
United Nations policy to hold the Chinese frontier with Korea
inviolate. Canada continued t^j att-tch importance to the
United'Kingdom concept of a demilitarized zone and hoped that
there would be an opportunity for t4em to make it public. In
any event every effort should conti:tue to be made -°to have
private discussions with the Chines-3 communists representatives
in New York in an endeavour to secu:e their agreement to some
eventual solution along these lines. One main objective of the
moment should be to get at least a^ie facto cease-fire in order
to create an atmospehre in which p^Ivate negotiations might
have the best chances of success. As the Six Power resolution
was certain to be vetoed it would be highly desirable if some
means could be found to introduce the cease-fire idea before
the Assembly embarked on a discussion of the resolution. In
any event the adoption of a cease-fire would provide at least
the opportunity for direct negotiat.ions. The memorandum suggested
that Mr. Nehru might be asked to is3ue an appeal for the
cessation of hostilities, an appeal which, at the same time,
would be accompanied by the immedia;e introduction by the
Indian delegation in the Security Council of a similar call.
It was believed that there was some possibility that the USSR
would accept this and the stage set for negotiations. Furthermore
every effort should be made to avoid any formal discussion by
the General Assembly of communist C:iina being declared an
aggressor; once it were so labelled the door would be closed
to the settlement of a number_ of reiated questions, such as
Formosa, and Peip3..lLg's entry into t'_ii: United Nations and so forth..
If this should prove impossible any resolution to this end
should be conditional upon China co.-tplying with certain
decisions of the United Nations, such as an appeal for a cease-
fire-by a certain date. Even then the Assembly should only
recommend milita--y sanctions and urge support of the Unified
Command to enable it to hold a line a t the waist of Korea. and to
-:rotect. the rost : oi'.:^KoréA ag. inst :Çhinese aggression. bending; a
satisfaçtory nolitical solution*

117. On December 2nd a secret memorandum was sent to a
number of friendly governments giving voice to some of these
points, stressing in particular that a war with China was to
be avoided since only the Soviet Union would profit by it and
a "dangerously large proportion of the limited armed forces of
the democratic powers" would have to be committed at the expense
of other fronts which were more important when looked at in the
light of overall global strategy. The memorandum asked that
the door be left open 'tuntil the last possible moment" for a
negotiated settlement with the Chinese communists, adding that
any resolution declaring China an aggressor at this stage would
be unwise. Furthermore "every opportunity for discussion of the
issues with communist China should be explored". Once the
military situation has been stabilized a cease-fire might be
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obtainable, and in these circumstances a matus s,ivendi sought* "
by negotiation, and consideration given to other asnects of the
problem'such as Formosa, and Chinese representation in the United
Nations.

118. A message to Mr. Nehru was drafted accordingly
and was handed to him by blr. Chipman -,n November 30th. In
this :essage the Minister told Mr. Ne:.lru that he feared the
"violent and provocating defence" of he intervention by Chinese
forces in Korea by General Na at the 3ecurity Council may cause
such a strong impression on United States public opinion that
irrevocable and unvise military decisions would be taken before
there was an opportunity for more cau:ious counsels to prevail.
Mr. Pearson asked 11r. Nehru whether i:-itervention by him t'might
not affect a cause which would provide an opportunity for a
peaceful settlement". Because of his unique position as "the
mo*st "influential leader of Asian opin; on" and the "gi•eat fund
of'goodwill and admiration in Western countries" which he co.manded^
Mr.. Pearson asked him more specifically to "consider making a
public appeal for a cease-Zire in Sbr^3a and for the cessation
of "Chinese_armed intervention so that the possibility of a
settlement in which the'Government in Peiping could:participate
might be explored". Mr. Pearson went on in :lis message to
suggest that if hostilities were temp>rarily ended a meeting
might be arranged with representative of thG Peiping Government
and with other members of the United 'tations "possibly in India"
to vrork out a poà.itical settlement. He also said that he was not
in a position to give any assurance'that support would be forth-
coming from the United States but he was of the opinion that an
appeal. of this kind would obtain a"vory deep and sympathetic
reception in many.capitals".

119. Mr. Nehru replied on Dece,aber 2nd that he had given
this suggestion "most careful consideration in consultation
with my colleagues", that while he wa3 always ready to do what
he could to help serve the cause of p,3ace, he nevertheless
felt reluctant to make such an appeal "unless there is a
.réasonable chance of favourable response to it rom partiesf
to whom the appeal is addressed". Mr.*Nehru'said he was not
certain that the present situation in either Peiping or
Washington was such as to allovr the a:)peal to be taken in
good part. He then suggested that it would be preferable
to await the outcomE of Mr. Attlee's iiiscussions with President
Truman before *taking any further step in the matter.

120. Three days later, on December 5th .speaking over
a C.B.C. network from New York, the Minister In effect made
such . an appeal hiff-.lelf . He said: "When the military situa-
tion is stabilized we should try to begin negotiations with
the Chinese communists by every means possible .... If ....
there could be a cease-fire followed by negotiations - possibly
covering more subjects than Korea - in which the Chinese
communists, would participate there might still be hope of
reaching (an honourable and peaceful) settlement." He denied
that this would be appeasement but "an attempt through "
diplomacy to reach a modus vivendi with the Asian world".

121. On November 30th the Soviet Union as expected,
vetoed the Six Paver resolution and the United States
requested on December 4th that this matter of Chinese
intervention be placed on the agenda of the General Assembly.
At a special meeting of the General Committee held on-
'December 6th this was agreed to and on December 8th the
First Committee began its discussions-of it. The debate
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centered around a resolution proposed by the French delegation
;vhich w as to,all intents and purposes identical to the Six Power
resoiution before the Security Council.

122. Concurrently Sir Benegal Rau began discussions with
a group of thirteen Asian and Middle-Eastern countries with a
vievr to obtaining a cease-fire as a prelude to a general peaceful
settlement of all Far-Eastern issues. Once the United States
had let it be knorm that it would be 1rilling to consider a. cease-
fire, but a cease-fire without "polit Ccal references", the. group
was able to proceed with some assuran.e that its efforts might '
meet with success. On December 12th the results of its deliberations
were made knaun in the form of two re•-iolutions which were circulated
at the meeting of the First Committee that morning. The first
resolution sponsored by this group (which had previously issued a
public appeal to the Peiping authoriti)s to declare that Chinese
forces would not cross the 38th Parallel) requested the President
of the Assembly "to constitute a grou) of three persons, including
himself ? to determine the basis on vrh ich a satisfactory cease -
fire in Korea could be arranged and t-) make recommendations to
the General Assembly as soon as possi•:)le". The second resolutions
sponsored by the same group less the ?hilippinesi merely
recommended that representatives of c3rtain unspecified
Governments "as soon as possible meet and make recomrnendations
for a peaceful settlement of the exis':ing issues in accordance
with the purposes and principles of the United Nations".

123. The First Committee agreed to Live priority in.its
discussions tothe first resolution;' as spokesman for the groupq
Sir Benegal Rau reported on the substance of his four J_engthy
conversation with General Via the purpise of which, as fie put it,
was "to understand the point of view of the Peiping Government
in respect of the Korean and other co;inected issues and to make
certain proposals for its consideration". Accordi"g to Sir
Benegal Rau, General Wu assured him that his Government did not
wish a war with the United States or -:he United Nations i. but
that a war had been forced upon it beuause the United Nations
were carrying on.operations near its borders. Sir Benegal
pointed out that the first resolution had been drafted on the.
premises that the Chinese communists c.:esired a peaceful settle-.
ment and that the "rest of us" also d.:sired such a peaceful•
settlement "if it can be achieved on just and•honourable
terms".- He stressez that although h•j vrould have preferred it
the resolution did not impose a aease••fire but left the deter-
mination of the suitable basis to the President of the Assembly
and to other persons of his choice; it would be up to the
General Assembly to récommend whether such an order should be
issued on the term:^ recommended. .

124. The initial Soviet reaction to this reso7ution did
not offer much hope for success in the vrork of the proposals
committee for Mr. Malik quickly made it clear that the proposal
was not acceptable to his delegation. Both he and his satellite
colleagues emphasized that the United States had not wanted a
cease-fire when they were winning but were anxious to stop the
fighting in order to regroup themselves to renew the attack. He
also said that'the United States had ho"serious intention•of going
through with the negotiations. His.delegation then -put forward a
resolution which Mr. Malik said represented7the only. possible solu-
tion and vahich.called for the withdrawal of :all. foreign troops from
Korea. Mr. Malik challenged Mr. Peârson:'s_-statement to the éffect
that the so-called Chinese volunteers would.be excluded from this
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resolution by saying that the rrithdrarraï of the "Anglo-Anaricân
forces" would dispose of the need for Chinese volunteers. The '
impression thus left on the delegation was that Chinese volunteers
,uould not have to leave Korea until the United Nations forces had
f irst withdrawn, and that 'Chinese fôrces were not equated with '
the United Nations forces. The resolution, however, was approved
by the first Committee by a large ma jo-ity on December 13th7 and
at a special Plenary Session held the °ollowing day it received
one more vote than in committee. The .'inal vote was 52 in favour,
5 against (the Soviet Bloc) and one abstention (China). At the
conclusion of the vote Mr. Entezam ann -)unced that Mr. Pearson and
Sir Benegal Rau had been selected by him to form a committee of
three.

125. The attitude adopted by the Soviet Bloc did not '
augure for the future work of the group; it nevertheless entered
upon the difficult and delicate task assigned it. No attempt
will be made here to narrate the story in all its details. Its
record will be folloued merely as it c-)ncerns Canadian policy and
the role of theUnited.Nations in an e;ideavour to effect a coase-
fire.

126. If the Soviet Union had se:,ved notice that it could
not be counted upon to co-operate, the Committee realized from
the outset that this would not be the )nly difficulty it would
encounter. The United States, for exa: iple , was anxious that the
First Committee should meet.at an early date to pass the Six Poger
resolution which had been vetoed in the Security Council calling
for the vtithdrawal of Chinese troops from Korea. On December 12th
the United States Chargé d'Affaires in Ottawa left with the
Department anaide memoire stating that the adoption of this
resolution was the "minimum action" vrh:ch could be taken. It
went on to say that if the Chinese shotild cross the 38th Parallel
the United States Government would seek to have China branded
an aggressor.

127. Mr^ Pearson telegraphed thpi Department on December
14th, reporting a conversation he had had with Mr. Rusk to
the effect that the United .States did not think that there
was much likelihood of a cease-fire be).ng brought about although
Mr. Rusk agreed with Mr. Pearson that -:very effort should be made
to bring it about. In the same conver^;ation r ►'Ir. Rusk iterated
his Government's viev:^ that in the eve.i^. of a Chinese crossing
of the 38th Parallel the United States would press for some sort
of resolution from the General Assembl1• to the effect that
Peiping had committed aggression, and that such action. should
oe Xol"iôwed possibly by some form of economic sanctions. In
this telegram Mr. PEarson expressed his fears that in the event.
of failure "vie may be carried precipitately along a course of
action which has not been fully chartered in advance and concerning
which we have not been consulted" -Ar. Pearson in fact was not
optimistic himself and instructed ASr: Wrong to see Mr. Rusk upon
his return to Washington and indicate to him the possibility that
the cease-fire negotiations might end soor, and he expressed the
'hope that "we may be informed well in advance of any action which
the United States Government contemplates beyond the adoption in
the Assembly of the Six Power resolution".

128. As a first step in carrying out its task the cease-
fire group met briefly at lunch after it had been named and
decided to associate the Secretary-General as closely as
possible with its vrork. It also decided to consult represent-
atives of the Unified Command? Mr. Ernest : ross and General
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Crittenbergor, who put

-

forward proposals for cease-fire
arrangements. These proposals included the following suggestions
which the group accepted as a reasonable basis for discussions:

(1) All governments and authorities concerned, including
the Central People's Government of the Peôple's Republic of
China and the North Korean authorit3es, shall order and enforce
a cessation of all acts of armed fo:!ce in Korea, This cease-
fire shall apply to all of Korea.

(2) There shall be establishec a demilitarised area across
Korea of approximately twenty miles in depth with the southern
limit following generally the line of the 38th Parallel.

(3) All ground forces shall remain in position or be
withdrawn to the rear; forces, inclt ding guerillas T within
or in advance of the demilitarised zrea must be moved to the
rear of the demilitarised ârea;-oppcsing air forces shall
respect the demilitârised zone and the areas beyond the zone;
opposing Naval forces shall respect the waters contiguous
to the land areas occupied by the o1posed armed forces to the
limit of 3 miles from shore.

(4) Supervision of the cease-fire shall be by a United
Nations Commission whosemembers and designated observers
shall insure full compliance with the terms of the cease-fire.
They shall have free and unlimited'access to the whole of
Korea..'All goverr,ments.and authorities shall co-operate
with the Cease-Fire Commission and its designated observers
in the performance of their duties.

(^j) All government and,authorities shall cease promptly
the introduction into .Korea of any reinforcing or replacement
units or personnel, including volunteers, and-the introduction
of additional war equipment and material,, Such equipment and
material will not include supplies required for the maintenance
of health and welfare and such other supplies as may be
authorizéd by the Cease-Fire Commission.

(6) P^isoners of war shall be exchanged on a one-for-one
basis, pending final settlement of the Korean question.

(7) Appropriate provision shall be made in the cease-fire
arrangements in regard to steps to insure (a) the security
of the forces; (b) the movement of refugees; and (c) the handl-
ing of ôther speL:ific problems arising out of the cease-fire,
including civil government and police power in the demilitarised
zone.

(8) The General Assembly should be asked to confirm the
cease-fire arrangements, whiqh should contine in effect until
superseded by further steps approved by the United Nations.

129. The groûp then prepared to addréss itself to the
authorities responsible for the conduct of operations in
North Korea. The Peiping Government seemed the appropriate
body to approach, and although they had repeatedly.'claimed that
the Chinese forces operating in Korea were volunteers, they
had never refrained from making knaun their interest in the
outcome of the fighting. Accordingly General tift was approached
privately by Sir Benegal Rau on behalf of the Committee and
given an opportunity to consider with the group the cease-fire
proposals. President .tshtezam, in his official capacityi
addressed a telegram to the PeipingGovernment through'-the
Swedish Minister in Peiping, asking that General Vdu be authorizod
to discuss cease-fire arrangements with the group in New York,
or alternatively with its representative "elsewhere as would
be mutually convenient".
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130. General YJu indicated to Sir Benegal that he could not
meet the Committee and on the same day, December 316th publicly
announced that he intended to fly home on the 19th. It a press
conference he flatly rejected the cease--fire proposals as a
"trap" to permit the building up of the United States troops
in Korea and stipulated that the withdrawal of United States
protection of Formosa and the seating of a representative of
his government in the United Nations were conditions which must
precede a negotiated settlement for Korea. In view of General
liJu'.s attitude 7 the fact that doubts existed as to whether there
were any real intentions of proceedi.lg with discussions once a
cease-fire had been put into effect and the scepticism expressed
as to whether the authorities in Pei; ling would be invited to take'
part in those discussions, the Commitee decided to send a further
message to reassure Peiping on this point on December 19th.
The message that was sent.rras in accordance with a recommendation
of 'the sponsors of the Twelve Power Tesolution. Mr. Pearson also
instructed 1ir. Chipman in New Dalhi to urge Sir girja Ba jpai
to instruct 1Ir.Pannikar in the same sense. By this message
the group endeavoured to -assure the "hinese Gôvernment that
it has the Committee's clear underst3nding and that of the
sponsors of the ' Twelve Power resolut ion that

"once a cease-fire arrangement has been achieved the
negotiations visualised in the second resolution for a
peaceful settlement of the existing issues in the Far East
should be proceeded with at once"

and that the Chinese communist government "should be included
in the negotiations referred to in tzat resolution". The
Committee did not receiveâ reply,to its first message until
December 21st I which made, it clear t zat General S`,fu could not
stay in New York. A reply to the se-zond message was received
on December -.23rd and took the, form of a-IengtYytelegram contain-
ing the text of a public statement i,ssued the previous day
by Foreign Minister Chou En-Lai. Th.'s statement was abusive
and violent in tone and gave little hope for any co-operation.
It. -repeated the view that the Cease-Fire Committee was illegal
pince it ,had been constituted withou', the presence of communist
China's representatives. General Wu had not been asked to
participate in its discussions (whic:i was of course untrue as.
Sir Benegal Rau, had. specifically a:kod General Wu and he had
refused) and that the Cease-Fire Co:vlittee Mas ,a trap. It
also'stated explicitly that negotiat:;.ons on the Far-Eastern
issues must precede and not follow a cease-fire and repeated
in detail a number of misapprehensions and misunderstandings
concerning the functions of the group. Finally it reiterated
the conditions which were laid down by General Wu for negotiating
a possible settlement; the withdrawal of all foreign troops
from Korea, the withdrawal of the United States forces from
Formosa and- the seating of the Peiping Government in the United
Nations.

131. In the ' light of this replY the group had little hope
for accomplishüng its purposes. Rot only was the attitude of
Peiping not conducive-to a mutually satisfactory basis for
a cease=fire7 but the delay in replying to communications
clearly retarded the work. Nevertheless, Mr. Pearson did
not consider that the door was completely closed inasmtich as
the form of the Chinese renly did not indicate that Peiping.
had shut it completely. The group therefore began to give
some consideration to the principles for a possible political
settlement as they were encouraged by indications both from
Peiping and:lashington that their respective positions might
be altered. Sir Benegal Rau, for exi.mple, had received a
report from :.ir.. PGnnikar to the effec:t that if the Chinese
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communists were permitted to participate in negotiations for a
settlement of Far-Eastern problems they would not insist on
either early withdrawal of forces'irom Korea nor an immediate
withdrawal of the United States Seventh Fleet from the Formosa.
Straits, but instead would accept arrangements for an eventual
withdrawal from Korea with either simultaneous or subsequent
withdrawals from Formosa. This repor': was viewed by the
Department with some scepticism as it appeared somewhat out of
line with the crude and negative atti^;ude which Peiping hâd
adopted from the beginnipg. Perhaps _if greater sigriiricMnce
however was a decided change in the a-,;titude of the United States
Government. Whereas the United State-:. Government during the
early stages of the setting up of the cease-fire group had co-
operated at least to the extent of no--; opposing the :Fesolution,
it also wished to seek early approval of the Six Povrér resolution
if the Chinese should cross the 38th l'arallel to be followed by
some form of sanctions. The United States attitude towards a
negotiated settlement amounted to a v..rtual refusal to enter
into discussions on Far-Eastern quest:..ons , a refusal perhaps
based more on the temper of public opi.nion than a rational
thinking. There was no clear indicat7.on on file as to how
this change came about, but perhaps ii-,was due to a realization
that in a g1ô3al sense Korea was a sm,,.ll incident and that .
because of the magnitude of Chinese ii.tervention the United
States would find itself faced with a.. ever increasing sapping
of its available military strenght. (:.).

132. The first indication of a change of attitude came in
a conversation which Mr. Riddell had with Mr. Ross in New York.
Mr. Ross made it clear that in the vi(:w of the United States
the cease-fire negotiations should be aimed only at putting a
stop to the fighting and that the negotiations which would .
follow upon a cease-fire should be directed towards a settle-
ment in Korea by which the United Nat:.ons objectives could be
achieved. Then it might be possible to take up other Far-Eastern

issues. In this respect the United States vietiis differed only
from Mr. Pearson's in that in the lati:er's view the negotiations
would be concerned with both Korea anC. the Far East at the same

time. Also Mr. Ross pointed out that the United States would not
press for the Politicial Committee to meet at an early date as
it had been doing, agreed instead tha^: the Cease-Fire Committee
should take as much time as it needed. The new United States

position however? was not inflexible as it took into account
the Committee's need to broaden the s(-ope of initial conversations,
Mr. Ross even went so far as to say tl:.at the United States had no
objection in principle to the withdrawal of foreign troops from
Koreal as Mr. Malik and General lYu had proposed it was still
possible to obtain the United Nations objectives. This con-
versation'took place on December 22nd.

133. On the same day Mr. Pearson returned to Ottawa from
New York and received a visit from Mr. Bliss, the America^^•
Chargé d'Affaires, which covered much the same ground.
Bliss made virtually-the same points as tir. Ross but put
f orVard. !one or-nmore additional points 6f -significance ; firstly )
that 'withdra: aI:of i.foreign troops from Korea as a minimum
condition.-vrould -Yiave _to be accompanied by•-a cessation of

(1) Mr. Rusk subsequently indicated to bir. Wrong that the
United States wished to gain time in its mobilization plans.
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North"KOrean attacks across the' 38th Parallel and withdra:,ral
of Chinese troops from North Korea. Secondly, the United ' '' '
States rrould be willing to discuss a• sett3ement "in a forum....
which Yrould include the Chinese communists" since "despite
basic difficulties in ultimate purposes there may be room
at''leâst for discussion leading to a-m9d..11 s vivQn4i^. In'
forwarding the gist of this conversation to Mr. VIrong Mr.
Pearson noted that it "seemed to mars, an important and wblcorle
change in United States policy". Mr. Bliss made a second v;sit
later the same morning which was to strengthen this feeling j as
a second telegram of instructions he had received made it clear
that his government had gone further in the direction of flaxi-
bility. The United States did not s3ek to have any negotiations
conducted following the conclusion c.r the cease-fire confined
solely to Kor.eai this specifically included Formosa. The only
condition attached was that a settleraent of these questions
should not be linked with a peaceful settlement in Korea.

134. The Minister, while admitting that it would have
been of considerable help to the Ceaje-Fire Committee had the
United States adopted this position.3arlier, nevertheless
thought 'that it was still of "great importance" and that the

-neri attitude should" be communicated'.''clearly, forcibly and
quickly" to.Peiping. Telgrams to Mr. Riddell and Mr. Wrong
suggested trsee 'ways: The United Sta,:es Ambassador to 7rdia
might ask the Indian Government to communicate with Peipiztg
through their Ambassador, the Politieal Committee might take
the second Asian resolution and amend it in such a way as to
make it clear that negotiations could only begin after a
cease-fire had been affected7 or the Cease-Fire Committee
might send a further message to Peip:'.ng emâoçlying'the United
States view to be followed by a publ::c statement expressing
the United States readiness to hold discussions with China.

135. It will be recalled it was on the same day that.
Peiping finally answered the cease-fi--e message and flatly
turned dovrn proposals for cease-fire discussions. In the light
of' this Mr. Hickerson told Mr. Wrong that it would be impossible
for the United States to issue any public statement. The United
States, Yïo-tvever, , had already taken a,:tion on its own; the tele-
gram which provided the basis.for Mr ; Bliss t two approached to
the Minister had been sent to a numbor of United States missions
in friendly countri z s; Mr. Ross had niso met separately with Sir
Benegal Rau and Mr. Entezam. and the matter had been brought
to the attention of the Pe4ing Gove:•ning through the good
offices of the Netherlands Jhargé d'aifaires.

136. The Minister nonetheless2 thought that Canada also
should do what it couli to help and instructed Mr. Chipman
to see *Sir Girja Bajpai to ask him whether he woulcU consider
instructing Mr. Pannikar to assure Peiping that the United
States attitude had altered and that it was "readier than
even a few days ago" to enter into discussions with the
Chinese if a cease-fire could be established. Mr. Chipman
was also asked to make it clear that in the Minister's
opiniCn the United States' willingness to negotiate was not
only a "very important development" but "shovred very consider-
able courage on the part of the administration in Washington
in view of the present temper of public opinion in the
United States". Mr. Chipman replied that Sir Girja Bajpai
considered the United States views on the subjects to
be discussed as too vague and ambiguous. On the strength
of this, Mr. Pearson • asked Mr. Wrong if he could obtain
some elucidation from the State Department. Mr. Rusk
promised to look into the matter but was not optimistic as
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to the results as to elucidate might imply readiness to mako
concessions in advance of discussions. It was of course 1Ir.
Pearson's hope that although he fully réalized'the. Chinese
would do nothing to bridge the gap or to give any positive*
indication of willingness to compromise7 the United States
might*be able to specify topics to be discussed; it would
be more difficult for the Chinese to refuse this offer and
would avoid ; giving the Chinese any s'iadosv of excuse to reject
all efforts made .to meet them. Othe:-wise public opinion would
harden against the Chinese tô a still greater degree with the
inevitable result of formal charges of aggression being laid
against'them and:the "tragic consequ-3nces which will inevitably
follow". As Mr. Pearson put it in a telegram to Mr. Wrong on
December 26th.

the Chinese may reject any proposition made to them
_̂and may be entirely insincere in any reference to'sub-
sequent negotiations; they may vr,:ll have made an arrangement
with the Russians by which fight:.ng is to go on in Korea
until the United Nations are driven out .... but if we
appreciate it and remain on guard against it I do-not think
necessarily that the United States would have anything to
lose by going a little further in their assurances,regarding
post cease-fire.talks..-At best it might make such talks
possible and at.worst it might s; ,oke out and expose-the
hypocrisy of the Chinese positici^.".

137. While these discussions were going on the Cease-Fire
Committee was preparing its report rrhich was presented to the
Political Committee on January 3rd. This Committee.had been
in recess since the adoption of a retolution setting up the
cease-fire group. The United States had wished the Committee
to meet earlier in order to implement a program of action,'
the-initial step of which was.the adoption of the Six Power'
resolution calling for the crithdravral of the Chinese forces.
The Soviet Union was also anxious for the Committee tc meet in
order to continue the debate on its charges of United.States
aggression against China. At the urgings of a number of small
states particularly the Middle-Eastern and Asian group the
Conmitiee had agreed to suspend its aativities to permi^ the
Cease-Fire Committee to have as much time as possible to carry
out its task.

138. The report made to the Comffittee amounted mainly
to a-factual recitation of the variot.s steps it had taken.
Its concluding paragraph stated that no recommendation in regard
to a cease-fire could usefully be made at'that time. Before
the Committee adjoarned-to study the report the Norwegian
representative, Mr. Sunde, asked whether the.Committee had
given any consideration to "what principles would hâve to be
laid doun as a basis for possible negotiations sûbsèquent to
the envisaged establishment of a cease-fire". Mr. Pearson assurea
the Committee that consideration had been given to this question
.and although it was not yet in a position to do so he hoped
such a statement of principles could be made when the Committee
net again on January 5th.

139. Mr. Sunde's question had been pre-arranged with the
concurrence of Sir Benegal Rau at a private dinner which
Mr. Pearson gave the night before for representatives of the,
smaller countries contributing to the effort in Korea in order
to bring them up to date on--recent developments. The particular
countries represented7 Nortiray7 Greece7 Australia, Turkey, Belgium2
Sweden, New Zealand, the Philippines2South Africa and the
Netherlands were also chosen for the :take it was felt they had
in the Korean operations and the fact that they had not been



consulted on this point. In the discussion which fo7.laNed "
the dinner tr. Pearson gave an explanation of the cease-fire
report7 the negotiations accompanying it and of the United
States position vis-à-vis the work of the group. Mr. Pearson
took this occasion to give some idea of the proposal for a
statement of principles which might c:Zderline. the negotiations
for a cease-fire. Considerable inteiest was shorrn in this-
suggestion which was thought preferatle to a concrete offer
to withdraFr and thus negotiate a settlement along the lines
of the second Asian res olution , or t'_^e Israeli proposal which
provided for an orderly sequence of steps - cease-fire first
then a progressive withdrawal of troc•ps,-and finally negotiations
of outstanding issues.

140... À.possible statement of principles had already been
drafted by Sir Benegal Rau as it had been his intention to
add such a statement to the Committeels report. These principles
seemed to Mr. Pearson to contain somc points of "dangerous
ambiguity" and based "too obviously cri the assumption•that large
scale tighting would -not be renecred in Korea". (1) . The state-
ment had been sho•^^n to Mr. Pearson and Mr. Entezam -and Mr. Pearson
showed the draft to the United States delegatiori; ilr. Gross
suggested certain changes which were accepted and expressed
himself as being able to go along with it. As revised, this
statement ré ad as follows:

1. The object of a cease-fire is to prevent needless.
destruction of life and property1while other steps are
being taken to restore péace. No cease-fire arrangement
can be called satisfactory unless it contains adequate
safeguards for securing that it will not be used for
-mounting a new offensive.

2. If a cease-fire •occurs in Korea as a result of
a formal arrangement or, indeed7 as a result of a lull
in hostilities pending some such arrangement7,advantage
should be taken of it to pursue consideration of the
further steps to be taken for the restoration of peace.

3. The General Assembly has alsaady decided, unanimously,
that Korea is to be a unified, in3ependent, democratic
sovereign.state with a constitutton and a Government based
on free popular election.

4. This will necessitate the withdrawal by appropriate
stages of all armed forces from Korea and the creation by
the United Nations of machinery whereby the Korean people
can express th-air own free will.

5: Interim arrangements by the United Nations for
the administration of Korea and the maintenance of peace
and security therein will be necessary pending the establish-
ment of the new Government.

6. The Governments of the U.S.A. and the United Kingdom
have already announced (December 8th, 1950) that they would
seek, with the Soviet andPeiping Governmen.ts7 through what-
ever channels that may be open -co them a peaceful settle-
ment of existing issues. The General Assembly might there-
fore set up an appropriate body, including the representatives
of these four GovernIIents2 to make recommendations for the
carrying out of the above purposes and for the peaceful settle-
ment of all other existing issues affecting the Far East.

(1) The Chinese forces by-this t!.me had renerred their
offensive and had already crossed the 38th Parallel at some
points.
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141. Unfortunately, when the group met again Sir Benegal
announced that he could not agree to add;n;, the statement to'the
report without consulting his Government. Since Mr. Nehru'at
that time was on his way to London, it was impossible for'Sir
Benegal to obtain instructions immediately; thus the report
was submitted without the statement. Mr. Pearson's private
dinner was held that night.

142. In reporting on these discussions Mr. Pearson said
in part as follows:

Inall these discussions, •":he primary consideration
was the desirability of exhaustij-ig the possibilities of
conciliation, to the satisfaction in particular of the
Asian states, before proceeding ':o a resolution condemning
the Chinese as aggressors,'and to do so in a manner that"
would not be.made ludicrous by t' :e development of a major
military offensive in Korea. Tho Americans, for obvious
reasons :vereanaious that neithcr the Political Committee
nor'their delegation should appeE.r to be dilatory in the
face of Chinese aggression. On ►:he other hand, they seemed
conscious of the desirability.of being assured of as much
support as possible for subsequert Assembly action in regard
to.Korea. A number of proposals for keeping alive the
possibility of negotiation rrere.r1ready under consideration,
including the second Asian resolution, and the Israeli
proposal which had meanwhile been put in the form of a draft
resolution. It seemed to me that, by adding to the Cease -
Fire Group's report the statement of principles to which I
have referred2 and by 'having- this statement communicated
to the Chinese by the Presidenti it vrould be possible to
carry through its final stage 'the Conciliatory process
which so many different.elements in the Assembly seemed to
desire". -

143. Although the main purpose of such a statement,.in
the words of a telegram from Mr. Pearson to the Prime 2Iinister
was."to demonstrate conclusively that the offer to settle
Far-Eastern issues by negotiation was sincere and had been
made on unequivocal terms" there was a continuing danger
that in the face of the retreat of trs United Nations forces
and even possible e-racuation of Kore9 the attitude of the
United States Government would hârden once more. Evidence
that the United States Government was grarving somewhat impatient
was provided by an aide-memoire left with the Department on
January 4th, urging the adoption.of a resolution which would
take note of the Czinese aggression and call upon all states
to apply collectiva measures accordingly. The aide-memoire
pointed out that although the United States did not-propose
any sanctions it nevertheless suggested that the collective
measures Committee should meet to consider-recommendations for
embargos on shipping, freezing of assets and rupture of
dip3.omatic relations.

144. Mr. Pearson .telegraphed to Mr. St. Laurent in
London, where he was attending the Prime Ministers' meeting,-,
to point the danger of any effort being made by the Prime
Ministers ^ahich would have the effect of holding.the Political
Committee ."in suspense" crhi.le the statement of principles was
being scrutinized. If the meeting did so he thought the United
States might be "forced to withdraw its agreement to support
any.intermediate stage and may proceed at once to a resolution
condemning the communist Chinese as aggressors". Unfortunately
this telegram only reached London after the Prime Ministers
had decided that a delay for at least a week in presenting
the Committee's report was essential tc avoi:l any precipitate
action which could only "lead to a most serious situation".



As has been noted in Chapter- 2 1.1r. St. Laurent was able to block
a suggestion by Mr. Menzies, the Australian Prime Minister,
that a joint*appeal be made to the United States to suggest a
delay to consider a joint approach to Washington. Mr. St. Laurent
wished to avoid any action which mi€ht suggest a difference of
opinion between the United States ai.d the Common-vealth. In the
light of these discussions the PrimE Minister urged Hr . Pearson
in the absence of any "extremely con.pelling reasons^* to do his
utmost to withhold publication of t:,e Cease-Fire Committee
principles; premature publication, he felt, would Obring farther
a declaration by the other side that. they do not go far enough
and make further negotiations more rifficult". Mr. Pearson
thought that perhaps the Prime Minister was confusing the second
and -third stages of the Committee Is action. He agreed that there
should be as long a delay as possible before reaching the third
stage - a condemnatory resoluti on of communist China. The second
stage was urgent as he wished 2'eipi;ig to be given time to
consider these principles. To delay the second stage, he thought,
.would ônly >precipitate the third; not the least among the diffi-
culties involved in any delay was nct only to keep the Un1 ' ted
States in line but the Indians and Isians as well. There was,
he feared, a chance that a delayed statement would not receive
the very large majority it would reeeive if passed immediately.

145. The First Committee met again or. January 8th and Sir
Gladwyn Jebb was successful in obtaining a postponement until
January llth. Mr. Pearson thought that if it were to prove
impossible to secure approval of the statement of principles
by then, the group should either report failure or leave the way
open for other delegations to make proposals. The next day,
however, the Prime Ministers took up the question once more and
agreed to a,proposal that a strong request be made to the United
States, the United Kingdom, the USSR and comiuunist China to meet
to consider outstanding questions in the Far-East. The Prime
. Ministers realized that it might be lifficult for the United States
to agree to an invitation which would also be acceptable t,: Peiping
but they thought that in making this suggestion, as Mr. Robertson
put it in a telegram to Mr. Pearson, Onothing would be worse than
war at this time and a pretty desper;te effort to avoid it is
justified".

146.- In the meantime, Mr. Pears )n dj scussed with Sir Gladwyn
Jebb'and Sir -Benegal Rau the possiblo means of bringing the - statement
of principles into line with the agreement reached in London; -a
revision of Paragraph 5 was decided upon specifying that Formosa
and Chinese repre:entation in the United Nations should be among
the matter discus:-d. Certain other minor changes were also
included. The receipt of a telegram from London prôposing a
special resolution to this end further complicated the matter,
and as Mr. Pearson said in a telegram to Mr. Wrong it appeared
to imply that negotiations should precede a cease-fire which
would amount to a complete acceptance of the Chinese point of view.
He attempted to reach the Prime Minister by trans-atlantic
telephone but was unable to do so. He therefore sent a most
immediate telegram to.express to the Prime Minister his 4surprise,
bewilderment and consternation4 and to say that the proposal
vas ambiguous as.to whether the cease-fire should precede or
follow negotiations. He thought that paragraph 5, as revised by
him and Sir Gladt•:yn Jebb and Sir Benegal Rau, and which the
United States had accepted, would go a long way to meet the point
of the Prime Ministers. Mr. Robertson, on receipt of this
telegraw, telephoned Mr. Pearson to say that he had talked with
Sir Girja Bajpai who had agreed that Paragraph 5 should be altered
along the lines of the redraft and that the words 4in conformity
with existing international obligatioic.1 and the provisions of the
United Nations Charter" be added to include the Cairo Declaration



to which Mr. Nehru and the Chinése attached such great importance.
Mr. Wrong was asked by the Minister to clear'this with Washingtôn
and both Mr. HIckerson and Mr. Rusk agreed Awith reluctance* and
on condition that the addition of these words would insure the
support of the -Indians. The Minister asked the Prime Minister to'
do his best to get Mr. Nehru to autl:orize, Sir Benegal Rau to
associate himself with this statemei:t, adding that he felt 4very
pleased4 at;having secured United States agreement. This Mr.
Nehru was able to do but asked that Sir Benegal Rau be allowed
to explain that India interpreted ti_is passage to mean specifically
the Cairo Declaration.

147. When the statement of prii.ciples was introduced by
Mr.. Pearson the next day, January 17 th, it received, in the '
words of-Mr. Pearson's report to the Prime Minister As very good
initial reception". In his speech re emphasized the broad manner
in which the principles had been drwn up and that many details
would have to be.filled in if they kere to be accepted. On the
other hand the group had gone as far as possible to remove the
fears and suspicion which poisoned the atmosphere in which the-
Committee had worked. Senator Austin announced that the United
States would support the statement as it had secured a large
measure.of support. The Israeli representative withdrew his
proposals to support the statement. Mr. Malik, however, criticized
the proposals as *deliberately foggyO, and said his delegation
could not support them. He reiterated the Soviet view that
negotiations should precede a cease-fire but he did not comment
on Paragraph 5. On January.l3th, the Committee met again and
after 1urther debate adopted the statement by a large ma jority .
The Soviet Bloc voted against it, but in explaining his vote
Mr. Malik said only that he was opposed.since the North Koreans
and the Chinese communists did not participate. He made no
co=nent on the substance of the proposals as he had in his
earlier statement.

148. The Political Committee also asked the Secretary-
General to transmit the statement formally to Peiping and to
ask.Peiping to write as soon as possi:le whether tnese principles
were acceptable "as a basis for the jeaceful settlement of the
Korean problém and other Far-Eastern problems'. At the same
time Mr. Pearson asked the Prime Mi^.:.ster whether Mr. Nehru
-could be persuaded to instruct Mr. P;;nnikar to see General
Chou En-lai as he was afraid that otlerwise the Chinese would
only hear the Russian version. Mr. Nehru agreed and went so far
as to instruct Mr. Pannikar to say that this statement of
principles represcnted *a agreat advance4.

149. The Peiping reply,, which was received on January 17th,
appeared to constitute andther rebuff. It began by reaffirming
*'Chinals desire that a rapid termination of the hostilities in
Korea should-be sought by negotiations among the various countries
concernedA on the basis of the withdrawal of all foreign troops
from Korea and the settlement of Korean domestic affairs by the
Korean people, that United States armed forces be withdrawn from
Formosa and the representatives of Peiping-"assume their rightful
place in the United Nations's. It then -6j--nt on to point out that
the statement of principles.envisaged the arrangement of a cease-
fire followed by negotiations; the purpose of arranging a
cease-fire, the reply said was merely to give the United States
troops a4breathing space4. It went on:

44 regardless of what the agenda and subject matters
of negotiations may be, if a cease-fire comes into
effect without first conducting :iagotiations to fix
the conditicns therefore negotiations after the cease-
fire may entail endless discussions without solving
any proble ms ° .
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This point was somewhat ambiguous; if it meant discussions of
political issues should precede a truce it was clearly incompa-
tible with the e-statement of principles. Prior discussions on
the basic conditions for the cease-fire itself however was a
condition which coùld be met.

150. ' The reply then went on to make four counter-proposals
which read as follows:

A. Negotiations should be helc: among the countries
concerned on the basis of agre:mient to the withdrawal
of all foreign troops from Kor-a and the settlement of
Korean domestic affairs by the Korean people themselves,
in order to put an end to.the hostilities in Korea at
'an early date.

B. The subject-matter of the :segotiations must include
the withdrawal.of United State:. armed forces from Taiwan
and the Taiwan,Straits and Far Eastern related prôblems;

C. The countries to participa'.e in the negotiations should
be the following seven countries; The People's Republic of
China,^the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the United
States of -Auierica, France, India and Egypt. The rightful
place of the Centtal People 's c;overnment of the People Is
Republic of China in the United Nations should be established
as from the beginning of the seven-nation conference;

D. The seven-nation conference should be held in
China, at a place to be selected.

151. The initial reaction to tY.e Chinese reply,was mixed.
In a,press conference the same day Yr. Acheson said that the
Oso-called counter-proposal is nothing less than an outright
reject{on". Thenext day, in the Pclitical Committee, Senator
Austin said that the reply amounted to aOfinal-rebuff" and
announced that the United States would ask the United Nations
to find China guilty of aggression. On January 19tho the House
of Representatives, by a large majozity, adopted a resolution
calling upon the United Nations to ras.s such a resolution, action
which was parallel3d by a similar .asolution approved by the .
American Senate on January 23rd. bix. Nehru's reaction was almost
precisely the opposite. In a persoral message to Mr. St. Laurent,
on January 18th, from Paris, he said.that he did not consider the
reply to be an °1outright rejection4; it was, he said, Impartly
af6ceptance, part!-.,r request for elucidation, partly counter-proposal
and leaves room for further negotiations". He was afraid
that the United States might move to brand China an-aggressor and
so °shut the,door to negotiations completely and make war'
inevitable". He appealed to the Prime Minister -Ostrongly to urge
Washington not to compound matters4. The reaction in Ottawa lay
lbetween these two extremes, but closer to Mr. Nehru's. At a press
conference held on the morning of January 18th, Mr . Pearson
said that before seeing the text of the Chinese reply his first
reaction had been one of Odisappointment and surpriseO because he
thought the Chinese would either turn down the statement of
principles flatly or accept them as a basis for discussion. After
seeing the text, however, it was apparent that the Chinese reply
was more complicated than first press reports had indicated, it
seemed to him pretty clear that the Communists were willing to
accept the Political Comwitteels report as a basis for discussion
provided the United Nations in turn accepted certain conditions
put forward by them. These conditions still appeared to him to
be unacceptable but there were several ambiguities in languag,!
and the situaticn was not absolutely clear.
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152. The Minister then went on to discuss the Chinese reply
in détail, saying that the Chinese had rejected the United
Nations position on a cease-fire first but noted a possible
ambiguity in the Chinese wording saying that it might mean that
a cease-firé could not be brought a,Oout before there were
negotiations about the cease-fire b,it he thought it more likely
to mean that subsequent negotiation; must be talked about before
.a cease-fire was ordered. On the individual points of the
Chinese counter-proposals he said that the first was essentially
that contained in the United Nations statement. The second point
was'also covered by Paragraph 5 of Che United Nations statement.
On the third point the United Natious had only specified that
the body to be set up should includP four countries but this did
not rule out the inclusion of others. The Chinese were demand-
ing membership in the United Nationn as a pre-requisite for dis-
cussion but-the 5th paragraph of th<t statement of principles
pointed out that this would be one of the questions to be
discussed,. On the fourth point Mr. Pearson did not see any
objections. In short the two basic conditions laid down by the
Chinese seemed to him to be that be1'ore the fighting stopped
there should be a discussion of poltical problems in the Far-
East and that communist China shoule be accepted as a member
of the United Nations. If this was what the Chinese meant then
their reply would be unacceptable. However, because the language
was not entirely clear on both points no final judgment could
yet be made. . i

153. A telegram was therefore crafted in the Department
for the Prime Minister to send to Mr. Nehru, which actually
crossed with Mr. Nehru 's message of the same day. This telegram
began by saying that undoubtedly Mr: Nehru would share Mr.
St. Laurent's ;Rvery grave concern* bscause of the ambiguous
nature of tiie Peiping reply and for the "serious results which
might follow very rapidly in the United Nations and the further
deterioration in the Asian and world situâtionsO, if the Asian
reply was rejected out of hand. The telegram then listed some
Of the points which appeared ar^biguoas. These were: the reference
to the withdrawal of all foreign tro :)ps from Korea . Did°Pei^iing -
understand that this included Chines^ troops. Secondly, the
point concerning nFgotiations for a;3olitical settlement or
negotiations on conditions for a cea)-e-fire. Thirdly, the
reference to Peiping=:,s'membership in the United Nations. Did
this pmean that the Chinese government demands as a pre-condition
to agree to a conference that it would formally recognize it
as a spokesman for China in the United Nations?," Mr. . Nehru
immediately acknow•ledged this telegram, saying that he was
asking Mr. Pannikar to seek clarification Oat onceO'and expressed
his gratitude for Mr. . St. Laurent 'sOstatesmanlike approachO.

154. Following the Minister's press conference Mr.
"Hickerson telephoned Mr. Ignatieff to "express certain misgivings'
about the line the Minister had taken, in particular his reference
to the fact that the.Chinese reply was open to interpretation
and that steps should be taken to get a clearer idea of what
was meant.. -Mr. Hickerson went on to repeat what he had said
to Mr. Wrong the same day, namely that the United States had
only voted for the adoption of the statement as a result of Mr..
Pearson's Ourgent 2ppeala as otherwise they would have abstained.
The State Departruor.t was being much criticized for this vote in
the United States press and in Congress. Mr. Hickerson expressed
the hope that Canada would now support a condemnatory resolution.
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155. On January 20th, a telegram was sent to the Minister
whô had réturned to New York, embodying the results of more
detailed study of the Chinese reply and two related telegrams
received through United Kingdom sources from their Mission in
Peiping. This study revealed that o .,i the crucial questions whether
.the negotiations on political issue3 should follow the cease-fire
or not, the Chinese attitude was not Oclearly or uncompromisingly
negativey'. It was thought that they might be deliberately
confusing this issue, or that there'was a possibility of genuine
misunderstanding existing between r.,3gotiations leading up to a
cease-fire and negotiations on polittical issues. General Chou
En-lai, in a conversation with Mr. ?annikar, had pointed to the
necessity of three stages for a cease-fire; agreement in
principle, negotiations on conditions and implementation. The
Departmerit also thought that urderl, ring some of the points of the
Chinese reply was a feeling that pe°haps the Chinese genuinely
feared a trap against which they wi.3hed to protect themselves

the part of the United Nations to meet this new aggression. It

and that-as it had been the Russiana who 4jumped the gun,* in turn-
ing down the cease-fire proposals of the Committee it was necessary
for Peiping-to be purposely obscure '.n order to hide Russian
pressure. The telegram concluded b,r saying that these conclusions
pointed to the desirability of dela-ing the condemnatory resolution
until fur.ther. . clarification had beeii received from Peiping and that
in any case no vote should be taken before aOperfectly ^lear
cut negative" vas received'in particular on the crucial point of
negotiations.preceding or following the cease-fire.

156. The Political Committee mot again on January 18th
and Senator .Austin outlined the ingredients of the United Nations
resolution condemning China as an aj;gressor•, he did not put
forward any text until the following day. These ingredients
were a notation that the Security Cc=uncil had failed to exercise
its primary responsibility regarding Chinese intervention; that
this intervention continued, that Peipinghad 4rejected all,"
United Nations proposals to bring ar. er^3 to hostilities and found
that the Central People's Government, by Ogiving direct aid and
assistance to those who,are already committing aggression in
Korea and by engaging in hostilitie: against the United Nations
forces there had itself engaged in Gggression in KoreaO. It
went on to call upor_Peiping._to Oca:1se its forces and nationals
in Korea to cease nostilitfes-0 and or a firm determination on

also called upon states to lend every assistance to the United
Nations and to refrain from helping the aggressors. It requested
the formation of a committee composed of the members of the
Collective Measures Committee to consider urgently additional
measures to be employed to meet this aggression and finally
affirmed the policy of the United Nations to bring about a cessation
of hostilities to this end requesting the President of the General
Assembly to appoint two persons who with him Oat any suitable oppôr-
tunity# would use their good offices.

157. Before the resolution was introduced it was discussed
with the delegations of Canada, the United Kingdom, France
and Australia. Mr. Gross, in these meetings, appeared to wish
to be accommodating but had rigid instructions to accept only
verbal changes. In particular he could not accept any language
which might seem to imply a commitment never in any circumstances
to carry the United Nations action beyond Korea. The United
States would be able, however, to state publicly that the
resolution did not constitute authority for the Unified Coumünd
to undertake any operations of any kind elsewhere than in Kor,:a.
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It was quite apparent from these discussions that the United
States-was'prepared to take strong action alone if necessary
and would not permit the resolution to be watered down merely
for thé sake of obtaining wider sup?ort. At these meetings
Jir. . Pearson expressed 'the general p zblic concern in other
countries regarding this step of a formal condemnation which,
as he said, "was the initial step on a line of new couuuitments
leading possibly to a full scale cczflict with Chinao. He let
it be known that Canada could not be a co-sponsor but that did
not mean it would,oppose the resolution or even,abstain on it.
It was his view at this time that C:zina should not be condemned.
At his press conference of January 18th, referred to above, he
had said thatOshould this step be ;aken it should be taken in
such a way that as many countries go along with the resolution as
possible and in such a way as :iot t) close the door to further
negotiations". While Canada appreciated the United States'
patience and-forbearance it was ess-:ntial to have a clear idea
of all possible consequences; in a:,zy event, a reply should be
awaited from Peiping before any #final step was taken#.

158. The debate on this subjec; prior to the presentation
of the resolution showed clearly th3t although the Latin-American
states, Greece, Turkey, the Philipnj.nes and Australia supported
it several other delegations shared Canada's doubts about the
advisability of taking speedy action. The debate indicated doubts
as to whether the Chinese reply of January 17th amounted to outright
rejection and whether any useful pu•, pose would be served by
declaring China an aggressor. The Mid-Eastern and Arab states
urged another effort at peace settlement, and in fact revised
their original resolution tobring -_t up to date.

_.>>
159. It was against this background that on January 22nd
a reply was received from Mr. Pannil.ar to the clarification Mr.
St. Laurent had sought. Sir Benega). Rau, who had spoken.
earlier in the debate in opposition to the United States reso-
lution and in favour of pursuing negotiations, took the floor
again upon receipt of this message which had in fact been
addressed to him) to make it public. The most important part
read. as follows ;

(1) If the principle that all foreign troops should be
withdrawn from Korea has been zccepted and is being put
into practice, the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China will assume the responsibility
to advise t:.a Chinese volunteers to return to China.

(2) Regarding the conclusion of the war in Kôrea and
the peaceful settlement of the Korean problem, we think
that we can proceed in two steps. First step: A cease-
fire for a limited time-period can be agreed upon in the
first meeting of the seven-nation conference and put into
effect so that the negotiations may proceed further.
-Second step: In order that the war in Korea may be
concluded completely and peace in East Asia may be
ensured, all the conditions for the conclusion of the war
must be discussed in connection with the political
problems in order to reach.agreewent upôn the following:
The steps and measures for the withdrawal of all foreign
troops from Korea; the proposals to the Korean people
on the steps and measures to effect the settlement of the
internal affairs of Korea by the Korean people thewselves;
the withdrav-a1 of the United Stntes armed forces from Taiwan
and the Taiwan Straits in accorJance with Cairo Declaration
and Potsdam. Declaration; and other problems concerning the
Far East.



M- The definitive affirmation of the legitimate status
df -the People 's .Republic of China in the United Nations
must be ensured.

160. Sir. Benegal Rau proposed that the Committee adjourn
for 48 hours to study this reply and despite a great outburst
.from Senator Atistin this was agree;. to. During the interval he,
(Sir Benegal Rau), and N'ir. . Riddell iiscussed the possibility of
drafting a resolution to provide fcr the convocation of a Seven
Power Conference (Canada, China, tb3 United Kingdow, the United
States, France, Egypt, India and U.S.S.R.) to determine whether'
or not negotiations for a cease-fire and for a Far-Eastern
settlement could take place. Sir D:?negal had already obtained
authorization from New Delhi to put forward such a resolution
and the eleven Asian -states had pronised to be associated with it.
Mr. Riddell pointed out to Sir Bene;al that such a resolution
implied the acceptance of the Chine e thesis that -negotiatio_is
must precede a cease-fire. He sugg:sted a more precise formula
that such a conference be câlled to establish a cease-fire and
then arrange for a peaceful settlewl,nt and the withdrawal of
troops before.proceeding with other problems. Sir Benegal said
that he and his associates had cor_sidered such a proposal and
were favourably disposed to it but ie himself did not have
instructions which would allow him to support it. However he
thought that whatever advantage it might have it would lead
to delay. Mr. Riddell referred theidraft to Ottawa and the
Minister replied that he did not thi.nk that it was suitable.-

161-. Mr. Pearson did not re jec-; Sir Benegal Rau's draft
outright, but suggested a resolutio,i-which would be more
precise setting forth--a .specific program for a cease-fire and
a peaceful settlement of Far-Eastern problems. It proposed the
immediate convocation of a Seven-Pot•er Conference either at
Lake Success or New Delhi, which woLld issue instructions to
those.concerned with a cease-fire aiid a standstill within 24
hours. This Conference would then r.egotiate a more permanent
-cease-fire arrangement which, when (ffected, would be followed
by a peaceful setttlement along the lines of the second and the
third paragraphs of the statement -i' principles`. There was no
follow up to the resolution and it was never intended that there
should be. The Minister merely dra]ted it in the hope that it
might be of some help to Sir Benegal Rau. He could not accept it,
however, and on January 29, tabled his own.

162. The debate which was renewed in the.Politicai Committee
on January 24th and continued throughout the remainder of that
week centered around the two resolutions which represented such
diametrically opposed approaches to the question of Chinese
intervention. Mr. Pearson made his statement on January 26th.
Speaking first of the Asian-Arab resolutions he said: -

a Though I approve of the objective of this resolution,
I regret that I cannot regard the procedure suggested
in this resolution as the best method.of reaching that
objective. The terms of reference of the conference
proposed in the Asian resolution are very wide and do
not specifically embody the conception of an orderly
sequence of events .... It is even possible that under
the Asian resolution the*conference might find itself
involved in a discussion of general questions bPfore
any progress whatever had been made toward arranging
a cease-fire .... For these re:sons my delegation are
not abla to support this reso3ution". '
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163. Turning to the United States resolution, Ms. Pearson
declared:

tt We think the putting of such a resolution at this stage
and in this form when the possibilities - of negotiation
with the Peopleis Government of China are not in our
opinion completely exhausted, to'be premature and unwise".

Nevertheless, the Canadian delegation would vote for the
resolution:

t^....because the main purport of this resolution
as we *understand it and cert.-inly as the pub li c in our
own country will understand it, is to condemn the Chinese
People!s Government for the assistance they have given
the aggressor in Korea. We think that there is no shadow
of doubt about this constituting participation in aggression
and we believe that the action of the Chinese Peoplets
Government in this matte+ has been morally wrong, and
that the United Nations cannot ignore such a defiance of
the principles upon which it is founded.

In the consideration of the question involved in
this resolution, the Canadian Government has honestly differed
with.the Government of the UnLted States on some points.
We have made our position clear and we shall continue to press
for those policies which, in aür judgment, would be most
conducive to a peaceful settlement in the Far East-. lie
consider, however, that,-though holding these views, we should
support'the United States resolution as a whole. We.shall do
that while reserving our position in regard to any amendments
which may be submitted to it. If the resolution is'voted by
paragraph, my delegation reserves its position in regard to
paragraph 2 (which, in the draft United States resolution,
noted that. PCiping had "re je cted all United Nations proposals").

164. At the same time, Mr.'Pearson stated that examination
of the various replies from Peipinr,had led the Canadian delegation
to the view thât it would have ''beei preferable if the Political
Committee could first have conside-°ed "a specific programme for
'â negotiated settlement .... whïch would be a conclusive test of
theireal intentions of the Chine se Government in Peiping" along
the f ollowing lines:

-(l) immed.iate -convening of a conference that might consist
of the United States, United Singdom, France, U.S.S.R.,
India, Egypt,. and the.. People!s Republic of China:

(2) Appoi_itment by the conference as its first order 'of
business of a"cease-fire committee consisting of represen-
tatives of the United States,. People t s Republic of China,
and the United Nations Commission for the Unificatiôn and
Rehabilitation of Korea"to arrange an immediate cease-fire.

-(3) After completion of arrangements for a cease-fire,
consideration by the conference of a peaceful solution

-of the Korean problems and withdrawal of foreign troops
in accordance with the United Nations= Statement of
Principles.

(4) Discussion of Far Eastern problems in accordance
with paragraph 5 of *the Statement of Principles, the first
item being Chinese representation in the United Nations'
(The conference could only express a view on this subiect,

).which can only be decided by the United Nations itself



(5) Participation in the discussion of particular.Far
Eastern problems by governments with special interests,
as appropriate.

(6) rransmission of this programme by the United Nations
to Peiping with a request for an answer within forty-
eight hours after its receipt.

165. After the Minister made his staténent, he was
approached by Ex. Jamali, the leader of the Iraqi delegation
and then b'y.Sir Benegal Rau, to say that the-Asian group were
considering amending their resolution to incorporate Mr.
Pearson's ooints. When asked for his comments, Mr. Pearson
said that Canada was not considering proposing any resolution
or anondr.ie:it, but if the Asian group wished to make use of
thesepoin:s they were free to do so. His intentionj he said,
had,been that the points should Porn a program for the Good,
Offices Coiiraittee to follow as soon as it.had been established.
The only d:.fficulty he foresaw, and it was not a Major one,
was that i:' the points were incorporated in the Asian resolution
and that rosolution defeated they would have less chance of
being used As.matters turned out the Asian resolution, although
revised; d?d not include these points but an amendment was made
to the efYect that as a first step the meeting of the Good
Offices Committee might agree upon appropriate cease-fire arrange-
ments and that after these had been1put into effect it could
proceed with other questions including a settlement.

166. The United States, meanwhile, began to show a
slightly mcre helpful and less intransigent attitude. Apparently,

`in the knowledge that its resolution would not _comuuand the wide
support it had expected, and that the United Kingdom and France
would oppo:_e if its delegation was willing to accept certain
amendments. The United States agreed to accept a Lebanese
amendment wlich would provide that the Collective Measures
Committee would "defer its report if the Good Offices Committee
reported satisfactory progress". Also it indicated it would
accept an Israeli amendment to the effect that the Peiping
Government.àad "not acceptedn the United Nations proposals rather
than "rejc•Sted" them.. With the approval of Washington, the
United States delegation did not, however, accept a United
Kingdom sug3estion that the Collective Measures Committee should
not meet until the Good Offices Committee had reported to the
Assembly.

167. In response to a question which ?.3r. Pearson asked
in the course of his statement, Senator Austin-made it clear
for one thing that the United States resolution did not give
the-Unified Command any authority to take any action which they
did not already possess. Mr. Pearson sought also to obtain
from the United States a more conciliatory interpretation of
the resolution; in particular Senator Austin was asked to.make
it clear that although the Good Offices Committee would seek a
negotiated settlement with Peiping at the same time the Collective
Measures Committee were discussi.ig punitive action should the
Good Offices Committee meet with any success punitive action would
be postponed or abandoned.

168. The vote *as taken on•January 30th and prior to
the actual voting Mr. Pearson took the floor again to explain
Canada's vote in favour of the resolution; he expressed his
support of the principles underlyinR<the Asian resolution
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and paid tribu te to the "sincerity of purpose and high
idealism of those who have sponsored it". He regretted that
Canada could not support i t. Among the reasons he gave
were its lack of precision in giving too much room for
further long-drawn-out and inconclusive discussion before a
cease-fire could be arranged and the absence of any recognition
of previous United Nations resolutions or actions in respect,
of Korea. In this respect it might be "interpreted as placi.ig
the Peiping Government and the United Nations itself almost
on the same moral and political footing". On the,other hand
Canada could not vote against the Asian resolution because,
he said,. "although it does not embody, as vie see it, a'suitable
and,definite programme for .a cease-fire and effective discussion
which would.minimize delay and evasion, it nevertheless does
emphasize the necessity of discussion and peaceful sett1emery:
and it does embody,the principle that a cease-fire must precvde
di-scussion". He theh.gave five reasons why Canada would
support the United States resolution. These were:

"(1) Because the Lebanese amendments, which we strongl;t
support, remove our doubts about the wisdom of certain
provisions of the unamended draft;

"(2) Because its finding that the Peiping Government,
by helping those already designated as aggressors in
Korea, has engaged in aggressive action itself in Korea,
states in moderate terms facts which we cannot reject
-without condemning our own intervention in Korea; never-
theless we still feel that it is premature and unwise
to confront the Committee with the necessity for a
decision on these facts at this particular moment and, -
as we see it, the methods of peaceful negotiation before,
condemnation have not yet been completely exhausted;

"(3) Because this resolution with the Lebanese amendnenG
does not close the door to peaceful negotiation; on the
contrary it very rightly emphasizes that even a report oi
collective measures is to be subordinated to the work of
the'Good Offices Group; it supports the doctrine of the
Chdrter that mediation, conciliation and peaceful settle-
ment should always have priority over enforcement action; ^ ►

"(4) Because the statement of the United States
representative-last Saturday was frank and unequivocal
-in agreeing that this draft resolutioiz gave no one any
authority in Korea or the far east which he did not
already possess underUnited Nations resolutions;

"(5) Finally, because, we do not believe that by
passing this resolution we are slarLning the door to
subgequent negotiation or that the Government in Peiping
woLld have any justification for interpreting our action
in that way".

169. In the vote which followed, the Asian resolution
was defeated on a paragraph by paragraph vote and the United
States resolution adopted by a large majority. This resolution
received final approval at a plenary session the following
day.

170. TY.n passing of this resolution, in the words of
a message wh:ch the Prime Minister sent to Mr. Nehru on the
subject "has brought us to the end of one chapter .... in
the record of the United Nations efforts to deal with Far- il
Eastern problems. It'also closed a chapter in the record
ofof the United Nations' first efforts to deal with an overt
and compounded act of aggression.



171. There could be little doubt that Korea had
strengthened the concept of collective security and had
served to restore a good deal-of t'aith in the United Nations.
Not only had aggression been met by an organized collective
military action under its auspices rut of even greater
importance was that the decision to.intervene had been taken
in the full.knowledge that the aggressors had the military
support of two great powers, one of which at a later time
was-itself to commit aggression. On the other side of the
ledger the limitations of the Unitet Nations had been
brought sharply into focus. In the absence of any effective
machinery, reliance had to be placed upon the willingness of
individual members to fill the vacuum. It is debatable,
of course, whether this would not have still been the case
has such machinery existed for in the final analysis the
United Nations, being only the sum total of sixty.individual
wills, could only deal effectively with an act of aggression if
one or.rwre of the major wills were 3nxious and determined
that it should be dealt with.

172. Speaking before the annual meeting of the Canadian
Bar Association in Ottawa on March 3L, Mr. Pearson attempted
to outline some of*the factors which would have to be taken
into account in a re-examination of he role of the United-
Nations in the preservation of peace. He recognized that:
"The hopes we once had and the expectations which were
aroused by the Charter of the United'Nations are .... far
different from its present character and capabilities".
Nonetheless the work of the United Nations still provided
"grounds for a reasonable faith in i-:s future". It was also
necessary, he thought, to recall tha;.

there is no other machinery for international action
which provides a satisfactory al^ernative, though there
are scmé such as the Atlantic Pat which may be more
important as buttresses to our sucurity in the imnediate
circumstances of the present".

The resolution declaring Chinâ an ag;;ressor brought the
United Nations squarely up against Q. dilemna: how far
should it go in a two-power world ta enforce collective
security? Should the United Nations. as Mr. Pearson put it,

!*-try to take military enfordement méasures against a
secondary agvressor-that action might either dissipate
our strength in the face of the main aggressor or
lead to a new world war in which our total strength
would be so dissipated?....What can we do to-prevent the
principle of collective security being used to weaken
collective security in practice?"

173. The answér'to these and related questions was
not to be found easily. But their consideration by the
Collective Measures Committee and this Committee's report
to the General Assembly opened a new phase in the,development
of the United Nations.

IV. Conclusions.

1. Because this chapter has had to be confined to
but one aspect of the functions of the United Nations it
is difficult, if not impossible, to assess the Cana4ia n
approach with any degree of finality or completeness. There
are, however, tbree points which appear to emerge from the
foregoing paragraphs which will have importance on the future.



2. In the first place the revolution in Canadian
policy with regard to international organization for collective
security was complete. What one writer.has called the Caspar
Milqûetoast attitude which characterized the Canadian approach*
to so many of the crucial questions which faced the League of
Nations had almost completely vanished... The first step in
this direction was taken when Canada, by signing the Charter,
indicated s willingness to accept an automatic comraitnent to
meet an act of aggression. The second was her willingness to
implement this obligation When called upon to do so. Thus,
perhaps, the real significance of Canada's decision to inter-
vene in Korl3a as a member of the United Nations and to earmark
forces for United Nations service was the recognition of the
military consequences of collective security and acceptance
of police responsibilities on a world-wide basis.

:3. .:Sscondly,.as far as the United Nations was concerned,
thinking and decisions on questions of foreign policy had
outstripped military thinking 4Ad preparedness. The nature
and extent of the gap was clearly evident in the discussions
within the lovernment as to how the Secretary-General's
appeals for assistance could best be met, The decision to:
recruit a a:?ecial brigade for United Nations service although
of undoubted significance was es^entially a compromise between
one strongly held view that to send the Mobile Striking Force
would be to denude Canada of any trained military formation
and an equally strongly held view that as the only such for-
mation irame-iiately available it should be sent. To some
extent this gap is also visible in discussions between the
Departnents of External Affairs and National Derence.on
proposals bafore the Commission for Conventional Armaments as,
for example, the reluctance of the latter to make available
.certain inf-:)rzsation except under pressure from this Department

4. Thirdly, co-operation in the United Nations placed
Canada's relations with the United States on a radically
different footing. Previously these relations had been
predominant_y those of two peaceful neighbouring states
but common •iembership in the United Nations increasingly
involved bo*;h countries in issues the importance of which
went far be, rond their common border. One feature of the early
Canadian ap:roach to United Nations questions as, for example,
disarmament, was an effort made to steer a middle-of-the-road
course between the extremes represented by the Soviet Union
and the United States. To a large extent these efforts were
determined by a*desire to see the United Nations made into a
practical instrument for the maintenance of peace and a desire
that the United Nations should not become an instrument of
a certain power or group of powers. The division of the
Great Powers in two camps made it increasingly difficult for
Canada to maintain this position and the emergence of the
United States as a leader of the Western group was paralleled
by its,gradual abandonment. Thus Canadian - United States
relations acquired a new perspective which, in turn, created
new problems. As a partner in the struggle against Soviet
imperialism Canada could not afford to be on any side other
than the United States. On the other hand United States
policies might not always appear the wisest in a given
circumstance. Because of a reputation for responsible action
and attitudes and as a traditional friend of the United States,
Canada was well placed to exert at ].Flast subtle pressure on
Viashington to alter them. More intangible but nevertheless of
importance v•ere the personal friendships on various levels
which made such pr,I:,ssure easier to apply and receive. The
limits to which such advice could be given however were well
defined. In the F.orean episode, for example, Canadian diplomats
were remarkably successful in obtaining changes in the United



States policies but by and large such success was confined
to minor pcints. On large questions such as the resolution
declaring China an aggressor when the United States showed
firnness ar.d refused to alter its position, Canada had but
little choice to follow along whatever misgivings the
Government might have had as to the wisdon of the course being
pursued. :-he workings out of this new relationship which
Korea broutht out so dramatically will loom large in the
uncertain future.
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of External Affairs
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U.N. - Use of veto by members
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CHAPTER'.5'

CANADIAN POLICY IN. EUROPE, SEPTEtdBER, ,-19¢6 - AUGUST, 1952.

Before the'Second World War,^the tendency among
Canadians to regard Furope as an sntity: and to refer to
"yuropean problemsll, rather than to spécific national or
regional difficulties in that troubléd continent may have
reflected both the ignorance and aloofneQs which critical
foreigners expected of citizens. o" a North American state.
But in contrast to the United Sta.;es; Canada could not stand
idly by when the general peace of Europe was seriously
threatened by a mighty power or c)alition. The political -
connection zrrith the United Kingdom and the sentimental ties
which so po:verfully reinforc3d it.made that impossible. As a
consequence, in 1939, as in 1914, Canadians had brought home
to them the fact that the United Yingdom was a European power
as well as the head, of a world-wice empire and comMOnwealth.
To a lesser degree the ties of sentiment and culture with
France also influenced the Canadiun attitude, probably to a
far smaller extent.than Frenchmen would.appreciate. Of this
Sac.t the choice of France as the first country in Europe with
which Canada established (1928) fprmal diplomatic relations,
after a period of quasi-diplomatic: association that persisted
over forty years, was an illustration. -On the other hand,
unlike the United States,. Canada,i because of the different
character of her population, was 3 argely free f rom the
influence of powerful pressure grc ups in domestic politics
which reflected the influence of their European backgrounds.
The Spanish Civil War and the treEtment of the Jews by Nazi
Germany did not engender, for exair_ple, nearly as much heat .
and controversy in Canadian political circles as they did in
the United States. Religious convictions, the growth of a
Communist party in Canada, especially in the depression years,
the dislike of liberally-minded men for totalitarianism of any
kind, belief in the organization of collective security - all
found some expression through the press, the periodicals and
the radio and produced some repercussions in Parliament, but
not on the scale that they desertr,ei. The revulsion from war
which s o coloure : feeling in the J aited Kingdom was j us t as
strong in Canada and made the Mu..,i .h "settlenient" as popular
with the public; and most politicians as in Britain.

2. The Second World War brought in its train a greater
familiarity with the woes of Europe than in the past and
demonstrated to another generation of Canadians much more
forcefully than to their predecessors the realities of power
politics. Their first-hand participation in the conduct of
modern warfare made them grimly aware that in future no nation
was immune from death and destruction if its policies were
regarded with active hostility by the aggressor state. Meanwhile
their government had been part and parcel of a great coalition
which included most of free Europe and was obliged to expand
its diplomatic representation accordingly. As the various
governments in exile with whom a single Canadian Mission in
London had maintained contact regained control of their own
countries, Canadian diplomats appeared in their capitals.
Other missions had been established during the war in two such
neutral countries as Sweden and Turkey. As a result, the
Departmental report for 19471isted fourteen European countries
in which Canada had diplomatic or consular representation. The
Canadian record of achievement in the war, the role played •)y
Canada in f urthering in a modest iw r European reconstruction by
its export credits and the appreciation abroad that Canada was
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should prove to be the case, whe ;.-,,hould be the Canadian attitude?

4. In the economic sphere i^ had been decided, that
Canada had reached the limit of her capacity to contribute to
European recovery. The last ex.port credit had been extended in
May, 1946 and 3.,:quiries after that date were politely but firmly
refused. Beford 1947 had ended Canada was herself involved in
a struggle to ease_the-stroin upon her gold and dollar reserves
which necessitated restrictions upon imports and upon travel
in the United States and the flotation of an American loan.
When the United States launched the Marshall Plan in that year
it was not possible for Canada to take parallel action as had
been done when the United Kin,;dom negotiated its loan in North
America in.1945-46. The recollection of its anxieties in 1947,
made the government henceforth possibly unduly cautious in its
attitude towards the possibility of. Canada furthering European
reconstruction in spite of the rapid recovery in the Canadian
economy which resulted from the substantial "off-shore" purchases
made in Canada as a result of the Marshall Plan.

prepared to play a more Positive. part in international affairs
than in pre-war days contributed to 'the' success of the new
missions in securing,the co-operation of the governments to
which they were accredited (outsid'e the Iron Curtain), and in
strengthening the flow of information to Ottawa upon the- trends
of European policies.

3. In the period between P3arl Harbour and the cessation
of hostilities with Germany, it was generally hoped in Canada,
as elsewhere, that the par.tnershi]d'of.the Big Three in peabe
time might facilitate the recover;T of-Europe and the co-operation
of East and West. Whatever faint hopes may have survived the
debates in San Francisco and the'. i'irst meetings of the U.N.
General Assembly.and the Security Council were dispelled by the
intransigent position assumed by the-Soviet Union in the
Conference of Paris of 1946 upon',he 'minor peace treaties. The
Canadian delegation had gone to Paris obviously aware that the
Great Powers in general and the U.S.S.R.. in particular were
not inclined to concede the smallor powers much more than on
major questions of policy the rolc. `of commentator. They hoped,
however, that something might be'f.one to'lessen the breach
between the Soviet Union and the.t'nited States and the United
Kingdom, and that Canada as a cour-:try, in the Prime MinisterTs
words, with "no specific national interest in the adoption of
any particular formula for the so' ution of individual conflicts
and differences", might play a hellful part in seeing that "the
peace treaties will be based upon the broad and enduring prin-
ciples of peace and equity". The results were disappointing;
"We achieved something, but not nearly as much as we would have
liked", was rdr. Claxtonfs subsequent verdict in the House of
Commonso The Canadian delegation returned from Paris, impressed
by the Soviet determination to,maintain a monolithic solidarity
among its satellite states, pessimistic as to the prospects for
an early rapprochement between Russia and the West, and con-
cerned at the continued weakness of such countries as France.
Meanwhile it was becoming only too clear that Europels economic
recovery was to be a more painful and prolonged process than
had been anticipated in 1944. In -Phese circumstanc:es it was
not unlikely that a divided Western Europe, already infiltrated
by an eager and ruthless Communism and still suffering from the
malaise of Nazi occupation, might Je compelled to call again
upon the New World to redress the jalance of the Old. If such

5., In the political sphere the story is different.
Domestically the behaviour of the Soviet Union, particularly as
exemplif ied . in the treatment of Czechoslovakia, had disgustE!d
members of all parties and creeds-except the Labour-Progres.ives
and their dupes. The willingness of the United States to pla.r an

;& a"Waft
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active part in stemming the tide, of Communism in Europe,
reflected in the Truman Doctrine of 1947 greatly increased
Canadian readiness to co-operate, although at the same time
it was to make Canadian policy in Europe still more dependent
upon American initiative. The tact that the United Kingdom
had likewise sharpened its policy and decided to take the
initiative in furthering what Mr. Bevin called the consolidation
of 'olest Europe was of almost equa: importance. As Mr. Robertson
summarised the situation in a despatch f rom London, on April 21,

1948:

"Ever since we have been in a position to shape our
own policy abroad we have had to rrestle with the antinomies
created by our position as a Norti: American country and as a
member of the Commonwealth, by oizr* special relationship with
the United Kingdom and at the samc time, although in less.
degree, with other countries in Western Europe as well. A
-situation in which our spec:ic,l re' ationshi"p with the United
Kingdom can be identified with oui special relationships with
. other countries in Western Europe and in which the United States
will be providing a firm basis, bcth economically and probably
militarily for this link across the North Atlantic seems to me
such a providential solution for -,o many of our problems that
I feel we should go to great lengths and even incur considerable
risks in order to consolidate our good fortune and ensure our
proper place in this new partnersrip."

7. Mr. Robertson was referring, of course, to the
discussions which proceeded before and after the formation of
the Treaty of Brussels and which were to result in the North
Atlantic Treaty. . The Prime Minister had already indicated in
the House of Commons, Canadian approval for the action taken by
the United Kingdom in promoting the Treaty of Brussels which
he described as "a partial realization of the idea of collective
security" and-had sisnificantly declared "The -people of all free
countries may be assured that Caneda will play her full part
in every movement to give substance to the conception of an
effective system of collective security by the developmentThe
regional- pacts under the Charter of the United Nations."
Minister of External Affairs spoke on similar lines in April.
This development in Canadian policy excited Australian interest.
When, under instructions f rom Dr. Evatt, the Australian High
Commissioner called upon the department on March 25, 1948 and
expressed his Ministerts surprisa that Canada was apparently
prepared to accept membership in a security pact which might
cover the North Atlantic, although it had declined membership in
the Pan American Union he was told by Mr. Reid that :

"The first line of defence for all the free countries,
whether Australia or Canada is surely, Western Europe. If the
Soviet Union were to succeed in conquering Western Europe, we
should all be in imminent danger".

To this doctrine of European primacy, Canada has steadily adhered,
as our policy in the Korean crisis has demonstrated. In this
connection it should be noted that at the time these negotiations
were proceeding, no other Commonwealth country showed any willing-

participate
ness to emulate the Uniteoningdom an

actively in the discussions
Europe. Both Dr. Evatt and Gênerai Smuts were reported

to be initially uneasy about closer political union of the United

Kingdom with Western Europe.

8. Coupled with this emphasis upon Europe f irst.was the
insistence that any guarantee of aid to Western Europe by Canada
should not be on a unilateral basi3. This dogma was basic to the



North Atlantic Treaty and reflected.*that Canadian conviction
that in a future war the aggressor might prefer to strike
first against the industrial centres of North America which
the experience of two world wars iiad- demonstrated to be the
real arsenals of democracy. As has been recorded in an
earlier chapter, the Western European powers were so eager
in 1948 to secure immediate Ameri:an,military aid in Europe
that they were -less alive to the *,mportance of a long-term
military alliance than might have been expected. It was for
that reason that despatches criti,.,ising.their mistaken attitudes
were sent to - the Ambassadors in Paris, Brussels and The Hague
during August, 1948, which they might use to drive home to
the government concerned the impo:•tance of looking beyond the
immediate present. At the same time the Government authorized
a Canadian officer, Brigadier Graham, to sit as an observer in
the military discussion that begari among the Brussels powers in
London in July, 1948. Here too, the presence of an American
officer facilitated such a d-3part ire from previous policy,
although it was accompanied by tho conventional reminder that
he was to take* no part in the dis^ussions of major policy and
was to avoid making commitments.

ô. As the consolidation of Western Europe developed
under the aegis of the Treatÿ* of rrussels, and a still larger
number of European states were brsught together in closer
economic contest through the Qrgarization of European Economic
Co-operation which had resulted under the Marshall Plan, further
proposals for European integration.rapidly emerged in both
official and unofficial quarters. Such developments were warmly
welcomed and stimulated by the United States but were received
much more cautiously by the United Kingdom Government. The
British attitude was commented upcn with some concern by
officers of this department in both London and Washington. 142r.
Ford wrote a despatch from London in September, 1948 pointing
out that although there were "ver!i many solid reasons" for the
United Kingdomts suspicion of a Federation of Western Europe,
it was inevitably committed to the closest co-operation with
that continent. He believed it wa3 in the Canadian interest
for the United Kingdom association with Europe to develop as
closely as possible, even if it in7olved some weakening of the
formal unity of the Commonwealth as such, which he regarded as
"an unfortunate but probably not a decisive considerationr".
As Mr. Ford put J.t :

"But what would be regrettable is the possibility of
the United Kingdom failing to -take the lead in .Western Europe
because of some wishful thinking that it can still reconstruct
the Commonweall,a in such a way that Britain will once again
become a power of the magnitude of the U.S.S.R. or the United
States."

9. During the meetings of the Commonwealth Prime 1^7inisters
in London in October, 1948, Mr. Wrong telegraphed the department
from VYashington to suggest that some clarification of the inten-
tions of the United Kingdom as to its role in Western Union
should result f rom the current meetings. He pointed out that it
was largely true that some of the strongest support for rapid
progress in the political and economic unification of Europe was
to be found in the United States where the United Kingdom was
regarded as mainly responsible for the alleged lack of definite
action, partly because of Commonwealth commitments and partly
because of desire to protect its "socialist experiment" from
continental influence. He feared that this alleged reluctance
might become the pretext for a new isolationism in the United
States and prophesied that more would be heard of it later. As
Mr. Wrong suggested that the consiliarations advanced in his
message might be borne in mind by Mr. St. Laurent during the



discussions in London, his message was sent there. On
October 1^, Mr. Bevin gave the Prime Ministers a review of
United Kingdom policy in the Western world during which
apropos of Western Union he remarked that "it was alien to
the British inclination to create grandiose paper constitutions"
and described his own policy as one of creating Cdestern Union
step by step on the basis of solic practical achievements.
The Prime Ministers were assured that the United Kingdom through-
out the negotiations had been "fully mindful" of its special
position as a member of the Commonwealth. Mr. St. Laurent, who
was the next to speak in the discvssion, did not, however, press
f or.more active-leadership by the United Kingdom. He described
Canadals policy as being based on the belief "the task was now
to convince France and the other continental Powers of Western
Europe that it would be worth while to resist aggression f rom
the beginning". In the Conferencb communique issued on October
23 it was noted that "There was general agreement that this
association of the United Kir!gdom with her European neighbours
was in accordance with the interests of the other members of the
Commonwealth, the United Nations and the promotion of world peace".

10. In the negotiations which preceded the establishment
of the Council of Europe, the United Kingdom followed what our
High Commissioner in London described as a "pedestrian approach"
to the question. It disliked the Driginal French proposal for a
Consultative Assembly and would hare preferred a Council of
Ministers of Western Europe to be composed "of governmental
delegations with advisers f rom each of the countries concerned".'
It believed that the Assembly would work in an unreal atmosphere,
would "tend to lose itself in disa.ission of impracticable
policies", would indulge in "parti:3an intervention in internal
affairs of it9'component states", 3nd• even "discredit the whole
course of inter-European co-operation". But the feeling was so
strong among the other countries that the United Kingdom had
to accept the idea of an Assembly .vhich it then attempted to
limit as much as possible in its powers.

11. The Commonwealth governmr)nts were.of course kept
fully inf ormed of these developments which were summarized at
a meeting of the High Commissioner.: in London on February 4,
1949. On that occasion it was sig,.iificant that the Indian
High Commissioner, with support fr)m his Australian and Ceylonese
colleagues, exprEssed some concein about the implications of what
Mr. Menon described as "an extrema'_y important constitutional
development with considerable impl:'.cations for the Commonwealth,
particularly those physically removed from Europe and those of
non-Europe origin". The United Kingdom Minister, Mr. McNeil drew
attention to thc limitations upon the power of the Assembly.and
pointed out that Mr. Bevin had taken care to stress the special
position of the United Kingdom b:ecause of its Commonwealth ties.
In our case it might be assumed that silence meant dissent from
the position of the other High Commissioners, since there is no
indication that any Canadian view was expressed.

12. jVhen it was learned that the first meeting of the
Council of Europe would take place at Strasbourg in August, a
departmental memorandum of June 23 suggested that a Canadian
observer should be present. General Vanier was consulted and
agreed to send an officer from his mission, adding that he had
learned the United States was also sending observers in a completely
unofficial capacity. This course was followed by Canada, and the
United Kingdom and France were informed, again unofficially, of
this action. Messrs. Chapdelaine, Kilgour, and Ritchie accordingly
attended the sessions of the Consultative Assembly, and the latter
was Impressed by.;the speed with which it had developed a sense of
corporate identity. Although it wEs too soon to give a definite



forecast, it was his feeling that thé Assembly was "a force
to be reckoned with to a much greater extent than the Govern-
ments which created it (and particularly the United Kingdom
Government) ever contemplated. :

not be expected to involve itself as deeply as continental countries
in these questions, but indicated his view that the United Kingdom
should go further than i t had done to date "in attaching its
intexest both economic and political to continental Europe". The
telegram also suggested that the United States and Canada should
"collaborate closely in the process of ontinental zntegration, in
so far as they were willing and able". These American views were
underlined even more emphatically by Mr. Hoffman of ECA at a
meeting of OEEC in Paris on October 31 when his ref erenc es to
formulating by early in 1950 a record of accomplishment and a
programme to take Europe well along the road toward economic integra-
tion were more categorical than the State Department would have
wished. Mr. Acheson also sent Mr. Bevin a personal message
expressing the hope that the United Kingdom would play a mote
positive part in fostering European 3conon.ic co-operation.

the Council of Europe in his survey of international develop-
ments in the House of Commons on r'ovember 16, 1949. Behind
the scenes a considerable exchange of opinion was taking place
between the Department and Missions abroad because of the
increasing unpopularity of United Kingdom policies among,the
European countries and in the United States. European annoyance
at the British approach to the uni: icatiort of Western Europe
had been heightened by the economi.: impact of the abrupt devalua-
tion of the pound, about which the United Kingdom's associates
in O.E.E.C. had not been consulted, and the suspicion that as
a sequel to the Washington talks in September 1949, the United
Kingdom was moving away from co-op3ration in Europe to a tri-
partite partnership with the Unitei.States and.Canada. The
fact that there had been some thinking along those lines in the
State Department by men like Mr. Kennan, as Mr. y'Trong had
reported in A ugust, helped to causa this suspicion, which was
fanned by critical articles from tae Alsop brothers and Walter
Lippmann. Mr. Wilgress and the he ids of eight Canadian missions
in Europe were asked to comment on the situation. In general
they tended to confirm the belief that the European countries
were uneasy, in Mr. WilgressPs wortls, at what they regarded "as
a new orientation of United Kingdon policy equivalent to a with-
drawal at least from active participation in closer co-operation
with other countries of Europe". "Europe" wrote Mr. Dupuy "now
feels jilted and let down". Mr. Wïlgress believed that it
should be Canadian policy to help to bring about "a closer
political and economic integration of all the countries of Western
Europe including the United Kingdom"^ He thought the Commonwealth
could be fitted into such an arranjement, but emphasized that
"it is essential that relations with the Commonwealth should be
secondary to the main objective of having a strong and fairly
unified Western Europe..." He str.ongly deprecated any further
talk about "a super-federation of .;he three Anglo-Saxon countries"
or even a closer co-operation amon; them unless it was accompanied
by equal participation by the otY.e^- countries of Western Europe.

14. Meanwhile, Mr. Wrong was shown by the State Department
on October 25 a telegram representing current thinking "at the
highest level". It was from the Secretary of State to his rep-
resentative at E conference of U.S. heads of mission in Western
Europe and recommended early progress towards the establishment
of "supra-national institutions in Europe". Mr. Acheson suggesting
that France should take the lead in integrating Western Germany
with Western Europe. He recognized that the United Kingdom could

13. No comment was made to the United Kingdom at the
time on the cautious policy which it was following, but Rtr.
Pearson made a brief friendly ref erence to the evolution of



15. A memorandum from the European division on November
7 summarized these developments ar_d declared that the achieve-
ment of the unification of Europe should "in the large sense
be one of the major objectives of our foreign policy". It
advised against urging general principles more than was
absolutely necessary and maintained that Canada as a small
power could help to explain to th(- .United States the "European
doubts about thorough-going federFlism". It also.suggested
that Canada should "examine the sL.bstance of the United Kingdomts
reservations about the Council of Europe and a unified Europe
generally which result from her,mEmbership in the Commonwealth".
Consideration should be given to 1::anadian participation in OEEC
on the ground that: '

"As a North American, Atlantic and Commonwealth power with
Eastern associations, Canadian participation on a con-
stitutional or institutional basis in the operation of a
United Europe would have stroig psychological consequences".

In a subsequent memorandum, dated December 3, 1949, it was re-
commended thât Canadian missions in Europe should be asked to
make known to the Foreign Di'i'ices concerned. that- :

"Canada at least is not anxious to promote a United
Kingdom withdrawal from Europf., that our relations with
our Atlantic partners will be used as far as we can to
bring the two communities together, that we continue to
seek for ways to bring this about".

The memorandum also proposed that Canada might use her influence
as a membor of the Commonwealth to reassure the United Kingdom
on the danger of its European pôli--y undermining its association
with the Commonwealth.

16. No action was taken upon most of these proposals, but
the Colombo Conferenc:e of Commonwealth Foreign Ministers afforded
an opportunity to expound the Canadian view on European integration
to the other Commonwealth states. In so doing, the Canadian
delegation knew that it would also assist the United Kingdom, since
the Foreign Office had let it be known that Canada could be helpful
at Colombo, not only in allaying Ildian suspicions of American
imperialism, but in explaining, as a Foreign Office spokesman put
it, "the reasons why full suppor ►, :s being given to building a
stable and secure association in 71-3stern Europe". On January 13,
1950, at Colombo Mr. Bevin describid United Kingdom policy in

-Europe and Mr. PearTy^ immediately followed with a carefully
prepared statement, of which some excerpts,were subsequently
placed by him ii:.Hansard of February 22, 1950, and were sent to
our European miss l-onsn'dTestern Europe and Scandinavia. Although
he urged that the United Kingdom should co-operate as fully as
possible in European unification so long as it did not prejudice
her traditional links with the Commonwealth, Mr. Pearson devoted
his remarks very largely to the economic aspects of the problem
as seen by the United States and Canada. (Mr. Bevin had just
finished criticising "ill-considered Plans" being pressed upon the
United Kingdom, especially by the United States. for integration
of the U.K. economy with that of Western Europe'.) The Minister
said that the United States was making great efforts to achieve

(1) This statement was in line with the views expressed at an
informal inter-departmental meeting held on November 30 to
discuss the problems of European Economic Co-operation whose
minutes were prepared by Mr. LePan, a member of the Canadian
Delegation at Colombo.



"a noble ôb jective" in Western Europe and that Canada
welcomed such attempts to further closer economic co-operation.
He suggested two tests for the numerous'^proposals that had
been advanced in various quarters . to .f urther economic co-operation.
They should be examined to see whether they had substance or
were merely gestures, and. should pariticularly be assessed by
the criterion_ of "Whether or not it will: lead to a progressively.
wider co-operation in trade and*other,economic matters between.
all the countries of the free world"e^ Mr. Pearson then went on
to say that:

"It might be better for us in Canada•to suffer some
temporary disadvantages rather than^to see the prospect
of closer economic co-operation, which we believe to be
necessary in Western Europe, sade, impossible because the
United Kingdom is unable to participate".

In the communiqué issued after thG Colombo Conference, the
reference to the relationship of the United Kingdom to Western
Europe was iven more specific encouragement than had been the
case in 1949. It stated that:

"The Conference agreed that there need be no inconsistency
between the policy followed by the United Kingdom in
relation to Western Europe and the maintenance of
traditional links between the Jnited Kingdom and the
rest of the Commonwealth".

,,,

17. Members of the Consultative Assembly of the Council
of Europe were well aware of the Uaited Kingdom dilemma. They
had no desire, as their first president,; M. Spaak of Belgium° '
told an American audience in January, 1950, to ask that country
to choose between Europe and the Commonmvealth. With the forth-
c:oming Colombo C'onference in mind, on DecembeiR- 21, 1949, at a
meeting of the General Affairs Committee of the Assembly, a
resolution was passed asking M. Spiak to approach the British
Government and ask it "to organize unofficial conversations
with representatives of the Councii of Europe with a view to
determining the manner in which th,) Commonwealth might co-operate
with the Council of Europe in polï",ical and eaonomic: matters".
There was no Canadian observer in,11trasbotirg at the time, and
the first intimation the Departm^.t had of this decision was a
despatc.h in the New York Times tti.o following day. M-r. S"lilgress
reported that IT. Spaak visited the United Kingdom Ambassador
in Brussels on December 23 to communicate the terms of the
Assembly resolution, and to explain that what he had in mind
was the possibility of the United Kingdom inviting Commonwealth
representatives to attend the next Council meeting as observers.
He hoped that Mr. Bev1 , n would bring up the question at Colombo
and would like to have discussed matters with him personally.
M. Spaak, who was not popular in British official circles, was
not encouraged to visit London and Mr. Bevin did not raise the
question at Colombo. The Foreign Office regarded this resolution
as "insuff iciently thought through". One of its members concerned
with Council of Europe questions expressed his own satisfaction
with the Canadian policy of sending an unofficial observer. When
the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe asked London for
further information in March, 1950, he was brushed aside with
a formal reply which simply repeated the section of the Colombo
communiqué referring to Western Europe. There for the time being
the matter rested.

18. At the second meeting of the Assembly in August, 1950,
Canada was represented, as before, by unofficial observers who
came this time from the Mission in Bonn. By that time Canacta
had become associated in OEEC together with the United Statk-s on
an informal basis, the Schuman Plan had been brought forward, and



the entry of Western Germany and the Saar as associate members
into the Council of Europe had further increased its importance
as a centre of European co-operation. The sense of urgency
had also been sharpened by the events in Korea. Mr. Davis was
assisted by Messrs. Chapdelaine and Andrew of his mission.
Despite the limits on its powers'which caused a sense of frustra-
tion among many of Its members, he was greatly impressed with
the possibilities of the Council and.noted in the discussions
"a complete recognition that unless there is the greatest degree
of co-operation between these European nations that they will
finally be picked off one at a tive by Russia".

19. Of direct interest to Canada were a recommendation
and a resolution which revived thf question of Commonwealth
association with theAssembly9s activities. The first recommended
to the Council of Ministers that:

"The Governments concerned shall consult the Governments
of the overseas countries wit.1h which they have links of a
constitutional character.in or.ier to study ways and means
of ensuring that their interests are adequately represented
in'the Council of Europe".

The second ins.tructed the Standing Committee of the !
Assembly to invite the Parliaments of,the overseas countries
in question, which were not alreadv directly or indirectly
represented in the Council of Eurol,)e, to send observers to the
next session. This action was prompted by Conservative 1:T.P.4s
from the United Kingdom, one of whom,11r. Julian Amery, declared
on August 17 "if these countries v}ere themselves represented
Britain would be relieved of some.^esponsibility and might be
able to move. a little faster". In this report Mr. Davis drew
attention to the resolution. He tiought Canadian parliamentarians
would benefit from attendance, not only because of the value of
personal contacts lirith their Europoan colleaguas but because
"they would acquire a first-hand i:lpression of the growing sense
of a European community, however d.^vergent may be the view of
the different groups as to the pra:tical form which this community
might take".

20. When the subject was fir,.t discussed in the Department,
it was felt that the present arran;;ements had proved satisfactory,
and since Canadian interest close? r paralleled that of the United
States "it would be undesirable to be more formally associated
with the Council at the present tirie by virtue of our membership
in the Commonwealth". It was decicxed to. defer action until an
invitation had actually been received from the Assembly. It was
also learned from the United Kingdom that the Assembly recommenda-
tion was not going to be discussed promptly by the Committee of
Ministers and would be referred to a committee of Experts which
was going to study the revision of the Statute of"the Council of
Europe. If that committee approved of Commonwealth Governments
being invited to accredit observers, the United Iîingdom indicated
that it would be very glad to welcome them to the discussions.
Accordingly, rdr. Davis was informed on November 6, 1950, that the
Department felt it vas premature to attempt at present to assess
the merits of acceptance of the invitation, and was asked to give
his further views after his visit to the adjourned session of
the Assembly, which was to meet shortly.

21. In reporting on the meeting, Mr. DBvis devoted a special
despatc:h to the question of overseas representation, from which
it emerged that the Standing Committee had followed up the
Assemblyfs resolution by appointing a committee of three to draw
up a complete list of the overseas territories eligible for invita-
tions. This committee, of which Lord Layton was a member, listed
the parliaments of Australia, C'eylcno Canada, India, New Zeeland,



Pakistan, South Africa, Cambodia, Laos and Indonesia as those
concerned. It was understood that invitations would be sent
to the speakers of their parliaments,, and that the Ministries
of Foreign Affairs would be inform9d 'unofficially of the action
that was being taken. Mr. Davis pointed out that, next to the
United States, Canada was the non-European country most frequently
referred to.in the Assembly debates. Ho' argued that a refusal
to accept the invitation might cause the Assembly to form the.
assumption "that we accepted the U.K. position so far as we
were concerned as a Commonwealth country". He reiterated his
belief that the invitation should be accepted and suggested
that Canada might be able to infltoence the ambitious plans the
Assembly had for consolidating exi3ting organizations for
European co-operation. In his vieN, three or four responsible
parliamentarians as observers, with the right to participate in
debates, could perform a useful se^.^vice in strengthening the
position of the Council of Europe as the "agreed instrument"
for closer European union.

22. No word of the proposed invitation had been received
by Itiarch, 1951, in the Department. The High Commissioner in
London was asked to make inquiries and discovered that invitations
had been despatched in January to the speakers of the various
parliaments and that all of them had' replied, except those in
Pakistan and Canada. None of the ;ommonwaalth countries had
shown any keen interest, India and New Zealand declining the
invitation.outright.

23. This awkward gap in Information resulted from the
failure of the Secretariat of the r;ouncil of Europe to send an
unofficial communication to the Department on this question,
and from the tardiness of the Speal:er of the House of Commons
in informing the Department-nf his receipt of an invitation.
After inquiries had been made, Mr. Macdonald wrote, on April 4,
to enclose a copy of the invitatiorL. He explained that he had
been waiting to take it up not onl;, with the Government but with
the executive of the Canadian bran{.h of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association, in accordance with a suggestion from
the Secretary-General of that body who had also written him about
it. Since no regular meeting of tbe executive had taken place
as he had anticipated, he asked thr. Department's view as to the
advisability of calling a special jne to see what action should
be taken.

24. In a memorandum to the 131nister on the latest develop-
ments, the Department opposed sending Parliamentary observers
who would form a part of a "not particularly representative group
from overseas" that would be involved in what was "essentially
and intimately a European concern". It regarded the problem of
uniting Europe as one to be solved primarily by the United Kingdom,
France and Germany, and did not want to see Canada associated more
intimately with the Council of Europe than was the United States.
It pointed as well to the lack of enthusiasm shown by other parts
of the Commonwealth. As Mr. Pearson agreed with these views,
a letter on these lines was sent to the Speaker on April 27, with
the inclusion of a draft letter which he might choose to use in
his reply to M. Spaak. The Speaker was not quite happy about the
wording of the reply, which did not make explicit the fact that
he had acted in consultation with the government, and delayed
action, with the result that no reply had been sent before the
Consultative Assembly opened its sessions on May 5. The Department
then drafted a telegram, which the Speaker approved, expressing
regret at the delay, and declining the invitation simply on the
ground that pressure of parliamentary business made attendance
impossible. Unfortunately, as events proved, the telegram added
that it was understood that another invitation to attend the
autumn session was under discussion end tr.Qt when it was received,



the invitation would be given "sympathetic consideration". -
This standard phrase of friendly evasion was not understood
as well in Strasbourg as it is. in Ottawa. . Our observers
there, about whom the Secretary-General.had been informed
officially for the first time, reported that the general
understanding was that Canada wouid send parliamentary observers
in response to the next invitatior, a misinterpretation which
their guarded comments were unsble-to dispel.

25. The reference in the telegram;:from Ottawa was based
upon advance Information which ou::, Netherlands Embassy had
acquired in April. The General Affairs Committee of the Assembly
had drafted for the May meeting a proposal to invite legislators
from the United States and Canada to participate with a delega-
tion from the Assembly in what was vaguely called an Atlantic
Parliamentary Committee. The, initial reaction in Ottawa to
this news was unfavourable. It was regarded as premature,
coming f rom an Assembly which had too many unsolved problems
to justify creating one of this magnitude. As Mr.sTrong was told,
when asked to ascertain the State Departmentts views:

"Our most effective contributicn to European unity is
through membership of Nt%.TO and UNO, the success of whose
efforts would make possible tïxa peace and security essential
to successful integration of E:irope".

Nevertheless, an invitation linked with one to the United
States was quite a diff erent matter from one parallel-to those
extended to Laos and Cambodia. The initial views on attendance
at Strasbourg were much the same in Washington, where the State
Department considered NATO and OEE.' as more practical bodies
for doing business with than thé Council of Europe. But there
was a more lively inter. est in Atlantic Union, in Congress than
in the Canadian Parliament. Under pressure from Senators
Gillette, Kefauver and others, the State Department performed
"a considerable tactical swerve", ind intimated that it would
not be opposed to members of Congrass attending. The issue was
still further confused by the Straibourg Assembly deleting any
reference to Canada in the resolut'_on which invited a delegation
of members of Congress to discuss vith the Assembly means of
furthering contacts between the tltic bodies. The deletion of
Canada was deliberate, being basF:d upon the arguments of U.K.
speakers that Canada as a Cotr.rnonti^ie-ilth country had already been
invited and seemed likely to attenc;. in the autumn. Mr. R.G. Tlackay,
ASoPo, who was an Australian by birth, argued strongly that the
Dominions and the British Commonwealth were in a different
position from the 'United States. A Foreign Office observer sub-
sequently told an officer from Canada House that "most members of
the Assembly regarded Canada more as a member of the Commonwealth
than as a member of the Atlantic Community". In reporting this
view, Mr. Ytilgress deprecated such a belief, since he felt that
Canadian interest in the Council of Europe arose primarily from
our position in the North Atlantic Community and in NATO. He
thought it of considerable importance that:

"the basis and timing of any future association between
Canada and the Council of Europe should be equated as
closely as possible to that of the United States.(l)

(1) rsr. Wilgress reaffirmed this view in J'uly, 1951, when.
asked to ascertain what was known in London on the matter.



26. The Assembly had delegated Lord Layton to visit
Washington for preliminary soundings before the proposed joint
meeting, and he chose to come to.Ottawa first to learn what
Canadian views were. Before his arrival a departmental
memorandum summarized developments for the Minister and
indicated a shif t of opinion reflecting the trend of events
in Washington. It was now felt tYYat "no harm" would be done
in sending parliamentary observers, who would undoubtedly
prof.it by the experience of seeine- at first-hand European
difficulties and divisions. In vi.ew of the American position
it was advisable for Canada to avcid the accusation of being
unco-operative with a body which, with all its limitations,
"does symbolize the hopes of millions of Europeans and acts as
a sounding board for European ideas and projects". During his-
conversation with Lord Layton on May 25, Mr. Pearson tactf u1ly,
if^not accurately, assured him that Canada did not object to
not being associated with the invitation to the United States.
He took care to explain why the cccrent formula for inviting
Canada as a state "having constitutional links with a member-
of the Council of Europe" was not altogether satisfactory. In
October Congress cleared the way for American action by adopting
a resolution which made possible trie presence of seven members
of each House at a meeting in Stra3bourg with representatives
of the Assembly.

27. While in Ottawa Lord Lay;on saw the Speaker of the
House of Commons and handed him a copy of the invitation to
attend the autumn session. On June 6, the formal invitation
was presented by M. Spaak to our Atnbassadot in Brussels for
transmittal. In his letter M. Spa.ik said that:

"The Assembly attaches the high^:st importance to the
presence of members of your Pa.,^liament as observers, as
it considers that the achievement of greater unity
between the European countries .a, should be accompanied
by a strengthening of the political and economic links
between the various European nUtions and Canada".

In forwarding the invitation to the Speaker, Mr. Pearson suggested
that it be brought to the attentio?.' of the House of Commons before
the end of the session. He hoped )y that time that more would be
known about American policy. As h: left shortly afterwards for
London, the Department also brou,;I^^: the matter to the attention
of the Prime Minister. Mr. St. Lpiirent also received at this
time a telegram from Mr. Churchill and a letter from Mr. Harold
Macmillan, M.P., both urging that Canada should be represented
at Strasbourg. Mr. Churchill said that:

"It is of the greatest importance to British leadership
in Europe to ensure that developments towards European
unity shoulc^l^e in fullest harmony with Commonwealth
interests'^.l

28. On rune 25, the Speaker informed the House of Commons
of the invitation. Two days later, following a question from
Mr. Graydon, the Prime Minister made an explanatory statement.
He said the decision to be taken was of interest to the Govorn-
ment, which was seeking "more enlightenment" before making up its
own mind. Mr. St. Laurent referred to the variation in kind of
the respective invitations to the Canadian Parliament and the
United States Congress. He added that, if observers wore sent,
he believed they should be representative of the complexion of
the House, a policy which Mr. J.M. Macdonnell, M.P. , who had been

(1) As the result of a similar appeal to him f rom Mr. Churchill,
the Prime Minister of New Zealand reluctantly arranged that the New
Zealand High Commissioner in London ahoulc: attend the Assembl;,• as
an observer. Mr. Doidge disliked the idea and feltthat Commonwealth
representation "would be dangerous to Empire unity".



in Strasbourg for a time in 1950, supported. No action was
taken before Parliament adjourned., At a Cabinet meeting on
July 4 it was decided that the President of the Assembly should
be so informed, with the assurance that `Parliament would be
asked to consider the matter when reconvened. As this would
not be until October, it would be'impossible to réach a decision
before the Assembly opened, as then contemplated, on September
24. On the Departmentts initiative; it,was arranged that the
Canadian Ambassador in Brussels stould be instructed to see
M. Spaak and explain to him the situation. General Pope was
also authorized to enlarge upon the unsatisfactory character
of the invitation from the Canadian point of.- view. After his
interview, the Ambassador reported on July.31 that the Assembly
would not meet after all until October and that T.T. Spaak would
so inf orm the Speaker - a developm3nt which General Pope did
no , t encourage. M. Spaak ingeniocsly argued that Canada, to
whose representatioa he attached special importance, and other
Commonwealth countries were Ectually being given "better
treatment" than the United States since they were to have a
continuing association through obssrvers. He explained this
policy was prompted by the "desire of Europe to demonstrate
to the United Kingdom that the latterfs association with the
Commonwealth could not create difficulties"Al) This reasoning
did not impress Mr. Pearson, who c)mmented in a memorandum to
Mr. Heeney on August 16:

"We cannot accept an invitation to associate ourselves
with the Council of Europe merely because we have a
certain formal attachment to Europe now th^ough our
membership in the Commonwealth of Nations.2) We should,
however, give sympathetic consideration to association
with the Council in an observer capacity, if the United
States Congress takes the same attitude ... In any even'.
I am inclined to think that our ultimate attitude should
be the same as that of Congres3".

Mr. Davis was informed of this vieu and asked "to engage in
some discreet educational activityt+ while in Strasbourg.

29. Although this view still represents the DepartmentTs
position, a sequence of unexpected events modified it somewhat
in practice during the meetings of the Consultative Assembly,
which' were twice delayed because of the U.K. elections and the
conflict with other meetings of NA-.'O and the United Nations. As
he had promised, I.T. Spaak wrote to the Speaker of the House of
Commons concerning the change of date and utilised the opportunity
to attempt to clear up the "misunderstandings" about the nature
of the invitaticn. He felt that if observers attended, they
might be able to discuss with the competent committees some
questions on the agenda, e9pecially of an economic character,
which concerned overseas countries, and thus give the Assembly
a chance to know at first-hand the point of view of the country
concerned. He also believed that, once Canadian parliamentary

(1) Before I.T. Spaak saw General Pope, Lord Layton had seen
Mr. Pearson in London. He was informed of the Canadian views,
and in turn clarified'the nature of the invitation to the
United States.

(2) It is significant that the Chairman of the Council of
Ministers, Mr. Lange of Norway, expressed regret that Canada
had not been invited in the same manner as the United States.'
M. Schuman was also said to have regretted the omissior..
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observers had attended a meeting and'-reported back, it would
then be possible "to consider more precisely how,closely your
Parliament would wish in future to be associated, and in what
manner, with the Consultative Assembly". Mr: Macdonald
consulted the Prime Minister's Office, not, it may be noted,
this Department, and was advised to thank M. Spaak, inform
him that.Parliament would not convenë until October 9, and
that a heavy legislative programme made it unlikely that
observers could be sent to the meeting, then fixed for October
15. It was also suggested that he might express the deep
interest of Parliament in both.the Assembly.debates and the
discussions with the U.S. Congressional delegation, and indicate
that in due course Parliament would give further consideration
in the light of these important dc:velopments. Mr. Macdonald
acted accordingly and so informed the House. When the Strasbourg
meeting was postponed for the seccnd time, the persistent M. Spaak
again wrote to inform Mr. Macdonald and to express the hope that
the Canadian House of Commons had "voted" upon the matter of
observers and would be represente3.- Presumably after an inter-
view with the Prime Minister and for reasons which are not
recorded on our files, the Speaker replied on November 8 and
met U. Spaak half-way._ He said that AT.P.ts could not be spared
from Ottawa but Mr. Pearson, who as in Paris for the U.N.
General Assembly and was accompanied in the Canadian delegation
by Senator Hurtubise and four tT.P.4s., would be asked to arrange
for some of them to go to Strasbourg. Accordingly, Senator
Hurtubise and General Pearkes, t.I.P., attended some of the
meetings. Ironically'enough, although they were present with
the approval of both Speakers, thby still did not have a formal
mandate from Parliament. In view of the continued pressure by
M. Spaak it was surprising that Mr. Davis should report on
November 30 that, although his own position had been facilitated
by the presence of the two observers, "not one word of acknowledg-
ment of the presence of the Canadian Parliamentarians was uttered
-nor was - there one word of official welcotae". Nevertheless, he
thought their presence was of distinct benefit to Parliament,
while adding that care should be taken to "maintain the position
of being silent observers taking no part whatsoever in the
activities of the AsseMbly".(l) He thought it unfortunate that
no Canadian was present at the joi.-rt discussions held with the
U.S. delegation, and reported that lie found general regret at
this absence and a feeling that Caaada, standing midway between
Europe and the United States, cou? 1 have filled an interpretive
rôle.

30- Canadian policy towards -6he Council of Europe has been
described in some detail because it illustrates significant
contrasts in attitude with the rest of the Commonwealth and the
United States. To Corrmonwealth States, other than the United
Kingdom, what happened in Strasbourg was either a matter of
indifference, or one which might threaten the cohesion of the

(1) t1(hile in Strasbourg, General Pearkes held a.press interview,
at the request of the Head of the Information Service of the
Council of Europe. Speaking personally and as an opposition
member, he said that what he had seen in Strasbourg was most
encouraging and that the idea behind the Council of Europe
commanded general support from people in Canada. In direct
contradiction to Departmental views, he was reported, by
Mr. Andrew, as saying in answer to a question "that he
preferred that Canada should be associated with the Council
of Europe through its membership in the Commonwealth rather
than through association on the same basis as the United

States".



Commonwealth. To the government of the United Kingdom it
was a question of major importance, but also one that provoked
continuing irritation that so many Europeans should persist
in urging the closer association of the United Kingdom with
Western Europe to a degree which might reduce the former's
freedom of action in the Commonwealth, in NATO, and in
discussions with the United States. To Canadian observers in
Bonn, Paris, London and Washington, however, i t was a matter of
gratification that Western Europe was coming together and of
concern that the United Kingdom go rernment pursued before
1952 a nagging attitude of denigravion towards what went on in
Strasbourg. To none of them did the problem of the Commonwealth
loom as large as it may have done In British minds. The pre-warhabit in Canada of regarding Europ.3 as an entity was naive.
The "cold-war" one of viewing Western Europe, including the
United Kingdom, as an entity which had gone down tremendously
in importance in the scales of power politics, because of the
towering might of the United State,: and the Soviet Union, and
which must pull itself together as effectively as possible was
soundly based. As Mr. Davis, who J-eported so disc:erningly on
events in Strasbourg commented i n Z'anuary, 1951:

"Through the North Atlantic Tre^: ty the future of our
nation is to a_ considerable ex-i-ent tied up with the future
of Western Europe. A strong cr-ordinated Western Europe
is something we need most.... i; is in our interest to press
upon the British Government tha view that we think they
should get in wholeheartedly behind the Council of Europe..."(l)

• i .
In this comment Mr. Davis brought out the new factor in Canadian
policy of participation in NATO and the correspondingly greater
concern with what affected the military and economic strength
of Western Europe. It is as a partner in NATO, as a North
American state, and as a dollar country, and not as a Commonwealth
country that Canada looks towards Stra-sbourg. For that reason
dislike of being linked with the Council of Europe merely by
virtue of the fact that this countrr is linked with the United
Kingdom by constitutional ties is constant and vigorous. It is
clearly reflected in the view that our association with the
Council should parallel that of the United States. Of this
feeling both M. Spaak and Mr. Churc::iill, for quite different
reasons, are almost completely unawi ►re. In contrast to Washington,
however, Ottawa is more alive to ;• :E^ difficulties in the path of
speedy European "integration", whstF,ver that magic. phrase may
msan, and its pkesmen are more cai.tious than public. men in the
United States. ^^1 Although critical of the United Kingdom's
policy, Canada is much more sympathetic than the United States to
that couiTtryts views on the necessity for the gradual development
of functional co•-opera tf on in Europe. This attitude may explain
our apparent reluctance to express more frankly in - .London than wehave done in our views upon the Council of Europe. Lastly the

(1) See Appendix 17.

(2) On January 30, 1952 this policy found most significant
support f rom President Truman when he wrote to three
Senators, who asked his views on a resolution endorsing a
constitutional convention -in. Europe to lay the groundwork for
a European political federation at the earliest possible date;
"I believe sincerely that the creation of a political federa-
tiontion in Europe, uniting the strength of free peoples on that
continent would be one of the greatest contributions that
could be made toward the advancement of freedom and the
maintenance of peace".

,^^^;•^^
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nature of Canadian association, with the',Council through
Parliamentary observers has raised,a-.new problem of liaison
which has not been well handled, either;by the Speaker of the
House of Commons or this Department.'•

31. The period which witnessedthe appearnnce and develop-
ment of the Council of Europe was also marked by the emergence
of various plans for the consolidz tion of Western Europe
economically and militarily. Of these the most significant
to date have been the Schuman Plar. and the project for a
European army, both of which orig.1nated with France. The
Schuman Plan, proposing the creation of a supra-national
authority over the production of coal and steel, initially in
France and Germany, but open "to c:ther European Countries"
was launched by the French Foreign Minister, on May 9, 1950.
Or. the day after its announcement General Vanier discussed its
meaning with the Minister of Infor:qation M. Teitgen. In for-
warding the information he receive3 the Ambassador expressed
his own "very humble opinion" that:

"Here at last is a concrete proposal which should be
explored to the full. Every effort should be made to-
implement it. It shows a brea3th of vision and imagination
in which, so far, public men have not been over-indulgent".

The United Kingdom had been given no prior information about the
Plan and was, at the outset, sus^icious of its implications(l)
and disinclined to accept the invitation to the Conference on
it extended by the French government. At that time Mr. Pearson
was in London. During the ihf ormal talks with one or two members
of the Government and officials he expressed a contrary view that:

"As the Plan was of such far-re^iching importance to the
future integration of Europe, .it should, in the view of
the Canadian Government, be advisabLe f or the United
Kingdom to endorse in principle at least and without
hesitation the broad political aims of the plan, no
matter how impractical its eco.lomic implications might
appear".

Speaking in the House of Commons o: L Tune 5, two days af ter the
United Kingdom had publicly declinod "to associate themselves
with negotiationG on terms propocc0. by the French government"
he praised the Plan as indicative P)f the imaginative approach to
their problems that Western Europe::n nations are making. He
regarded it as important in the field of politics as economics
and said in that connection:

"It may mean a long step forward in ending the ancient
f eud between Gaul and Teuton which has caused so many dark
things to be written on the pages of European history. I
believe that this is an example of the new approach by
Europeans to their problems, and we can only hope it will
be successful, both politically and economically".

In this statement Mir. Pearson was following the same line of
policy which had led him, as has been already noted, to welcome
at Colombo the prospects of closer economic co-operation in
Western Europe. Again, answering a question on the Schuman Plan
on September 4, 1950 in the House of Commons, he referred to the
views he.had earlier expressed in London. In what was obviously
inter.ded for London as well as Ottawa the Minister remarked that:

"It would be unwise especially not to do everything to encourage
the French in any proposal which may h a1 the age-long :onf lict
between the French and the Teutons". (27

(1) Mr. Schuman had said his pronosal would "lay the first rgal
foundations of a European Federation".

(2) At a press conference in Paris on September 6,M. Schuman
expressed gratification with Mr. Pearson's remarks.



32. Prior to the Minister's statement the Department
had prepared a memorandum, dated August 22, on the Schuman Plan
which was described as representing its"considered views".
In a section on implications for Canada, i t suggested that
Canadian interests were likely to be affected mainly by the
influence which the Schuman Plan might have upon the prosperity
and capacity for self-defence of t'iastern Europe. If Franco-
German suspicion could be eliminated and a firm contractual
relationship be established among the Western European Nations,
it would greatly contribute to Western unity and strength.
When the plan was implemented the productive capacity of
Western Europe was likely to expai,d, unless i ts aims were
subverted by the Comité des Forges or German industrialists.
The extent of the contribution whic:h the Plan might make to
North Atlantic Defenc.e would depend upon the French Government's
attitude to such issues as the expansion of German steel produc-
tion, the manufacture of arms and .7ilitary equipment in Germany
and German rearmament. This circular document touched lightly
on to the possibility of a "Third ?'orce" movement in Europe
gaining a fresh impetus by the Plai, pointing out that this w as
certainly not the intention of bï.,S)chuman or the French govern-
ment. Should that happen it would weaken rather than strengthen
'the Western European system. Attention was also drawn to the -
necessity of evolving an adequate relationship betwéen the new
organization that was established and the Council of Europe and
the OEEC. If the United Kingdom iiucided to participate, this
would affect the interests of the coal and steel producers and
consumers in the other Commonwealth countries. The memorandum
pointed out that a precedent had been established for their
participation in some manner by Canadats association with OEEC
which began in Suly 1950.

33. Over two years elapsed botween the launching of the
Schu..ar. Plan and its ratification by the six partner governments.
The lapse of time did not cause any material change of view in
Ottawa. Thus a re-examination of the political implications
of the Plan by the European Divisic.n in May 1951, when the sub-
ject was under discussio p ^n the Inter-Departc^ental Sub-Committee
on External Trade Policy` 1 did not bring out any new considera-
tions. However the point was made more definitely that it was
the Plan4s broad political aims, rcther than its economic
ramifications, which won the gener!:'l support of the Government.
It is not unreasonable to note that the maintenance of such an
attitude, in view of the U.K. aloofness, was substantially aided by
the fact that the United States repeatedly warmly welcomed the
French proposals in public statements. It is also very pertinent
that Canadian eronemic interests were not, likely to be affected
by the impJ! emen't•ition of the Schuman Plan. A memorandum from the
International Trade Division of the Department of Trade and
Commerce, which was discussed at the Sub-Committee of the Inter-
Departmental Committee on External Trade Policy and generally
concurred in, pointed out that Canadian exports to continental
Europe were still, as in pre-war days, only about 6^f. of total
exports and were composed almost entirely of primary commodities.

(1) This Committee had briefly discussed the Schuman Plan in
October 1950. It then agreed that the Canadian delegation
at the GATT meeting in Torquay-should ask Ottawa for
instructions if the topic arose, "because of the highly
political and military implications involved".



Consequently, Canadian commercial interests would not be
directly affécted.by the creation'of:a preferential trading
area for coal, iron and steel product's in -Western Europe.
Moreover these products were ones -shich-'conçerned Canada as
a net importing country. If the Schuman plan would lead to
more efficient lower cost production, this country would stand
to gain by acquiring access to.possible sources of supply which
would reduce dependence upon the United States. It would also
be in the- long run an advantage for Canada if progress under
the Plan would enable Western Eurcpe to earn and save more dollars.

34. The same meeting (May 1951) discussed another French
plan, named after M. Pf limlin, Mü}is ter of Agriculture which
presented a quite different economic problem and.well illustrates
the importance of these considerations in general Canadian policy.
On March 29, 1951, the French Government sent a memorandum to
members of, the Council of Europe aid to Austria, Portugal and
Switzerland, suggesting that a preliminary conference be held
to examine the possibilities of cr•3ating a unified European
market for agricultural products aad providing for the control
of the export prices of wheat, dai:-y products, sugar, and wine
by a supra-National authority. This suggestion evoked little
cordial interest, except in Holla nO., and the proposed conference
did not materialise until March 19^.2. According to a despatch
from our Embassy in Paris the delegates met "in an atmosphere of
partial cynicism and indifference" and did no more than authorize
the appointment of a committee of experts to draw up the agenda
for a plenary session later in the, year.

35• Meanwhile Ottawa has had under consideration the
possible effects of the new plan uFon the sale of Canadian
agricultural exports in tiYestern • Euz ope. The same Trade and
Commerce memorandum that examined the Schuman Plan estimated
that Canadian wheat was the commodity most likely to be adversely
affected. Continental Europe had not been a large market since
the Twenties but its need for wheat was increasing and its
potential importance as an expandin2 market should not be minimised.
If the United Kingdom joined in the Plan, which was thought doubtful,
Canadian dairy products could also ':)e seriously affec:ted, while
in continental Europe the Belgian market might be lost for
evaporated milk. In time the expan3ion of the Plan might also
lead to obstacles being created t: the sale of Canadian salt cod
in European markets. These possilill-: losses would not be com-
pensated for by the possible increa3es in the exports to this
area of agricultural machinery,, ferLilisers, seeds and feedstuffs.
The memorandum concluded that the danger existed in integration
being used "as a screen behind which uneconomic production could
be fostered and preserved". The Departmental memorandum on the
political implications of the Pflimlin Plan pointed out that it
was the most ambitious experiment suggested to date in supra-
national institutions because of the number of countries involved
in it. Unlike the Schuman Plan, it did not have its origin in an
emphasis on Franco-Ger^^an rnpprochement. The fact that it was
being launched under the aegis of the Council of Europe might also
increase the importance of that body. Accordingly Canada might
find it necessary to assume a more lively interest in the work of
the Council and its agencies, "if only for the protection of
Canadian economic interests". The possibility of a closed
European trading area developing, from which North American
agricultural products would be excluded, did not necessarily mean
that Canada should automatically oppose its creation, since the
political and strategic benefits accruing from the scheme might
outweigh its economic disadvantage. Such considerations had
already operated in the case of the Marshall Plan. As examples
of such bonef its the memorandum listed the resulting increase in
European prcduction which would reduce the strain on overseas'
shipping in the event of war, and the improvement in European morale
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and enhancement of the will to resist.aggression that might
result from a successful demonstration of Europe 's ability to
manage successfully its own affairs without outside aid. Since
it might be necessary for Canada to choose between "broad
political objectives on the one hand and domestic economic
interests on the other", the Depar`.mentsuggested the need
for a reasonably,accurate estimate of the extent of the impact
which the Plan could produce on th3 Canadian economy, an impact.
which would obviously be affected aÿ •the. degree to which other :
European countries gave active encouragement to the development:
of the Plan. On that subject it o:^fered. to secure information
from its missions. As has been iniicated they found little
enthusiasm for the Plan. When the. Interdepartmental sub-Committee
studied these two memoranda, it agreed that the Plan could either
achieve its avowed aim of removing some of the abnormal differences
in price levels within Europe or could equally well have the harn-
fuI effect of creating, and mainta Lning, uneconomic, high price
agricultural production within Eur•)pe. It asked that the replies
received from the Canadian Mission•3 in Europe to the circular
despatch of May 30, 1951 be circûlated, and decided to give
further study to the Plan.

36. Since the Pflimlin Plan i•3 still far from realization,
matters remain in that inchoate st-ige. Ifeanwhile close contact
has been maintained with the Unitet States Government, which,
in fact. initiated an exchange of views in Ottawa through the
Commercial Counsellor and. the Agricultural Attaché of the U.S.
Embassy as early. as May 4, 1951. Out of this preliminary talk
emerged some of the considerations1which were stated in the
Departmental memorandum that has buen described. On June 18, the
United States Government had decidt:d tentatively that the
Pflimlin Plan was neither an effec':ive nor desirable method of
dealing with the problem and was probal^ly based upon a French
desire to avoid competitive market'ng.{1) The political and
strategic considerations arising from the Plan were not referred
to in a second interview which.Mr. Flood of the U.S. Embassy had
with the Department. Mr. Wrong wa:, asked to explore these
questions with the State Department. He was told that Canadian
misgivings for economic reasons woUld be substantially the same
as those of the United States. Sii.ce they might prove to be
compelling, he was asked t o avoid i-;iving. the impression that
"in raising the question of polit.:cal implications we have
reached any firm conclusion as tc: he degree of importance which
should be attached to them". Mr. Vrong learned on June 29 that
the State Department felt that any potential political advantages
gained by promoting European political integration would be
definitely outwcighed by the economic and technical disadvantages
of the Pf limlin Plan. The United States gave its support on "a
selective basis" to proposals for European political and economic
integration, and could not see advantages to be d'erived from the
Pflimlin Plan, such as were likely to result from the Schuman Plan.

37. More recently the United States had modified this view
and -authorised the Director of the European Office of t he Mutual
Security Agency to issue a statement in Paris on March 24, 1952
immediately before the "Green Pool" meeting which declared that
"it is the view of our Government that European agricultural inte-
gration is a desirable and logical phase of general European
unification". The statement noted, however, that the projects
for creating a single European agricultural market should embody

(30 The French Department of Agriculture maintained, howevEr,
that nothing could be further from the spirit of the proposal
than closing the European market to cutside competitiot..



concrete measures for expanding trade "through the progressive.
elimination of trade barriers in Europe'.and aim at lowering
trade barriers to trade with the rest of. the world". Somewhat
disconcertingly, Mr. Porter added, on his own volition, a more
enthusiastic endorsation in the opening:sentence of his press
release which said that "The United States earnestly supports
the creation of a single European market for agricultural
products as an important part of the move towards achieving
general European unification". The reason for the U.S. shift
of attitude appears to have been information that M. J'ean.Monnet,
who had so much to do with the Schuman Plan, had used his
influence to modify the French priposals so that they were less
protectionist, and the realizatior. that'the warmest supporters
of the Pflimlin Plan outside France were the Dutch, who as low
cost producers were not advocates of high tariffs for agricultural
products. There was also noticeabie in Washington a growing
emphasis upon the urgency of stren;thenïng Western Europe, so
that it could contain Western Germ3ny successfully. This
emphasis made the political consid.3rati0ins.weigh more heavily
than the econonic doubts about the Plan-which had not been
entirely dispelled. It remains to be.seen to what extent this
emphasis upon the overriding importance of the political aspects
of'European integration will modify Canadian views upon the
Pf limlin Plan when it comes nearer to being a reality.

38. The third French proposai for European integration,
the Pleven Plan,-touched Canada more closely than the others,
since it dealt with the creation 9f a European army which would
have to be fitted into the structure of NATO. The suggestion
arose from the eagerness of the Un'ted States to incorporate
German forces into the defence of Western Europe. This policy
was advanced by Mr. Acheson in Sep-:ember 1950, at a meeting of
the Foreign ItTinisters of the United States, the United Kingdom
and France in New York, before the NATO Council met. In
hastily presenting to the French Parliament on October 24 the
Pleven Plan, which would link a Ew,opean army with the political
institutions of a unified Europe, he French Government offered
an alternative policy and forced a postponement of action in NATO.

39. Although there were serious doubts to the practicability
of the military aspects of the Pla1L, its relation to the integra-
tion of Europe, politically and ccrnomically, was in line with
previous Canadian views. In the Lt:partment it was suggested that,
"the economic aspects of the Plev,sii. Plan:might furnish the main
missing component as a principal safeguard against any revival
of German militarism". For that reason the Department. favoured
most careful cor_sideration in Washington* of the French proposals.
It hoped that t.?z views presented by the United States would not
be adopted prematurely. It argued that a delay of a few weeks
could not in any case affect overall defence planning, since
there were shortages in the types of equipment necessary for
rearming German units. Yet the intransigent manner in which Mr.
Moch, the Minister of Defence, presented the French position at
the Defence Committee meeting in Washington, and the flaws in
the military aspects of the Pleven Plan c used considerable
anxiety in Ottawa as in other capitals.(1^ For the second time'.
it was necessary to postpone decision at a NATO,meeting. There
was concern in Ottawa at the adverse effect this delay might
have, upon the consolidation of NATO and upon American public

(1) At the Washington meeting Mr. Claxton expressed scepticism
as to the practicability -of the Pleven Plan but indicated
a sympathetic understanding of the reality of the French
f ears of German rear:iament whic:à was much appreciated by
M. Moch. I



opinion, already embittered by the difficulties in Korea.
With this in mind it was decided to approach the French
Government and urge upon it.the wisdom of considering what
might be done to narrow the gap between the French and
American positions. On November 6, after consultation with
the Prime Minister, 11r. Pearson sent a long telegram to General
Vanier to be used in an interview with the French Foreign
Minister with whom he was on especially.friendly terms. M.
Schuman was to be told that-Canada shared FranceTs apprehersions
about the danger of a resurgence of German 'tnilitarism and *.
sympathized with the broad linès of-French policy on the ii..tegra-
tion of Western Europe. But the critical situation made it
essential that a compromise on the military level "could ar.d
should be worked out at once" so that military planning could go
forward as quickly as possible. It was undesirable that military
progress should wait for agreement on political integratior!.
As a country closely in touch with opinion in the United States
it was Canada's view that:

"The United States Government are'certainly not bluff in€^
when they say that they,could not,go to Congress with
a proposal to station major United States forces in
Germany in peace time while the Germans themselves were
not participating in lNestern defence. The same considera-
tions apply to Canada".

Two days later, General Vanier reported that he was received in
the most f riendly fashion by M. Schuman who said that he shared
Mr. Pearsonts views "without the'smallest reservation". This
information, and the fact that M. Moch, in conversations or his
way to Ottawa and in the capital, seemed somewhat less obdurate
reduced the disquiet. By the end of the year agreement had been
reached in the NATO Council on France convening a conference of
interested governments to explore further the Pleven Plan. In
turn France had agreed that German participation would strengthen
Western defence without altering the defensive character of NATO
and that the Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom
and France should discuss the question with the Bonn governnent.

40. When Mr. Acheson sent a personal message to M. Sc-luman
welcoming the Conference on the Pleven Plan in more cordial terris
than had been anticipated, it was felt that Canada should t,a
represented at this meeting. The French government had iuf )rmed
Ottawa, on December 18, that invitations would be sent to
"interested governments and the governments of the United S,_.ates
and Canada", and the United States decided, as was learned on
January 30, 1951, that "insofar as the conf erence deals with
purely European questions the United Ste .;os role will be strictly
that of an observer". It would judge the work of the conference
primarily by the manner in which it served to strengthen the
Atlantic Community. •

41. As the Paris Conference which opened in February
Canada was represented by an observer, General Vanier, who, like
his colleagues from the United States and the United Kingdom,
attended only the meetings of the main committee. Because of his
position he was not given instructions but was sent instead on
February 26 a statement of the government's views upon the issues.
involved. These included the following observations:

(1) the creation of a European Army is a matter for the
Europeans themselves to settle, and the Canudian observer while
maintaining a"sympathetic interest" should avoid, if possible,
taking an active part in the discussions;

(2) a r'ranco-German rapprochement is of vital importance to any
system of European defence and to the peace of the tiworld. If
such rapprochement can be achieved through a European army, it
would therefore, in the long run be beneficial to Canada;



(3) since the European army sch©me.is. .an example of the
closer integration of Europe wnicli has already been
generally approved by the Canadian'Governaient, Canada
hopes that the current conference will meet with success;

(4) the Canadian Government considers that the countries
participating as principals In the, conference should be
fully aware that any scheme adopted must be acceptable ta
NATO members. Canada therefore welcomed the assurances
given by M. Schuman in his inaugural address that the
proposal for a European army would,be withdrawn if it
appeared that it would delay Atlantic defence;

(5) on political and pyschological grounds the European
army seems to us to offer a framework for German participa-
tion in Western defence which is worthy of caref ul and
sympathetic consideration subject to the following
important reservations:

(a) it must be demonstrated that the European army plan :.s
.not only politically but also militarily practicable in the
light of existing NATO plans for the defence of Western
Europe. In this connection the assurances given by the
French that the recommendations of the conference would lie
submitted to NATO are most welcome.

(b) to achieve the Franco-German rapprochement which is
at the very root of German participation will require
substantial mutual concessionsl by both French and Ger©ans.
In the absence of a willingness to make such concessions
the conference is, in the Canadian view, bound to fail.
On the other hand the presence of representatives of NATO
members should create a favourable atmosphere for a
Franco-German rapprochement.

An interesting omission from this summary of Canadian views is
the lack of any comment on the position of the United Kingdcm,
which had from the outset declined to consider participatior_
in a European army, and had underlined its position by beinP
represented in Paris only by an observer. Presumably CanadP
was in accord with this view, and no such comment was thougLt
required.

42. In the first round of meetings, which proceeded ai a
leisurely pace, lasting until 3uly, the French followed a cc,n-
ciliatory policy and the Germans did not bargain too stiffly.
As a result a wide measure of agreement was reached and there
was no occasion for any intervention by ±.he Canadian observer.
This fact, together with the increasing approval with which both
the United Kingdom and the United States viewed the situation,
a feeling which was reflected in the meetings of the Western
Foreign Ministers in Washington in September, 1951 very largely
dispelled Canadian uncertainty about the workability of the
European army. When Mr. Pearson took part in a televised broad-
cast from New York on September 24,.he felt free to say that
although the European army was primarily a prob-lem for Europeans
he thought it a good Idea, and to comment f urther:

"Though at first I think a lot of people over here had
some doubts as to the practicability of the European army,
the discussions that have taken place in the last year
have removed a good many of those doubts and progress is
being made. I think it is all to the good that there should
be a European army, providing that that European army can
be integrated into something bigger, the North Atlantic
force."



43. When the European Army Conference resumed its
discussions in the autumn, both the United States and the
United Kingdom modified their position as observers by
seeking (the latter having been-urged by France and Germany
to do so) representation on the Steering Committee. General
Vanier asked for direction as to whether Canada should mako
a similar request, but pointed out that he did not think
Canada had the same compelling reasons%Yor doing so as the
two other countries. In his judgmént the role of observer,
offering encouragement but not advice,'suited Canadian needs
ver;/ well. The Department shared his views, having also in
mind the difficulty of providing senior` advisers for the
Canadian representative in view of the other numerous comm3 t-
ments to other international agencies. '=After consultation with
the Department of National Defence which took the same att.'.tude
General Vanier was instructed to'carry on as before.(1)

44. In the complex discussions that ensued before agreement
was reached in May 1952, during which the Benelux countriet.
became concerned about the inroads which would be made upor;
their national sovereignty, the French Government became forcibly
aware of the intensity of popular distrust of Germany, and the
German government bargained more stiffly for equality of status,
the Canadian view that Europeans must settle this European
problem, though never abandoned, was modified somewhat in
practice. This was not surprising, since the emergence of the
European Defence Community, as it was bec:oming known, would
require a definition of its contractual relationship to NATO
and *obviously affected the progress of strengthening the defence
of the West. What is noticeable during, this period is the desire
of both the French and Netherlands governments to keep Caneda
informed of the reasons for their attitudes, and the readir.ess
with which the United States shared its information and views
upon the trend of events. An interesting illustration-of-the
French concept of Canada as a"trait d1union" in Europe-United
Kingdom-United States relationships was the conversation wY.ich
President Auriol had with Mr. Pearson on December 4, 1951 daring
the latterts attendance in Paris at the General Assembly of the
U.N. The President, who spoke with considerable feeling, Las
most anxious that the United Kingdom should participate diz3ctly
in the European army and f earéd that if this was not done, the
current negotiations would probably fail. It was his vie-j: that
even a "token contribution" would be of material aid in p-re ;renting
the army f rom becoming essentially a Franco-German one, in which
he felt Germany was bount to become eventually the dominating
force. In view of the increasing nationalism of Germany,
President Auriol was deeply concerned at the prospect. These
views may have been peculiar to the President, as other contacts
with French statesmen indicated, but were put forth so strongly
that Mr. Pearson thought it advisable to mention,them in the
following week in London during informal talks with Mr. Churchill'
and Mr. Eden. Neither was sympathetic to the Auriol proposal,
but responded more cordially to the Ministerts inquiry as to
whether "something could not be doneto give the Europeans the
impression that Britain was keenly interested in and anxious to

In January, 1952 Canada did decide to ask for representa-
tion by an observer on the Steering Committee of the E.D.C.
because of its relationship to NATO. This request, and
Norwayts, was refused, but it was agreed that a NATO
official should attend the EDC meeting, and the NATO
secrc:tariat should keep all NATO members not in EDC well
informed.



work out some basis of association with the European army."
Subsequently, General Vanier informed President Auriol in
guarded terris of the talks in Londôn, and was asked by him
to convey his very deep appreciation to the Minister for his
efforts. On his return to Ottawa Mr. Pearson asked the Depart-
ment to examine the suggestion of a United Kingdom token cor-
tribution to the European army, but the study only confirme(
United Kingdom doubts us to its feasibility. In spite of all
its difficulties Mr. Pearson had become convinced, as he rrrate
in a memorandum for the Prime Minister of January 10, 1952
that the conception of a European Defence Community was "of the
greatest political impo-rtanceK. In his judgr:lent it providei:
"the only -frar,lework yet suggested by which Germany could be

and the ease with which advice could be given for North America
where those difficulties might not be always understood but believed

difficulties which the vihole problen created for the tietherlands,
in the same places. The i.iinister said that he realized the special

Atlantic Community and their belief that the North Atlantic Treaty

prompt agreement was reached on the headquarters of both being placed

was an ephemeral defence alliance which would disappear if the
Soviet threat to security ceased to exist. In commenting OL
these views Mr. Pearson agreed that F.DC and NATO should be
related politically and militarily as closely as possible, r.lvrays
as "11'r. Stikker had said "with the continental circle inside the
larger Atlantic circleTM. But he pointed out that failure o1•
prolonged delay to create EDO and the European army might hF.ve
na most discouraging and frustrating effect in the United Si.ates*"
where the idea had taken firm root, and that such a failure was
more likely to cause a withdrawal fror.: Europe than the feeling
that European unity and strength would make unnecessary the
presence of U.S. troops in Europe and political commitments.
Failure might also have the same effect on the United Kingdom
which, although not likely to participate formally in the various
European organizations, was moving to closer co-operation with
them. As Mr. Pearson saw it. the best way of preventing these

disastrous consequences viras "not to discourage or delay the
European Army,and EDO, but to make sure that these moves are tied
in with those toward Atlantic unity". He Also suggested that
closer co-operation between EDO and NATO would be fostered if

had played its part "in strenAthening the reluctance of the
Benelux countries to accepZthe nore drastic implications of the
Plan", he suggested to Lir. St. Laurent that it might be
desirable during Mr. Churchill's forthcoming visit in Ottawa.
to emphasize "the importance which we'attribute to the concept
of a European.Defence Community and the dangerous and diffieult
situation which would result if the Pleven Plan collapsed".

45. On the same day as this memorandum was sent to the
Prime L;inister a further proof ofiCanadiàn concern with the
outcome of the E.I^ Ç. discussions was given by the despatch of
a personal lette r11J from Mr. Pearson to the Netherlands Foreign
Minister, Mr. StIkker, with vrhpm he was on intimate terms. D.2r.
Stikker had previously asked thé Netherlands Ambassador in
Ottawa to call upon the P.Iinister to describe his uneasiness at
the nature of the negotiations in Paris. What disturbed hiLi was
the aDparent indifference of the French to the idea of a North

the views of the United Kingdom, and of Mr. Churchill in particular,
and noting that its past obvious scepticism. about the l'leve.i. Plan

associated with the defence of Western Europe on terms acceptable
both to the French and German Governments". 'After describing

(1) See AFpendix 18.



that the question was so vital that Mr. Stikker would under-
.stand why he had written in this fashion. On January 21 a
copy of this letter was also given,to the Belgian Foreign
Office. With it-was an aide memoir.e expressing the hope of
the Canadian Government that in the present critical stage of
negotiations it would be possible'to reach an agreement
satisfactory to all six countries. This action in Brusselz-
was prompted by news from Washington .that the State Departn;ent',
which had been shown the letter to Mr. Stikker, hoped that the
Canadian Government might take.such a step in view of the ,
disturbing news about Belgian intransigence it had received
from its Ambassador in France.

46. On January 18 Mr. Stikker acknowledged the receipt of
the Ministerts "kind and encouraging -message", and assured him
that his country would do everything in,its power to come to a
reasonable compromise satisfactory to all concerned. He ho-)ed
that the United Kingdom the United States and Canada would
continue to express their belief in the necessity of establishing
strong links between NATO and EDC. The Belgian reaction wa3 more
reserved. Their reply to the aide memoire referred to the great
efforts Belgium had already made to secure an agreement and the
necessity of meeting "the legitimate anxiety and aspiration3 of
all participating countries, great and*small". On January 23
Mr. Heeney asked the Belgian Ambassador to come to see him,
since he had not been previously informed of developments
because of the speed with which action had been decided upon.
Vicomte du Pare was given a copy of the letter to Mr. Stikker
and was told that:

"while we were deeply interested in the prospects of
securing agreement on the European Defence Community,
we had, of course, no intention of pressing the Belgian
Government in a matter which was of primary concern to
the European Governments concerned."

47. Despite this diplomatic disclaimer, it is clear that
Canada had exerted what influence it possessed to f urther
agreement, an indication of the intensity of the Canadian
desire to secure a satisfactory Plan for a European army wi!)ch
might reconcile the major Western European powers, France and
Germany. The fact that Mr. Stikker had first raised the qu^stion
provided an admirable opportunity to expound Canadian vie-;&s,
In so doing Canada was acting in complete harmony with both the
United States and the United Kingdom. Mr. Acheson had made his
views known strongly in Brussels and The Hague, and Mr. Eden
had promised during his visit to Washington, that the
the United Kingdom would do its best to convince the Benelux
countries they should co-^operate in the building of the E.DeC .
Gratifying as it was to make this rare excursion into Eur-opean
politics which was in line with Canpdian convictions and in
harmony with the views of our associates in the North Altnatic
Triangle, it nevertheless brought with'it certnin implications
for the future. By encou.raginü the Benelux countries to enter
more whole-beartedly into a federal structure in Western Europe,
on the ground that it should develop within a Worth Atlantic
Community, we were creating, as Mr. Wrong reminded the Department
on February 16, 1952 "a moral commitment, considerably stronger
than a verbal commitment, to f oster the development of the North
Atlantic Community by ;vhich we had already been bound by a great
number of public utterances". This "debt of honour" would
nocessitate our making clear to all signatories of the North
Atlantic Treaty our belief in the reality and permanence of that
association. Such a policy could not be stated only as a long
tarm object.ive, but must be used to reassure those in Europe who
continued to feel that the NATO association was purely ephemeral.



48. Another phase of NATO-EDC relationships appeared
when German spokesman began to demand f ull membership in NATO
as the price for acc.eptinb a European.army. Such.a demand
was highly suspect in France, where it was claimed that the
admission of Germany would give NATO the appearance of an
offensive alliance, in view of the known desire of Germany
for the unification of all her territories. In Ottawa, the
feeling was that no indication of the. Canadian position should
be made until the. question came before the North Atlantic Council.
Washington was equally anxious to avoid.expressing an opin'.on,
but let it be known, as Mr. Wrong report-ed on January 28,. that
they would be very grateful "to receive any suggestions yott may
have for devising a formula which would go some distance toNards
satisfying German aspirations without creating intolerable
difficulties for France". The fect that Mr. Perkins, the
Assistant Secretary of State.most concerned with these matters,
arrived in Ottawa three days later to discuss recent develo,
ments before the Lisbon meeting of the NATO Council fu_rther
underlined the interest in Canadian co-operation exhibited 1n
,'lashington. However the Department was not forthcoming wit'z the
desired magic incantation. At Lisbon there was general reltef
when the NATO Council members, incl.uding Canada, agreed in
principle to the text of a Protocol which would be added to the
North Atlantic Treaty after an EDC treaty had been signed. By
its terms reciprocal guarantees were to be exchanged betwee.t
the members of NATO and those of EDC, of the same type as a_ready
existed under NATO. The German Federal Republic, the only member
of EDC not in NATO, would therefore be covered. German wishes
for participation in NATO were also partially met by providing
for consultation,between the Council of NATO and EDC whenev•:r
either party thought it desirable. This ingenious formula, and
the additional reaffirmation by the United Kingdom and the United
States of their guarantees of tlestern:Europe made possible the
signing of both the EDC treaty and the NATO Protocol on May 27,
1952.

49. During this last stage of thorny negotiation Mr.
Pearson kept the House of Commons informed of the chief devflop-
ments. -On. March 21 the House was told of the Lisbon agreement,
and when the Treaties were signed in Paris the Minister made a
statement the same day summing up their meaning. With that
background he then asked for Pariiamentary approval on June 17
for Canada ts adherence to the Protocol. In so doing Mr. Pearson
made it clear that the deposit of the Canadian ratification would
not necessarily follow immediately, but might be postponed 'until
we see how other governments act withregard.to it", a prudent
policy which bore in mind the possible difficulties in the French
and German assemblies. He argued that the extension of Canadian
obligations under the Protocol was more theoretical than real,
since by Article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty CEinada was already
committed to the assistance of NATO.forces stationed in Western
Germany. The step forward from defending such forces to defending
Western Germany was not a great one but was valuable "in the
development and reaffirmation of collective security and collective
action which is the best preventive of war in the present ciresrn-
stanees"o After stressing the key role of Germany in any schema
for European integration, and praising "the keen and imaginative
political intelligence" of the French leaders who had propounded
various projects for European unity, the Minister conceded that
there was a calculated risk taken by including the German Federal
Republic in the defence system of Western Europe. But he could
see no satisfactory alternative. Since German rearmament would.
be defensive and of an international character within a European
Defence Community which in turn would be within the developing
North Atlartic Community, he believed that a restored and rearmed
Germany eo::ld serve the ends of peace in Europe and in the w)rld.
Despite some doubts aèout the risks taken, expressed by the
leuders of the G.C.F. and Social Credit parties the House of
Commons adopted the motion without a division. In his closing



statement Mr. Pearson probably summed up the general feeling.,

"I think this is a move,.with all its risks, with all
its difficulties and with all-its uncertainties ... a
move towards peace, especially peacé in Europe, with
which will be associated the free democracies across
the Atlantic ............ I would not be happy as a
Canadian to take any responsibility for defeating a
clove so important, as I see it, to our own safety and
to peace as the building up of the European Defence
Community, including those two old opponents, France
and Germany, and the association-of that community
with the strongest deterrent we now,have to prevent
aggression, namely the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.".

5a. In studying Canadian policy towards . Gerr.iany a prime
consideration to be kept in mind`is the drastic limitation, at
the outset, which was placed upon action by the attitude of
the Great Powers, chiefly as a result of. Soviet insistenc
in arrogating to themselves the shaping of Allied policy.?1}
In view of the extent of the Canadian contribution and the
sacrif ices imposed upon the Canadian people twice in a generation
through German aggression, this limitation was keenly resented.
This was a question upon which the Canadian people felt strongly
and they had every right to expect their government to voic3
their views fully and frankly. Thus a telegram of January 9,
1945, to London, describing the size of the Canadian occupation
force for Germany that would be available until the question was
reviewed before the end of the next fiscal year concluded:

"It is uncertain, moreover, for how long after the
f ighting ends it will be politically possible to provid3
Canadian occupation forces in view of the fact that plais

.for the control of Germany give the Canadian Government
no voice in the direction of policy."

It is not surprising, therefore that with the-possible exce_)tion
of the Unitéd Nations the German problem was the question tu
which Departmental officers, as in the Viorking-Committee on
Post®Hostilities Problems devoted most thought and attentio ►i in
the latter stages of the war. It was in, keeping with this
interest that Canada was prompt to sot up aMilitary Missio,i in
Berlin accredited to the Allied Control CLuncil and under Vie
leadership of Lieutenant'General Maurice Pope which was fort:ally
opened in January 1946. The Mission was placed on a civilir.n
basis on September 30, 1947 and be-came the sole responsibility
of this Department.

51. An indication of the initial Canadian approach to the
peace settlement is given in the opening sentence- of a memoran.dum
prepared by Mr. Glazebrook in January, 1944 which read "The hope
of a lasting peace depends more than on any other single factor
on the solution of the German problem". Yet it is noticeable that

(1) As early as October 13, 1944, Mr. Pearson was writing from
Washington that; "whatever. may hare: been the U.K. Government?s
own views on the sub3ect,-tiiey have had to yield to the views
of the U.S. and, above all, of the U.S.S.R., that the armistice
terms and the German settlement are to'.be matters for discussion
and decision by the Three Powers alone. An occasional bone of
participation will be thrown to the European allies and the
Dominions, but it will be done without enthusiasm and there
will :)e little mention of it".

•^:
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others, like Mr. R©id,wore already stressing the Gerr:ian
problem in connection to its effect upon the post-war relations
of the United States and the USSR. With that in.mind Mr. Reid,
who thought that what was needed was "a moderate and democratic
.government in a united and relatively prosperous Germany",
advocated a policy "best calculated to result in a German state
which would not be so reactionary and anti--Soviet as to arcuse
the fears of the USSR or so Communist and pro-Soviet as to arouse
the fears of the USA". By May, 1946 Mr. Reid had amended this
sentence to read in the final phrase "the fears of the Western
world". At the Commonwealth conferencE of Prime Minister: in
the same month Mr. King agfeed with those present in opposing
the creation of a divided and economically wretched Germany.
But while Departmental Officers were studying the gloomy reports
upon divisions among the Great Powers that-were coming from
London, Berlin and Moscow and working upon a number of studies'
of major questions, such as the nature of the German constitution
they had to wait upon decisions elsewhere before policy cocld be
stated. It was not until the meeting of the Council of Foreign
Ministers in December, 1946,at New York, that the Great Powers
agreed to meet in Moscow in three months9 time to examine the
German and Austrian problems. They insLructed their Deputies
to consider questions of procedure with;•regard to the preperation
of the Peace Treaty. The Deputies were^^also instructed to secure
the views of the other eighteen Allied countries which had
!feff ectively contributed to the war against Germany". In line
with this mandate the Gbvernment rece3ved an invitation on
January 4, 1947 "to communicate in writing its views on those
aspects of the German problem whioh are of interest to it", and
was told that it might, if it wLghed, supplement its communication
by oral presentation to the Deputios. The GovernmentQs immadiate
reaction was one of strong disapproval of the procedure envisaged
which was even'less generous than that followed in framing the
minor treaties. Under its instructions the Department made
repeated and unavailing attsmpts to-sEcure for the smaller Powers,
including Canada, some share in the actual drafting of the peace
treaty in committee. What was wanted, as a telegram to Lonion
on January 24,. 1947 indicated, was "something in the nature of
commissions of states with special interests, meeting at the
post Moscow stage in private and with as much informality a;
possible'.'. Mr. Wilgress made this clear to Mr. Molotov in 'Soscow
on April 5, stating that "Canada as a country that had participated
fully and effectively in the war had the right to participa :e not
only in the fourth or.Peace Conference stage but also in ±h s
second or drafting stage". Beyond securing an admission th•it
Canada certainly had contributed a great deal to the winning of
the war he got no-satisfaction. It was during this period that
Mr. Robertson made the ingenious suggestion that, in view of the
unique and unprecedented position of Ger.,Xany, an International
Statute "establishing and guaranteeing the post-war structure
and status of Germany" might be preferable to a peace Treaty and'
"would not necessarily raise questions of Great Power and Little
Power prestige in quite the acute and sensitive form inescapable
under procedures now contemplated", His suggestion was sub-
sequently integrated in the Canadian submission.

52. When the Deputies refused to depart from the strict
letter of their instructions, the Cabinet then decided to submit
to the Deputies some preliminary considerations upon the nature
of the German Peace Treaty, with the caveat that such a step was
not to prejudice subsequent participation in the making of peace.
At the same time as this submission was forwarded it was tabled
in Parliament on January ;0, 1947, whsre Mr. St. Laurent gave a
careful description of the reasons for the course taken which was
warmly received in the Ho use of Commons.(1 )

(1) A secur3 statement was made in the House in March, dese;ibing
the unsuccessful efforts to improve the procedure of consulta-
tion between the'Great Powers and the smaller ones. I
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53• In preparing the submission it was agreed that
detailed references to such spécifie questions as frontiers
should not..be ineluded. What was intended was to make clear
that Canada, while not in favour of a- 11soft peace", was
opposed, as General Pope was.told, "to a German state so
politically and economically oppressed that she will be a con-
stant threat to the peace and economic stability of the trrorld".
The primary consideration in framing a treaty should be the
welfare of Europe and the world and not merely "the position of,
Germany or her relation to any one of, her neighbours". After
pointing out the difficulties of aciopting a formal peace tr•,!%aty'
at present in view of the absence of eny German government, an
international statute was suggested which could provide a sound
constitutional basis for the new German`state. To this:sta'tute
Germany might later adhere, or it a.ight be converted into a
Treaty under the United Nations. By adopting the device of a
statute it would be possible to make.peace by instalmezts,
thus putting into effect quickly decisions on which agreeme.zt
already existed and leaving time for discussion of those st:ll
in dispute. The Statute would'have the further advantage o,'
facilitating the association of the smaller States with the
work of peace-making through membership in the various f unc';ional
committees which could work on the numerous technical chaptars
that in th® aggregate would constitute the Statute.

54. Canada favoured a democratic German State organize:d
as completely as possible on ethnic lines (but not including
Austria) and federal in form. A federal^State was favoured,
since "The German people .. have clearly:demonstrated that they
have not sufficient experience in democratic self-governmeni-.
to prevent a centralized State becoming the instrument of
despotism and armed aggression". In this State the central
government should have its powers strictly limited and def ined,
particularly its financial and military ones, and the residu.al
ones should rest with the component German States. Provisicn
should be made in the written constitution for the responsitility
of the executive to the representative legialature, a strong
and independent judiciary, and the subordination of the gôvernment
to the rule of law, particularly in the police department. The
constitution should not be subject to amendment for a number of
years after the settlement without the consent of the United
Nations.

55. The proposals on economic questions stipulated that
provision should be made to prevent Germany from again strengthening
her industrial position to the point that aggressive war-was
possible without at the same time perpetaating in Germany condi-
tions of economic depression and unrest ti^.^aich would seriously
threaten the economic and political stability of, Europe. German
industrial capacity must be used for the benefit of all countries,
particularly those in Europe which trade with Germany. To achieve
these ends the submission advocated the early establishment of
an Economic Commission for Europe, which could be used to integrate
German industrial development into the general European economy
and for approving progressive adjustments in German industrial
capacity. Other proposals Included the international control
over certain industrial areas such as the Ruhr, and the decentraliza-
tion pf German monopolisttc 1.ndustry and `finance as a further
means of preventing the central German'government from indulging
in "policies of illegitimate expansion". The references to
reparations were brief. The current agreements should be reviewed
to prevent Germany from continuing as a centre of European economic
depression. Reparations deliveries should be implemented as
expeditiously as possible so that the Germans might know what
industrial japacity should be left to thém.

56. In a section headed "The Abolition of Germar. Armame;its
and Armed Forces", the Government favoured the complete demilitariza-
tion of Germany, so that there would be nothing but a police force
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adequate for domestic security. Particular care should be
taken to prohibit the possession or construction of mass
weapons of destruction or of research about them. There
should be effective international- safèguards against violation
or evasion of these terms.

.7 1
co-operation and to develop a greater measure of self-government.(1)
On February 23, 1948 the United States, the United Kingdom and
France held a conference in London on these topics and invited
the Benelux countries to discuss economic co-operation with
Western Germany and related questions with them. In Australia
there were some doubts that this policy might weaken the position
of Commonwealth countries on a German settlement but the Canadian
view was not as apprehensive. It was felt that the policy of
inviting the Benelux countries to participate was a reasonable
and necessary one for furthering the economic progress of Western
Europe and in lino with the European Recovery Program which was
developing under the Marshall Plan. As Mr. St. Laurent told the
House of Commons on May,5, 1948:

57. The concluding section of the :Canadien submission
related the German settlement to the wider problem of preventing
aggression by any State. It argued,•in idealistic terms, that
those nations which had earned the right.to draw up the set+:le-
ment should regard themselves as "trustees for the whole community
of nations which is today organized in the United Nations".
They therefore should exercise those rights, not in defence of
their national interests, but in defence of the interests of the
United Nations as a whole. They must'also recognize that a
settlement with Germany was only one stage in creating and
maintaining the conditions of peace. "In the long run", sa'.d
the submission, "to settle the German problem, and other woi-1d
problems, we must build the United Nations into an effective.
instrument for the preservation of peace". To do so would
involve some surrender of world sovereignty and "the institation
ultimately of some form of world government".

58. The failure of the Council of Foreign Ministers tr•
reach any agreement on the main provisions of a German settïe-
ment at the meetings held in Moscow and London during 1947
precluded the other Allied States from any further opportunity
of stating their views, preparatory to a conference, even in the
unsatisfactory manner followed before the Moscow Conference.
The Department was kept well inf ormed on the nature of the
disputes among the Great Powers and the respective policies ^'-
which they advocated, as is illustrated by the despatches from
Moscow and the Circular Document of February 12, 1948 which
described the German questions discussed at the two conferer..ces :
of Foreign Ministers. It was all too.apparent that in spite .
of the fact that Germany remainod one of the most important
single problems on the European agenda, no solution was likEly
so long as the conflicting interests of the four occupying powers
could not be reconciled. The effect of divergence among the
occupying powers or rather between the Soviet Union and the
other three powers was to be grimly illustrated in the BerlS.rr
crisis of April, 1948 when the Soviet'Union began the atteart to
squeeze the Western powers out.

59• Soviet action was probably dictated by their desire
to intimidate the Western powers into drawing back from attempts
to proceed actively with the unification of Western Germany.
The U.S. and U.K. zones had f unctioned ao an economic unit since
Januar 1947 and plans were under way to proceed with economic

In a mEmorandum for Mr. St. Laurent on February 2, 1948, Mr.
Pearsoi: commentod: "..it seems clear that in the not too distant
f uture, . a German administration will be established in Frr+nkf urt,
which wil.l, subject to the final control of the Occupying Powers,
constitute a provisional Government of two-thirds of Germany.



"We have been kept informed of what has been going on,
and we have not insisted on being present at that stage,
because if we did, it would be a reason for bringing in
a great many.bther countries which raight hamper or retard
the progress being made in trying to bring some semblance
of order and re-organization into this zone - a very
important zone not only to the Germans who inhabit it,
but to the whole of Western F.ui°ope. : Its restoration, not
to the extent of becoming again a menace to its neighbours
but to the extent of taking its part in the integrated.
economies of Western Europe, is important to the whole of
Western Europe, and, because it is important to the whole
of Western Europe it is of direct interest to as. For
that reason we have not wished to appear to be attempting
to put forward technical claims which might require the
Occupying Powers, in order to give oftence to.no one, to
invite all thcse who have declared war against Germany.
This, in our opinion, would have a delaying effect on the
measures that the Occupying Powers are trying to bring
about for a semi-permanent solution of the problem. But
we are still insisting that whon:it*-comes to the making'
of the final peace with Germany, the' Powers who took a
substantial part in the winning of'the war shall be given
a-rôle proportionate to their importance in the conflict".

-60. The last sentence of Mr. St. Laurent's statement ,as
prompted by developments that resulted from the London conversa-
tions which the Benelux countries attended. Working Parties
had been formed there to study such topics as the control of
the Ruhr and the future political structure of Germany. On the
latter question it was decided to continue, secretly _furth9r
study of the question by the three ti'dds^ern mil.itary ^otrerncrs in
Berlin. The heads of Commonwealth Military Missions in Berlin
could express their views there. When this was learned in '
Ottawa, it was decided to set up a series of panels, with i:.iter-
departmental representation, to study the questions that had
been raised in London, and to authorize General Pope to tak•i
part in the inf ormal discussions in Berlin. At the same tirie,
there was some feeling, as Messrs. Robertson and Wrong were told,
that the time might have come "for a wider meeting of the
Western belligerents to discuss the problems now being cons^dered
by the Working Parties, and other related topics." A confe:^ence
might have the virtue of further committii:g the United Sttt•ss in
Western Europe, if the participants guaranteed the arrangenonts
made for Western Germany at the Conference. In reply, on M. rch
22, 1948, Mr. Robertson explained that the United.Kingdom regretted
the possibility ôf' any feeling arising in Canada that the.occupa-
tion powers were trying to settle the fulvure of Western Germany
without adequate consultation with others concerned, but did not
favour a ivider conference of Western belligerents. It would
welcome any direct expression of Canadian views. He believed that
any suggestion of a conference of the type proposed would make
things difficult for the United States with Latin American
countries, and might hinder the progress that was being made by
the Western Powers at a time when speed of action was important.

61. After consideration of Mr. Robertson's views, it was
deaided to drop the suggestion of a conference of Western
belligerents. A memorandum was prepared, however, with a view
to its presentation in London, Washington and Paris, explaining
that the Canadian Government did not wish to hinder in any way
the plans ..of the Western Powers for securing a wider measure of
unity in Western Germany and welcomed the wide measure of agreement
that had already been reached. But it pointed out that what was
taking plri,se was "something close to a peace settlement for Western
Germany" Y:.1Ech might affect the position of Germany as a whc l e and
prejudge some of the issues that would come before a peace co.Sere-ice.



While not desiring to complicate the negotiations that were
taking place, Canada did not wish her claims to participate
in the German peace settlement to go by default because of
the special circumstances in which the current meetings had
taken place. Nor did it consider the opportunity to present
views to Working Parties, or to the individual governments,
an adequate method of playing a part in drafting the actual
terms of a peace settlement. Accordingly, the Great Powers
were asked "to bear in mind the necessity of making adequate
provision in the near future, before the general lines of the
peace settlement with Germany have become fixed, for the active
participation in the process of peace making of those countries,
like Canada, which contributed. effectively to the prosecuti.on
of the war". On receipt of this memorandum, Mr. Robertson still
felt it unwise to revive an old issue of appropriate participa-
tion in the German peace settlement". By telephone and telegram
he pressed his views, saying that the Western Occupyir.g Powsrs
would need all the elbow room they could get to cope with the
Russians, and that pressure for closer association with the.n
of other Powers would only hamper them in acting quickly ani
flexibly in rapidly changing circumstances. He also pointel
out that the old 1939-45 lines of neutrality and belligeren,.y
had been completely cut across by the movement for Western ^Jnion
and the developments under the Marshall Plan. Consequently
countries like Italy were concerned with the German problem.
Premature pressure for a formal peace settlement would only
confirm the partition of Germany under Allied auspices and might
end what faint possibility there might be of some agreement with
the Soviet Union. While realizing the force of these arguments,
the Department still felt that some caveat should be advanced
to cover Canadats claims to consideration. The matter was
resolved, so far as the United Kingdom was concerned, by ?3r:
Robertson submitting only the comments prepared on the f ut u^e
political st.atus of Germany that had been sent to General P.ipe,
but with a covering letter stating that this was done "witho ut
prejudice to our right to present views later and to S.nsist on
an effective part in drafting the actual terms of the peace
settlement".

62. It developed that the secret Working Party in Ber.in
completed its report so-quickly that General Pope was only ►ble
on April 9 to secure the inclusion of the statement of the.
Canadian position as an addendum.(1) The Canadian paper wA:,
essentially a commentary on what was known of the views tha•,
had been expressed on German Government by the first Working
Party in London. On the assumption that Western Germany would
participate in the Western European system that was just emerging'
it argued that the more power was given +..o "effective central
organs of the Western European Community", the easier it would
be to solve the problem of a creating a viable community in
Western Germany without creating at•the same time too strong a
Federal Government. The submission favoured direct election of
the Lower House of the Federal Government, the election of the
Chief of State by the Upper House (which would have only sus-
pensive power over legislation), and of the Minister President
by the Lower House. Federal Ministers should be collectively
rosponsible to the Lower House. The Federal Government should
have wide powers in the economic sphere, wide powers of taxation,
and a "good deal of authority in allocating fiscal resources".

(1) Through a misunderstanding, General Pope also presented
the Canada memorandum on procedure, and it was necessary
to ey.?lain that the memorandum was sent in error.



The Federal Judiciary should have jurisdiction to protect
the rights of individuals against the Land Government as well
as the Federal. Civil righta should also be guaranteed by
constitutional limitations upon the rights of both Federal
and Land governments and legislatures,.with special precautions
being taken to prevent discrimination on the ground of race,
sex, language or religion. In.addition to reserving powers of
defence and some aspects of foreign policy as long as the
military occupation continued, the Canadian Government suggssted
that provisions for the amendment of%thé constitution might be
wi thhe ld .

63. The second paper, . forwarded on April 28, for Mr.
Robertsonf s discretion as to how it might be made known to the
participants in ..the second round of the London talks, was
prepared by a group drawn from this Departmsnt, the Departmants
of Finance and Trade and Commerce, and the Bank of Canpda.
The paper was entitled "ThA Role of Western Germany in the
European and World Economies" and contained implied critici.3ms
of some Am9rican proposals. After conceding that general
European recovery required a healthy German economy, it obs3rved
that "there appears to be danger that the pendulum may swin.;
too far from the days of the Vorgenthau Plan". It would be
unjustified and even dangerous to assume that "the uncontro :led
expansion of the German economy would constitute no problem for
European life". This dilemma might be avoided if the probl3m
of Western Germany was consistently treated as part of the
problem of Western Europe. If the Western European countries
were to participate whole heartedly in measures for co-operation,
including the reconstruction of the German economy, they mu-3t
receive assistance more favourable than that given Western
Germany, and must have relatively greater oconomic strength, as
compared to Western Germany, after special U.S. help had ceased,
then before the Marshall Plan. This consideration should.be.
givén full weight in making decisions on the level of industry
in Western Germany. On balance the memorandum thought it u:Zwise
to make any upward revision of the level of industry plan
announced by the United States and the United Kingdom in Audust,
1947. The Government welcomed these Western zones of Germany
becomin;; members of O.E.E.C. and repeated its views on the
importance of transferring as much powers as possible in Vle.itern
Europe to this and other international bodies in order to n:-eate
a viable community in Yr'estern Europe with minimum danger f rom
reviving German strength. It also favoured the admission oi'
Germany to any schemes that could be worked out for closer -
European economic,co-operation, and expressed the hope that some
way might be found for safely expanding trade between Western
and Eastern Europe. The final argument i:f the submission was
that decisions on these economic questions also involved "a
careful balancing of political, strategic and non-material
considerations as well as purely economic considerations". This
memorandum was shown to the United Kingdom Government on May 14.
Subsequently it was communicated to the United States, France
and the Benelux countries, with the omission of a paragraph which
had suggested that the United Kingdom and the United States should
keep constantly in mind that "France and Benelux should freely
concur in the solutions reached and should not be persuaded to
give in to United States pressure against their bett©r judgment".

64. The Panels in Ottawa also prepared three other papers
on various phases of the German problem. One of these on
territorial claims against Germany was dropped, because of the
obscurity of the German situation at the time it was urri er final
consideratton before presentation. A second of a more technical
nature pr03ented on October 18 had to do with property claims
on Germany. It estimated that, of some 400 Canadian claims, more
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than 170 for restitution of prôperty appeared to warrant
action for recovery. The Canadian paper urged that provision
be made,,and preferred the basic principles of Occupation
Law No. 59 adopted for that purpose in the United States zone.
It also suggested that any statute setting up a German Govern-
ment shou3.d contain certain proposals modelled on those in
the Italiin, Hungarian and Roumanian peace treaties for the
disposal )f property sequestered by Germany after the outbreak.
The last memorandum on "The Establishment of an International
Rtihr AuthorityTM was originally prepared as a commentary on
the first round of.talks in London. It was forwarded to Mr.
Robertsonon June 8 but, on his advice, presentation was
delayed because of developments since its preparation, and the
deteriora 4#ing situation in Germany af ter the Russians had
stepped up the blockade of Berlin. It was not until December 1
that the Commentary was presented, after having undergone con-
siderable revision in keeping with the developments in London
during th3 second set of meetings. As in 1947, the Canadian
commentar-; supported in principle the creation of an Inter-
national ïtuhr Authority. Although not then prepared to raise
the questlon of Canadian participation in the proposed body,
which was limited in the draft convention to the United States,
the United Kingdom, France, Benelux and Germany, the commentary
suggested,that an accession clause be included, which would
leave ope:i eventual membership for othqr Allied states having
a major t::-ading interest with Germany.ll) The Government
favoured the Authority being given specific powers in conjunc-
tion with the proposed Military Sycurity Board to supervise
German disarmament and demilitarization and in order to "detect
and preve:it the return to industrial power in the Ruhr of those
previousl; ► allied with the Nazi Party". In àllocating exports
of coal, ooke and steel the requirements of countries outside
Europe should be taken into account. The commentary also
suggested that provision for the continuance of the Authority
after the control period should be included in the Statute.
It believod the Authority should co-operate with OEEC and hslp
to concert "arrangements for the better co-ordination of the
Ruhr coal, coke and steel resources with those of other areas".
The submission attracted considerable interest in London, as
was illustrated by the head of the United States delegation
for the London meetings calling at Canada House, on December 7,
to discus.., it. In the resulting conversation, which was in
itself aprecedent, it was learned that several sentences from
the.Canad=an Paper were being incorporated in a new American
draft for the continuing talks. On the other hand the U.S.
delegation did not like the Canadian suggestion concerning
accession of other Powers to the proposed Authority, because
of the excuse it might give to the Soviet Union for claiming
membership. They did not want to go as far as Canada in granting
the Authority effective powers in the field of disarmament because
of their belief that the Authority would have a better chance of
survival, "if it is not punitive but rests to a certain degree
on•acceptance by the Germans". It was thes9 very clauses which
pleased the French, who were reported as "delighted to find our
views often in close accord with theirs". It was hoped in Ottawa
that the Canadian comments might prove of some help in furthering
an agreement in London which would satisfy the French without

(1) On this point the original commentary had said: "Certainly
if we are to make a military guarantee of Western Europe we
would be justified in asking for a share in the determination
of policy on a matter of such importance to the defence of
Western Europe as the control of the Ruhr".
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adversely affecting Ruhr steel production. ►'Then the terms
of the proposed international statute establishing the new
authority were announced on December 29, 1948 Ottawa was well
satisfied with its general terms which, it was^ claimed,
"agreed on all major points with the.Canadian commentary".

65. During this protracted period of negotiation before
the Germaz Federal Republic was formally established in
September, 1949, the Russian efforts to block this unification
by all mF=ans short of war produced a very tense situation.
Their blo:kade of Berlin, which commencing in April, 1948 went
on in varying degrees of intensity for over a year, was
vigorously countered by the Berlin airlift. The negotiations
to end th3 blockade. which failed in Moscow in August 1948, led
to the question being referrQd t0-the Séeurity Council whioh
Canada was then a member. Both these questions, the airlift,
and the U.N.. negotiations, raised some ticklish questions of
policy. .?rom Berlin the Department had been kept vividly
informed '3y General Pope of the discussions in the Allied
Control Council before the withdra:val of the Soviet representa-
tive in nTirch, 1948, and of the differences among the Western
members o:z the Plans for integration of Western Germany. On
this question the General leaned towards the French point of
view. This he wrote on February 6, 1948:

"The 3)ectacle of the United Kingdom and the United States
under the pressure of economic considerations, proceeding
by themselves (and neither of them is a European country)
to seek a German solution, and Germany is the core of
Europ j, without the collaboration of Germany4s Western
neigh',)ours is not one that fills me with confidence ....
The 111hree' are not in agreement as to the line to be
taken in Germany either in their Bizone or their Trizone.
How do we fail to see that thAse controversies.are the
real dangers to the peace of the world? How can we fail
to se.) that they encourage the ambitious calculations of
the U.S.S.R. and German Nationalists hopes of revenge?"

66. In June, when the Russians used the announcement on
June 18 oJ currency reform in Western Germany as a pretext
for tight-ining much more severely the blockade of Berlin,
General P..,pe, who was Doyen of the Heads of Mission, was
instructec . to avoid any appearance of taking the initiative
in the evE-cuation of missions. He should co-ordinate the
evacuatiot.. of Canadian personnel with what was planned in that
respeat by the three occupying Powers. As had.been planned
for some time, he 'was to reduce his staff by transferring
Mr. Hicks to open a Consulate in Frankfurt. On June 28, r:sr.
Robertson learned in London that the Western Powers were
determined to hold on in Berlin, and were making plans for
supplying the city by air. Mr. Bevin asked the High Commissioner
to inquire what stocks of dehydrated foodstuffs their countries
had on hand. He then turned to Mr. Robertson and, as the latter
reported, said:

"The United Kingdom and the United States would be very
grateful for any assistance other countries could nive in
making additional transport aircraft available for this
operation".

The High Commissioner recommended that this request be given
prompt and serious consideration. On the some day, General Pope
reported that he had been approached on Saturday evening (June
26) by a senior R.A.F. officer who described the plans for
feeding Berlin from the air. Sinco they were short of aircraft
and especially of crews, the ofi'icF-:r asked if Canada could or
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would help? As the Berlin inquiry was an informal one,
General Pope at once replied that this was a question to be
taken up by governments rather than.through the administration
in Berlin.

67. On the following day Mr. Pearson suminarised these
developme,its in a memorandum for the Minister, of which copies
were sent to the Prime Minister and Mr. Claxton, and supported
Mr. Rober*:son's views. He thought the trial of strength that
was going' on was of crucial importance and that a successful
resistanco "might well have a very considerable effec:t in '
strengtheiiing the determination of j°lestèrn Europe to resist
Soviet prossure". In anticipation of the argument that Canada
was not d:.rectly party to the dispute', lie conceded that we had
no responsibility for the unhappy developments that had occurred
in. Berlin, but pointed out that "there is no escaping the fact
that we sb.ould be implicated in any conflict which might result
from this situation'.(1) Unfortunately the question wa3 com-
plicated ioy an inaccurate press report in London, later formally
disavowed. that the Foreign Secretary had asked Canada, Australia,
New ZealaiLd, and South Africa to lend to the United Kingdom all
transport aircraft available. This story, which was further
embroiderud by the Canadian Press Office.in London and published
in Canada, caused great irritation in Ottawa. There already
existed L. some quarters, after Mr. RobertsonQs report of the
High Comm.fssionersf meeting, a suspicion, that "certain people
in London are more interested in a centralized Commonwealth
policy in this matter than they are in the provision of the
assistance requested': Mr. Robertson was informed of. this
feeling, F.nd told that there was some doubt whether the trans-
port airczaft that Canada could supply would be sufficiently
numerous to make any important contribution to the total strength.
But he was also assured that "The matter is being urgently can-
vassed by the government in a desire to help". When the question
was discuF^sed in Cabinet on June 30, it was decided to inform
London about the amount of foodstuffs which could be made
available, but to explain confidentially the difficulties
involved in any request for transport aircraft. On the same
day, the Prime Minister told the House of Commons about the
enquiries in London but explained that no request had been made
either for food or air transport. In reporting these develop-
ments to '.r. Robertson, he was told that, if requests were to
be made, ^'those requests should be made collectively by the
three Western Powers to all the states that are in a position
to help". To follow any other procedure would be bound to lead
to misunderstanding and difficulty. It would also be most helpful
if advance notice could be given before such a request was formally
made.

68. There the matter stood until August, when the
Australian Government spontaneously offered to send ten planes
for use in the airlift, and South Africa expressed sympathetic
interest. The Canadian Press carried a sto.-y about the Australian
decision and quoted "A Cabinet Minister" as saying that there
were several reasons why Canada had not taken similar action,
among which were included the fact that Canada had no part in
the, German occupation, no say in German developments and "no
desire to take part in a situation that could easily explode into
war:(2) The accuracy of these comments was touched upon in a

1 Mr. Pearson put these views still more.strongly in a second
memorandum on June 30-

(2) From the nature of a letter frcm Mr. Claxton to Mr. St. Laurent
on June 30 on the airlift it is presumably Mr. Claxton who
was quo ted in this fashion.
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Departmenical memorandum to the Minister, on August 3, which
warned that more would be heard of the need -for help in the
airlift. rJir. Robertson had reported that the R.A.F. was
feeling the strain of its contribution but added that, if any
approach were made to Canada, the Commonwealth Relations Office
could be ^sounted upon "to do their best-'to prevent any repetition
of the Fo:!eign Secretaryls ill-considered approach". His
prophecy was confirmed on August 14, when Sir Alexander Clutterbuck
wrote Mr. Pearson to say that,•in response to its offer, the
United Kiiigdom had informed the Australian Government that the-''
great neéd was for aircrew rather than transport planes and to
ask if soue could be spared. New Zealand and South Africa were
also - beiLg ini'o=ied that "if •^they 'tirere. able to make any aircretiis
available. they would of course be extremely valuable". The
High Commi.ssionér carefully avoided making a similar request
of Canada. but ended his letter with the remark that he felt
the Canad..an Government would wish to have this information, in
view of the uncertainty about the duration and outcome of the
co.nver.sat.^.ons being conducted in Moscow. When it was learned
that all ':he Commonwealth countries agreèd to send aircrew and
General Pnpe reported that another R.A.F. officer had expressed
concern to him about the danger of decline in the extent of the
airlift az.d asked if there were any news of Canadian planes and
aircrew cL•ming over, the Dspartment made•inquiries about the
possible e.ize of a Canadian contribution should it be approved
by the Cabinet. National Defence reported that it would be
possible to provide one squadron of Dakotas, 90 aircrew and 219
groundcrew, but that about six weeks would-necessarily elapse
before approval and arrival of the' men and planes in Western
Germany. This information was forwarded to the Cabinet, but no
action wa: taken at its meeting on September 25.

69. Three days later .Mr._.Rei.d sent a memorandum to the
Minister, ^pointing out that the failure of talks in 3+foscow and
Berlin anC. the submission of the question to the United Nations
had created a new situation in which reconsideration of the
question xould appear to be warranted. He suggested that Cabinet
approval be secured for a public statement, of which the gist
was that, if the majority of the Security Council expressed
agreement with the position taken by the Western Powers in the
Berlin diLpute, and if the powers principally concerned desired
assistan^.e, the Canadian Government would be glad to assume a
share of such responsibility. Before any decision had been
reached, and Mr. Wrong had confirmed from Washington the need
for help, a telegram from Mr. Robertson on October 12 put a new
complexion on the question. The High Commissioner had been in
Ottawa for a hurried visit in September. On his return to London.
he had explored with tVlo • Cab;iIIet,:ITinistars and the R.A.Z..otricer '
in: charge of U.K. participation in the airlift possible conditions
for Canadian perticipation. He had come to the conclusion that
the diplomatic and technical difficulties were "sufficiently
serious to make it unwise for us to pursue such a project further
at this stage". The chief diplomatic difficulty was the fear
that the Soviet Union might challenge, "perhaps by direct'intercep-
tion", planes engaged in the airlift ►vhich carried the flag of a
country not one of the occupying powers. The technical difficulties
arose from the unsuitability of Dakotas for the new type of airlift
being developed, and the little that would be gained from taking
on, as had been suggested, the relay transport work for the R.A.F.
elsewhere. Mr. Robertson's telegram was placed before the Acting
Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, with the comments that the
objection to planes could not apply to air and groundcrew, and
that a Canadian Transport Squadron could help out in the North
Atlantic and thus relieve the Unite3 States Air Force of some
of its d utlss. It was recommended that consideration be givQn to
one of those possible courses of ac;ion. Mr. St. Laurent commented



that the first proposal of providing air groundcrew to help
the R.A.F. would cause diff iculties;, arising from the feeling
in some quarters of Canada that "Canadais behaving very mLch
as a colony in that the Canadian Government would be, in
effect, recruiting forces in Canada for the United Kingdom".
He did not rule out, however, the second possible course:
When l'dr. ^rrong was told this, he roplied that, although both
the State Department and the Air Force "would be very glad to
see Canadit doing something to share the loâd", the latter :vculd
very muc::• prefer that Canadian transport planes should fly
into Berl:.n. The next developmént occurred during Mr. St.
Laurent's visit to London for the Prime rdinisterst Conference.
Mr. RoberLson reported on October 26,- 1948 that the U.K.
Sec:retary of State for Air had said it would be a great help,
if Canada could provide ten or twelve four engine bomber crews.
When he gave this information to the Acting Prime Minister,
14r. St. Lf:urent was of the opinion that such a request might
come more appropriately from the United States and the United
Kingdom jointly, a view which Mr. Pearson shared." This suggestion
was accore:ingly communicated to the State Department, which was
reported :;o be lukewarm 'about it. It did not feel that such a
request cnuld be made "except in the light of whatever happens
on the Berlin issue at the United Nationsn. In the meantime
bir. St. Ltiurent told a press conference after his return to
Ottawa, t:iat since Canada was not a party to the occupation
agreement,, If Canadian planes were to participate in the airlift,
the Soviet Union might-charge the government with violating an'
agreement to which it was not a party. He thought the situation
might be transf ormed by what happened in the United Nations.
Such a de-elopment would leave the Western Powers in a position
to say thEt the.airlift was no longer a matter solely concerning
the occup;-ing powers.

70. A month. later Z.̂ ir. Pearson, now a Cabinet 1*inister,
was able to visit Berlin and gained first hand knowledge of the
airlift. He too felt that the question could rest in suspense
until the Security Council had completed its efforts to reach
a settlemEnt. If it failed, the question might then be placed
on a broader international basis. He learned f rom the Berlin
authorities that it was aircrew which would be of "immense
practical help" and favoured giving serious consideration to
the offer of such help. But the prolonged discussions in the
Security Council and its Committees averted the need for a
decision. They also made possible the argument, in reply to
Canadian critics, that as long as Canada was represented on the
so-called "neutral" Technical Committee of the Security Council
on Berlin Currency and Trade, participation in the airlift would
be inappropriate. This argument ceased to be valid when in
February, 1949 the Committee reported failure. It was then
anticipated in Ottawa that the United Kingdom and the United
States might make a formal request for Canadian participation
after the signature of the North Atlantic Pact on April 4. At a
Cabinet meeting on LPlarch 29, the question was referred to the
Minister for National Defence for consideration, with the help
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee in consultation with the
Secretary of the Cabinet and the Under-Secretary of this Depart-
ment. But once again the Government was spared having to make
a decision, because of the success of the U.S. - Soviet negotia-
tions which brought agreement on the lif tinb of the blockade on
May 12, and a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers.
Although the airlift did not officially terminate until September
30, the need for Canadian aircrew had passed. So ended, in this
somewhat inglorious fashion, consideration of a question upon
which Departmental views at the official level had not prevailed,
and in whi^h the Government had pursued the unusual course of not
adopting a policy favoured by both the United Kingdom and the
United Statcjs.
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71: Before private negotiations' finally managed to
bring the blockade to an end, the Western Powers had brought
the question to the Security Council September 29, 1948.
This policy was attempted after direct talks in both Moscow
and Berlin had failed to secure any effective measure of
agreement. Previously the Department hâd concurred in the,
wisdom of not placing the matter earlier-in the hands of the
United Na :ions. It felt however. that, if. the Western Powers
did appea';. to the U.N., they should be clear in advance what
successive steps they wished to see taken and what concessions
they were-prepared to make in order to secure a peaceful settle-
ment. Along memorandum on "The Future of Germany", which was
drafted i:z September and became in final form one of the
Canadian papers for the meetings of the Prime Ministers in
October, 1948, shows the anxiety with which the situation was
then viewed in Ottawa. The Department was prepared to consider
considera})le concessions to the Soviet Union, even in certain
circwmsta:ices to the extent of withdrawal of occupation forces
from Germany and of Western forces from Berlin (as General Pope
favoured), if the restoration and maintenance of real political
freedom in Germany could be assured. This, it regarded, as the,
"one esse^itial requirement". It considered the need for removing
the threa:: to peace inherent in the German situation so serious
that Canac;a would be wise, if general negotiations for a settle-
ment were attempted, to maintain its claim to an appropriate
part in t;.e negotiations, but accept in practice "a part
equivalent to the part it had played in the negotiations for
settlements with the German satellites".

72. The action of the Security Council President, Dr.
Bramuglia of Argentina, in calling a private meeting on October
6 of the )'ive non-permanent Powers, of whom Canada was one, and
of China, to consider whether they might., mediate between the Western
Powers and. the Soviet Union raised -tho question in a new form.
The DeparLment was dubious of the success of this device, and
anxious tv avoid embarrassing the Western Powers "by putting
them into a position of rejecting what might be considered as
amounting to a mediation offer, especially on terms which they
have already found unacceptable". Canada's position was made
difficult at this time by the failure of the Western Powers to
clarify tl.eir own intentions in placing the question before the
Security i'ouncil. General McNaughton was told to secure in
advance tt.e reaction of the Western Powers to proposals that
might emezge f rom these private talks, and to make no proposals
or suggestions that had not been first. discussed with the United
States, the United.Kingdom and French delegations and had been
approved in Ottawa. The Canadian delegation fully shared the
concern felt in Ottawa that any blame for the breakdown o^ talks
should clearly not be attributable to the attitude of the West.
This danger did not materialise since the "neutral six", as
they became known, presented a resolution to the Security Council
in Paris on October 25 which was acceptable to the Western Powers
but was vetoed by the Soviet Union.(1) Later in November in a
second effort to settle the controversy by dealing chiefly with
the currency question in Berlin, Canada became somewhat more
directly Involved through Mr. Robertson being made Chairman of
the Technical Committee on Berlin Currency and Trade. The
Committee managed to produce some recommendations in draft form,
which only the United States rejected in its entirety. Mr.
Robertson reported in January that he'was becoming "increasingly
puzzled and disturbed at the U.S. attitude on this question".
After spinning out negotiations as long as possible in an attempt
to secure some measure of agreement, the Committee had to report
failure. The Department felt that the U.S. attitude had been
governed bi political rather than tochnical considerations.

(1) Mr. Holmes sent the Department an admirable report on these
talks.
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Henceforth it should be left up to-the Western Powers to
assume the initiative. As the•Minister=wrote on February 5,
1949, in commenting or. 'the difficulties^"of the Technical
Committee:

"I still feel that the U.S.A. have to some extent at least
been O''leading us up the garden path" in our recent efforts
to help solve the Berlin blockade problem".

735, - After the Western Powers secured the lifting of the
Berlin blockade through private negotiations, a meeting of the
Council o' Foreign Ministers was held in Paris in May and Tune,
1949. Again no agreement was reached, except to continue
exchanges of views which got nowhere. During these meetings
the Department prepared a draft memorandum in general.terms on
a possible agreement on Germany, of which the most interesting
section w-is the suggestion for a withdrawal of all forces from
Berlin ant the creation of a central unoccupied area. General
Vanier wa:3 asked for his comments, and for his judgment on
whether o:- not it might prove advioable to present the views
of the Go iernment. He replied that he believed no useful purpose
would be :)erved at the time, because attempts had been abandoned
to reach agreement on wider issues involved in the German settle-
ment. Thn Department concurred in his judgment.

74. With it becoming only too clear that there was no
prospect of a central government for some time, the Western
Powers proceeded, during 1949, to further the unification of
Western Germany. Plans went forward for e'stablishing a Federal
Republic of Germany, with its capital at Bonn. After elections,
the new Reipublic came into being in September, 1949, with its
powers defined in a Basic Law approved by the three Western
Occupying.Powers. The Allied High Commission, a.civilian body,
became responsible -for ;'^festern policy, and, under Occupation
Statute, still retained control of foreign policy. On December
15, Generfl Pope presented his letter of credence to the Commission
as Head of the Canadian Mission to the new Republic.

75.
.

Meanwhile, as the republic came nearer reality, an
analysis cf the outlook for Germany, prepared b y the European
Division tn June 6, 1949, concluded that the new government was
constitut.Aonally capable of stable government and likely to be
pro-tYes`.•i-in in outlook. It would be confronted with nationalistic
emotions that would hamper international and democratic collabora-
tion. The announcement of the avowed intention of the Western
Powers to defend Western Germany would strengthen co-operation.
Doubt was expressed on German rearmament for the reason that
"The creation of a German armed force would tend to increase
German independence and hamper European integration". It was
realized that Western Germany, to give â..more acèlzrate territorial
description of the new republic, was no longer a problem about .
which views could be expressed, but an embryonic state with which.
Canada would have to deal directly. Such questions as the develop-
ment of trade,(1) which had been hampered by the policies of the

(1) After the visit of a German trade delegation in the summer...v.
of 1949, one of its members was allowed to remain in Canada
as an "unofficial trade representative of the German economic
administration". The Department preferred to consider next
the appointment of a Commercial Consul, but, when the Allied
Commission enquired on May 31, 1950, if the Canadian Govern-'
ment would accept a Consul-General, the Government agreed
to do so. Dr. Werner Dankwort was granted recognition in
September, 1950.



Joint Export-Import agency which had been under American
dominance, and the entry of German nationals into Canada made
all the more important the work of 'the new Mission in Bonn
and correspondingly reduced the significance of the Mission in
Berlin. The Canadian office.was maintained .there, chiefly as
a proof of sympathetic interest in the future of the city.
There rerained the much wider question what policy should
Canada, as a NATO country,, pursue tôwards the new State? In
his survey of foreign affairs in the Hoüse of Commons on
November 16, 1949, Mr. Pearson cautioned that it remained to
be seen whether Germany would wish to wôrk in a democratic and
responsible manner with other European states. He welcomed
the establishment of a democratic Republic of Germany "whose
mandate*ws hope will soon run over a united Germany", and
.regarded its participation in the European community as funda-
mental to the latter's rehabilitation.

76. When the Soviet authorities decided to counteract the
appearancq of the new German Republic by establishing a govern-
ment in East Germany, with the,ine-ritahle title of the German
Democrati^ Republic, it was not difficult to decide on the
Canadian attitude towards that body. Obviously it did not con-
f orm to t:ie s pecif ications for a democratic government which
had been i-.escr.ibed in the Governmentrs submission on C.ermany to
the Deput _es of the Foreign Ministers in 1947. Consequently,
General P.1pe was upheld in his previous decision not to associate
himself in any wa y with activities involving the alleged govern=
ment. He was told on November 1,11949:

"We continue to recognize the Soviet Military Authority
as thes government of the Western Zone and on matters
pertaining to it you shouldaccordinoly deal with it
exclufsively".

If the Gereral was referred on such questions to German authori-
ties by Sc^viet officials, he could deal with them, "but only
insofar as they may be regarded as subordinate officials of the
Soviet Military Administration".

77. It was to be expected that once the Federal Republic
was established the Western Powers would. find it necessary end
advisable to transfer more and more authority to it, as it proved
fit to g:,vern. In May, 1950, with a view to modifying the
Occupaticz Statute, which was due for re-examination the following
September, the Western Occupying Powers set up a Working Party
with which the Department kept in touch. One of the questions
examined was the fermai end of hostilities. The United Kingdom
Government had already informed Canada, in April, that it regardea
the continuance of a state of war as illogical, and was prepared
to terminate it, after discussion with the United States and
others most directly concerned. This question was studied in
the Department, where action was hastened by the public announce-
ment of the three Western Powers that they proposed to take such
a step. On its recommendation Cabinet agreed'on September 30,
1950; that Canada should take similar actibn, and make an
announcement to that eff ec.t, without specif ying the date on which
the formal cessation of a state of. war would come into effect.
Shortly afterwards the three powers submitted notes similar in
character to the Department, suggesting that Canadian action in
this respect be co-ordinated as far as possible with theirs.
This request was agreed to, but the Western Powers were reminded
of their failure to inform the Canadian Government before publicly
announcing such a policy. On October 26, the Government issued
the required declaration and referred in the press release to
the "desirability of bringing the F)deral Republic of Germany into
closer assi)riation with the commun^,,.,r of free nations". The formal
termination of war did not, however, take place until July 10,-1951,



the delay being caused by the protracted negotiations with
the Germans before the revision of the nStatute had
been accepted by all parties, and by delaysin the United
States Congress. With war formally at an end and the Federal
Republic free by the revised statute to establish a Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, it was possible for Mr. T.C. Davis (who
had succ9;ded General Pope at Bonn in June, 1950) to present
his credo itials as the first Canadian Ambassador to Germany in
August, 1)51-

78. - - • The question of encouraging Germany to rearm pre-sented
a much more difficult problem. Once again action was precipitated
by the policy of the USSR, and particularly by the uneasiness
created tArough the outbreak of war in Korea. Mindful of German .
fighting capacity and what it had cost Canada, and aware of the :'
sleepless suspicion in France and in the Low Countries of German, .
militarism, the Canadian Government had been strongly in favour
of Gsrman demilitarization and disarmament. As recently as
April 22, 1950, in its letter of instructions to General Pope,
he was to;.d that some thought had been given to the "military
potential" of the new Republic but was assured that such a step
"in no wa;r" suggested that "the Federal•.Republic should be
regarded as a possible military ally,•or that Canadian policy
on disarmcment and demilitarization had changed in any way".,
However a new note was struck, on April 24, in a report of the
Joint Plar.ning Committee to the Chiefs of Staff Committee on
future policy towards Western Germany. The report concluded
that from a military viewpoint, "For the successful defence of
Western Europe in the foreseeable future, Western Germany must
be rearmed", and that such military forces as were organised
"should bE_ eventually integrated with the military forces of
Western Et.rope". It conceded that political considerations made:
it inadvi--able to favour full rearmament, of Germany. Until re-
armament was possible, Western Germany should immediately
organize "a police force organized on a para-military basis
under control of the Occupying Powers". The military advisers
were even prepared to recommend that "Immediate pressure be
exerted by the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada to
impress.more forcibly on the other countries of NATO that, if
Western ELrope is to be defended effectively, Western Germany
must be accepted as a military power". Although these challenging
statements were modified slightly in an additional paper, they
were a clear reflection of the point of view in National Def encé
as the pïanners studied the problem of defending Western Europe
under the I.ATO.agreement. In this Department, naturally, more,
stress was placed 'upon the political considerations involved.
It was feared that the diversion of money and raw materials to
Western German rearmament would have "the gravest demoralizing
effects on opinion in Western European countries": It was also.
pointed out that it would be very dangerousto assume that a
rearmed Western Germany would ensure that state becoming a bulwark
against Communism.

79. The march of events in Korea compelled a re-examination
of the dilemma, as Mr. Pearsonf s speech of August 31, 1,050 during

.the special session of Parliament significantly indicated. He
warned against the danger of what occurred in Korea being repeated
on a larger scale in Germany, and pointed to some ominous garallels
between conditions in the two countries. Eastern Germany was
already rearmed and, if Western Germany, whose defence was important
to Western Europe should be defended "it must be given arms with
which to assist in its own defence, or alternatively other Western
countries must assume even heavier responsibilities than they have
hitherto contemplated". The Minister admitted the risks involved
in this policy but believed that taay would be minimized:



"if that part of Germany, and eventually all of free
democratic Germany could be increasingly and effectively
integrated, economically, militarily and ultimatély
politically, with the other countries of Western Europe".

In such a policy he saw the only safeguard against the dangers
involved '.n allowing Germany to rearm apart from Western Europe,
or the evrtn greater danger of allowing her to remain defenseless
against a Russian armed and controlled Eastern Germany. It was
in line with this beliei'-in integration that the Government had
welcomed the entry of Germany into the Council of Europe and
participation in the Schuman Plan.

80. It was known that the question of rearming Western
Germany was on the tapis for the meeting of the North Atlantic
Council a;, New York in September. A Departmental memorandum
of September 9 was prepared for the Minister on the topic.
Bearing L. mind the political,psychological and military
difficulti es, it concluded that the strengthening of West
GermanyTs police forces and the expansion of Western German
industry rrould appear to be "the practical and essential minimum
at the present time". Yet it was realized that such measures
were no mt-re than palliatives, and serious consideration would
have to be given to the utilization of Western GermanyTs reservoir
of manpowc r.. The paper pointed out that a dea.ision to equip.two
or three Cerman divisions could hardly be effectively implemented
within a year. It,was better to prepare for such a contingency,
subiect to reconsideration in future, rather than to wait until
it was too late.

81. The Canadian paper was prepared bef ore.the meeting
of the thr ee Western Foreign Ministers which preceded the NATO
Council mfeting. In addition to concessions in extending self-
government, they agreed to the establishment of mobile police
formations in the Federal Republic. They also undertook to
strengthen their own occupation forces in Western Germany and,
in response to a request from Chancellor Adenauer ' guaranteed
the territory of Western Germany, including 14estern Berlin,
against-attack. (1) They still ruled out the creatiori ôr an
independer.t German armed force, but, under prodding f rom Mr.
Acheson, egreed to consider the incorporation of German forces
into an irtegrated force for the defence of Western Europe. The.
communiq:ié described the latter topic as presenting a subject
for study and exchange of views, thus concealing in guarded
phrases tte strong objections of the French Government to agree-
ment, even in principle, to the participation of German units in
Western defence. They argued that a Western European Foree,
under a supreme commander and of adequate strength, must first
be in existence, and that the immediate need was material and
not manpower. Because of the French. attitude, the Atlantic
Defence Committee meeting was postponed-until October 28. In the
interval the Department began to formulate policy in the light ' of
these latest developments.

82. Three observations at this time serve to indica:te-thé-
trend 'of Departmental thinking. At the NATO Council meeting in.....
September Mr. Pearson said that Canada recognized the risks, in
re-arming Western Germany, but added, "Everybody admits these
risks, but we felt that this wâs the.best choice of risks to"make".
In a letter to Mr. Davis on October 5, cômmenting on some ôbserva-
tions he had made as to the possibility of Europe becoming-,'to a

(1j Such a guarantee, of course, indirectly and materially
affected Canada. In March, 1^51, Mr. Vlershof wrote a careful
analysis entitled, "Dangers o1''the Berlin Situation - Obliga-
tions under the North Atlantic, Treaty".
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considerable degree dominated by Germany, Ur. Hoenay pointed
out that German assistance might be f ound necessary against
the "gravest and most immediate threat", Communist imperialism,
but believed that the solution lay in finding a method "whereby,
notwithstanding her greatness Germany will remain a willing
partner and not become a harsh leader".. For this purpose.he
thought t ie formula of slowly integrating Germany into NATO was
a good on,-, since, "In a camp where the United States would be
ever presant Germany would surely find it difficult to dominate".
In his r6oly, Mr. Davis agreed with this analysis but warned that
a separat*3 German army would be "fatal". He felt that the
inclusior, of. Germany should not be accomplished too quickly,
and only after it was clear that the bulk of German -opinion
favoured such a course. A powerful defence force should be in
existence before German troops were included in it. In a paper
prepared for the Chiefs of Staff Committee, the Department
advanced 3ome tentative views on the political setting for the
U.S. mili^ary proposals. These may be summarized as follows:

(1) Only the integratio:n of Western Germany in
the W3stern Community can ultimately protect the other
natio is of Western Europe from a resurgence of German
milit,irism.

(2) It would be desirable if the Western European
states were given some assurance that the United States
was thinking on a long-term basis in planning an integrated
force in ►Yestern Europe.

i

( 3) The logic of the military argument should not
resul: in the French being pressed too hard for an
immediate agreement on a programme which presented immense
political difficulties for them, and could not in any case
be implemented imnediately.

83. Behind this last recommendation was the uneasy
feeling Li the Department that long-term political realities
were being obscured in the pre^ssure for German rearmament.
This poi.^..': of view was well illustrated by a letter of Mr.
Legeris o' October 20, 1950 of which a copy was later sent to
Mr. Wrong as background for talks with the State Department.
He belio:^3d that the bluntness of the American approach to the
question .iad done great harm. Mr. Leger suggested that the
United St>ctes was thinking in terms of strategical necessities
for the immediate future, while the French were thinking in
terms of their percnanent quarrel with their next-door neighbour.
He thought that a middle way might be found between the opposing
arguments, by not placing the discussion of German rearmament
only in a North Atlantic context, but allowing i t to remain as
well in a European one and "discussed jointly with French plans
for European integration". He recognized that this solution was

rendered more difficult by the attitude of the United Kingdom,
and wondered if some way could not be found "for other members
of the Commonwealth to press the United Kingdom i nto being more

co-operative in their dealings with their immediate European
neighbours". Closer integration of the United Kingdom with
Western Europe would strengthen continental morale.

84. For the time being the Government decided to give the
policy of rearming Western Germany cautious approval. On October
25, Cabinet decided that, at the Defence Committee meeting in
Washington, the Canadian representative "should support the policy
of establishing and arming units of Western Germans under the
command of the occupying forces, w1thout actively pressing it".
However this policy required re-•examination when the French
brought f c,l.ward the Pleven Plan fo.- a European army.

=^^...,r-
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85. The discussions which produced the plan for a
European Defence Community have already been described in this
chapter. The nature. of the talks in Bonn precluded Canadian
participation, but the Depârtment was fairly well informed.of-
their nature. It was soon apparent that the earlier haste in
Washington for securing German troops had abated, and a
leisurely process of negotiation would take place while Allied
integratel forces were built up under the command of General
Eisenhowe.°. During these talks it was necessary to study the
changes in the occupation arrangements which would result from
a German contribution to Western European Defence. It became
clear that to meet German wishes some sort of contractual
arrangemeat would have to replace the Occupation Statute. The
United Kiügdom informed Canada of this developr^ent in May, 1951,
and offered to keep the government informed and discuss informally
with it or other Commonwealth countries questions that concerned
them. Th'.s offer was an advance upon the manner in which the
Occupatio.l Statute had been prepared, but still barred Canada
from direot access to talks with the Occupying Powers. A tele-
gram of Juin 5 to .the:.H3.gh Commissioner in London agreed to the
procedure suggësted., He was-also instructed, *in familiar terms,
to make i':. quite. clear that "our acceptance of this method of
consultation is without prejudice to our insistence on direct.
and forma) participation in any final settlement with Germany".
In answer^ng a question on Germany in the House of Commons in
October, ..951, r:^r. Pearson said that Canada welcomed the progress
being made in associating Western Germany more closely with the
free world, and hoped that the arrangements for securing a con-
tractûal agreement would soon be concluded'"in such a manner as
may securt, the whole hearted co-operation of the German people".
He was careful to add a qualifying sentence, which reflected
warnings that came f rom our Embassy in Bonn, that no encouragement
should begiven to tendencies in Germany to utilise the present
situation f or securing unconditional guarantees of security, or
for assuming that almost any price would be paid for German
assistance in Western Defence.

86. It was appreciated in Ottawa that the Canadian interest
in most-of the agreements under negotiation was limited, since
Canada wa° not an occupying power. But Canada as a NATO power
was and rtmains interested in the nature and amount of the German
financial contribution for defence, the treatment of war criminals
and in t.1E status of the Canadian troops in Germany. They had
gone there in the autumn of 1951 as a contribution to Western
European n3fence and not as troops of an occupying power. A
memorandum of April 28, 1952, concluded that, in the post-occupation
period, Canadian relations with Western Germany would be those
normal between two sovereign states. Whatever restrictions still
remained on the Federal Republicts sovereignty would not be likely
to have any important effec:t on Canadian-German relations.

87. As Mr. Pearson pointed out on June 17, 1952, in asking
the House of Commons to approve the protoco^ to the North Atlantic
Treaty, the contractual agreements that were signed in May still
loft some restrictions on the complete freedom of Germany. In
the main they were the result of "the peculiar nature of,the
problem of according to the Federal Republic rights over its
external and domestic affairs, while preserving the means of con-
ducting negotiationg with the Soviet Union on German unification
and on the final peace settlement". The question of unification
was the one which aroused the strongest emotion among all Germans,
and which the Soviet Union intermittently revived, whenever it
appeared that the Western Powers might prove successful in bringing
Western Germany into closer association with Western Europe. The
appeals f rom East Germany in Septe:nber, 1951, for consultation on
the possib ility of free elections, Cor the hastening of a peace
treaty, and for the withdrawal of all occupation forces were

17:IF



obviously designed to st;;,m9.e the Western negotiations for a
contractual agreement whic,: had been dragging. The Western
Powers were unea3ythat such appeals might retard the progress
of securing such an agreement which, 1 t.héy felt, should precede
any serious discussion of a single Germany : Mr. Pearson
referred to this dilemma in ilis statement on Germany in the
House of Oommons on October 22, 1951. He said that unity based
on free self-government must one day Zome to Germany. If it
were on the right basis, the sooner the better. He believed
that it must not come in such a way that a United Germany would
be f orceâ to go the way of a united Poland or Czechoslovakia,
and becom.3 a united Russian satellite. To offset the East
German propaganda, and, at the request of Chancellor Adenauer,
the three Western Occupying Powers proposed at the Paris meeting
of the U.N. General Assembly in 1951 that an impartial commission
be appointed to carry out simultaneous investigations in all
parts of Germany to see if it were possible to hold genuinely
free elec;,ions. Spokesmen from both East and West Germany were
heard, and the former made it clear that they would not permit
the sugge3ted Commission to enter the Soviet zone of Germany.
The CanadLan delegation then took the lead in having the original
motion amended so that the Commission could be established but
not report until September 1, 1952, in case the East Germans
changed t'leir mind.(1) The amendment was carried by a vote of
45 to 6 aid was described in a report from the Canadian delega-
tion as "-i modest contribution towards trying to break the
German deadlock, or, if it remains unbroken, at least making it
evident to the German peaple and the world where the blame rests".

88. The most recent summary of the Department's views on
German un:f ication was given in a despatch to Washington on
February :.6, 1952. The basic approach wâs that integration,
even of a. truncated Germany, into the family of free nations
should precede unification. While proceeding with this poliâr,
the Western Powers should retain their position in Berlin, and
make it c?.ear in all their dealings with the German Federal
Republic •,;hat there was no intention of sacrificing their
interests to a settlement with the Soviet Union. It was also
felt that care should always be taken not to lose sight of the
eventual i.leace '-treaty with Germany, in which Canada expects to
take part•. Finally it was the Departmental,view that the
inclusion of Western Germany in a united Europe could only
succeed; If firmly established on a rapprochemenc between France
and Germar:y. In supporting the policy of "integration first"
as the lefst hazardous policy officers of the Department are
aware that it carried with it the risk of a third world war. If
the Russians should despair of being able to prevent the current
developments for the German membership in EDC and the subsequent
rearming of Germany and reconditioning of her munitions industry,
they may, should threats of force prove useless,,resort to force
itself. A second risk of war may arise from German intransigence
over the frontiers with Poland, a problem which the Western
Powers have so far dodged by carefully ambiguous statements as
to the future of the territories beyond the Oder-Neisse line.
Yet, despite the seriousness of these risks, the West has gone
too far in its negotiations to retreat f rom its present policy.
What remains, as Mr. Ritchio points out in a covering note to
a second memorandum of April 21 on "Western Policy towards
Germany in the Light of the Recent Soviet Proposals", is to see
to it that both NATO and EDC retain their strictly defensive
character, and that Germa n membership in EDC should not be per-
mitted to lead to a re-emergence of "the offensive spirit of
German militarism". The best check on the power of a rearmed

(1) The Cn:7missi.on, reported no prc, g„ass in August, 1952, in view
of the refusal of the Soviet authorities to respond to their
request for access to East Germany.



militant Germany in the EDC will Ise, in the last anaylais,
the policy pursued by the United States which has been the
leader in urging the importance of-. Germany to the defence of
the West. Meanwhile both France and the German Federal Republic
have still to ratify the EDC and other agreements and the Soviet
Union car continue its efforts to woo Germany by promises of a
peace treatr unification and the right to rearm for defensive
purposes on condition that there be no participation in military
alliances directed against opponents in ti7orld War Two. Until
a suitabie counter offer can be evolved by the ;'lest it is
the view of officers in the European division that "the best
course is probably to continue as we are, stalling for'time
and consc,lidating our position in Western Germany, in the hope
that the good sense of the Western Germans will be sufficient
to resist the current blandishments from the East".

89. . In glancing back at the evolution of Canadian policy
towards GarmanT in the past seven years it is noticeable how
that poli-ay has reflected attitudes formed in other contexts.
Repeated insistence.upon 1'ull recognition of Canada's status
and stature, lingering suspicions of centralization of policy
in Whitehall, and frank recognition of the power and influence
of the United.States have all made themselves felt on such
questions as the framing of a German peace treaty, the Berlin
Airlift and the rearmament of Germany. Canadian policy has
differed from that of the United States in retaining a deeper
suspicion of the Germans, the result no doubt ofa lengthier
experience in fighting him, and a lgreater .reluctance to draw a
sponge of oblivion over past offences. It also consistently
displays a more sympathetic understanding of the doubts and
suspicion.3 which France, and Western Europe generally, retain
towards G3rmany. Differences with the United Kingdom are few,
except that this country is more prepared to see the United
Kingdom é:iter further into integration with Western Europe as
a means of reducing German political influence than are those
responsib:e for British policy. The suspicion of Soviet
imperiali::m, which was a major factor in prompting Canadian
membership in NATO, has left an equally deep mark upon Canadian
policy to:rards Germany. But for Soviet policy in Eastern Germany
and BerliL it would have been difficult for the government to
accept as readily the rearmament of Western Germany or to carry
the cour-:.:-y with it in that policy. Partnership in NATO also
helped to accelerate that phase of Canadian policy. It exposed
Canadian ililitary advisers (who were already at least half-
converted)to the arguments of the planners in the Pentagon that
German manpower was essential, if NATO was to prevent the Soviet
Union from conquering Western Europe, and that 'Western Germany
provided an important area in which NATO forces could have
greater freedom of manoeuvre if war came. In NATO, also, the
financial argument was pressed home with effect that the inclusion
of Western Germany in the EDC would help to reduce the cost of
burden-sharing in the NATO rearmanent program. Having said all
this, it is necessary to add a final observation that the record
shows that Canada has seldom been able to play an effective part
in the formulation of Western policy towards the German problem.
This intractable and explosive problem appears to be reserved
1' or Great Powers only.

90. Elsewhere in this survey the impact of the Soviet
Union upon Canadian policy has been discussed in relation to
defence arrangements with the United States, the entry into NATO,
the peace treaties, and therearmament of the German Federal
Republic. For that reason no extended analysis is given of
Canadian relations with the U.S.S.R., but chiefly a description
of the chf nge in the Canadian atti :ade. It is a far cry from
the days of Febr%i•rr, 1945, when t;je Prime Minister sent a con-
gratulatory messege to Marshal Stalin upon the twenty-seventh



anniver.sarr of the founding of thfl . Red Army, praising that
armyls "immeasurable contribution to the cause of freedom".
At that time a Departmental mémorandum, appraising the effect
of the Anglo-Soviet alliance and other such defence agreements
in Europe upon Canada, could write approvingly that:

"it i: evident, of course, that Canada's basic interest
in tle preservation of peace and a stable settlement in
Eurole is likely to be served by any defence arrangement
whic)ri would minimize the chance of another break-out by
G erma ny" .

91. The shift from such a cordial attitude and from
emphasis upon Germany as the potential enemy was not, of course,
primarily caused by the revelation of the activities of Soviet
agents in Canada which dated f rom the, examination of the
Gouzenko documents in the autumn and .winter of 1945. The spy
cases were only links in the chain of accumulating evidence
which corrpelled the Government to realise, regret^ully, that
the prospects of any real co-operation in the post-war period
between cur great ally, the Soviet Union, and the Western world
were slight indeed. In this process-of reluctant adjustment
to an unhappy and undesired situation, the Canadian Embassy in
Moscow played a major part by the excellence of its reporting
and the &hrewdness of its diagnosis of the trend of Soviet
policy. As early as April 16, 1945, 1Mr. Arnold Smith was
writing:

"It is therefore time for a firm diplomatic line to be
takez by the Western Powers in their dealings with the
Soviet Union, and it is also desirable to consider
building up those_ arqas in Europe and elsewhere vrheré
jYestcrn iriSLuence'iso.or'can bea dominant".

This advocacy of a policy of "containment" was supplemented by
an insistence upon negotiating with the Soviet Union, in a
realistic mood of "firmness tempered with fairness", which in
April, 1916, Mr. Wilgress advocated in a searching analysis of
Soviet-motives in foreign policy. Two months later Mr. Wilgress
wrote pro?hetically:

"We nia witnessing the emergence of the Soviet Community
and o^ the Atlantic Community, the former to be dominated
by bsoscovr and the latter, much more liberally, by Washington.
The Soviet Union is not interested in security through
treaties, only in security through power".

While watching Soviet tactics at the Paris Peace Conference, he
wrote in September, 1946:

"The Soviet Union are out to g et all they can short of war
and they always draw back when confronted with any determined
resistance, thereby giving rise to an Inflammable situation".

He was not discouraged about the long-term future and believes

that:

"Once equilibrium between the two worlds has been obtained,
a basis will be found for the co-existence of these two

worlds".

It was because of his appreciation of the necessity for United
States leadership in Europe that 12r. Wilgress stressed the
significance of the Truman doctrioe on April 25, 1947. He con-
ceded tha; the doctrine would plâc1e Canada in a position of still
greater d3.,)endence upon the United States, and that this country



would have no alternative other than to follow a similar
policy. But he believed it was sound in its basic ideas,
t'provided it is not pushed to too'great an extent, and pro-
vided we keep our heads". It was much to be pre; erred to the
policy of Mr. Wallace in endeavouring to win over the Soviet
Government by generosity, a tactic which was only interpreted
as a sigr of weakness in Moscow. He recognized the danger
of some thited States leaders bonfusing firmness with rudeness,
and cammented in that connection:

"Our detestation of totalitarianism and all that it stands
for .hould not lead us into treating the Russians differently
to the manner in which we would treat any other country with
whici. we were not on partieularly friendly terms".

Mr. iYilgrass recommended an attitude of something approaching
indifference towards the Soviet Union, "neither that of
excessiv;. flattery nor that of excessive ostracism'!, coupled
with a recognition of its zone of security in Eastern Europe,
and a corresponding attitude of "trild tolerance" towards
governments like those of Poland and Rumania. They should be
given some économie help, in order to avoid the accusation
that they were denied aid for political reasons, but "any
appearancs of subsidizing these countries would be as fatal
as the past policy of ostracizing them".

92. With this policy of protesting less vigorously against
the absence of democratic governm9nt in Eastern Europe, General
Pope was in full agreement. He had written from Berlin in
October, 1946, that we had gained nothing by our concern for
the future of representative government in Poland and Bulgaria.
We would be better advised "to,reduce the points of friction
between East and West to those, of which there are quite enough,
at which we have essential.interests to defend and.where .we have
some mearis of doing so". A third Canadian critic, on similar
lines, of current Western policy towards the satellite states
was Mr. Ford, who, in February, 1947, wrote an able despatch
from Moscow on United Kingdom policy towards Poland.(l)

93. It is evident f rom departmental papers and memoranda
that Otta-sa concurred with these observations from offices abroad.
Thus in ]^;iy, 1946, Mr. Ritchie commented that the Western Powers
.were becnning chiefly concerned with the threat of Soviet domina-
tion and ?ossible aggression. In November, Mr. Pearson warned
the Prime Minister, in a memorandum which preceded important
talks on joint defence with the United States, that, in his
judgment, "without som fundamental change in the Soviet politicAl
system and in the political views of its leaders, the U.S.S.R.
is ultimgtely bound to come into open conflict with Western de-

no. cracyt". In February, 1947, Mr. Reid prepared for the Joint
Tritell.igence Committee a political appreciation of the possibility
of the Soviet Union precipitating a war with the United States.
Later, this paper became a memorandum on "12he United States and
the Soviet Union", which was widely circulated and.evoked much

comment. Mr. Reid argued that, barring a radical change in their
policies, the two major powers were liable to clash for .vears to
come, because of their widely differing social and political
philosophies, and their respective attempts to stabilize their

defence areas. The Soviet Union was not likely to risk a war

(1) In May, 1949, the Department distributed as a Circular
Document an excellent analys:.s by Mr. Ford of the foreign
-polis--y of the USSR tivhich was entitled "SOh1E NOTES uN SOVIET
FORE_GN POLICY".
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merely to f urther world communism,, but only in def ence of
what it regarded as its vital interests. He outlined a series
of proposals which might diminish the risk of war, of which
the most important was that:

"The Western Powers maintain an overwhelming balance of force
relative to the Soviet Union, that they use the threat
of tk is force to hold back any,further extension of Soviet
power, but that they do not provoke the Soviet Union into
any-desperate gamble".

The authcr was opposed to a policy of f ircnness being pressed
too hard by the West, and deprecated attempts to extend the
Western defence area into the area ' of Eastern Europe already
included in the Soviet zone. He also wanted to see as many
bridges as possible, including the United Nations, being'kept
oper. betveen the Soviet Union and the West, in the hope that
they might prove useful, if any "mellowing" of Soviet opinion
should take place. Mr. Reid agreed with Mr. Wilgress upon thè
increased dependence of Canada upon leadership by the United
States in such circumstances, but believed that, with care and
skill, considerable influence could be exercised in Washington.
He recommended that hereafter any national decision of importance
should be examined "in the light of whether or not it contributed
to increasing or decreasing chances of war with the Soviet Union".
As the record shows, many of the policy judgments contained in
the memorandum were criticized by those who read it, but the
main line of action they recommended commanded general agreement.

94. In the a nxious year, 1948, when the stamp of totalitar-
ianism wa:3 imprinted upon Czechoslovakia, Norway appeared to
be in gra-fe danger of going the way of Finland, Berlin was block-
aded, and. the Marshall Plan gathered momentum with agonizing
slowness, the Canadian Government proceeded to help to meet the
Soviet challenge by co-operating in creating an effective defence
system fo., the North Atlantic Area. This radical departure
from pre-war policy, described in an earlier chapter, required
the assurance of overwhelming support from the Canadian people.
If they wf:re convinced that there was a genuine threat to their
own saf et., and of their fellow partners in a free world, such an
assurance would be forthcoming. For that reason there is evident
a noticof..ole increase in the process of educating public opinion
to the r.a,:ure of the threat to Western institutions. By public
addresses at national conventions or important gatherings, by .
radio talks and in debates in Parliament frank warnings were
delivered against,the obstacles to peace created by Soviet
policies. In October 1947 for example, Mr. St. Laurent, then
in charge of this Department, addressed the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce upon the work of the General Assembly of the United
Nations, which was then in session and which he had been attending
as leader of the Canadian delegation. During his speech he said
bluntly that "it is perfectly clear that the Soviet Union wishes
to see Capitalistic Regimes destroyed and Communist Totalitarianism
established everywhere". After sharply criticizing 2.3r. Vyshinskyts
tactics at the General Assembly, he quoted from his own speech a t
Lake Success upon the handicap of the veto in the Security Council
and promised that Canada as a newly elected member of the Security
Council, would go "to the most extreme limits" to make the United
Nations wcrk as a universal world organization. He th en added:

"But if theory crazed totalitarian groups persist in their poli-
cies of frustration and futility, we will not, for very much
longer, allow them to prevent us f rom using our obvious
advantages to improve the conc?{.tions of those who do wish to
co-operate with us... "M

T r. S7t. Laû:•ent made two other nddresses on similar lines
in the next three weeks.
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In the same month, at the University- of:. Toronto, General
1TcNaughton discussed "National and International Control of
Atomic Energy" and, during a careful analysis of the problem,
said that:

"Quite frankly, the only mâjor coun^ry or association of
countries about which we of the Western world might
feel anxiety is the U.S.S.R.". -

In January, 1948, Mr. Pearson addressed ^the Toronto Board of
Trade. ruring his discussion of a "provocative and intemperate"
speech by Mr. Vyshinsky on warmongering, he advocated the
freedom-loving states take the offensive in political warfare
in U.N. debates. They should expose "coolly and factually the
false arguments of those.who are-trying to establish a totalitarian
tyranny, which is as old as sin, and as-reactionary as slavery".
In January also, the Prime Minister gave a national radio broad-
cast whic:1i contained an unusually frank•:attack upon Communists
and a .hin`, of what was to come. Mr. King warned his listeners:

"Communism is no less a tyranny.than Nazism. It aims. at
world. conquest. It hopes to effect its purpose by force.
So lo;ig as Communism remains a menace to the free world,
it is vital to the defence of freedom to maintain a
prepo:.ideranee of military strength on the side of freedom,
and to secure that degree of unity among the nations which
will ensure that they cannot be defeated and destroyed.one
by one". I

During his review of world affairs(l) in the House of Commons
on April 29, 1948, Mr. St. Laurent said that the most cursory
survey of international events in recent months gave cause for
concern and perhaps apprehension.- He placed the main res- -
ponsibili!-.y for the complete lack of trust and mutual toleration
upon "the'aggressive and Imperialistic policies of communism
and on outside sponsorship and support of subversive communist
fifth colLmns in many countries, more particularly in the
countries of Europe". He cited the recent developments in
Czec.hoslcvakia as "a frightening case history of communist
totalitar.'anism in action", and concluded that it underlined
"the nece:sity,f or the free states of the world to unite thoir
material, their political and their moral resources to resist
direct and indirec.t totalitarianism aggression".

95. When it was Mr. Péarson4s turn to give a similar
survey, the first in eighteen months, he included in his speech
of Novembe= 16, 1949, a summary of the setbacks which Communist
parties had suffered in various European elections, and a descrip-
tion of the efforts made by the Kremlin to secure-• slavish obedience
from its satellite states. He referred bluntly to the "obvious
aggressive intentions of the Soviet Union", described the progress
made in implementing the North Atlantic Pact and concluded that
while there was no reason for undue panic:

(1) In preparing notes for this speech, the Department con-
sulted our Moscow Embassy for material on the nature of
Communism. Much of this material was used as background
for a speech on Communism which Mr. St. Laurent delivered
to the Morrisburg Canadian Club on May 26, 1948.



"no one can be unreasonably optimistic about the future
so long as the free democratic and the Russian communist
worlds face each other in fear, misunderstanding and
mistrust". ( l)

96. ',Yhile the Department continued to provide informa-
tion for-public addresses on the Soviet threat to security,(2)
it was ecually busy in drafting periodic assessments of the
politica2 aspects of the strategic situation as affected by
Soviet ptlicies. Such a paper was prepared before the Colombo
conferen.;e for the Canadian delegation. It concluded (December, -
1M) thEt:

"0n bE.lance, Communism has sustained political reverses in
Europe and achieved military successes in Asia during the
past year. At no point on the long circumf erence of the
Sovict orbit has the threat inherent in greatly superior
Soviet strength been overcome".

The paper warned that Canadian responsibilities under the North.
Atlantic Treaty promised to be onerous, and that it would not
be in the interests of world peace for Canada to distribute
her limited defence resources too widely. The outbreak of war
in Korea caused a further reassessment of the likelihood of.
a general conflict arising from Soviet policies. A memorandum
of August, 1950, on "Political Factors in the Likelihood of
the Outbzeak of War with the Soviet Union" reasoned that the
Soviet leaders would "actively seek to avoid war", until they
felt they were adequately prepared for war with the West. When
that stage had been reabhed, they might!prel'er to resort_ to
armed force, rather than all methods short of war, if they
decided that time was no longer on their side. The closing
sentence of the appreciation, which reveals a shift away from
the hopes of an equilibrium between the':free world and the
Soviet Union, illuminates the serious limitations in attempting
to f orecast Soviet tactics. It read:

"As there Is no way in which to be sure whether the Soviet
leaders have decided to attack while their military
advantage is greatest, it is necessaryto estimate the
minimum requirements for 'adequate Soviet preparationt,.
and to consider that war is most likely when those
minirum requirements can be met":

A second estimate of the imminence of war was made by the
Defence Liaison Division in April, 1951. This paper was still
more gloomy in tone. It pointed out that the experience in
Korea offered evidence of the willingness of the Soviet Union

(1) Mr. Pearson maintained this educational process in his
speech on the Korean war at the special session of
Parliament in August, 1950. He prefaced his statement
on the war by a caref ul analysis of the characteristics
of Soviet Communist imperialism.

(2) The Department also provided policy guidance for the C.B.C.
International Service in preparing short-wave broadcasts
to the Soviet Union. The memorandum of October 27, 1950,
describing the line that should be taken is the best
illustration of this type of psychological warfare. A
parallel memorandum was prepared on broadcasting to the
Satellite countries in May, 1951. On February 28, 1952,
a comment on the problem of describing our policy to them
notes that "In simplest terc:s our policy is to preserve
peace and check the inroads of Soviet imperialism".
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this respect it was less pessimistic than the appreciation of
the immit ence of war. After surveying by regions the aim of
Soviet policy and describing the methods used to further those
aims, the paper concluded with an examination of tactics.
These were considered to be largely determined by the Soviet
reaction to Western policies. Four courses of action by the
West were described which, either singly or in combination,
might be considered by the Soviet Union as so threatening its
vital interests as to justify military counter-action, even
at the risk of general war. They were;

(1) Remilitarization of Western Germany and the
integration of its armed forces in NATO;

(2) Remilitarization of J'apan, especially naval

Union woi.id take undue risks to further world communism. ^n ,1
tive, and believed it to be by no means clear that the Soviet .

world orc_er, nationalist imperialism, and the safeguarding of-
national security. It listed the last as,the immediate objec-

bases of Soviet policy to be0the réalization of a Communist

to pursue its objectives, even by operations which contained
the risk of major war. It beliovcd that the Soviet Union
had the military capacity to launch a major war "at any time
and without giving warning". The particular danger of a
preventive war would arise within the next few months because
of Western weakness, but even when the West was stronger it
was unwif e to rely upon any diminution of the danger. This
estimate was sent to London for use with another Departmental
paper on Soviet Foreign Policy which was at that time on the
agenda for discussion at a meeting of the NATO Council Deputies.
The latter paper of June 18 1951 considered the three chief

(3)

and air forces;'

Establishment of bases in areas immediately
adjacent to the USSR;

(4) Political action aimed at detaching present
Soviet satellites from the Soviet bloc.

Mr. Ford was asked, from the vantage point of Moscow, to comment
upon this appraisal. He regarded the first course as the most
likely tc provoke Soviet action, and placed the fourth next to
it in ord3r of riskiness. He added two=.further policies which
might evo'te a violent Soviet reaction;

(2) Transformation of the United Nations into an
anti-Soviet political and military alliance.

Mr. Ford commented that most civilian observers in Moscow,
including himself, did not think that the Russians were wedded
to a cvarlike solution of their problems; in view of the fact
that they had "very considerable confidence in their ability
to forestall Western designs without resource to war". He
added that such a belief about Soviet intentions should not
encourage the risk being taken of frightening the Russians into
rash decisions. The opinions expressed in the Canadian papers
were well received in the discussions of the Deputies in London,
and are substantially reflected in the summary of their views
which was approved in February, 1952. It can be fairly claimed
that the Department has been well served in its efforts to under-
stand the policy of the power which has caused Canada the most
concern in the past six years.

(1) Expansion of the United Stdtes Armed Forces'
beyond a "reasonable" level;
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97. Although Soviet officials can not be expected to
study Canadian policy with anything approachinp, the interest
and care that it has received in Ottawa, it does not appear
that they have profited much from whatever examination may have
been made of it. Mr. Ford was given an unexpected opportunity
recently to test their grasp of Canadian policies in a.con-
versatior. with Mr. Pavlov, one of the môst intelligent and
travelled of Soviet officials. The latter brought up in
conversation a book, "Canada-Patrimony of American Imperialism"
which.had just been published by a Tass''correspondent who had
been in Canada for a time. Any attempt on Mr. Fordts part to
challenge the accuracy of the book's thesis, as illustrated
by its tl .tle was hotly rejected. He deçided, as his despatch
of February 12, 1952 indicated, that the picture of Canada,
presented by the Soviet press, as "a mere appendage of the
American war machine, rapidly being enslaved by United States
capital, and, under instructions from Washington, feverishly
engaged in military preparations",(l) was not far f rom the image
even in ot'ficial minds. At the same tiine 'the Russians, however
distorted their conclusions, appear to be well informed upon
the geographic, economic and'industrial"factors in Canadian
policy ar.3 the resulting relative importance of Canada in the
Western alliance.

98. There have not been many occasions for Canadian policy
to be demonstrated individually towards-the Soviet Union, as
distinct from participation in a course, of action favoured by
the chief Western Powers. When such occasions have appeared
the Wilgress formula of "firmnessi tempered with fairness" has
been well illustrated.(2) Apart f rom the spy cases, one of the ,y
best examples of this approach is to be found in the handling
of the Anaa Teuber case. Over a period of almost two years;
May 1946-Harch 1948, the Departm3nt repeatedly pressed for the
release f rom a Soviet forced labour camp of this Pirl; a
naturalized Canadian citizen of Rumanian birth. The girl had
been in Rzmania when the war broke out and was deported to
Russia in January, 1946, after Soviet troops overran that
country. The patient accumulation of evidence and firm presenta-
tion or t'ie case, coupled with a complete refutation of the
Soviet dz iial that a Canadian citizen was concerned, finally
ended in :;he girl being returned to Rumania fron which, after
another delay of two years, she was eventually able to return to
her homo 'n Canada.(3) Such persistent advocacy reflected a
basic dif''erence in the Canadian approach to the role of the
individual in the state from that of the Soviet Union which was
well illustrated by an observation f rom the Moscow Embassy in May,
1947,

(1) r•3r. Black of the Canadian Embassy in Moscow prepared an
enlightening paper dated,'February 12, 1952 on "The Soviet
Attitude Towards Canada" which desçribed the comments of the
Soviet press on Canada over the previous years and was later
distributed as a Circular Document.

(2) There have been irritating negotiations over attempts to secure
repayment of wartime debts and over the nature of compensation
payments (sterling or U.S. dollars) for the Petsamo mines, but
these have not raised major questions of policy.

13} In the Power case, the Department, after six attempts between
1945 and 1947, failed to secure an exit visa for the Russian
wife of a Canadian diplomat who had married while in Russia.
The fact that Mrs. Power was a Soviet citizen at the time of
her c:f,rriage made it possible to refuse her a visa. Mr. St.
Laure;:i; publicly described the Soviet refusal as "an incompre-
hensible action on the part of a friendly state".



"The fate of one girl, while in. itself important from
a humanitarian aspect is also important as creating
a precedent.. I do not think we should permit the .
,Soviet authorities to get away tvith. this. They will
no doubt be astonished at our preoccupation with one
human beingts life but that is'perhaps what we must
show them that there is another concept of the value
of hLman life than theirts".

99. A case in "reverse", in which the Department had to
admit errors of judgrient on the part of;` its own of1'icers
developec'.., when*tir. Weld and Captain Clabon of the Canadian
Military Mission in Berlin, illegally, though unintentionally,
entered the Soviet administered part of East Prussia in November,
1947. When it was discovered that they were being held by
Soviet military authorities, the Department made prompt efforts
to secure their release. After they had been released, the
Governme:t expressed regret for what had taken place and
"appreciation of the despatch with which the Soviet Government
completed its investigation and facilitated the return of these
persons to Berlin". In a third case it was the Soviet turn
to be at fault. When an employee of the Soviet Embassy in
Ottawa behaved improperly, by making a speeçh in July, 1947
defaming Ukrainian Canadians at a public meeting in a Manitoba
town, the Chargé d'Affaires was asked to call at the Department,
after vain attempts had been made to secure from him definite
confirmation of what had actually been said. During the inter-
view he was informed of the grounqs for protest and warned that;

"if Mr. Scherbatiuk or any other member or employee of
any diplomatic and consular mission in Canada used
language in future which was similar to that which had
been attributed to Mr. Scherbatiuk, the Canadian Govern-
ment would have no alternative but to request the
immed°iate recall of the official or. employee concerned".

100. The retention of the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa and
of the Caaadian Embassy in Moscow has provoked much comment and
discussion, within and without the Department. Public concern
about the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa was to be expected, in view
of the re7elations of the complicity of members of the Embassy
in the g.fy case. The press, for example, did not fail to draw
attentif:n to the increase in the number o1' Russian Service
Attachés dere which took place in the spring of 1950. Periodically,
there wou:.d be complaints in Parliament as to the folly of per-
mitting the Soviet Union and its satellites to benefit by
possession of a base of operations in Canada. But the Department
has not approved of any policy of suspending diplomatic relationn.
There were however restrictions placed upon visits by Soviet
Attachés to Canadian key defence establishments,"but on the
5olid ground that Canadian Service Attachés were equally
discriminated against in Moscow. Although severe restrictions
upon travel were imposed upon Western diplcmats in the Soviet
Union in September, 1948, no limitations were enforced here until
March 10, 1952 when parallel action of this kind was taken by
several NATO countries. There has been no Soviet Ambassador in
Ottawa since December, 1945, and no Canadian Ambassador in Moscow
since Mr. ZYilgress (who had been absent much of the time since
the summer of 1946) formally departed in 1947. The Canadian
Government has been willing to appoint another Ambassador, If the
Soviet Union would take reciprocal action, but Mr. Molotov only
said that the subject was under study when Mr. Wilgress raised
the matter during his farewell call. At the end of that year
(1947) Mr. Robertson reported frori London that lie had a conversa-
tion with Molotov during which the question of exchange of
ambassador:; had arisen. The Soviet Foreign Minister then said
that "they would hesitate to appoint an Ambassador to Ottawa
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because they did not know what might bé.prepared against him".
Mr. Robertson naturally combatted the insinuation, but the
Soviet Government has still withheld making an appointment.
The question of keeping open the Moscow Embassy, in view of
the restrictions placed upon Canadian diplomats, the much more
serious limitations upon the freedom of access of Soviet
nationalE to members of the Mission.-and the nagging and
expensive irritations of currency and customs regulations has
been reviewed almost annually in the' past four years. But the
balance rr arguments has remained in favour of retaining the
Mission. They are best summarised in the letter of instructions
prepared for Mr. Ford in May, 1951:

"The Embassy continues to serve as a`channel for discussing
and ettempting to solve certain outstanding practical
problems existing between Canada and the USSR, and as a
source of information on Soviet and Communist developments
whicY:. are of interest to the Canadian Government. In a
more general way, the Embassy-provides a means of main-
taining a common diplomatic front with other Western
states vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, and of collaborating.
with other Western missions for the preservation of peace
and in the*mutual interest of Western defence. Moreover
our diplomatic representation in the USSR serves to keep
ajar the door of communication, since the diplomatic
chanr,el remains one of the few openings for some degree
of association even if only of a formal character".

101. Canadian policy towards^Yugoslavfa has raised some
interesting considerations because of the development of
"Titoism" in that country, the ensuing breach with Moscow and
cautious rapprochement- with the West. In the early post-war
period, before the quarrel with the Soviet Union had become
public knowledge, Canadian relations with Yugoslavia were
correct but not cordial. The admiration of the gallantry of
the Yugoslav peoples in their resistance to Nazism had been
tempered at the close of the war by realization that Tito and
his Partiaans were determined to make their country into a
thorough3oing Communist state as rapidly as possible. When
the Charga dfAffaires of the Yugoslav Legation informed the
Department on December 8, 1945, of the creation of the Federative
Peoplest:3epublic of Yugoslavia, he received a formal reply which
said that "Due note has been taken of this act of the Yugoslav
Constitueat Assembly and the supplementary information conveyed
in your nute". Stiffness gave plac.e to coolness, as the new
government proceeded to embark upon a series of provocative acts
from the shooting down of U.S. planes ;over the country in August.
1946, t o the aid and encouragement of the guerilla war in Greece,
and the trial and imprisonment of Archbishop Stepinac.. This
last action aroused Catjolic feeling in this country, and a i`
number of representâtions were received asking the Government
to make a formal protest. Such a step was not taken, as Mr.
St. Laurent told the House of Commons on February 24, 1947,
because it was felt that the Yugoslav Government was within its ;
rights in trying a citizen subject to the domestic law bf the
country. When the Yugoslav Consul-General Designate made some
disparaging remarks about the Archbishop and the 7ope in Montreal
the following month, there were further protests by the press and
by correspondence. Mr. St. Laurent then said that part of the
speech made was "clearly offensive", but no formal representation
was made to the Yugoslav Minister in view of the Consul-General
being rec.alled by his government. The zeal with which Yugoslav
officials in Canada, the pro-Communist Council of the South Slavs,
and Canadian Communists set about in 1946-48 to organize a return
to their homeland of some two thousand Yugoslavs, many of -wYiom
later regretted their enthusiasm, ilso caused considerable adverse
criticism. Again it was necessary to make a statement in the
House of Commons. These facts, plus the partisan speeches made



by Yugôslav official representatives in Canada on several occa-
sions, undoubtedly contributed, in addition to the shortage of
personnel, to the tardiness with which a Canadian Legation was
opened in Belgrade. M. Vaillancourt did not present his
credentials until February, 1948, thus making Yugoslavia the
last of the c.ountries, with which in wartime Canada. had agreed
to exchange representatives, to receive a Canadiant+!finister.(1)
In his letter of instructions on February 3, 1948, the Canadian
attitude is illustrated by the following remark:

"TherE is a general desire in Canada that the Yugoslav Govern-
ment should lift restrictions on freedom as quickly as
possible and eventually establish a;genuinely•democratic
stat,:. It would not be in the interests of good understanding
betwF-en Yugoslavia and Canada if either the Yugoslav Govern-
ment or the Yugoslav people were to harbor illusions on this
mat ter" .

The ViniQ ter was 1' urther told that :

"It mcst be an important object.of Canadian and other Western
policy.that Yugoslavia, which through centuries of political,
culttral, and religious history, has been a part, although
perhaps only on the fringe of Westërn civilization, should
not now cease to be in community with us. The maintenance
and development of effective community between the Yugoslav
people and the rest of us is not only desirable in itself,
but, if achieved, may also constitute an important step
towards the eventual re-establishment of true community
between the peoples of the Soviet Union and those of Canada
and the rest of the world". •

102. Although the U.S. Embassy,'in:the weeks immediately pre-
ceding public admission of the rift between Moscow and Belgrade,
had expressed.suspicion that all was not well in Soviet-Yugoslav
relations, the neYrs came as a considerable-surprise in June, 1948,
to our, and other Western missions. The initial reaction in the
Departmert was one of guarded interest.:' In a despatch to Mr.
Vaillanccurt in September, 1948, he was'told that the Department
doubted %hether the situation that.had developed was of any real
advantage to the Western Powers. It was expected that the ultimate
aim of tb3 Yugoslav Communists was "undoubtedly" to achieve a re-
conciliation with Moscow. By April 1949, .a more hopeful view was
express9r; that Tito might place "at least one foot in the Western
camp". Although the Yugoslav, authorities put out feelers about
negotiating a trade agreement in September, 1948, there does not
seem to have been. much interest evoked in Ottawa. This can be
explained by the Yugoslav preference for a barter system, which
was not in line with Canadian policy and the small extent of
trade between the two countries in the past.(2) _,It was not unti'_-_

(1) In spite of the tardiness in completing an exchange that had been
approved six years before, there were hostile comments in some newspapers,
which impelled the Department to prepare an explanatory memorandum in case
the matter was raised in Parliament.
(2) In Tune, 1950, Mr. Crean, then Chargé dtAffaires reported that the
Foreign Minister had again raised the question of a trade agreement, and
that he was obliged to reply that he had no fresh instructions from his
government, and gave some vague assurances "in order not to appear hope-
^essly negative". The most recent overtures were made by the recently
appointed Yugoslav Ambassador in April, 1952. He then referred to the
"belief in official Yugoslav circles that Canada is. reluctant to trade
with Yugoslavia". The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce told him
Canada would be "very happy" to see an expansion of trade, and that, "as
far as we are concerned there is certainly no reason why a valuable movement
of trade should not develop between the trv) countries". >8üt the Canadian
position remains ';:Zat "bilateral arrangemezts would run counter to Canadats
obligations under GATT and her general trade policy".



December 23, 1949, that Mr. Vaillancourt saw Marshal Tito,
for his first interview sinc e his formal presentation to the
Yugoslav leader. He simply utilised what might have proved
a significant occasion to raise the question of repayment of
some $226,24.2 U.S. funds of Afilitary Relief that Canada had
extended during the war, and to ask for:•more sympathetic con-
sideraticn for the requests of those repatriated Yugoslavs and
their Car.adian-born children who wished to return to Canada.
After aNisit in March, 1950, . by Mr.. James Sinclair I .T.P. ,
Parliame::tary Assistant to the Minister;-of Finance, the Relief
question was settled by an agreement to pay $150,000 in Yugoslav
currency to the credit of the Canadian Government in the National
Bank over a period of four years commenbing April 1, 1950.
The retukn of Yugoslâvs was of less concern in Ottawa,
since some ai least were ardent Communists. Those who are allowed
to leave Yugoslavia are now screened less suspiciously by the
Departments concerned, than was the case before the split with
Mosc.ow. Throughout this period the Legation continued to remind
the Department that Yugoslavia was still far removed from the
type of democratic state on which emphasis had been placed in
the letter of instructions. Thus in a despatch of January 23,
1950 commenting on a speech by the Minister of the Interior which
criticized his claims for the humane character of Yugoslav j ustice
the Minister observed:

The fact remains that Yugoslavia isat present, a country
scarcely unified, still torn by religious and racial pre-
judice, still unrecovered from the effects of disastrous
war; i ts people are primitive, ignorant, stubborn, ill-
clothed, ill-fed and poor. Its rulers preach brotherhood
and unity, but the impact of their policies is so revolutionary
that they can be said to divide as much as rule. Besides the
Army, the Ministry of the Interior and the police are the
chief factors in keeping the country together. Yet their {
problems remain enormo us".

103. But police state or not, Yugoslavih assumed an increasing

importancq in Western eyes after the outbreak of war in Korea,, and

the growing recognition in NATO circles'that Yugoslavia could be

of signif_:cance in the balance of forces. Accordingly, the
instructi)ns given to Mr. Crean as Chargé d'Affaires on July 23,
1950, conzain an excellent analysis of the implications of Titoism
in the v%i^ier world, (1) a reference to the "obvious advantage of
removing , i strategic area and a brave and stubborn people f rom
the Russiin camp", and the following more friendly appreciation
of the Yugoslav Government:

"It is axiomatic that the Canadian Government condemns
totalitarianism p er se, whether it be exercised by a political
party as part of an international plan, such"as is directed
by Moscow through Cominform, or by an i ndependent dictator
such as Tito. We would therefore welcome a more democratic.

regime in Yugoslavia. Our disapproval of a form of government
(which shows little indication of being displaced by something
more acceptable to Canadian standards) should not, however,
blind us to the advantages to the Western world of the revolt
of YugoslEvia against tdoscowts domination, nor should we lose
sight of the fact that i t is doubtful if that revolt could
have achieved any success but for the existence under Tito of
a ruthless police state with the means at its disposal to
resist overthrow f rom within. This does not mean that the
Canadian Government condones the police state created by Tito.
It is simply a recognition of the fact that the continued
indeper.dence of Yugoslavia from Soviet domination would not
have been possible under a less authoritarian type of government".

195i^Europe which
Dôcument

Titoism in(1) The
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was di
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The aim of Canadian diplomacy was described as bringing
Yugoslavia to our side without too great- a sacrifice of democra-
tic principles. On the other hand, it was regarded as a mistake
t'to accept Yugoslavia wholeheartedly into the Western alliance"
even if Tito was prepared to go that far. What was .desired was
the maintenance of "a relativelÿ strong and independent state"
which wou.d record an increase in its internal prosperity and
in time,,"tiove gradually back into the ranks of the Western
nations. {..^

104. In encouraging Yugoslavia to act in this 2'ashion the
lead has naturally been taken by the United States, the United
Kingdom and France. Canada has neither attempted nor wished
to play a direct part in such a policy.. Of this attitude our
views on Trieste are an example. In 1948, at the time of the
Italian elections, in order to help the democratic cause Canada
publicly associated itself with the declaration of the United

Statas, t' ►e United Kingdom and France that they now favoured
the retura of the Free City of Trieste to Italy. In subsequent
years, whc:n it was obvious that such an action was most difficult
of accomp;.ishment and the possibility of developing up better
relations with Yugoslavia improved, the three 'Vlestern Powers
tried and failed to find a way out by securing a settlement of
the issue through direct talks between the two countries. The
view in 0'tawa of these attempts was that it was strategically
to our in}erest to further Yugoslav co-operation, but it was
also importLnt not to give comfort to the anti-democratic forces
in Italy which might over-throw the de Gasperi Government. In
July, 1952 Mr. Dupuy reported frori_Rome on informal talks about
Trieste wf.th the Yugoslav Minister in Italy and the Italian
Under-Seci°etary of State for Foreign Affairs. He wrote that ho^-
had agreec. with the latter to arrange for the two diplomats to
meet "uno:.tentatiously" in September at.lunch in his house.
On instructions from the Minister he was warned to use great

discretioi.. The despatch of August 8, 1952, to Mr. Dupuy stated:

"As yoL are aware we doâ^t ô^t involved

ques ti on, and I know th y
together Dr. Velebit and Mr. Taviani will be made in such a
way aL to give neither party cause to exaggerate our interest

in tht: matter".

105. When the survival of the Yugoslav Government was
threatenee. by an acute economic crisis arising from the over-
ambitious nature of the Five Year Plan and the serious drought
in 1950, Canada was unexpectedly confronted by.the practical
problem of whether it should share in extending aid. The ques-
tion did not arise at the outset from a:.direct appeal of the
Yugoslav Government, but word was received from Mr. Crean in
October, that both the French and United''States Embassies were
planning, as the result of an urgent appeal f rom the Preoid^he
of the.Planning Commission, to propose a joint meeting,
United States, the United Kingdom, "and.-,possibly Canada and
Australia" to discuss the Yugoslav economic situation and decide
what, it anything, should be done. Mr. Crean thought that such
an approach might be made in tiVashington within a week. In his
judgment, if it was decided to extend aid, there should preferably
be no strings attached, and it be grantéd on the basis of over-
riding strategic interests. On October:lb, 1950, the Department
sent its tentative views to the Washington Fstbassy in anticipation
of the invitation. It did not regard the inclusion in the proposed.
meeting of Canada and Australia primarily as grain-prod ucing powers,
as a satisfactory criterion!f or participation, and suggested this

(1) were the instructions

Mr.^ta
Ambassador to Belgrade.
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might be made clear at the outset, if and when an invitation
was ext©nded. But, if the powers most directly concerned
extended an invitation, Canada would probably accept. Since
it did not appear that Canadian aid would be required before
the spring, there was no need for a hurried decision. This
was helpful, as neither a loan nor'a gift could be made without
Parliamextary approval, and Parliâment would not most until
February. It was doubtful if Cabinet would consider a gift
on the terms the Yugoslavs would suggest. The Department did
not entii^ely share Mr..Crean4s views on the inadvisability of
tying terms to the assistance, and did not believe that Titots
regime would be endangered if he assumed a more,co-operative
attitude in the United Nations and toward his Yugoslav neighbours,
Greece ani Italy. In a reference to'Canadian public'opinion the
DepartmenD noted that "a more co-operative attitude about the
return of Greek children or the release of àTsgr. Stepinac would
create a:uealthier atmosphere". On October 24, a meeting was
held in titiishington attended by the United States, the United
Kingdom, ^rance and Canada. The Canadian representative had not
made clea:t- the Departmentts disliks of the origin of the request
for Canadian participation, and, judging from their report, had
appeared -aore willing to consider Canadian assistance than had
been inteaded. In a memorandum of October 26, Mr. Plumptre,
then chie_ of the Economic Division, expressed his concern and
personal ioubts on the desirability of extending aid. He thought
there we:?3 many more desirable outlets for Canadian charity, and
that Yugoslavia had no special appeal to the Canadian people.
The only way Canada could justifiably be included as a donor
would be on a United Nations contributions list which the problem
did not s3em to justify. He urged caution in the Washington
discussions until Ministerial views had been received. Mr.
Pearson a;;reed that there was not much chance of a loan or gif t,
unless th:3re was something approaching starvation in Yugoslavia,
and said that Canada could already anticipate "some very heavy
relief and economic aid obligations" in the coming year. He
thought Vie countries most directly concerned, the United
Kingdom, :he United States and France should be prepared to carry
the full ')urden but, if it was decided to extend relief through
an international agency such as FAO, OEEC or NATO, Canada would
consider Pssuming its share of responsibility. These views were
sent to W.ishington, where the U.S. authorities, who were already
committed to extending aid, showed interest in the suggestions
of the po;isible use of an international agency. On November 6,
the Unitec: States Government sent Canada an aide-memoire,
indicating its intention of aiding Yugoslavia and doing so in
part from funds available under the Mutual Defence Assistance Act.
Such aid could only be advanced under the act, if the United
States and the other members of the North Atlantic Treaty were
in agreement that such a step would contribute to the preservation
of the peace and security of the North Atlantic area and was vital
to the security of the United States. Canada was accordingly
asked if it considered that the immediate increased ability of
Yugoslavia to defend itself would contribute to the preservation
of peace etc..in the North Atlantic area, bearing in mind the
strategic location of Yugoslavia and the effect of drought on the
ability of that country to supply the food requirements of its
Armed Forces. It was also told that the United States would be
interested in kno:ving "whether the Government of Canada feels
able to make a contribution of its own to meet the problem
effectin.i,, the interests of all the North Atlantic Treaty Nations".
A memorandum was prepared for Cabinet which stated the reasons
for an affirmative answer to the first question on the strategic
importance of Yugoslavia. On the second question no direct re-
commendation was made. It was suggested, however, that if no
direct asristance was extended on it NATO basis, FAO might be the
channel tlu•ough which Canada co-op ►:rate in relief. Cabinet agreed
on November 8 to the first recommendation, but decided that "in



view of present commitmonts it would not be possible for
Canada to participate at this time in the provision of
relief in Yugoslavia". The United States was informed
accordingly. When the U.S..Embassy asked if the Canadian
aide-memoire could be made public the Department replied,
rather lamely, that there was no objection to the substance
of it being made public, but it would be preferable to keep
text secrot. As a note to the ldinister 'in that connection
observed, "This might not be a very happily worded aide-memoire
frôm the t)ublic relations point of view".

106. Having met, none too gracef ully,'the questions
raised by the United States the Department was then con2'ronted,
by a direct request for. assistance from the Yugoslav Government.
Their Minister told Mr. Heeney, on December 13, that the assistance
promised ')y the United States and the United Kingdom would still
be insuf2'icient to meet the cri.si`s, and that any assistance
Canada co,ild give would be most welcome. In appealing for help
the Minis,;er emphasized the political capital which the Comin-
form was naking of the situation. Mr. Pribicevic was told of
'the heavy commitments Canada had already` made for aid in Korea
and Pales'.:ine, but was promised the most sympathetic considera-
tion. In a note to the Adinister on the interview lttr. Heeney
favoured rome assistance, and pointed out that even a token
gesture,-tuch a single shipload of grain, would have considerable
political value in the current situation in Europe. As he put
it:

!'It seems to me that there is as much, ^f not more value,
in keeping -the morale of the Yugoslav army in 1'ighting
form ss there is in the'spending of the equivalent amount
of morey on our own defence programme. As a matter of
fact, the Canadian dollar would probably stretch farther
in that direction".

The interview was brought to the attention of Cabinet at its
mee:ing of December 28. It reached the conclusion that "while
there were difficulties in the tray of direct aid to a Communist
country, it would be desirable to explore further the possibility
of Yugoslaria obtaining aid through the Food and Agriculture
Organization". Unfortunately an examination of that possibility,
(which shculd have been made earlier), revealed that FAO had no
funds for financing gifts of surplus commodities to needy
countriea, and no existing machinery by which a Canadian donation
for that Furpose could be placed at the disposal of Yugoslavia.
Dr. Barton of the Department of Agriculture, who was chairman
of FAO's Commodity•Committee, was also opposed to an attempt to
turn the organization into an orgânization to administer relief.
The United Nations Division of the Department then submitted
an ingenious suggestion that the United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund might be used by making a donation of
commodities, such as fish, part of which could then be made
available for Yugoslavia. Although it was the established policy
of UNICEF, which Canada had consistently supported, not to accept
contributions earmarked for a specific country, there were
unofficial assurances that the proposed gift from Canada could
be diverted ior the most part to Yugoslavia.(1) A contribution at
that time would also aid UNICEF in getting f urther aid f rom the
United States on a matching basis. The Department therefore re-
commended that an appropriation of $500,000 Canadian be made to

(1) The amount UNICEF sent to Yugoslavia was f ive hundred tons
of salt codfish.



UNICEF for the purchase of foodstuffs in Canada. Before a
submission went forward to Câbinet, the case for helping
Yugoslavia had been strengthened by the action of-the NATO
Council I)eputies in London in agreeing that "it is most
desirable that the Western Powers '.give economic assistance to
Yugoslavia to the best of their ability". The.United States
Goverr,meit also presented a second aide-memoire in R4arch, in
accordan,.e with the provisions of MDAP a to permit further aid
being gr:inted. The Government, in its reply of March 27,
reafi'irmzd its previous views and agreéd that the provision
of furthnr assistance would contribute to the maintenance of
peace and security. A Cabinet Paper was distributed in March
which swimarized the recent developments in providing economic
assistanne and military aid for Yugoslavia. After all this -
preparation, the Departmental submission of April 11 was then
presenteu with the powerful supporting argument that the
Fisheries Supply Board was anxious to dispose of a surplus of
Labrador salt codfish. Cabinet approved of the grant to UNICEF
on the torms suggested, and Mr. Heeney was asked by the Minister
to inf orci the Yugoslav Minister of its. action. He was to express
at the sf:me time the hope that the Yugoslav authorities would
release Irchbishop Stepinac, a step which would be helpful in
Western 1.elationships with Yugoslavia. During the interview
the Mini:ter was also to be informed of the Government's desire
to raise representation in the two countries to Embassy level.
In reporling on his interview with Mr. Pribicevic, the Under-
Secretary observed that the Minister displayed no great
enthusiasm for the gift, pointinq out that what was really
needed in his country at that time was fats. Nor was he forth-
coming alout the case of the imprisoned Archbishop, except to
give a clearer impression of how much the case was enmeshed in
domestic politics.(l)

107. In view of Mr. Pribicévicst lukewarmness about the
nature of the Canadian gif t'to UNICEF it was ironical that, on
the same day as the submission was sent to Cabinet, a rlember
of the Yagoslav Permanent Delegation to the United Nations
called or Mr. Holmes to inquire, personally and tentatively,
if it would be possible for Canada to make a further direct
gift of fish. He explained that they were particularly liked
by adulte in the Dalmatia area,.and the gift to UNICEF was, of
course, rolely for children. The Department recommended
favoura`^19 acceptance of this request. On May 30, Cabinet
agreed to include an item in the supplementar y estimates of
t45,000 for the purchase and delivery to Yugoslavia of approximately
125 tons of codfish. As an illustration of the disfavor with which
even grants of this kind were regarded in some parts of Canada, it
may be noted that the Postmaster-General wrote to Mr. Pearson or.
July 3, 1952 to secure details on the extent of assistance the
manner in which it had been undertaken, and the aim of this
assistance in order as he explained "to make a reply to a Catholic
who bitterly complains that "Catholic Canadians are paying taxes
in order to help a country engaged in the persecution of followers
of the Catholic faith".

108. It looked for â time that Canada would find it difficult
not to make a further and much larger,'contribution to the policy
of "keeping Tito afloat", as it. came to.be known. In May 1951,
the Washington Embassy reported`that It had learned the members
of NATO, and probably other countries as well, would be asked to
participate in a new economic assistance programme. The Deputy
Director of the Office of Eastern European Affairs asked that those

(1) Subsf!uuently the Archbishop yf,i:3 freed on condition that he
reside in hi s^native village.
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officials concerned i n Ottawa give."pre2iminary consideration"
to the possibility of Canada playing a part. In reply the
Department again advised great caré in talks in Washington,
since i t foresaw considerable difi'icûlty in securing agreement
to extending aid. It explained that in. any event consideration
could only be given, if the programme héd the full support of
the NATO countries,and the United States and the United Kingdom
were contemplating substantial aid beyond.what had already been
contributed. Durino this period it was-,also learned that Tito
had asked for military supplies and had submi.tted lists to the
United Si:ates, the United Kingdom and France. Since the
availabilities fell "far short of Yugoslav requirements",
Canadian assistance was requested through NATO military channels
"within the scope and limitations of Canadian excess military
material", that is to say over and above Canadian requirements
and those of other NATO countries.(1) It was then possible to
reply, initially, that the amount of equipment available and
suitable Cor Yugoslav purposes was too slight to be of use,
particularly if, as was anticipated, it might be required in
aiding Greece and Turkey. When it transpired later that these
countries did not wish to receive such equipment, the question
was raised again and is still under active and embarrassed
consideration. Meanwhile, officers at Canada House reported
that they-had been asked to attend a meeting of United States,
United Kiagdom and French officials where they were told the
plans of the three countries for further aid to Yugoslavia and
shown the draft recommendation which would shortly be presented
at the meeting, of the NATO Council Deputies. In view of the
difficulty of getting a Cabinet decision at that time, the
Department was forced to ask Mr. Wilgress to reserve CanadaTs
position At the meeting. This he did on July 16, when
he found him,self in, the inTidioûs position of being, with the
Luaemburg3r representative, the only ones to delay adoption of
the resolution. As Mr. Pearson was then in London, he was
consulted and suggested a:way out of the difficulty. He thought
it was possible to accept the resolution which, as slightly
amended br Canada, recommended to member governments that "if
they are approached by the Yugoslav Government to extend economic
assistance, they should co-operate to the fullest extent possible",
with the 'tnderstanding that in so doing "we are not hereby
morally c-)mmitted to any positive action on any direct request
for aid f°om Yugoslavia". Accordingly the resolution was endorsed
at the D3-,)uties meeting of' August, 1951. To date Titots Govern-

has iot approached Canada for further economic assistance.ment
The Big T:iree, after haTing given assistance to the extent of
$75,000,OU0 since the summer of 1951, were 1'ace&- in February
of this year with the necessity of advancing a further $45,000,000
for the twelve months ending Tune 30, 1952. In the process of
providing this aid the United States submitted to Canada a third
aide-memoire on the strategic importance of YugoslaYia to wh3ch
the government returned an affirmative answer on Tuly 26, 1951.

109. It is perhaps true that Canadian assistance to the
government of Yugoslavia would be more palatable in Canada, if
Marshal Tito would consent to some form of association with NATO, ±
possibly through participation in a Balkan Command in which Greece
and Turkey might be associated. But this policy has not been

(l) Previously, in co-operation with the United States after the
rupture with Moscow, Canada had eased the controls- on the
export of strategic materials to Yugoslavia so as to permit
the purchase of "reasonable quantities".



accepted in Belgrade, the only concession to date being that
consultation and co-operation with'a view to resisting aggression
would be considered, as the Forei,1 ';n Secretary said in September,
1951 "..if the situation deteriorated and if the danger of
aggressicn became immediate". As things now stand the signif i-
cance of the part Yugoslavia plays in the rift between the
Soviet Union and the West is fully recognized within the Depart-
ment. biLt the past record of its relations with Canada-and the
sensibil'_.ties of Catholic and anti-Communist opinion domestically
preclude as thorough co-operation with Yugoslavia as strategic
and political considerations might justify.

110. The best illustration of domestic religious considera-
tions af;`ectins; Canadian foreign policy is afforded by the con-
troversy over establishing diplomatic relations with the Vatican.
As early as 1937, when Canadian missions abroad numbered less
than half a dozen, the question of appointing a Minister to the
Vatican lad been placed before the Prime Minister in a memorandum
prepared by the Provincial of the Dominican order in Quebec..
Eight yec.rs later, in July, 1945, following a conversation with
Mr. Robei•tson in which the matter had been discussed the Pro-
vincial submitted a revised copy of his memorandum. He intimated
that, all:hough he was not acting in an official capacity, he had
"all rea:ons to be sure" that any proposal from the Canadian
Governme:.t for the institution of diplomatic relations with the
Holy See would be "favourably received,.considered and accepted".
Father Gaudrault declared that there was no country in the world
with such a proportion of Catholics in its population (43`f.)
that did not have diplomatic relâtions with the Holy See. He
recognizFd that opinion would have to be "very well-prepared
with the non-Catholic members of the Cabinet", but believed that
the presEnt time was favourable, in view of the. opening so many
new Embassies and Legations and the prospect of still more being
established. In November, 1945, when answering a letter of
the Prime tfinisterts on another matter, Cardinal Villeneuve
inquired as to the possibility of such a step being taken.
Mr. King answered that the question had been under consideration
f rom time to time, but it had been felt that the establishment
of diplomatic relations with Italy should come first. He touched
upon the 3iff iculties created by rapidly expanding representation
abroad, and his desire to avoid controversy on the question
either ir. Parliament or the press. In his view that would
"almost certainly happen", if the question of Vatican representa-
tion waa "pressed prominently to the fore". In January 1946
Father Gaudrault had a second interview with.Mr. Robertson, during
which he described Archbishop àicGuigants being made a Cardinal
as "an action of great benevolence from thé Holy See towards
Canada", which should greatly reduce opposition from non-Catholl.s
to the establishment of diplomatic relations. He inquired whether,
if that could not be done before the Consistory When the thir ty-
two newly created Cardinals would be elevated to their offices,
it would be possible to have the Canadian Ambassador to France
specially commissioned to represent Canada at the ceremony. The
Prime Minister brought both questions bëfore Cabinet on January
24, 1946, but it was agreed that no acticn should be taken at
present.

111. Since then the appointment has been an object of
petition and counter-petition(1) almost_every year, with M.P.'s
from Quebec fr.equently raising the question in the House of Commons.
On two occasions the views of the Vatican have been made known.
In April, 1947, the Apostolic Delegate to Canada informed General
Vanier, while both were in Rome, that the Pope would agree to the
appointment of an Internuncio to Canada.instead of a Nuncio, and

(1) There are nine volumes of resolutions and protests on file
to June, 1952. ,
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was prepared to see the Canadian Ambassador to France, or
the Ambassador to Greece, being IIl.so.appointed to represent
Canuda at the Holy See. There would.also be no objection to
a Protestant acting as Canadian Minister as was done by the
United Kingdom. During an interview with three Canadian
journalists a year later, the Papal Under-Secretary of State
said, in answer to a question, that the matter of exchanging
representation could be settled "in a day". The initiative
would hase to be taken by Canada, since the Holy See was anxious
to preseive the present "very friendly" relations with Canada,
and "did not wish to do anything that might be interpreted as
an attempt to interfere in Canadian affairs". When there were
widespret,d rumours, early in 1949, that the Government was going
to appoint a representative, a marked increase took place in
the flow of letters on the sub ject. (1) At a Cabinet meeting on
February 18, 1949, it was again agreed that no ac.tion should be
taken "at the present time". The Prime Minister and several
members of the Cabinet subsequently received a delegation from
the Canac.ian Council of Churches on April 9 at which the appoint-
ment was one of,the questions discussed. The clearest statement
of the -Prime Nfinister's position in answer to protests from
Protestant groups(2) was given in a'letter to the General-
Secretary of that organizatiôn on February 21, 1949. In that
letter Mr. St. Laurent said:

"The Government.has not yet adopted any policy on the
mattec of a Canadian diplomatic representative to the
Vatican.

l.lany of us feel that it would be'quite useful to have
one there because of the confidential information he would
be able to obtain for us from other diplomats accredited
to the Vatican. We realize, however, that there are
probably many Canadians who would look upon our action, if
we made an appointment, as a religious gesture to the Head
of the Catholic Church and would resent it.

It would be unfortunate to have any controversy in
that regard, when it is so necessary for the Christian
Churches to unite their strength against the aggression
and parsecution to which they are subjected, regardless
of their denominational affiliation, by Communist C.overn-
ment5.

",Ye have to do our best to appraise the value of the
inf or,lation we would obtain, and also be able to convey,
from a mission at the Vatican with the stresses of a
religious controversy at home, and be sure that we would
not bo doing something apt to produce more disadvantages
than adYantageous consequences.

You may be assured that I am endeavouring to envisage
the problem, not f rom the angle of what it might be worth
to Catholics, but exclusively from the angle of what it
might be worth to Canada as a whole".

(1) Between February and July there were.125 letters of protest
from indivic'uals and organizations, and 46 of approval.

(2) Protestants, especially Baptists, and adherents of the United
Church oi Canada, lay great stress on the principle of the
separation of church and state. They maintain that the few
acres of Vatican City do not oonstitute a temporal state
requiring diplomatic represent :tion from Canada, and any..
appoiZtment is essentially for religious reasons-of which
they àf. not approve.
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The fullest statement of the Prime Ministerts views in
answering a letter favouring the appoir_tment -is contained in
a letter to Bishop Boyle of Charlottetown in August, 1949.
Mr. St. Laurent told the Bishop:

"The r uestion of the possibility of Canada having
diplc-matic relations with the Holy See is one which
is rttceiTing most urgent consideration at this time.

I think vie have made-considerable progress in
2'ostvring a more tolerant attitude throughout the whole
coun1:ry, but all matters such as the appointment - of a
Canac'.ian representative to the Vatican, which could be
occasion for the clashing of sentimental differences of
viewpoint, are still apt to be very explosive. I am not
unhopeful, however, tY.at the Canadian public is more and
more coming to realize that, for strictly political
advar:tages in the international field, we should be rep-
reseiLted at the Vatican. It might take some little time
befo:•e the education has been thorough for the government
fina)ly to take action, but you may rest assured that ^ ull
cons:,.deration is being given to the problem, both by the
SecrEtary of State for External Affairs, who is the
Miniz.ter concerned with it, as well by myself".

112. In the meantime the Department secured information
from the United States and the United Kingdom on the special
value which they attach to repres,entation•to the Vatican. '
The Unitc:d States, which has also faced*denominational arguments
over the-appointment of a diplomatic representative, as distinct
from the President's special representative, remains actively
interested in the Canadian position, and has promised, not
always successfully, to keep Canada informed of Its policy.
In April, 1949, our Ambassador in Washington was told, for
example, that:

"The issue is thus being publicly debated on factional
lines and it is becoming difficult to consider it f rom
the point of view of the benefit and value to our foreign
service of opening the mission". (1) ,

113. The question of representation at the Holy See also
reacts uron consideration of other,appointments. Thus, in
July, 1949, Mr. St. Laurent pointed out^ that it would give
serious offense to have representation in Israel, and not at
the Vatican. When the question of recâgnizing Communist China
was under actiYe consideration, he-commented in January, 1950
that, in addition to the concern at recognizing a Communist ;
state which would be felt by many Canadians, "some would: be
inclined to relate the question of recognition and dealings with
other Communist Governments to lack of Canadian representation
at the Vatican". In a Divisional note,for the Minister's handbook
the claim was made that, in 1950, th*O adverse effects of non-
representation at the Vatican were particularly felt. These
included lack of adequate assistance for the thousands of Canadian
visitors to Rome during Holy Year, 'the 'necessity of relying on
information from other countries on the: attitude of the Vatican
towards the Jerusalem issue in the United Idations, lack of access
to the valuable information which the Vatican possesses on develop-
mentsbehind the Iron Curtain and lack of any opportunity "of

(1) Factional feeling was reveale3 in 1951 when President Truman
abruptly nominated General Mark Clark as "Ambassador to the
State of Vatican City", and had to withdraw his nomination.
The adverse reaction of U.S. public opinion did not pass
unnoticed in Cabinet circles in Canada.



attempting to influence the role which the Roman Catholic
Church is playing in the current ideologicfal struggle".- When
the European Division was asked in the autumn of 1951 to list
in order of importançe possible new missions in Europe and
the Middle East, it placed the Vatican in a tie with Spain
for third or fourth place after Finland and Austria.

114. In an earlier chapter it•was pointéd out that when
Turkey fi rst_ expressed an interest in joining. NATO, Canada
had.been opposed to the suggestion. The manner in which the

. Governmer.t found. it necessary to retreat from that position
illustrates the difficult situation in which Canada is placed
when a mt jor issue of defense policy is-firmly advocated by
the Unitt:d States. On August 10, 1950, the Turkish Ambassador
called on the Minister to make "preliminary feelers" about the
attitude which Canada would take if Turkey applied for membership
in NATO. After explaining that the aonsiderations which in
1949 had prompted the Canadian Government to think that "the
nations signatory to the Treaty should be limited, as far as
possible, to the North Atlantic area, Mr. Pearson -commented that
the aggression in Korea and subs aquent events had-somewhat .
changed the.picture, and had shown that the struggle against
Communist.would have to be waged on many more sectors than the
North Atlantic. While pointing out that the admission of Turkey
might make it difficult to refuse applications from less effec-
tive states in that area, he stated that if the United States,
the United Kingdom and France had no objection to the admission
:ôP` Turkey Canada would not impose' a veto, but would indeed give
sympathetic consideration to the application. Two weeks later
the Ambassador called to present an aide-memoire formally
applying for membership. Mr. Heeney repeated the.assurances
given by the Minister but added a cautionary statement that:

"The Turkish Government would certainly realize that the
admission of Turkey was, up to a large extent, linked up
with :the admission of Greece and possibly of other countries,
such as Iran, the admission of which might become a liability
for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and that the
application of his country would have to be studied in that
conteLt...whatever the outcome of this request for admission,
a way would certainly be found, within or without the Pact
to strengthen the relations between NATO and Turkey".

In a memo:andum at the time Mr. Leger commented that Turkey's
admission would still further extend Canadian military commit-
ments, and make more difficult the gradual attainment of the
economic and social aspects of the Treaty which Canada had
always considered important. As Ambassadors f rom other NATO
countries called on the Department to inquire what line Canada
was taking on the Turkish request Mr. Pearson decided on August
28 that the reply should be that there was a good deal for and
against the Turkish proposal, that we would not oppose if the
United States, the United Kingdom and France favoured it and
that until their views were known we should not take "any firm
position". Three days later it was learned that at the NATO
Deputiest meeting in London the Chairman, Mr. Spofford, had
referred to the Turkish application and given the view of the
United States that "it would be undesirable for any North
Atlantic country to give the Turks any indication of its position
.... pending an exchange of views among all North Atlantic
countries". This unexpected development necessitated the Depart-
ment notifying all its missions in North Atlantic countries to
avoid discussion of the question, or, if that were impossible,
to make it clear that "Canada is not taking any firm position
and will not take any, unless and untii the attitude of the powers
more diro,s^l.y concerned is known". At Ankara, where General Odlum
had been for some time reporting en:husiasticr3lly upon Turkeyts



will to 2'ight in the event of war, the need for caution was
particularly stressed. At the NATO Council meeting in New
York.in September, 1950 it was decided not to admit Turkey
but it was agreed that "association of the Turkish Government
with the appropriate phase of the planning work of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization with regard to the defense of the
hiediterra.lean would contribute significantly to the defense
of that a-ea". The Council invited the Turkish Government to
be associ:ited with NATO for that purpose and Turkey agreed.
Greece waa given and accepted a similar,invitation.

115. Unfortunately this solution did not meet the wishes
of either country, where concern for the future had been
sharpened by the serious developments in Korea at the end of
the year. As a result defense planning made little, if any
progress .n that area. When a meeting of the heads of the U.S.
missions in the Middle East was held in Ankara in February,
1951, they drafted a recommendation to the State Department
that ."oth. 3r things being equal", a mathematical phrase with more
apparent than real clarity, "the best method to provide for the
security of these countries was to invite their adherence to
the North Atlantic Treaty". It was not until a story about
this recoximendation had appeared in the New York Times and
enquiries were made that the State Department admitted to the
Canadian mbassy on March 20, 1951 that the recommendation was
being stuc'.ied. It promised that the United States would consult
other treaty members as soon as it had decided to support such
a recommendation. Shortly afterw^Lrds, the fact that Mr. Pearson
invited the Greek and Turkish Ambassadors •to attend the luncheon
given on {,he second anniversary of NATO (April 4) seemed to have
rekindled the hopes of the representatives of the two countries
that Canai.a was also willing to reconsider sympathetically their
position. The Departmental view, as giTen to the Canadian
Ambassador in Washington on April 20, 1951 was that so far as
Canada was concerned "the cons were more convincing than the
pros". M. hoc arrangements for the defence of the Middle East
could be-1.esec more effectively on existing foundations than by
a new arrengement such as the extension ^of NATO. It was still
true that Canada would not oppose the admission of Turkey and
Greece, if the other powers and particularly the United States
wished to accept them. But what was preferable was serious
considera+.ion of other courses of action several of which were
mentioned; "since we consider that the admission of Turkey to
NATO is nct to the best of our interests in present circumstances".
These Yier•s were communicated to the State Department on an
informal basis. I.t promised to bring them at once to the atten-
tion of the interdepartmental group working on the problem and to
inform the Department what decisions were made before the questioti
was brought up in NATO. However on May 15, the U.S. Ambassador
called on the U.K. Foreign Office to present an aide-memoire,
which said that the United States had come.to the conclusion
that the relationship of Greece and Turkey to NATO could best be
met by their inclusion as full members. The same action was taken
in France, as both these countries were linked with Turkey In
security pacts. On the following day this news féaked to the
press in both London and New York. In the Foreign Office the
official feeling was that they would have preferred an alternative
solution to that suggested, but, "if the-United States held firmly
to the view that only the inclusion of the two countries in NATO
can solve the problem, the Foreign Office isn't likely to oppose
this development". The question was formally raised by the
United States in the NATO Deputiest meeting on May 16 with a
request for an early discussion.

116. In Ottawa there was indiF,nation at the failure of the
United States to inform Canada in scvance, of its position, and
annoyance a.`, the speed which the press had learned of developments.
Canada Ho use was told, apropos of the U.S. suggestion for an early
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discussion of the question that:

"We regard the question of the admission of Greece and
Turkey as one with such far-reaching implications that
it would be unwise to allow ourselves and other NATO
members to be hustled into a premature discussion of the
topic in circumstances which are reminiscent of the
tacti:s employed over the German rearmament issue".

Mr. Wilgress was instructed to recommend, in accordance with
a Cabinet decision on May 18, that discussion be postponed
until a luter date, while making clear that Canada was not
opposed i.z principle to a discussion of-the problem. He was
to reques`: documentation on the political and military con-
siderations from the countries more directly concerned. It
did not ease the situation for the Department to have the
murkish Ambassador call upon Mr. Heeney on May 21, to remind
him of th: assurances given the previous autumn, and to intimate
that he h;id viewed the invitation to the NATO lunch in April as
an indica';ion that the Canadian Government wished to see the
association of his country become closer. He asked that Canada
take active steps to further the Turkish application, and not
be conten^, to follow the lead taken by the United States, the
United Ki:igdom and France. To justii'y the request he flatteringly
stated th,t his country considered there were four Great Powers
in the No'-th Atlantic Alliance, and, as the fourth one, Canada
"was expec.ted to make its voice heard". h:r. Seymen was given
the same assurances as in the previous year, qnd assured that
Canada would not take a passive rQle in the discussions. At the
same time, there were suggestions that a Mediterranean Pact
might be t1n alternative to the proposed•.policy, and a reminder
that:

"Under.no circumstance should a situation develop whereby
the uility of the members of NATO should be weakened,
because if such a situation arose, the whole fabric of
Yteste'^^n def ence would be weakened accordingly with serious

^'.consequences for Turkey as well as for all of us".(l)

Five days later the Greek Ambassador called to present a formal
note from his Government asking for Canadats support of Greek
membershil?.(2) He advanced as a principal argument the claim

that :

"Any p:^olongation of the present situation of uncertainty
and suspense in which the two countries, who, like Greece
and Turkey, could contribute substantiall,v in the defence
of Europe, are left outside the North Atlantic Treaty,
constitutes in itself an additional danger of war, since
the eventual aggressor is likely to take it as a positive
lack of solidarity among democratic countries between them-
selves and towards Greece and Turkey more specifically".

(1) The Turkish Government also presented, a formal aide-memoire
to General Odlum and Ambassadors of other NATO countries rep-
resented in Ankara on June 13, stating that it would consider
"a prompt acceptance without reserve of the recent proposal of
the United States of America proof of their friendly sentiment
towards Turkey".

(2) The Greek roquest came after the Deputies had agreed in London
to recommend to their individual Governments to refrain f rom
indicating their respective position to the two applicants. In
Yiew of the talk with the Tur:ish Ambassador, it was impossible
not t-D give him parallel assurances and thereby unavoidably go
beyoni the intent of the Depu:iest recommendation. The formal
reply to tho Greek note promiscc; friendly consideration "Subject
to the limitations imposed by the paramount importance of main-
taining the solidarity of the existing Treaty Organization".
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117. While the Department was weighing the various
elements in the problem and requesting National Defence to
prepare a military appreciation of the Issues involved, Mr.
Wilgress was reporting from London on the U.S. memorandum to
the NATO Deputies. It was his view that it primarily reflected
"the pressure of military thinking rather t han a careful
balancine of politico-economic factors as well as purely military
considerations". He belieTed that Canada should emphasize the
point that the inclusion of Greece and Turkey would substantially
alter thE: basis of the North Atlantic Community which underlies
the treaty itself. He 'forecast that, Italy--excepted-, the- other
smaller European powers more likely to take a position of active
opposition or passive acceptance, to the U.S. proposal, while
the Units3 Kingdom would not offer sustained opposition. The
Department shared the High Commissioner's views about the
weakness of the political arguments in the U.S. memorandum. It
was somewhat encouraged by news from Washington that the con-
clusions report Greek ând Turkish membership were in no way final,
and that the United States "looked forward to the fullest exchange
of views within NATO with the object of achieving a solution
mutually agreeable to all". It had also learned from Mr. Ford
in Moscow that two views were held there by Western diplomats
on the interpretation which the Russians might place upon the
admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO. The Netherlands and
Norwegiar Ambassadors were of the opinion that it might be
regarded by the Russians as the first stop towards turning NATO
"into a real encirclement of the Soviet Union". The United
States-Italian argument was that the Soviet rulers were already
so firmly convinced of the aggressive intent of NATO that they
would not be so disturbed by the admission of Greece and Turkey
as to create a situation where the advantages of their admission
would outweigh hesitations about'offending Soviet sensitivities.
Mr. Ford took a halfway positiôn. He thought the admission of
Greece and Turkey would not be sufficient to force a showdown
"unless it were combined with a decision to arm Germany and
bring it also into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization". It
might discourage hasty action by satellites against Yugoslavia.
But the main effect in Mr. Fordts judgment might be "to harden
Russian minds against the idea that an accommodation with the
West is possible". Mr. Ford concluded that on the whole the
positive gainsrexcéeded this disadvantage if it existed. His
comments were of particular interest, since the United States

• had not c:)mmented on that aspect of the question in its memorandun. !

118. By the end of May the Department had decided to support
a suggestion f rom the United Kingdom that the question shsuld be
examined in its military aspect by the Standing Group of NATO a
suggestion which the Deputies accepted. Mr. Wilgress was advisEq
to abstain f rom playing a prominent role in the Deputiest discus-

sions since

"It would be improper for the Canadian Gorernment to take
a leading part in urging a course of action which.would
involve othors in extending commitments,, although it is
quite proper for Canada to comment on any measure which
would substantially alter the character of NATO".

.The Department had decided that parliamentary approval would be
required if the decision to admit the two countries was made,
as it would constitute a major commitment for defence in an area
in which Canada had not been hitherto directly Involved. Such
a consideration further ^underlined the need for great care in
reaching a d©cision, and the inadvisability of the Deputies
reaching a hasty conclusion "for the mere sake of trying to meet
a given deadline". For that reascn Canada favoured examination
of the problem at the next meetinF, of the North Atlantic council.



119. While the Standing Greug •rras 'preparing a reply to
the military questions prepared by the Deputies, they continued
to study the political aspects of-the problem. During that
period Mr. Pearson visited London and had an apportunity on
June 25 to address a meeting of the Deputies. For obvious
reasons h,- avoided any direct reference. to the membership
question, but, after pointing out that common defence was "the
immediate and urgent goal" of the North Atlantic Organization
added that there was no reason why the farther horizon should
be lost s.tght of "the ultimate creation of the Atlantic area
of a grea;; community of free nations". .,During his visit Mr.
Pearson d:cided that it was pretty clear that the United
Kingdom w)uld not push too hard its opposition to the United
States proposal. He told the United Kingdom Foreign Secretary
that "we .3ti11 preferred to meet Turkish desires by some method
short of full membership". The United Kingdom made known its.
support o.' Turkey and Greece as full members of NATO on July 18.
It expected Turkeyts role in Middle East defence arguments to
be clarif :ed before admission. Fur. ther 'embarrassment was caused
Canada when the Times reported in London that when this statement
was discu3sed in Ankara during an Assembly debate the President
received he British and Canadian Ambassadors and "thanked them
for Briti:ah support of the Turkish cause"., Fortunately, General
Odlum was able to report that, although he had been summoned
with Sir I'oel Charles to meet the President, he'had acted as an
"incidental spectator" who had not been thanked. He had told
the President that, as Canada wasia member of the Atlantic Pact
and a colleague of Britainfs in the Commonwealth, he was "delighted
to be associated with Sir Noel on so happy an occasion". The
Deputies uontinued to study the non-military implications of the
U.S. reconmendation. Mr. Wilgress had found it, as he reported
on July 1'1', "dirficult and embarrassing" to remain in the position
of cautious detachment from the debate in which states like
Norway har- vigorously pressed for a Mediterranean pact. After
consultat;.on with the Department, which shared the doubts of
"our friet.ds the Netherlands, Norwegians and Belgians", but did
not wish to let them get a false impression that "we could maintain
a position of last ditch resistence to the admission of Greece
and Turkey, Mr. Wilgress made .a statement on July 30, which had
been clea)ed by the Minister.

120. He said that his country realized there were only two
methods of meeting the needs of the situation, a Mediterranean
Pact or full membership in NATO f or Greece and Turkey. Canada
was inclined to 2'avour the former but would accept the alternative
"if that became clearly the most acceptable solution". He
suggested that a Mediterranean Pact should be "considerably
abbreviated", omitting such provisions as were contained in
Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treà;ty, and should deal "entirely
with the reciprocal security consideration of the signatory
countries". If that were done, it would enable NATO to develop along
the lines originally contemplated. Mr. Wilgress believed that
the practicability of this solution would become clearer when
details were re--eived from the Standing Group in answer to the
Deput{ es t questions on the command arrangements for the Viddle
East area. Lastly, he advised that no decision be made by the
Deputies, who should simply advance consideration of the question
sufficiently for the Ministers to reach a decision at the coming
Council meeting. As it turned out, the Standing Group made no
helpful contribution to the discussions of the Deputies on a
Mediterranean Pact and at one point observed,.rather ingenuously,
that "the formal decision cannot be given therefore to.the military
command structure until Greece and Turkey are admitted to NATO".



121. By this time Ms. Pearson had decided that, since
the United States continued to press strongly for according
Greece and Turkey full membership and had made it clear that
no. NATO bases would be in^rolr^ed, ti^lhich reduced the provocation
to the Soviet Union, and since all other countries, except
Norway and Canada, seemed prepared to fall in with U.S..wishes,
it would be undesirable to have further delay and controYersy.
He so reiorted to Cabinet on August 8. There was general
agreement that "if an aggression were launched against Greece
and Turkay it would likely be met by a collective effort, as in
Korea, and that it was doubtful if Canada would be more inr-olved
through LaTing Greece and Turkey in NATO than by the hard facts
of the present world situation". The Cabinet therefore decided
that the Minister should support the admission of Greece and
Turkey at the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Ottawa
and should so inf orm the governments of Greece and Turkey. Since
it was still unclear that the question could be settled at the
Ottawa meeting on September 15, Greece and Turkey-were not
immediately informed. By August 23, the Minister felt suffi-
ciently c:)ni'ident of the outcome to tell the Counsellor of the
Turkish Enbassy that the Canadian GoTernnent hoped to see a
fayourabla decision reached at the forthcoming meeting. He had
also deci3ed not to support the view of the United Kingdom
GoTernmen^ that the question of command arrangements in the
Middle East should be resolTed before the decision on membership
was taken.

122. On September 18 Mr. Pear3on formally stated the
Gorernment's position at the Counéil. He conceded that Canada
had adapt 3d a "fairly cautious attitude" on the i ssue - a caution
which was dictated by concern for the future of NATO "lest by
setting a precedent for extending membership in this way its
original purpose and character be lost and the whole organization
be conTer :ed into a purely military alliance of anti-Communist
states". He also expressed concern that the considerations which
appeared v o strong in the case of Greece and Turkey might not be
raised in the future in the case of other countries in the Middle
East inTolTed in defence planning for the Middle East. It was
his •iew that Greece and Turkey should from the first be regarded
as full mcmbers "glad to accept all the obligations as well as
to receiYC: all the rights of membership" . . . The Minister
concluded by saying that:

"HaTinf. regard to all these considerations and the
necessity, as we see it, of taking action without delay
on this matter, the Canadian GoTernment has come to the
conclusion that, despite the obfious merits of a Mediterranes.^
pact, admission of Greece and Turkey to full membership in
NATO is the only practical solution at this time".

In telegrams to Ankara(l) and Athens giTing this information,
the Department commented that:

"Although the objections of some.countries have still to
be oTercome, the announcement of Canada's position will
probably be an important factor in eYentually securing
unanimous approYal".

This action greatly eased things for General Odlum, who
had been reporting on Turkish sensitivity over procrastina-
tion about admission, which he described as the "apex of
Turkey's short-term ambitions", and his increasing difficul-
ties ln aYoiding comment.
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This approval was girQn on the following day, when it was
agreed that each goYernment should take the necessary steps
to secure approTal of a protocol to'the Treaty effecting the
necessary modifications to Artiale;6','which hasto do with
the terrj* tory covered by the Treaty. Five days later a
memorandim to Cabinet asked that Mr. Wilgress be authorized
to sign the protocol, and that a•resolution be introduced to
Parliament as soon as possible dfter signature_ of the protocolJ
approYing of its ratification by the Government. On September
26 Cabinct approYed these recommendations, and Mr. Wilgress
signed tle protocol on October 17. It was not until fiYe days
later, hrvJeyer, that the Danish deputy added his signature, as
his Government insisted that it could not act until the Danish
ParliameLt had given approval.

123. The lengthy gap between approval in Ottawa and
signature-in London raised some irritating problems of ratifica-
tions. It had been the t2inisterts view, which was endorsed by
Cabinet on October 13, that Canada should postpone action until
the three governments principally concerned, the United States,
the United Kingdom, and France, had ratified the Protocol.
He expressed this opinion in a debaté on foreign policy in the
Ho use of sommons on Oc.tober 22, although : it was qualified by
saying tr3t '"it might be desirablé„. Mr. Bliss of the U.S.
Embassy sent a letter saying that the State Department was
"rather unhappy" about this statement. He explained that,
because of the unfortunate delays in London, Congress had
adjourned before signature of the,Protocol had been completed
and could therefore take no action until it reassembled in
danuary: There was no difficulty anticipated in securing
senatorial approval, but, if Canada could take action in advance
of the United States but af ter,either the United Kingdom or
France or both had obtained approval, it would be "very helpful
in keeping up the momentum and influencing other members of NATO
to complelte the requisite Parliamentary action".(1) It must have
given Mr. Ritchie some satisfaction to remind Mr..Bliss in a
second interview of the background of the situation and to comment
that it R.vould certainly seem a very extraordinary procedure for
the Canadian Government to press ahead with her ratification of
the Proto.,ol before the Governments which had primary responsibility
for the mitter". As Mr. Wrong was told: "This United States
attempt t3 push us out ahead of themselves seems to us, in view
of the wh-)le history of this question, to be somewhat preposterous".
But 11r. Bliss was assured that Canada would not be the cause of
any unnecessary delay.

124. While Mr. Pearson was in Paris for the meeting of the
U.N. General Assembly, he had an opportunity of discussing the
question further with Mr. Acheson and Mr. Eden. --Since Parliament
might not reassemble after the Christmas recess until February,
it was possible that all other NATO states would have completed
ratification by that time, leaving Canada in the invidious position
of holding up the invitation to Greece and Turkey. As he cabled
Mr. Heeney on November 9, 1951, he was therefore consideririg
Parliament being asked to take action during the closing days of
the session in late December. Cabinet was informed of this proposed
change in timing on December 6 by the Prime Minister, and agreed
to it. Accordingly, as the final item of business in the session
the House of Commons approved of adherence to the protocol on
December 29, 1951. The debate was marked by cordial references
to Greece and Turkey from all the speakers. The Minister did not
explain, and was not asked, why Canadian action was preceding that
of the United States. His main ju3tif ication for the protocol
was that :.7, strengthened peace by .-^emoving uncertainty, and that

(1) The State Department spoke on similar lines to Mr. Wrong
in Washington.



it strengthened the deterrent value of NATO by adding the
defensive strength of Greece and Turkey to the organization.
On January 21, 1952, the Canadian acceptance of the Protocol
was deposited with the State'Department, Canada being the
second country to take action. The're was no doubt by that
time that the United States Senate would act affirmatively
upon the question. It was now the Canadian turn to express the
hope in the Deputies' meeting that other NATO members would
complete ratification in order that Greece and Turkey be present
as full members at the Lisbon Council meeting, and not merely
as observers, as had been necessary at Rome during the November
meeting., Ratifications were completed by February 15 and three
days later Greece and Turkey formally acceded to the North
Atlantic Treaty.

125. During the debate In the House of Commons on the
admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO, Mr. Pouliot, in one
of his characteristically clever confused speeches, raised the
issue of Spanish membership in the following statement:

"In my- humble opinion, if we are to have an Atlantic Pact
the more members we have the batter. If we are to include
Turkey and Greece among the Atlantic Pact nations, why not
stop and take Spain on the way? What is the objection to
Spain? It would be easy to have them with us and they
would be an asset. Some people are afraid to talk about.
Spain. Spain would be a loyal ally. There is no reason
for not having Spain". ,, .

It is highly probable that in'these views the speaker expressed
the opinion of most of Quebec, where the appeal of Spain as a
Catholic and anti-Communist country is very strong, and where
the objections to Franco as the head of a totalitarian state
who came-to power after a particularly cruel civil war carry
far less weight than in other parts of Canada, especially in
Labour an3 G..C.F: circles. It is true that the Spanish Civil
War did n)t as deeply stir public opinion in Canada as in the
United Kisgdom, France and the United States.' As Mr. St. Laurent
told Mr. Pleven, during his visit to Ottawa in February, 1951,
"apart from a few extremists on both sides, the subject of Spain's
relations:aip with NATO was not of serious political importance
in CanadR'". The Prime Minister believed that, if given time,
the Canadian people would accept Spanish adherence to the alliance
without vlry much serious criticism. Nevertheless Canadian rela-
tions witâ Spain have had a chequered character since 1946,
arising, as the note in the Ministerts Handbook puts it, "from
the attitude of the world community as expressed through the
United Nations", from the resentment at Franco+s pro Axis
"neutrality" during the Second World War, and from its legacy
of the Spanish Civil tiYar. "

126. Before the Second World War, Canada had formally
recognized Franco's government (April, 1939) as the de Jura
government of Spàin, and a Spanish Consul-General was stât^oned
in Montreal. At that time there was no thought of exchanging
diplomatic relations. This question was raised by the retiring
Spanish Ambassador in London with our High Commissioner in
September, 1945. Under instructions from Mr. Robertson, who
was in London with the Prime Minister shortly afterwards, Mr.•^Masse_r
told the Charge d'Affaires that the Canadian Government was "not
prepared to receive a diplomatic mission from the present Spanish
Government", a decision which was received with "gratification"
in the Foreign Office. When the former Consul-General in Montreal,
Count de Morales, who had been trFt:isferred to HaYana, told our
Minister .'.n Cuba in June, 1946, th it he had in mind coming to
Ottawa to c:iscuss with the Canadia:i Government an exchange of
missions, after shich, if successful, he would be appointed the



first Spanish Minister to Canada, Mr. Vaillancourt was told
that the visit would "serve no useful purpose", since the views
of the Government were unchanged. The Count did come, however,
and was informed that Canada was not only -indisposed to exchange
diplonatic missions but also did not wish, as suggested, to
send a Cvnsul-General to Spain. It would accept him again as
Consul-Gt:neral in Montreal if a formai request was made. This
was done., and Count de Morales received provisional recognition
in A ubust 1946. So matters stood when the question of Spain
again can.e up in the General Assembly of the United Nations.(l)
The Count: then called, under instructions from his Government,
to urge that Canada should not support any resolution attacking
Spain or its government. He took occasion to raise again the
question of diplomatic relations, but with the same result. In
reporting on the interview, Mr. Pearson commented that the
Consul-General was:

"At stme pains to point out that he had received many
indications of friendship for, and understanding of, his
Government from persons he had met in Quebec, especially
thosF connected with the Church".

127. - The debates in the U.N. General Assembly in 1946
and thert.af ter indicated one phase of Canadian policy. Although
Canada atstained f rom voting on the resolution concerning Spain
which was adop,ted at the General As'sembly in December, 1946,
because it disapproved of some of the sections of. the resolution,
Mr. I15ley summed up the Canadian, positiofi on Spain as follows:

"jYe abhor the record and the present policies of the Franco
dictatorship.

"We earnestly hope-that the Spanish people may be able to'
rid themselves of Franco by peaceful means and establish
a democratic, responsible and enlightened administration.

"We are not prepared to'support at this time any interven-
tion in Spain which might impede Europe's recovery or
reviv3 in Spain the horrors and sufferings of civil war". ( 2)

The resol.ution, as adopted, asked U.N. members to withdraw their
heads of, nissions from Madrid (which, of course, did not affect
Canada), :)arred Spain f rom membership in specialized agencies
until a njw and acceptable government is formed in Spain, which
Canada considered inadvisable, and recommended to the Security
Council that if, within a reasonable time, the Franco regime
had not been replaced by a satisfactory government, the Security
Council should consider "the adequate measures to be taken in
order to remedy the situation" . . . As this final claim was
constitutionally improper, in recommending that the Security
Council take action which was a violation of the Charter, it was
the chief reason for the Canadian abstention on the omnibus
resolution. At the Second Session of the General Assembly in
1947, Spain was again a subject of debate. The Canadian spokesman
reaffirmed the dislike of the Franco regime expressed on the last
occasion, and Canada voted for the resolution which, in its final
form, simply expressed the confidence of the General Assembly in
the Security Council exercising its responsibilities under the
Charter as soon as it considers that the situation in regard to
Spain so req'uires. ►'Jhen the Security Council deleted the Spanish

(1) At the. first part of the Generil Assembly Session in London
a reso!.ution had been carried t.tiat barred Spain from membership.

(2) This statement was repeated by Mr. St. Laurent in the iiouse
of Commons on February 16, 1947, in answer to a question from
Mr. Dorion.



question from its agenda in June, 1948, on the ground that
no new developments had occurred to justify its retention,
Canada, then a member, supported the resolution. There still
remained on the U.N. record the recommendation concerning
heads of mission in Madrid and the ban on Spanish membership
in Speciflized Agencies. The latter Canada had:never liked,
but felt bound to uphold, since it believed that it was clearly
desirable that U.N. members should abide by resolutions which
are passod by substantial majorities and are in accord with the
Charter, and since it also believed that it was more important
to have the Specialized Agencies in proper relationship with
the United Nations than that Spain should be a member of any
one of tbem. By 1950 the doubts concerning the wisdom of
continuing the boycott of Franco's Spain had increased sufficiently
to force . 3 successful reconsideration of policy in the General
Assembly. The resolution which recommended the revocation of the
remainink operative clauses of the first resolution on Spain was
supported by Canada and was adopted.(l) Again, however, Canada
expressed dislike of the totalitarian form of _government in Spain,
while emphasizing that the General Assembly was not being asked
to reach.a political verdict.

128. During this period of U.N. activity Canadian diplomats
who met Z?anish colleagues in missions abroad were instructed in
a circula7 despatch to assume an attitude "of formal courtesy
and no more". They were also reminded, when necessary, to be
discreet in expressing their personal vievis on Spain. On April
2, 1948, the Canadian Minister inDenmark, Dr. Laureys, reported
a conversation of his in which the Danish Foreign Minister agreed
with him ;,hat "now, in the presence of the Communist programme
in Europe, we should all be more lenient towards Franco and not
exclude S;^ain from our midst, a great people of twenty-seven
million, Which, in all Europe, is the only one to have really
barred the way to the Communists". He was informed in a personal
letter by Mr. Pearson of the former's concern that he might have
gone "a l:.ttle too far" in developing his own ideas on the
relations between Spain and other Western countries. He was also
reminded of the official Canadian views expressed at the U.N.,
which had not changed, and confidence was expressed that "you
would havi, prefaced your remarks to Lsr. Ramussen with some clear
indicatio?i that they were very personal and tentative opinions
that you were advancing, and that they did not in any way represent
the views of the Government".

3.29. Shortly.af ter this admonition another Spanish Consul-
General raised the q.uestion of diplomatic relations with Mr.
St. Laurent, empbasizing that it would not be necessary for
Canada to send a Minister to Spain immediately. Because of his
claim that the only countries which refused to accept Spanish
missions were the Slav countries, Mexico and Venëzuela, it was
decided to prepare a departmental memorandum summing. up the
general situation. The Consul_GeneralTs statement was found to
be incorrect notably with regard to the Commonwealth, and on
July 21, 1946, the usual refusal was sent to him, although it was
qualiried'by the adjective "malheureusement". The wish was also
expressed that circumstances might make.it possible in the future
r'dtagir dans la sens de la suggestion que vous avec soumise".
In January, 1948, Mr. Desy reported from RoIIe that he had been
approached ini'ormally by the Spanish Ambassador ;^it2: a suggestion
much on the lines or the Consul-Generalts, but with the additional

(1) Canada is now (1952) also prepEred to support the admission
of Spein to UNESCO, and would rxt object to Spain being
included in & "package deal"' on admission of states to the
United Nations.



concession that Spain would welcome his own appointment while
he continued to reside in Rome. He was given a copy of the
letter to the Consul-General and the views expressed at the
General Assembly were again summarized. The letter added that
we could hardly consider appointing a Minister while the U.N.
resoluticn still stood, and in any case would not wish to
accept a Spanish Minister, unless it were possible to reciprocate
at an early date, which current staff shortages made out of the
question.

130- After a request from the Department of Trade and
Commerce the Cabinet agreed on July 13, 1949, to the appointment
of a Trade Commissioner in Spain, subject to the concurrence
of the Secretary of.State for External Affairs. Concurrence
was given, but Mr. Pearson continued to express the same views
as in the past in an interview with Macleants Magazine that
appeared on October 15, 1949. After pointing out that Canada
had no-diplomatic representation in Madrid and had not supported
Spaints attempt to join the United Nations, he continued:

e'Certcinly relations between the two countries . . . cannot
be on as"iriendly a basis as they should be while the memory
of Frsncots relations with the Nazis and the Fascists during
the svar remains so fresh, and while so many people in Canada
feel that this government in Spain does not derive authority
from the Spanish people and does not admit freedom of speech,.
religion, and assembly".

131* But the interest in a mbre friendly attitude towards
Spain continued to find expression in Parl2anent and elsewhere,
as was illustrated by speeches from Mr. W.J. Browne, It.P., of
Newfoundlànd,. and Dr. Gauthier., M.P., of Quebec, in November,
1949.(l) Because of this and the changing attitude of the
United States, a lengthy Departmental paper on Spain was prepared
in Decemb:r which reflected the influence of NATO. It concluded
that the Spanish question had "resolved itself largely into a
problem for the North Atlantic countries". It did not regard
Spain as •)f sufficient strategic value to warrant inclusion
among the Western countries, and argued that the policy of main-
taining t:ae status quo, unspectacular as it was, and liable to
the danjo.7 of lassitude, appeared to be "the only possible and
reasonabl.,- course to take". Yet the paper declared at the same
time that.it was important that Spain should take its normal place
in North htlantic political and ec:onomic planning as soon as
possible. It believed Spain, as a democratic and co-operative
power, could be of great assistance in maintaining a community
of interests with 'Latin America. It laid down four main principi-es
of policy for Canada.*

(1) to keep in step with the United Kingdom, the United
States, and France;.

(2) to take no initiative because of lesser Canadian
interests in Spain;

(1) In an editorial at the time the Toronto Telegram urged con-
sideration of Dr. Gauthier ts arguments. In i survey of
editorial opinion on Spain during January and February, 1950,
by the Information Division, the conclusion was reached that
the cleavage of opinion occurred "primarily along religious and
cultural lines" and that "pre;udice, wishful thinking and
deeply-rooted antagonisms plafad an inordinate part in deter-
minin:; attitudes". It predict 3:i "an outburst of virulent
denunciation" no matter what s ^4nd was taken by the Canadian
Government. No such outburst occurred, however, on the
announcement of Mr. Haguirets appointment as Trade Commissioner
in Spain.



Commerce for the information of newly-appointed Trade Commissioner;
Mr. E.H. Maguire. The covering letter remarked that.it might.be._
of assis',ance "in view of the special political significance of
this post and, for the time being at least, the somewhat delicate
nature of his position in Madrid".

H
By July, 1950, the Department had modified its cor.-

ûsion to the point of agreeing that, if staff considerations
permittec► , "a sound.case could be made for opening a mission for
its own sake" in Spain and not, as had been considered, simply
in balance with the recognition of Communist China. The. arguments
advanced in favour of this move included the increasing political,
economic, and strategic importance of the Iberian Peninsula, the
failure cf the policy of the Western Powers to shake Francots
régime ir• any way, the possibility of normal diplomatic relations,
supported by patient trade efforts, doing more "to embolden
normal democratic impulses, than continued ostracism, the anxiety
of Spain and a considerable section of Canadian opinion to see
diplomatic relations established, the probable gains in trade-
which were of special importance to the fishermen of Newfoundland,
and the value in negotiation of direct contact with Spain over
financial problems such as the treatment of the Barcelona Traction
Company. The Minister concurred in the rec:ommendation but
favoured delay until it was seen what action the U.N. Assembly
might take at its next meeting. As has been noted, the Assembly
did remove the bars to normal diplomatic contact at its 1950
meeting, a policy which Canada supported.(2) But budgetary
reasons prevented any action then being taken. In answer to an
enquiry from. the Commonwealth Relations Office, they were informed
on December 16, 1950, that "we are not contemplating opening a
mission i1 Madrid in the near future". The same view was held in.
the spring of 1951, when there was some discussion of establishing
a Consula°.e-General, pending a diplomatic appointment, as had been
suggested by the Spanish Government. In September, 1951, as has
already teen noted, the European Division placed Spain and the
Vatican in a tie for third place for exchange of missions. For
"practicat reasons" it placed Spain slightly ahead of the Vatican,
"subject ;o the importance of the domestic political issues
involved". The Minister agreed that an office should be opened
in one of these places, and the question is now (August, 1952)
under active review.

to try and prevent any divergence between the
United Kingdom, the United States and France;

(4) to develop Canadian commercial relations with Spain.(l)

A copy uf this paper was sent to the Department of Trade and'

(3)

133- Early in 1951,-the position of Spain bégan to impinp,e
more directly on NATO considerations. Portugal had, naturally,
always been sympathetic to the Spanish position and had warmly
advocated Spain's admission at New York, in September, 1950.

(1)

(2)

These were limited by reason of Spaints dollar shortage and
the dispute with Canada over the treatment of the Barcelona
Traction Company and its subsidiary. They were also impeded by
disagreements on pre-war commercial debts, which were.recently
removed when the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce visited
Madrid, early in 1952, and sec:ured an agreement.

Canada was still not prepared to see Spain become a member
of the United Nations, and had so informed the United Kingdom
before the Assembly met.



During General Eisenhower 's visit to that country, lie was
given a strong advocacy of Spanish membership in NATO by
Prime Minister Salazar. Mr. Ritchie formed the impression
during a conversation on February 5, 1951, with the United'
States Minister in Ottawa that the Supreme Command-had been
"considerably impressed". When this was reported to Mr.
Pearson, he commented that he did not think anything should
be done vithout very careful diplomatic preparation, and in
any eveni, not until after the French elections. The last
observat'.on was prompted by remarks from Prime Minister Pleven
during hi.s visit to Ottawa. Mr. 11ilgress was informed of these
developmsnts, with the suggestion that Spain might be made a
topic for discussion by the Deputies as one way of heading off
the dangc:r of it being raised in more abrupt fashion by Washington,
as the French Prime Minister feared. He was not to take any
official initiative, but might find a way of suggesting it
privately to his NATO colleagues. Mr. Wilgress replied that
he ;;houg'.t it would serve no useful purpose at the present time,
since it might reveal wide differences of view, and also "night
serve to disclose the main preoccupation of.the United States
military, which would have a disastrous effect on the morale of
the WestE^rn European countries". On February 19, three days
after th:.s telegram, the Counsellor of the U.S. Embassy asked
an office.r of the Department what the Canadian reaction would be
to assoc'ation of Spain with NATO either formally or inforMally,
or to acre bilateral arrangement between the United States and
Spain, or to the inclusion of Spain in the European Army scheme.
He was given a cautious reply wh^ch repeated the views expressed
by Mr. St. Laurent and emphasized the diff iculties of the situa-
t3on for European countries. Mr. Morgan said that the United
States rcalized the controversial nature of the problem and the
need for its careful handling. The State Department did not
incline towards a bilateral treaty and had no intention of making
any arrangements with Spain without previously informing its NATO
partners, At the timellr. Morgan called, Mr. Acheson had already
told Con^.ress that he hoped Spain could be "linked with Atlantic
Defence -Flans". It was also learned from London that the new
United States'Ambassador to Spain had been instructed to carry
on "exploratory conversations" with the Spanish Government on
that que:.tion. This development impelled the United Kingdom to
inform tYe State Department that such discussions at the present
time migr.t have "most unfortunate repercussions". They had
asked V`:e United States to suspend conversations until there was
a clarification of the military objectives which the United States
desired.

134. All of these developments were summarized in a memorandum
for the Minister, who commented that he would prefer the questio-i
discussed by exchanges of views between the countries more directly
concerned than at NATO meetings. It was felt thàt Canadats main
concern was to have the problem of Spain "discussed in such a
manner that it does not poison relations between NATO members".
Accordingly, our Ambassadors in Washington and Paris and our
High Commissioner in London were so informed, all three being
asked to make CanadaTs views known at a suitable opportunity.
From Washington came the news, at the end of March, that the
exploratory conversation between the U.S. Ambassador in Madrid
and Franco had indicated that, under present conditions, the best
solution for Spanish security might be a defence agreement among
the United States, Spain, and Portugal. Given adequate military
assistance by the United States, Spain would be willing to enter
an agreement with exactly the same obligations as if Spain were
in NATO and, properly armed,.Spain "would, under any and all
circumstances, be prepared to send troops to fight beyond the
Pyrenees, even if there were no dfIfence agreement". The State
Departner.t believed it was premature to raise the question of NATO
membership. By June, the questioi_ had been made more difficult by



General Bradley stating publicly in Paris that the Western
Powers would be "better off" to include Spain as well as
Greece and Turkey in NATO.,(1) The State Department assured
our Embassy that the General spoke "from a strictly military
point of view" and that no steps would-be taken without
consultation with the U.K. and French Governments. In the
meantime the assessment of Spanish military capacities and
requiremEnts would continue. In July the Washington Embassy
learned that the U.S. Government intended to consult the
United Klngdom and France on the possible security and economic
arrangements which might provide the basis for a bilateral
agreement with Spain. Shortly afterwards, the Ambassadors of
those coLntries were told that, subject to consultation with
their Governments, the U.S. Government proposed to approach
the Spanish Government with a request for naval and air facili-
ties in Spain and Spanish Morocco in exchange for economic aid
and assistance in developing airfields of interest to them and
communicstions. Military equipment would not be made available
at present and no assurances would be given for the future.
._As _Ear.nscliffe informed the Department on Septenber.19, 1951,
the United Kingdom strongly opposed this policy on both moral
and material grounds. It believed that the admission to
Western ranks of Franco 's Spain would have the result of
dangerously weakening the ideological foundations of the Atlantic
Pact and would seriously impair Western morale "if the idea
were to saread that Europe was to be defended f rom the Pyrenees".
For material reasons it was highly undesirable to have United
States arms and equipment diverted to Spain from the urgent;
needs of more deserving countries'. For these reasons the United
Kingdom proposed to make it clear to the United States that the
Spanish question was a matter "on which the United Kingdom feels
very strongly indeed". The French Government also registered
disapproval. The anxiety of the United Kingdom was not lessened
by the visit of Admiral Sherman to Spain. The State Department
informed all NATO countries on August 3 that there was no proposal
for the inclusion of Spain in NATO, no proposals had been
advanced ^'or an alliance, and no requests had been made for U.S.
bases. Tie latter statement was qualified by the statement that
negotiations had been restricted to "arrangements for facilities
for the U.S. Air Force and Navy in Spain". By September a U.S.
Service mission was in Spain to survey the existing airf;telds
and anchcrages to see what alterations and additions would be
require4, and an economic mission followed later.

135. It would certainly be putting it far too luridly to
suggest that these developments have tended to "poison" relations
among NATO countries, which had been desc.ribed as Canada ts prime
concern when the talks first began. Since the failure of their
overtures in Tuly, the United Kingdom has taken the line that,
if the United St&tes chose to treat these talks as a purely
local matter and on a bilateral basis,; there was nothing to
prevent such a course of action. Similarly, France appears to
have lodged no further protest against U.S.-Spanish discussions.

In March,. Canada House learned from the Foreign Office that
the United Kingdom considered the inclusion of Spain in
NATO as a "non-starter". A Departmental memorandum, of
April 17, declared that the admission of Spain would
"greatly stretch the fabric of the North Atlantic alliance",
and that the element of timing was much less urgent in the
case of Spain than was true of Greece and Turkey.



On its part the United States has reaffirmed its views on
last August on not discussing Spanish membership in NATO, or
a U.S.-Spanish alliance, or a bases agreement. It.has
proceeded to bargain with Franco for naval and air facilities
with the backing of Congress, which has voted substantial sums
expressly earmarked for Spain. Like Nazi Germany it has found
Franco tc be a tough negotiator. Last August Portugal reminded
the NATO Deputies that approval for the admission of Greece
and Turkey to NATO only strengthened the case for admitting
other new members, and that Spain was clearly more of an Atlantic
Power tha.1 either of those countries. In the spring of 1952
the Spanish Ambassador to the United States did suggest that
his country might be interested in closer association with the
North Atlantic Alliance. During this period the Canadian position
might be described as one of discreet concern. There do not
appear to hare been any expressions of anxiety on the trend of
policy to the United States following the receipt of the U.K.
memorandu a last July. At a press conference on August 7, 1951,
after poi:lting out in answer to a question that Spain's associa-
tion with NATO was not an immediata problem, the Minister
commented that he thought "defence arrangements between Spain
and the United States were a matter for those two countries".
In March, 1952, d uring.a radio interview, when he was asked if
Canada wa:s "headed for some kind of alignment with Franco Spain",
he replie.L that there was nothing that he knew of to suggest that.
He pointe,: out that there had been bilateral talks between the
United States'and Spain, but It was not on NATO questions.

136. At the request of the Department', National Defence
has prepa:•éd an appreciation of the military value of Spain in
the defence of Europe. This report of January 15, 1952, from
the Joint Planning and J'oint Intelligence Committee concluded that:

"In viow of. the current risk of war and the estimated capabili-
ties z^f the U.S.S.R. before 1954, and although there are areas
of gre+ater importance to the Western Powers in Europe and the
bteditcrranean countries, it is conceded that in event of war
bef orc 1954, Spain is of considerable strategic importance
to.the Western Powers".

The report believed that, from the military point of view, it
was desirLble to give Spain some assistance, subject to the
followin ►1 conditions:

"(a) It does not prejudice the build-up for the defence of
Europe and the Middle East;

11(b) It is undertaken in such a way that it would not promote
any serious disharmony among the Western Powers".

The latter stipulation again underlines the strength of the
political considerations in relating Spain to Western strategy,
and the corresponding necessity for the Department of ►eeping
constantly under review the manner in which these may affect the
attitude of the European members of NATO. The fact that NATO
had come to be regarded, in Mr. Ritchie's phrase, as "a first-
class club for organizing the free world" also makes it imperative
to study in ample.time problems of membership rather than, again
to quote Mr. Ritchie, "to let the organization stumble into new
coaimitments and semi-commitments prompted by the exigencies of
the moment".
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CHAPTER 7

PP.OBLEM (F ECONO:.ZIC AIM FINANCIAL FOREIGN POLICY

. When 111r. St. haurent became Secretary of State
for External Affairs the international economic policies f.nd
objectives which the Government intended to pursue in the
post tiraT period were already vieil defined. Its advisers
remembered the slump which had f ollc/ed the First Z9orld Vhr7
which in Canada's case, had been greatly aggravated by thf-:
high tariff policies then pursued by the United States.
They realised that Canada's productive capacity had been
greatly expanded by the demands of the riar and thought that
strenuous efforts would be required to maintain i t a'. f u1_
speed-.. If peace and recovery could be assure ,d2 the prospFets
of so doing-would be enhanced. Consequently it was clear2y
in the Canadian interest' as Mr. St. Laurent-said in his
Gray lecture ^ to "support every.international organizatior;
«hich.contributes to the economic and political stability of
the t•torld", For that reason Canada had been an active
participant in the-conferences which preceded the appearai ce
since 1944 of su:.=h new international agencies as the U.N. ;
the Bank, the Fund, F.A.C., Vï.H.0.9 ICA09 etc. Ca^zac^ian
experts had discussed with their opposite numbers :in ïïashir_gton
and London the prospects for promoting more oderly trade after
the war, and were encouraged by the avoired Ameriran intention,
as-expressed by the Lend-Lease ., Ag-reement^ of striving to
secure the elimination of all i`orias of a-iscrimir.azory tre2t-
merni: in international trade and the reduction of ta:iffs and
other barriers. The renewal of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements
in 1945 for another period was also an encouraging omen.
Difficulties were anticipated! about the future of Imperial
Preferences' which were notoriously disliked in the United
States, but it was the Canadian trie« that these preferences
had proved useful to Canada in the past and should only be
modified as- part of a general international agreement for
lowering tariffs. It was in that spirit that Canadian experts
attended the preparatory talks in London in the autu.mn of 1946
to prepare a charter for an International Trade Organiz.. ijf on
and the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conïorence
on Trade-and Employment that began its sessions in Geneva in
Apriï'1947 when international tûr^:.ff negotiations were inaugu-
rated.

2. Before these new international economic institutio:-_s
could gather momentum and play a commanding part in furthering
stability their member states must be healthy and vigorous.
By contributing to their recovery Canada vould not only
further this objective, but also assist in the maintenance of
international trade at high levels upon -;.hich her oun pros-
perity so greatly depenued. Viè:red in that light$ participation
since 1944 in UI',RRA9 in which Canada had been the third
largest contributor and the second principal.source of suppl;-s
was a form of enlightened self-interest and not simply a
charitable gesturee It also had the advantage3 as. a depart-
mental memorandum pointed out in July, 1946, of "rmoving the
pressure on the govez•rnment for the zrur.t of export credits
which are not, from a trade point of viev; s justified."

3. Uilfortunateîya UIUEEIRA was facing political compli-
cations by the autumn of 1946y with the breach .-;idenir.g
between the USSR and the West. The United States was deterMined
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t o terminate UIIRRA as a relief agency and extend relief
bilaterally as soon as possible. With this policy Canada
felt obliged to concur and supported accordingly the decision
to terminate UrIRRA'in Europe by the end of 1946 and in Asia
three months 12ter. But Canada did not plan to withdraw
entirely from relief, as Ur. Pearson told the UPMRA Council in
August, 3.946, and in 1947 the Government extended post-UrM.RA
aid to the amount of $20 million, from rrhich the Internat:.onal
Children's Emergency Fund, Greece, Italy and Austria were the
chief beneficiaries.

4. To promote recovery, and finance the anticipated
surplus of Canadian products, the Goverrzaent had adopted a
policy of extending export credits in 1944 which had resu -.ted
by May9 1946, in agreements being negotiated with six Eurcpean
Governments and China. The amount :. at aside for this purpose
was fixed at $750 million in December 1945. This limit was
adhered to, despite several requests for further as:istar,ce
during the balance of 1946. The chief reason f or clampint;
down on further advances had been the size of the loan extended
to the United Kingdom in April of $1.25 billion which it was
thought strained Canadian capacity to the limit.

5. Such a . loan was described by Mr. Ilsley, the
Minister of Finance, as "not in any sense an act of chari}y,
it is an investment in the future of Canadian trade"! It
sûpplemented the U.S. loan of $3.75 billion :7hich had beeti
negotiated earlier, but-for rrhich Congressional approval was
not secured as rapidly as had been expected. The prior
American negotiations compelled the adoption of similar
clauses in the Canadian agree.iient, which -^ras not altogethE.r
welcomed in Ottawa. Moreover, the slowness in implcaentii;g
the U.S. agreement forced a greater withdraual from the
Canadian credits than-had been expected. By December 31, 19469
$540 million, had been drawn by the United Kingdom , over t1r:1ce
as much as had been anticipated.

6. Not directly linked to the U.K. loan, but obvic.usly
related to itp was the Ang lomCanadian dheat Agreement for four
years signed in July, 1946, and the arrangements made for bulk
purchases by the United Kingdom of bacon, cheese, eggs9 e1c.
at moderate prices. This search for stability through a
bilateral policy t•ras , not consistent with the GoverrLment t :^-
insistence upon the virtues of multilateral trade, Yet 1.f
did represent the majority view of the West, the 'Winniae,
Free Press excepted, upon the importance of maint2ining a
stable market in ti°rhat might be a singularly insecure world.
In so doing, ' Mr. Gardiner and the prairie fur-mer reflected
their bitter recollections of the low prices for farn products
in the depression years of the Thirties; and the damage done
to Canadian agriculture by United. States tariff polic;;r in the.
Twenties and Thirties.

7. The final major economic decision of 1946, for
which the Department of Finance, in consultation with the
Bar.k of Canada and the War=Time Prices and Trade Bo^rd g
was responsible, was the return to parity of the Canadian
dollar with the United States dollar on July 5. By this
policy S which was fortified by the fact that Canadian gold
and United States Dollar reserves had reached a figure of
approximately $1,600 million, four times the pro-;^rar leErel9
it was houed to offset to some extent the financial burden
of continued heavy imports from the United States at a time
when American prices Ïrere rising rapidly. It was also
designed to protect the Canadian price level in some degree
from the impact of rising prices in the United States.



In the press it was"hailed as'"a clear and splendid-testimony
to Canada's strong financial resources and to the serene
determination with which she faces the anxieties of the future'.'.

8. In retrospect the adjective "serene" has an ironical
ring. Within less than a year the financial experts were jour-'
neying to Washington to see what could be done to save the
Canadian dollar from serious difficulties. But, in fairnes:. to
all concerned it was not then appreciated as Mr. Marshall ;;aid
on June 5, 1947, that

"The rehabilitation of the economic structure of'
Europe quite evidently will require a much longer
time and a greater effort than had been _'oreseeu.'!..

The unprecedented combination ôf drought, frost and flood in
Europe in 1946-47, and the division between East and West '
which hampered its trade, the continuance of. unrest and rev,)lt
in South East. Asia the slowness of convalescence in so man;t
countries, combined with a hunger for commodities that only
North"America could provide but at rising pricesy a greater
degree of economic debility.in the United Kingdom than even
her own experts had appreciated, at a time when United King.-lom
international commitments in Germany, Greece and elsewhere
involved substantial expenditures abroad - these and other
factors combined to give Canada a series of difficult and
delicatenegotiations with the United States and the United
Kingdom: during 1947 that far overshado:,red the patient efforts
in Geneva of those who were painfully drawing up a General
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs.

9. In February 194^, Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of
the Bank of Canada, gave awzrning in his annual report to ;he
Minister of Finance that there itas trouble brewing. His
warning was summed up in the senter.ce:

"Canada cannot continue indefinitely to sell on
credit in overseas markets while she is incurring
a substantial cash deficit in 'her .balance of pay-
ments with the United States".

What was happening was a heavy demand for American raw mate,.,ials
for industrial purposes, for American capf.tal goods for thd
expansion of Canadian production, and for consumer goods ►:y a
people trahose earnings were high and whose hunger for goods of
all descriptions had been sharpened by war restrictions. As
Ur. Rasminsky of the Bank of Canada noted9 under conditions
of high income 'Canadians have an "extrac.••dinary propensity"
to import. As'a result Canadian exports to the United States
lagged,far behind imports from that country, while United
Kingdom exports to Canada were still very lau and the United
Kingdom need for Canadian commodities greato

10. The follccring table illustrates the Canadian
dilemma in 1947:

Trade in Millions of Dollars

United Kingdom United States

1937 402 Exports 382
148 Imports 491

1947 751 Exports 1,034
189 Imports 1,975
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11. At the same time as Canada's trade in her màjor
markets was "eaperiencing'this alarming shift, exports 'to *other- °
markets were either restricted by lack of purchating po•uer or
were f inanced by Canadian credits. A further difficulty was the
fact that'American capital investment in Canada had fallen off
with the return of the Canadian dollar to par. In 1946y in her"
balance of payments, Canada had come wiLhin $251 million of cover-
ing 'gifts _through URTRRA and post-UIMRA7 as -well as loans an,l
export credits to the United Kingdom and other countries2 w.iich
totalled almost $860 million and the strain upon her reserv-3s was
not disturbing. But in 1947, the gâp widened rapidly with about
$600*:'million of exports not paid fort and, as a result, thEi
reserve of gold and United States dollars declined from $1y245
million 'At the beginning of the year to $700 million in Apri 1.
Before *thé year was out the holdings of gold and United States
dollars 'had fallen by $743 million. On February 27 the New York
Commercial and Financiarl Chronicle was featuring on its froiit
page an article. headed "Canada's Critical Exchange Problem" Six
weeks later:^thé-Financial Times of London was discussing Ca)xadals
dollar difficulties under the provocative heading "Will Can^ida
Join the S ter4ng Area:. From. Brussels our Ambassador cab3.ec19 on
April 172' _that'`,rumours of an imminent devaluation of the Canadian
dollar were circulating. He asked what truth there was in '.he
rumour and was'informed by the Department, on the advice of:the.
Bank of C ariada p

"that;... rumours of change in the exchange rate have ci:e-
culated-from time to time and that the policy'of the
Lliflister of Finance has been to make no comment on these
rumours.ti'

12. The Government first met the crisis by slorr:_ng
down the pace of United Kingdom drawings upon the Canadian :_oany
as will be described later' and by attempting to bringhome to
the United States the "extreme urgency" (Mr. YJrong's phrase) - of'.
the situation-both in Western Europe and in Canada. On may.28
Mr. Wrong, Mr. Towers and Mr. Rasminsky sari Mr. Acheson' 1,;r.. 'Ciayton
and 1dr. Hickerson, and reviewed at length the world dollar si-
tuatiôn in general-and the Canadian in particular. 1jIr-. Tovers
referred 'to,the "great anxiety" produced" by the 'intolerable drain
on reserves, and said that various measures=were necessary ';o
bring Canada's 'dollar accounts close to"balânce "during the'
breat ing-spell provided by the proposals we have made to tne
British." He thought that even drastic restrictions on pur.(.:hases,
in the United States and upon pleasure travel there might not
fill thé gap and a'sked if other constructive arrangements .,rere
possible, such as,United States purchases in Canada for relief
purposes, stock-;piling purchases, suppli:s for the American
forces, etc. He also made the "poi.nt tr:a Z; "There is no satisfac= '"
tor^ solution for Canada as long as the United Kingdom and Viestern
Europe are in difficult straits." Mr. Towers closed his state-
ment by saying that;

"if no action is taken in 1947, developments will get
under way which may produce incalculable political effects.
It means the writing-off of the whole United States inter-
national economic program as one country after another gets
into difficulties."

13. The Americans were alive to the danger but:agrééd
that their main preoccupation was with "whât was politically
possible and not with what was economically necessary." In a
forecast of what was to be kno;rn later as the Marshall Plan they
spoke of an "integrated plan of economic coeoperatinn jJorked
out for Europe as a whole", but argued that the in-i:iative
would have to come from the Europeans 9(they were critical of
lack of leadership by the United Kingdom) and would have to
ir.volve mora than the extraction of American dollars from
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the United States. But American plans were still vague and un-
formed, and for the time being the Canadian problem was only '
met by agreeing to set up a small informal committee to examine
the various suggestions for expanding United States purchases
iri Canada. There was no suggestion that Canada should depreciate
her currency and only one aside about the possibility of a
Canadian loan in the United States,

14. - When these developments were reported to the
Departmenti Mr. Pearson wrote a memorandum, summarising what
had been said and commenting that

"Once again weaknesses of the United States political
and constitutional structure stand in the way of strong
action by the United States, the only country which
can give it, to solve a critical international situatic:1.1'

He thought that Canada's dollar shortage, though crttical
was not as grave as the European situation whichg in the iong
run, might be a much greater threat to'Canadian economic
security. "11e can!', he rrrote' "alviays mâke-y in an emergency,
arrangements with the United.States , but we would certainly
not be'able to do so with a disintegrating Europe". He hop3d
that Mr. King would urge bold imaginative leadership-upon
President Truman during his forthcoming visit to Ottawa. La ;tly .
the Under-Secretary welcomed the suggestion of the informal .
committee as "a most useful development" and stressed the need
for the utmost secrecy in its operations.

15. While the Canadian 6am was preparing for action and
encountering some disconcerting instances of lack of integriation
among the Americans concerned in the tâlks? Mr. Marshall had
made his famous June 5th speech which set in goinQ a chain -,^e-
action in European economic affairs. From London Mr. Robertson
cabled on June 19 to suggest that the government study the likely
short and long-term effects of a Western European customs union
upon export trade. He was not too disturbed by its implica,-.ions
and felt that Canadian interest and encouragement of closer
European economic co-operation would be helpful.

16. . Mr. Robertson did not want to see the Canadian
economy pushed "i#;to an impoverished sterling area held togother
by policies of discrimination against United States exports
and not much more'..." and said if he had to make a choice
favoured the other "polar extreme"'of much closer continen-t,zl
integration with the United States. He was emphatic in urg:..ng
that every alternative be explored before embarking upon a
purely "defensive", discriminatory policy against the imports
from the United States. Writing from Gereva at the end of'
September, Mr. Wilgress expressed equally strongly the same
point of view but in relation to the future of:IeT.O. In V►Jash-^
ington, Mr. Wrong informed ïrir. .Ache son that the experts beli eved '•
the various methods suggested of increasing United States pur-`
chases in Canada were not likely to produce more than $25 million.-
As it turned out the results were disappointing. He said the
Government would not ask Parliament in the current session';,for
authority to impose import restrictions, but! unless the I1arsha1l'.-
Plan came into full effect in a few months9 or some other -nest
device could be discovered to dealir,g with the„Canadian ex-
change problem on a bilateral basis9 the.Government would have
to take the necessary steps. tSr. Acheson did not sae how the •
Marshall Plan could operate before the beginning of 1948, and
agreed with ASr, ti9rong that it was time for Canada to discuss
the problem with the Treasury as well at the highest levels.
Hovrever . the D-partment of Fir.an,^e and the Bank of Canada felt
thére. might be some misunderstandinF if this were done so soon after
talks with the State _Denarment, and iss amed that the . Treasu:•y would



learn from the State Department the facts of the Canadian case,
an-assumption which proved erroneous. On July 30th, 1947 the
State Department was again warned that Canada would be obliged
to take drastic action involving direct discrimination against
the United States. Mr. Lovett, to tithom this was reported,
was already in a gloomy state of mind and the only result'
was his suggestion that "...if we had u;y good ideas *of whât
might be done, he would be delighted tc hear from us." Mr.
Wrong thought that the Secretary of the Treasury might be
invited to visit Canada, but this suggestion was ruled'out
since Mr. Abbott and other Ministers concerned would be out of
town in the period when Mr. ,Snyder. ►vas available. On Augu.3t
7th it was decided to make direct approaches to the Treasury _,
in Washington. What immediately followed this suggestion is
not on the departmental records$ which deal next with the
Deputy Minister of Finânce's talks with both 'the Treasury and
the State Department on September 18. The United States offi-.'
cials were still in no position to offer any concrete suggostion,
and our Rnbassy reported a vTe ek later that y, âpart from loa,l
prospects, the major hope of increasing the,Canadian suppl;r
of United States dollars lay in trying to bring about "the
inclusion of Canada as a source of supplies for Europe to 'Né
purchased u-ith "Marshall Plan" dollars,' But the State Depart-'
ment kept insisting that no "prudent" man should rely on h^ilp
from the Marshall Plant and seemed resigned to discussing ► iow-
be st the blow of Canadian import restrictions could be sof. zened ?
and ;ho.v-direct discriminatory measures could be avoided.

17. Mr. Wrong summariseq the situation in a telegram
to Dr. Clark on October 2 a -

"Althotzgh it is useful to know that the United States
Government officials vrill,be co-operative on the imposi,,ion
of restrictions, at the same time, it is discouraging t^iat
they have nothing constructive to offer except an amendrlent
.to the Trade Agreement and a friendly statement."

This resigned fatalism prevailed at every level, as Mr. Pe,-.rson
found in 'a talk with Mr. Clayton four-dâys laterg"but it was béing
recognised "in the United States, fioviever9''that Canada 'coul(' 'hot
give further assistance to,•rards European recovery without ;.ome
àction" to" -ease substantially her own dollar shortage. hZeaiiwhile l
ôn 'October 10, a special Cabinet Committee was apointed "4o
consider the financial questions raised by the serious cul":•ent
deficit in Canada's. Balance of Payments with the United Stf,tes."

18. When Dr. Clark, Mr. TcYiersy Mr. Robertson and other
experts visited Washington and held a sories of talks with
State and Treasury officials between October 28 and 30, the
Americans were told that the Canadian reserves had declined
over $100 million since September 18 (by the end of PtoNember
they had fallen below $500 million) and that action could not
be delayed beyond mid-November. They were given outlines of
alternative programs of restrictions and told that the tough
program would require a loan of $350 million and the moderate
one '6500 million. Although anxious that such action be
postponed to January, if possible, to avoid the news of the
Canadian restrictions coinciding with the planned announcement
of the new trade agreements negotiated at Geneva, the United
States officials were far from helpful about prospects of a
Government loan and spoke about approaching private source in
New York or the International Monetary Fund._The head of
the bcport-Import Bank initially aascrl.bed the prospects oi,
a loan from this institution as "bleak",. But the United States
was prepa --ed to release Canada from these clauses of the
Reciprocal Trade Agreement of 1938 which barred quantitatil.-e
trade restrictions, to study the texts of-notes and
announcements that could be necessarys and to initiate



studies of long terni issues such as customs simplification, a
general treaty of friendship, commerce and navigations stobk-
piling of strategic materials, and availability in Canada of
supplies required by the Marshall Plan countries.

19. It was not until November 12, that Canada was
assured of a loan from the Export-Impnr-u- Bank of $300 mill Lon
for five years with payments commencing at the end of the ".
third year, a smaller amount and a shorter period for repayment
than had been desired. In negotiating it the Government vi.3s
also called upon to undertake to secure.funds from private
sources in the United States, an arrangement which the E^cpert-
-Import Bank regarded as "a matter of.primary concern". With the
loan assured the Government could then'inf orm the State Depart-
ment that it proposed to apply the more moderate plan for
restricting imports. That Department had already drawn up
drafts for an exchange of notes which, after some alterati)ns
in Ottawa, were approved• and dateci. November 14 and 15. After
describing the causes of the dollar shortage, the note ann:)unced
a general-program of curtailing imports to conserve the li-nited
supplies of gold,and United States dollars. The Government
emphasized their intention of administering the controls in a
manner consistent with the General -Agreement on Tariffs ana
T3°ade and of removing the controls "at the earliest possi.)le
moment that circumstances permit." The note also placed on
record the Government's hope which the United States reply
confirmed, that the United Siatps would not invoke against the
restrictions the pertinent clauses of the Trade Agreement of
1938, which would remain in effect until superseded by GATT.
The State Department issued a press releaseVVhen the Canadian
control program was announced, which had beea ciiscussed ia
advance ►rith the Department and which described sympathetic-
ally the Canadian difficulties. It ended with the sentence:

"In terms of her continued contribution to world recons-
truction Canada's action should be considered as a'sho%,t
term measure which does not mean abandonment of the long
term objectives shared by the United States."

20. The note struck in this last sentence was reech.)ed
in the Prime Minister's broadcast from London on November-17e
In' his broadcast, which preceded lir. Abbott's detailed «:c :)unt g
Mr. King put the major emphasis on the significance of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade which had been signid
at Geneva on October 30. He described GATT as charting Canada's
long run course and opening up to her exports "a larger and-
more equal access to the markets 'of tho world than they have
ever enjoyed." The trade restrictions were admittadly a
"sharp detour" over what might prove to be "rough and difficult
ground". Because they were meas!=es which cut across fundamental
trade policies Mr. King stressed the importance of keepirg
Canadian policies directed towards.the long-range objectives
of GATT. "At all times and at all costs we must keep our.'rear.
and- long run objectives cornstantly in sight"9 declared the
Prime Minister. "By making sure that the emergency measures
we have to take are not permitted to hamper or distort our
long-run objectives, vie shall by the enlarged-opportunities
for world trade made public todayR be greatly furthering our
country's grc:sith and development.'= T^Tr. Abbott's address
explained the reasons for the dollar conservation program'9
and outi.ined its nature. He urged that various positive
measures be taken including a subsidy on gold prcduction to
increase sales to the United States. At the request of the
State Del,artment, which did not want to get entangled in
difficult.j.es with Congress before the ground had been cares
f ully prepared, he did not say, as orj-ginally intended, that



the Government had proposed" discussions "looking toward a more
far-reaching and effective reduction of trade barriers between
our two co-+tries than is possible under the existing United
States legislation respecting trade agreementso"- Like the
Prime Minister 1dr. Abbott placed'the emphasis upon longer
range cônstructive measures and promised "We intenc' to get-rid''
of these restrictions 'just as soon as cÿrcumstances will permit."

21. The day follovI;.ng these broaâ^âsts Canadian officials
from the interested departments had a three day conference in
Washington with representatives of the LTr.: ted States Departinent
of State, Commerce, Agriculture, Treasury and the Federal Reserve
System to discuss Canada's possible role under the Marshall
Plan. Considerable optimism developed as a result of these
conversations, and the proposals which President Truman pre;3ented
to Congress on the European Recover.y Program. Mr. Howe9 than
Minister of Reconstruction and Supplyg rient so far as to say
publicly that9 if the President's proposals were adopted, it
was possible that Canadian quotas and restrictions could be
removed in a few moinths. From Washington Mr. Wrong tirarned,
in December 23 1947, that such statements did not help the

'Canadian position, since they'gave ammunition both to Congress
and to some officials who held the vievr that making too lib eral
off-shore purchases in Canada S inst.ead of loans ywas baling

-Canada out 4f her difficulties. Soon af ter-wards it was lea:ned
that United States officials were especially anxious for Ca-lada
to play a• larger part in helping the United Kingdom 9with whom
the Governnent'had already had some delicate negotiations
during 1947. 1

22. 1'hese negotiations arose from the fact that the
Govern.ient was disturbed at the rapid dravrings which the Un..ted
Kingdom was making on the Canadian loan9 at a time when Ur,i-yed
Kingdom exports to Canada.tirere rising slowly and Canadian
reserves were dropping rapidly. As early as January 15, 19-,=7y'
Mr. Robertson had sent a long despatch from London analysini
the United Kingdom dollar difficulties which he described
as "a time bomb ticking away in the heart of i71,dzehall." Hr.
accepted vrithout enthusiasm the assurance of Treasury experts.
that they did not see any immedïate crisis around the corne;.,,
but noted that they were reluctant to make any comment on
the question whether the obligation to make sterling freely
convertible in July, 1947, one of the tern-,s of the United
States loan, would be very onerous. Two ;7eeks ^ later a circitiar
D.O. telegram was received describing current economic
difficulties Z7hicrl migrit lead to exhaustion of the Canadian
loan ^by the end of 1947 unless vigorous steps wer e+a?;iqn and
spoke of various drastic measures of "mar terful admir,istratiGr:"
under consideration. In a covering note from the United Kingdom
High Commissioner, the hope was expressed that ths Canadian
Government trculd accept the general. conclusions "vrith undorm
star.ding and gpod nill"9 since there would be occasions when
"the practical application of the policy may adversely affect
certain Canadian exporters and may give rise to criticism frcL.
certain quarters in Canada." In ccm-menting on this :rarning
telegram Mr. Robertson thought that "masterful administration"
as far as imports were cor,cerr.ed might me::n reductions in
the imports of high cost foodsûuffs from Cvnada such as bw.on.,
poultry and eggs. He added that this was "a frank and important
:7arning which merits continued consideration in Canada". For
his part, ?ir. Touers was disturbed by the suggestion in the
United Kingdom circular that the Canadian :;an might be
exhausted in the current yeary since it seemed to be based
on the assumption that the United Kingdom deficit was to be

.met solely out of the loan rather than in part by payments
of ,convertible sterling to Canada. He pointed out that
exclusive +e? iance upon the loan was no ; a practiaa? possibil'_tyy



as had been recognised at the time of its negotiation when the;
United Kingdom Government agreed that it tirould pay sufficient ''
convertible sterling for imports to ensure that the Canadian
loan would not be exhausted before the American. gr.- Toniers
also pointed out in his memorandum that Canadian reserves of
hard: currency were smaller proportionately than those of the
United Kingdom, were dvrindling more rapidly, and were reaching
a point when further reductions could not be alloued.

23. Unfortunately the Department of Finance eras so
heavily burdened with considerations of the budget and oth3r
matters that no formal reply was sent to the United Kirgdon
despatch until April 11 when Mr. To•.rers' memorandu,m was
foruarded. By that time United Kingdom Treasury experts
were noting that Canada was also fa--ed by a shortage of Un:.ted
States dollars and were suggesting that an exchange of views
about the problem vrould be useful. Sir ililfrid Eady' chiei'
negotiator of the Canadian loan, made plans to visit both
Washington and Ottawa in the first half of May. In raport:.ng
this Mr. Robertsor, surmised that , besides placing the overall
picture before the two creditor countries, he would be ask7.ng
for the suspension of the undertaking to make sterling freely,
convertible in July, and for exemption from the-clauses in
the agreement barring discrimination in imports. This prpi^hecy
was fulfi3led :phen Sir ti'^ilfrid and his colleagues met P^esszs.
Clark, Towers' Gordon and 11ackanzie on May 8. They asked : or
agreement to permit such discriminatory imports but hoped i.ot
to make severe cuts in imports from Canada-9 although the amounts
of some food contracts would be decreased as contracts expired.
Sir liIilfrid also expressed con-err. as to the possible f uture
effects upon United Kingdom funds of the clause in the Whe,,:t -
Agreement for payments to Canada in the latter years of the
agreement ih compensation for sales by Canada belaw world
prices in the first two years. It was not possible to express
immediately a definite view on discrimination' although the
Canadiâns hoped it might be further discussed with the Uni;ed
States. On the.wheat clause S-' _r MYilfri : was told that "thi s
matter was one of considerable poli-tical importance that
could only be dealt_ r•ri th by the Government itself in the li ght
of circurr:stanceserr _

24. The real shock to the United Kingdom negotiator:
came when the Canadian officials dascribed the Gover:ent' :.
exbhange problem9 and the resulting need for "very siabstantial
payments of convertible exchange from the United Kingdvm".
They I.nformed Sir Vililfrid that the Cabinet had inâtruvtsd t hern
to say that Canada would probably fi-^d it necessary to ask
the United Kingdom to make no further dra^^ings upon the Cana3lai^
credit during 1947; and to meet the xeq!.ire^:ents unr^.l the
end of the year entirely by payments of convertible sterling
or United States dollars. It was agreed that Mr. Tower-s should
go to London as quickly as possible to learn the Unitad
Kingdom Goverr.rnent's reaction to the possible Canadian request,
When he did so 9 the Canadian proposal had been modifïed sïight-
ly to the effect that the United KinÛQocl shou34 make avail-
able to Canada for its pu--.;hases $40 million a month o-or^encd
ing May 19 1947. Informally^. "Mr. Towers also suggested that
no dra:tings be made at all upon the Canadian loar. during
May and June.

25. The United Kingdom cour.termoffer was that they
should finance the deficit on trade ;.•ith Canada between July 19
1947 and June 30, 1948, by drawing on the Canadia_, loan and
their. reserves on a fifty-fifty basis y up to a i.ir,:ï. ^ of $400
million United States dollars. They were prepared to forego
drawings Ln May and Ju :e and repay :7hat had already been drawn
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in the first half of May in United States currency. 'Tlhat the
United Kingdom was most anxioc:s to secure was agreement to the
equal-shares plan for under°;rriting the defieit. There was
some delay in ans.rering the proposal after 1Ir. Touexs'return
to Otta.rz., presurÀably caused by the parallel negotiations
proceeding with the United States that have already been
described. By June 14 the United Ki.nüac.^a authorities were.
inquiring urgently when the Canadian Ga;rern!nent crould make its
formal request. The answer cameon June 16. After a full •
explanation of the Canadian difficultiesy it follotired the '".ines
suggested, except for the stipulation tha t the $400 million
to be paid in convertible sterling or its equivalent should be
the minimum, and for the absence of any"request that there
should be repayment of swrns already drain in May. The Chancellor
of the Exchequer replied accepting the proposals to finance each
month from July 1 only half of the United Kingdom requirements
from the Canadian credit y but felt unable to give a p_:.omist of
so doing for the full period of t^relve-months. He hoped that a
radical'iMprovement in the situation through American action
would make possible supplying the suggested minimum of $400
million United States over a year. Dr. Dalton warned that^

"If nothing substantial happens with.in 'the next three oz
four monthsp our positibn will become so serious that :rF.
sha11 have no alternative but to ask you to consult ti°ritii us
hou y^u and vie should handle the situation which will affect
us both equally, though perhaps in d^.fferent ways."

26. It was now the turn of the Canadian authorities to '
receive unpleasant neurs. On July 29 9 Prlr, Wilgr ess cabled I rom
London (Mr. Robertson was absent through illness) to say tr.at
he" had called on Sir Wilfrid -Eady for a general discussion of
financial affairs, only to be told that events had moved so
fast that the United Kingdom GovernTent "might shortly finc' it
necessary to ask the Canadian Government to agree to much more
than a minor modification of present arrangements and might
be* forced to introduce measures which :roald have a far more
serious effect upon the Canadian economy." Sir Wilfrid was
afraLd that in ."their desperate straits" the Cabinet "icigh:,
plunge about wildly and commit themselves to decisions ,ri tY.
insufficient regard to their peripheral consequences." As he
could not leave London, lie wondered wheth9r Dr. Clark or 'Mu°.
Tauers, or, failing themy Mr. Rasminsky or I^. Bryce might
fly over for consuï;atiopA. The Treasury doubted if the
United States had yet realised the full seriousness of the
United Kingdom predicament and the measures whichwould have
to be taken. ^ In the gap betrrreen exhaus 4 ï.cn of the United
States credit and aid under the Marshall Plan it would
probabltT be necessary for the Urlited Kingdom to i ntroduco
"sevérelyrestriCtive measures".

27. As the Canadian reply was delayed by the absence
of many of those cos;cernaw on holidaysa it .,-ras not u.;vi?.
August 6 that Mr. Pearson was able to cable I41ra 'ylilgrass to
say that &ir. Bryce would arrive about Auôusû 23 and that the
Minister of Finance would be in London in early September
for meetings of the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund. The Government r: as taking a strong stand against any
modification in-the financial arrangements. It was appreciated
that decisions on import restricÿior.s r:^zre the United Kingdom's
respons2bilit,- 7 but information was requested as to details.
In the closing paragraph of the c able surprise was expressed
at the speed .rith which the crisis had cteve.Lopa3 and the
hint tr.ro:,n out that possibly "... efforts are being made to
exaggeratf, the crisis in order to make acceptable not only tr,
London bui: also in Washington and everi Ottawa the various
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measures considered necessary
was not •shared by Canada Hous
caught in a trap has very liti

that:
England on September 2 for the Bank and Fund meetings, and

intimatioad of British policy contained in the United Kingdom
invitations. He said that P.Zr. Abbott would be leaving for

to the discussionsq while expressing "some surprise" at the

15, that "our probiem was reall than theirs". In a
rather stiff letter, on August ^by

worse^
the Prime Uinister agreed

consider any modification of the existing arrangement, arguing9
as Dr. Clark said in a cable to Lbr. Bryce, in London on August

speed" in London. In Ottawa, the officials were reluctant to
credit. It was urged that the talks be held "with all possible
which had been made so recently.about dratiTing on the Canadian
join with the United Kingdom in reconsidering the agreement
Clutterbu--k was instructed to ask the Canadian Government to
the duration of the United States credit. Sir Alexander
Chancellor had to revise for the fourth time his estimate of

The Jnite3 Kingdom officials left for Washington on August 16.
Mearr.rhile the situation grert still worse in London. where the

as well as the United States on,provi.sions for non-discrimination.

place lat,3r with Canadian negotiators. He reminded him that
the Unite3 Kingdom was under obligation to ;onsult ;jith Canada

.
directly or by implication in any discussions that would take
take no action in Washington which might appear to bind Canada
Clutterbuck that he hoped the United Kingdom officials would
them there. In that.connection Mr. Pearson told Sir Alexander
month, ard it was suggested that Canadian officials might meet
convertikility of sterling which had been In effect for a
proceeding tolPdashington for necessary talks on suspending

i
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n dealing with it." This suspicion
e which replied that "an animal "
le room for tactics or manoeuvre."

28. By that time ;;he United Kingdom officials were

"If I ' yr.'zile

would be compelled to bear that in mind in the financial

pinning his hopes. He seemed to imply that Canada would have
to preserve the United Bingdom market for her supplies and

the "have regard to" clause uppn which Mr. Gardiner vras
addition to the price of wheat for the third yea, s based on .
-convinced that his government could not contemplate any
negotiate the price of the 1948-49 wheat contract. He was

no agreement could be reached on food contracts with the
Canadian Iiinister of Agriculture who had arrived 'primarily to

even of essentials9 and said that until financing was arranged,
spoke very gloomily of United Kingdom purchases from Cana1a9
arrangement" even for a matter of weeks. Sir tjlilfrid also
United Kir.gdom "just could not go ahead tivith our 50/50

dollar si
desire to

may be
ârrang3
be ttive e. l

in London the United Kingdom Government should
discuss tirii;h Mr. Abbott any aspect of the world

tuation' in its bearing on existing arrangements
our respective governments, Mr. Abbott will seek to
to have such discussions held at such a time as

mutually convenient." *

29. Before Mr. Abbott arrived , Mr. Bryce 'had a long
and ravaa ling talk with Sir Wilfrid Eady who said that the

Abbott". It vas also clear from the discussions that the
United Kingdom cabinet ministers were puzzled at the Canadian
lack of Uaited States dollars 5 and were inclined to take the
view that "Canada was doing relatively little itself to con-
serve United States dollars at a time when all countries were
denying t"1,13mselves things they vTanted because of the dollar
shortage."

egotiations.. As Idr. Bryce put it in his report "... without
doubt he'rrill viant to use Gardiner as a means of pressure on
n

rz^^b
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At the same time Sir Wilfrid :1as 'himself definitely concerned ..
about the Canadian situation. He was reported as saying that
he did not see how Canada could possibly wait 'until January to
introduce import restrictions. In conversation with another
senior official râr. . Bryce was given a series of estimates of
the balance of payments of the sterling area *with Canada during
the year which pointed up to a possible deficit of $60 million
a mor.,h c;rer the next six months. He came to the conclusion '
that the United Kingdom was "clearly hopi.ng to" use their import
programs to some degree as a bargaining point",

30. The Bryce reports were received with some irritation
in Ottawa where garbled press reports of !,;hat -Sir Wilfrid
Eady had previously said about the Canadial:: situation, during
his visit.to VJashington, had not helped matzars. Dr. Clark
complained of "the complete failure to understand the Canadian
position" j vrhich*he attributed t o the fact that "We have tried
to carry a disproportionate share of the burden of European
reccnstru:tian and that the British and European recovery have
been distressingly slua". - He disliked the 'éxtraordinarily
gratu,itou3" expressions of alarm about it. He believed that
either thÿ present arrangement about drawings on the Canadian
credit wo:ild have to continued9 or Canada v:ould follow the
United States example and stop dra►rfings* altogether. The
correct 1•3cale for discussions of. food con6rac ts and trade
was (Jtta•rr .i and not London.

31. . It did not lessen Canadian irritation when, on the
eve of talks with other Conunonia$alth sterling countries about
the crisis, (at which Canada decided not to,be represented by
an observ3r)7_?dr. Bevin, though making.plain that he spoke
entirely 'or himself, told the Trades Union Congress at South-
port he t:lought a customs union was necessary for-the British
Commonwealth and Empire which could not "avoid any longer
common de:1'ence and common acceptance of certain common economic
principleâ if we are to avoid recurring crises." This
unguarded statement was described in a cable from Canada
House as ^iaving come as "a boit from the b3.ue" to the Common-
wealth Re.7_ations Office' but was also interpre ted as being
possibly "a deliberate tactical move directe3 towards the
Americas" -, Mr. Pearson commented on its affect in Canada
in a pers )r.al letter to l:Tr. Robertson.

"Ir Iia:i- done no good hera 9 especiallJ in its references to
ccmmon âefenrE inc' a„ustoms union. x?l the old skeletons
are ra':.tling furiousl.y in he cupboard.

Mr. Pearson remarked +hat9 in spite of very rea? syrpat?y
with the United Kingdom the tactic of urging all good
Britishers to rally round the flag would prodcet? no useful
results in Canada v.lhera 9 if the choice of some closer econe.mic
and financial alignment had to be made "... it will have to be
with Washington rather than Landon". He suggested that it
was a matter of first importance "... to urge at every oppor-
tunity that broad general declaraticns about the CommorrnF;ealth9
especially in regard to strategic and economic matters should
be avoided like the plagual't and added that "there is a-reai.
danger of dramatic perfervid utteranceâ in London1-ir..g much
more difficult'here an already diffieult situs.t^.o n" o

32. In Cabinet on Septa.mber 12 the Bevin proposal for a
Commonvrealth or Empire Customs Union came under d1 35ûansiong
follorring a report by the Cabinet Co;nmittee of E:;^er:_al Trade.
It was agreed that "the United Kingdom be ir.forniad tha : it
.would be impossible for the Canadj.rin Gavernm6nt to contemplate



adherénce to ânything in the nature of a CorrmornrealthJ Customs
Union..." Mr. Lepan, who was then at Canada aouse , was also
told by the Department in a cable on September 2 that:

"If thé United Kingdom authorities think, and there are'
indications that they do that our financial difficulties
with the United States might make k^, juore receptive to the
C ommotn,realth scheme, they are making a great mistake, and
the sooner that they can be disabused of this idea the better.'i

33. In London. the Minister of Finance had a preliminary
talk with the ^:^&..,ceilor of the Exchequer on September 12 2
during ahwch Dr. Dalton said he hoped it would be possible to
draw more-rapidly on the Canadian credit than the present
arrangements permitted. By that time the residue was only '
$402 million.'Mr. Abbott got the impression that-the United
Kingdom d^.d not intend "to press too hard for.a revision". He
suggested that the officials might agairi jointly survey the
field: Tlese talks began on September 16.

34. The Departmental files do not appear to contain a
complete :•ecor3 of the London ta3.kso Mr. Bryce is reported,
on September 19, as saying that he was confident that Mr. Abbott
had made "c'rystal clear" the Canadian position, and that he did
not thinic the request, for accelera±ed drawings on the Canadian
credit wo.Lld be repeated. In return, t.'!r. Abbott had told the
Chancellu:, of the Exchequer that he realised the United Kingdom
would be compelled to cut its imports from Canada. Consequently,
betrreen September 15 and Decembdr 11 the United Kingdom drew
$100 million of the Canadian credit on the- normal terms. By
that time the United States treasury had agreed to allow the
United Kiitgdom to resume its dra:^rings upon the American credit,
a.,u it ,,,7a!c a question of making do until Marshall Aid to the
United Ki-igdom would ease the strain.

35. What this involved was made clear to the British
people on Octor-r 239 when they were told of the necessity for
a number c-f cuts in food rations. Such cuts, and others proposed
in variou: imports like canned salmon9 tobacco and fruit! affected
the size of purchases from Canada, especially those under long-
term food contracts. It was decided to send a team of experts
to Ottawa to review the programme. The Canadian Govern►nent was
anxious that they should Wome as soon as possible9 particularly
in vieir of the. ar:ual Dominion-Provincial Conference conducted
by the De)artment of Agriculture carly in De'ember when food -
productici- programs were prepared. The experts were to discuss
the stepping up of exports to Canada and the balance of payments
problem as well as the question of importso

36. The discussions began on November 2bp ,and ►rere
inaugurated by a United Kingdom statement that in 1948 they
proposed to reduce imports from Canada by some $45 million in
certain commodities y a program which u. otL.d invr,lve complete
cessation of purchases of beef4 eggs^ and bacon2 and some
reduction in timber imports. The targe-'t figure for United
Kingdom exports to Canada was placed at £80 mïllion, which
was rega.rded as overly optimistic and almost certainly impossible
of fulfil.►nent by the Canadian officials. lilhat was left of the
Canadian credit would be required to finance part of the deficit
on trade.

37. When these developments were reported to the Cabinet
Committee on External Trade, the Minister of Ag:iLuj.ture
emphasized the importance of a balanced agricultural program
which would be impo3sible 9 if selected commodities were contracted



for at 'special prices and others were s old freely on the open
markè.t. He and his officials wanted a policy of all contracts
or none, and thé purchase of beef, bacon and eggs'to*the amount
of"$120 million. At the same time the United Kingdom officials
were told that dollar difficulties alreâdy made difficult the
continuance of drawings on the remainder of the Canadian credit
and that the proposed revisions would make drawings "quite
impossible". As the negotiations continued, the United Kingdom
delegatior, revised their offer so as to include purchases of
$65 millicn of beef' bacon and eggs on condition that $229 million
of the Canadian credit be made*available for 1948, a drop of.$51
million from the previous year. This proposal was also unsatis-
factory, .,ince Finance regarded any extensive drawing upon the
Canadian c:redit as "completely out of the question". From
Washingtor, ldr. Wrong commented that in his view, the United
Kingdom urderrated the amount of help that they might receive
under the Uarshall Plan. He suggested that decisions on the size
and f.inancing of food contracts be made on an interim basis,
subject tc review when the Suropean Recovery Program began to

-operate. Mr. Robertson wrote from London that he felt that the
Departmeni of Agriculture was concentrating.too much on the
specific i-equirements of the United Kingdom market., He advocateds

"a higber priority in our thinking to the need for
expanding agricultural exports to the'United States than
to compelling this country to take foodstuffs which it
would cearly love to have but for which it really cannot
afford to pay."

Like Mr. tiVrong 9 he favoured a temporizir.g*policy in negotiations
until Mar.-hall aid was available, but coupled it with emphasis
upon "more diversified outlets for Canadian agricultural products."

38. Since a deadlock appeared imminent, Air. Pearson
played an active part in personal negotiations with Sir
Percivale Liesching' and prepared a memorandum for Cabinet
on DecembEr 9 describing the discussions and raising certain
questions upon which direction was necessary. The Cabinet
was not prepared to make any commitments about drawings from
the Canad.4an credit beyond $10 million a month for a three-month
period, after which the position was to be reviewed, From
London it was learned that the offer to find $360 million of
Americar funds in 1948 to help buy Canadian products q which
was part cf the Liesching proposal, was the limit. It looked
as though the deadlock was complete. Mr. Pearson noted in a
memorandum:

"Vie agreed that both sides were facing facts which
were difficult to reconcilev and that the facts of the
situation and not any lack of goodwill on either side
was responsible for our present difficultieso"

At this time the Government was even wil.linâ to drpp the wheat
contract. It offered to make available in the first three
months of 1948.45 million bushels 9 and supply credits to cover
the difference between the world price of about $3. a bushel
and the contract price (61,55). The United Kingdom officials
were most anxious not to lose the wheat agreement which they
had not anticipated the Goverru-nent being prepared to drop.

39. At this point I;s. Pearson intervened with a compro-
mise proposal' by which the wheat agreement would be mair_ -
tained which provided for a price of $2e a busrel in the crop
year 1948-49 and other food contracts renewed at'adjusted
prices. In return $15 jaillion a month would be mate available
from its credit for the first three months only. At the end of

. ._1A .^.
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that time the situation -vould be revievred. D-uring that period
the United Kingdom would f urni :sh Q100 million U.S. dollars for
the purchases. Finance officials were doubtful of the wisdom
of - the size of the credit but the Frime Minister intervened to
give his support to the proposal. He told the senior United
Kingdom officials that financially the Governaent crv,-- tzkine
"ernat risks" in making such an offer, atid addRd th_ -,t.

•'WE aere willing to take such risks ir order to avoid the
cancel?.ation of a contract which might arouse misander-
standi.ag betereen the two countries and cause a fealing
of resentment in the United Kingdom that we were pre-
judici:;g the bread ration".

Mr. King rias also influenced in this i-inter:Teation by concern
about the international situation. He was r6ported as feeling
that "an inability to agree here and a àancellation of the
wheat contract would be interpreted as an abandonment of the
United Iiii.gdom' vrould be exploited by unfriendly elements, and
would be €er,erally undesirâble". The Canadian offer was accepted.
On Decembc-r 169- Prime Minister Attlee sent Its. King a personal
message of` "very warm thanks".

40. Two days later a formal and most carefully rrorded
exchange rf letters betlJeen 12r. Pearson and Sir Percivale
completed the agreement. Mr. Pearson made it plain that the
continuance or. renewal of the contracts for livestock products
for 1948 was without prejudice to their further reneti•ral for
the later pericd. of the cor.tract, and that is was:

"alvray: been the urderstanding of the Canadian Government
not only that the wheat contract is to be carried out9
but al:o that the '3ther Canadian agricultural supplies
are to be purchased during the -came period at pri :es ad justed'
as may be requ!.r6t.,. to -aheat cor.tract prices 5 and that
the prices for bacon and beef for 1949 will noi, 9 in any
event, be louer than those of 1946".

These affirmations, which reflected the belief of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in particular that the price of cheap
contract ^ hsat was the observance of all the contrac ts
through 1c,48, were countered by a United Kingdom u;aderstanding
that shr.lud the deficit on Canadian trade i ►i the first three
months cf 1948 be less or greater than the es,imate placed
upon it (^147 million) the question whether any adjustment
is required in the proposed financial arrangement, .,ould be
the subject of discussions between our two goverr,men:s.
The Government accepted the United Kingdom observation, but
placed on record in the reply the fact that there was no
prospect of any increase beyond the ';P'45 million promiseda

41. Mr. tiJrong was nked to inform the State Department
of the results of these negotiations, which, taking iniko
account the price at which the Canadian wheat was soL.d y
amounted to approximately $^.15 mil.licn of help to the United
Kingdom in the first quarter of 1948. It was expected that
this assistance to the United Ydngdom would be of substantial
value in sho.ling the United States that Canada -!Tas c:ontinuing
to play her full part in furthering Eusopear. rEcovery 9 at a
time when off-shore purchases in Canada under the Marshall
Plan were eagerly desired.

42. A further exchange of letters over the understandings
of the two governments as to the meaning of the agreement was
made necessary early in 1948 when z. press release issued by
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Mr. Gardiner on the contracts said that the prices and quantities
could not be affected by any further liscussion of financial
relationships at'the end of the threE months covered by the
recent agreement. The United Kingdom was determined that it
should be understood that, just as the Canadian Government had
made no commitment for credits beyond March 31 1948, the United
Kingdom iL.d made no commitment beyond ±r:at date as regards the
provision-of United States dollars. A.letter on these lines
was given to Mr. Pearson by Sir Alexander Clutterbuck on
January 24. Mr. Pearson, who was well ava=re of the "calculated
ambiguity" of th,- Decembr letters, agreed that no.financial
commitment had.been made, but on the oth..r hand argued that
the United Kingdom had "entered into an ob.:igat iori Lo purchase
certain agricultural products at certain pr--'ces". If they were
unable to finance their purchases the oblig&tion could only be
ended by z: repudiation of the contrects l an i-iction which would
then reopE:n the wheat agreement. Af ter consultation with the
Ministers.concerned he drafted a reply on those lines to Sir
Alexander Clutterbuck on Febrtzary b. His letter also said
tha Ŷ •

.'tit vro ►71d. moreover' be most unfair to Canadian agricuJ-
tural ^tiroducers ^ and indeed make their production planning
prGctic:ally impossible, if the uncertainty of these
ccntra.:ts becomes clouded with uncertainty or if the
feelin,; becomes •uidespread that they might be dropped
or abandoned at some date in 1948 after March 31."

43. 11hat -rtas to be done after the three month period -
expired wr^.s very much in the minds of both governmer.ts 9
particularly as the debates over the European Recovery progran!
and the lc,gislation necessary. for it limped along in Congress.
In a conv,^rsation with Sir Stafford Cripps to^,ards the end
of Januar;#? Mr. Robextson found the Chancellor in a gloomy mood.
The deficit with Canada had been increa;sing largely because
some of the other Commonwealth countries had not limited their
dollar dei'icits to the amounts previcusly.agreed upon. Sir
Stafford :-ealised that the Canadian Govérn^.ent had "stretched
itself to the uttermost" to finu a soÿizvion; but it see^isâ
likely t^zt:t both countries would fir_d the:rzselti es tanable to
find sati ;factory financ:ial ana.Ters at the and of March. He
thought,_taat the only way out would be to transpose the problem
to one <<f''ectir_g the United States as 1r, e?l as the other cour.=ri as
but ;7as-:vit counting upon Marshall aid _;.nl°il SaptEmLer at the
earliest. What he hoped might be possible :ras th at p as a resu? t
of approaches by both gQZernwG.nts9 the United States administra-
tion might be induced to make an informal c:orxxit;ment about
future Marshall aid as to ho:v much of the amount aai°u;:rli.ed
for the United Kingdom could be used in Canada so that the
United Kingdom could "take scme large risk.s" befor e the program
came into effect. The Chancellor was anxïo^as that Canada
consider such a concerted approach to Z'1ashingson9 and a'Â,,bestFa
that Mr. Pearson might come to London for discussion as to
ways and means. Mr. Robertson supported tY-:is suggestr.o:;.
Mr. St. Laurent was not enamored of the idFa, y and pointed
out that the food the United K3.ngdc,m securs3 from Canada
was at prices belau vrorld.ones and should be regarded as an
item on which they must if necessary use their rese^^ves.
In his vieyr, "The matter of safeg4arding their reserL res Is a
matter for them to discuss ^,rit'r: Washington and I do not like
the idea of joining them as supplicar^ts.for the replenishing
of their reserves".

44. i:fearrrhile tho Unit,;J 5t,^ites State Departrmsnt had sent
an aide-memoire to the United Kir► <; 10?' ta1^^Iig :fr^:t sro_:1d be
the conse ►;aences if aid were dela;^a3 ixr,til :^u1.y lst.
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The Treasury was planning to include in its reply a paragraph
stating that the question of financing Canadian imports after
March 31 was one that would present : "peçuliar difficulties" and
that "the sympathetic co-operation of the United States ►rould
be required to meet this difficulty, in**particular". From these
developments Mr. Robertson drew the corclusiony as cabled to
Mr. Pearscn on January 27, 1948 that "*'e_e iron is now hot in
Washington and we should concert as quickly as possible with the
United Kingdom plans for approaching the State Department". But
officials in Ottawa and 11r. Wrong were. all in agreement that
such an approach was not advisable,.being doubtful as 1Sr. Pearson
wrote "about the wisdom of taking our ovin problem to Washington.
as an appéndage to or as the main reason for the United Kingdom
problem", and being mindful of "the traditi:,nal American suspicion
of Commonwealth "ganging up" tactics". They agreed on the United
Kingdom an3 Canada maintaining the closest possible touch in
their separate negotiations with Washington, but ^,uled out any
special visit to London trhich might be misinterpreted in the
iTnited States. They also believed that, after the separate talks
began9 , the United States administration might on its own suggest
combined discussions. Mr. Robertson reported these views in -
London. It was suggested that if Mr. Pearson could not come to
.Londons Mr. Robertson might return to Ottawa for a brief visit
to describ3 the situation.

45. B3fore Mr. Robertson returned to Ottawa, as had been
arranged' ne was given a fresh and still ^loonier survey of the
United Kingdom position by the Cijancelloi. rnE drain on re-
serves was still heavier than had been forecast at the time of
the Liesching mission to Ottarra, so that the reserves at the
end of 1943 were nou expected to be £100 million less than
previous e stimate s and the deficit wi th the A.m: ricans was
expected to be £60 million more than previous forscasts. When
those figures and others were analysed in Ottawa by the Bank-of
Canada their accuracy as statistical forecasts was questidned.
Sir Stafford was thinking more and more of "develoninb the
resources of Western Europe plus Africa on a hemispheric basisu '
as " a long --;erm device to reduce the dependencu on the Americas o
Mr. Robertson made what he described as "c;aut:.o:,dr;;, rFm-aiks"
about such a solution tending to "dry up the springs of American
generosity which fed the Marshall Plan". He added a"gentle
warning" t'.iat too vigorous a hemispheric policy "vrouyd, probably
force us i::ito a parallel hemispheric grouping with the United
States and might destroy the special trading relations whidh
had existel for so long between the United Kingdom and our-
selves". He found the Treasury resigned to the prospect of
no further drairing.;"3 on the Canadian credit*aft;er Mar-ch 3l;
and not too hopeful that it might be possible in negotiations
to separate the wheat contract from the others. The United
Kingdom would be "more than content" if the Canadian Goverr.-
ment would make a separate and prior approach to Washington
and would prefer Canada's making the first overtures in the
United States.

46. On February 16 and 17 meetings were held of the
Interdepartmental Committee or, Exte^-na1 Trade Policy which
Mr. Robertson attended 2 and for some of vrhich Mr. iYrong f
Sir Alexander Clutterbuck and Sir Gordon I1unro q head of the
United Kingdom Treasury Del.ega ^^ion in Ziashingtony and other
United Kingdom experts were also present. No detailed record
of the meetings is availabl e, but it was decided that I:Ir. Wrong
should see Mr. Lovett of the State Department to famiîiarise
him with the Canadian aspect of the problems confronting the
United Kingdom. He was given a memorandum to indicate the
manner in ^lhich he might approach t:e problem. It was pointed



out that Canada had supplied $860 million of unrequited expcrts9
mainly to the United 'ILingdom and Western Europe, in 1946, and
$601 million in 1947.

47. The Canadian gold and United States dollars reserves
were still at an unsatisfactory low level and it was now
necessary for drawings to be mad9e upon the Export-Import Bank
loan. For these reasons and the facv that the estimated surplus
on currEnt account was nlaced at $130 million Canada would not
be able to go beyond releasing to the United Kîngdo;a and other
countriFs $100 million in credits previously authorized. This
amount covered the $45 million allotted for the United Kingdom
in the first three months, and the exten'c to iwYiich'credits granted
other countries like France might be util,sed, Mr. U'rong
w as to cxpress the grave concern f.elt in Ottawa at the general
position of the United Kingdom reserves, but was not to suggest
any specific course of action which either the United States or
the United Kingdom should adopt.

48. On February 27 Mr.. 1Trong , accompanied by L-. Deutsch,
had an Interview with Mr. Lovett and his economic advisers.
The restlts rrere 'not encouraging 9 as Mr. Lovett said he was
in a po: ition to give 11litt.ie c.irrent comfort". The Americans
thought, the Canadian estimates of.possible assistance to
Europe In 1948 were too . lo^^^ 9 and were inclined to suggest
that Carada should continue to make $15 million a month avail-
able to the United Kingdom for a period after March 31. , They did
not appear satisfied with rSr, Wrong's explanations as to why this
would be too risky= but did acpept Mr. Deutschts arguments
that if further restrictive measures were taken to bolster
Canadiar. reserves, they would at once reduce productive capacity.
Mr. LovEtt was more optimistic than in the past about the
passage of European Recovery Program, but had no suggestions
to offer about meeting the United Kingdom problem in the
initial stages of the program.

49. As the-days ticked off in March and the European
Recovery Program Act had still not been passéd the United Kingdom
requesteu the Canadiari Uovernment to permit a dra^aisig or ^517
million on the Canadian credit for the month of April, on
the undf:rs.tanding that the amount Vrould be repaid, if and
when ERI, came into effect -;nd was made retroactive to April
lst. Tris request the Government felt obliged to decliney
but of SEred to review its position in September when the
prospects for the 1948 crop would be known. On ' earZi ,g this
Mr. RobErtson cabled from London on March 16 to sa- t'hiat q
in the - altered politica, s1.twation -,aased by the tragio ev_nnts
in Czechoslovakia y and the re;>uïting probability of more
rapid action by-the United States Congress' he strongly
believed "it would be a mistake to urge too far our a.^:rrill.ing-
ness to advance even a comparatively small amoünt of furth er
credit". His te?egram ended:

"I very much hope that those cJho 'are properly anxious
about our financial positior. will fee3. at this critical
moment that it is possible for as to share in this
additional but comr.aratively modest way in the risks
involved in attempting to safeguard Western E»rene from
further encroachments and infiltrations",

Mr. Pearson -forrrarde3 the telegram to I1r.-St. Laurent and
commented that he had some sympathy with the point of view
expressed and felt that;

"no matter how carefully we handle this matter, the
Americans are going to critic:.ze us for refusing to
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grant the British the $15 million credit which they
have requested to help them out during the period
before ERP comes into force".

From tiVashington Mr. Wrong, who had been asked to explain the
Canadian refusal, confirmed this statement in a taletype which
said tY•.et in discussions he had had

"... it was very clear that the Americans could not easily
ad j u.ct' themselve s to the shock of knowing that Canada
has ieached a decision not to extend any additional •
cred:.t to the United Kingdom for the time beingrr.

He was a,ore encouraging in reporting that the United Kingdom
would receive $375 million of r^.RP aid betueen the passing"
of the till and June 30, and would be able to use some portiori
of ERP funds for Canadian goods delivered after the date of
enc.c tmer t of the ERP bill.

50.' Fortified by these assurances9 the United
Kingdom aovernment then approached Canada on March 22 to ask
if it wculd be permitted to dravr on the Canadian credit at
the rate of $3.5 million s^ week until the date of the passing
of the E3P Act. The memorandu_^n pointed out that "every dollar
is of scpreme moment until the corner has been turned". ex-
pressed appreciation of the Canadian difficulties, but argued
that

r' e.. in a situation in which whoever ass 6es the liability
is bound to suffer it riould seem to be the fairest
solution that the liability be shared through the
contiauance until the Act is passed of the existing
finan^,ial arrangements".

In a sec,3nd note left by .Sir Alexander Clutterbuck attention
was draw1 to the fact that shipments of livestock products
from Canada in the first quarter had exceeded the original
estimate,;y and that ERP aidwould not cover these extra costs.
He suggested that discussions might have to be re-opened on
the ques,:iono

71. On March_ 25' -1i. St. Laurent wrote to say that
the Gc7'e:,nment agreed to the United Kingdom draving on the
Canadian credit at.the rate of $3.5 million a week in the first
two week:; of April9 with the additional concession that this
offer held good irrespec l.-ive of :ahether the MP Act came
into effect before that date or not. Coup?ed with this
offer was the understanding that there would'not be any dis-
cussions on the export of livestock products o Mr. St. Laurent
also'said that it remained the Canadian intention to review
the whole position again in Se;p teriaere The cffeA was accepi:ed
by the United Kingdom with "great appreciation".

52. Although the ERP support of the United Iiingdom
p.sch,ases in Canada eased the strain upon both countries9 it
also introduced requirements for statistical calculations to
justify the advances that led to more than one argument over
accuracy of figures. In general the Canadian experts thought
that the United Kingdom underestimated their needs 9 sometimes
to a considerable degree 3 and memoranda flew back and fortY^i
between the two countries. 1.1r. Robertson observed in Aprib
that the United Kingdom was undoubtedly "close-rau? ing" their
estimates of dollar expenditures and giving themse?ves the
benefit of every possible doubt in estimating their dollar
earnings. He thought tha,' the di-''ferences betWeen United
Kingdom nid Canadian estimates tive?,o essentially statistical
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and did not "conceal any new policy considerations which might
result in: a deliberate curtailment of imports from Canada".
He believed 'the United Kingdom would take and pay for the -food
products covered by contracts, but would not go beyond their
firm comrnitments. and would need to hold Canada firmly to delivery
dates. He urged that every effort be made when difficulties
developed to avoid complaints and recriminations. Sir
Stafford Cripps had hoped to visit Canada in May, to become
personall y acquainted with the Canadian attitude, but was
obliged to postpone his.visit till later in the year. In
August oue of his advisers Sir Henry Wilson Smith, had talks
with officials in Finance, Agriculturel'Trade and Commerce
and this•I2epartment. Theyexpressed concern at tendencies
in Unitec. Kingdom policy.which were cumulatively working
against t'viable multilateral system. Sir Henry maintained
that many of the developments disturbing Canada "were purely
of an emergency.or short run charactgr". Mr. Pearson commented
that the memorandum on these talks prepared by Dr.-'Clark
(which r(ferred to the "bleak lprospects" for Canadian exports
to the Ur_ited Kingdom) made ',discouraging reading" and that
the lesscn to be drawn was; t

"... we should consider more seriously the possibility of
some rretty far reaching agreement with our neighbours
to the south "which might become not a matter of choice
but.oi "dire necessity".

53• Before Sir Stafford arrived in September the
Cabinet External Trade Committee and the Inter-Departmental
Committee in the same field held a joint meeting. Mr. Abbott
was able to raise his estimate of the Canadian surplus on
account for the year to be about $400 million, to announce
that the reserves had risen from $500 million at the first
of the ycar to $870 million, which he regarded as the minimum
figure for safety g and to claim that Canada would have ex-
tended about $316 million in credits during the year. Of
this amocnt $150 million was based on the price differential
in the Urited Kingdom contracts, $148 million on credits and
$17.5 million on Post-UNRRA relief. Mr. Gardiner was anxious
to hold a long-term market in the United Kingdom for agric ul-
tural 'products and would like to have United Kingdom credits
earmarked for certain products, as well as $120 million of
it for the "have regard to" clause of the Wheat Agreement.
He 'gaiasd no support for his proposal. Mr. St. Laurent
took the broadest view of the problem. He suggested that
the Unite.i Kingdom and Western Europe should perhaps be now
regarded, not so much as a market but as a buffer betvreen
the Iron Curtain countries and the Western Hemispherei which
we should help to. make self-sufficient.

54. In a memorandum of September 18 Mr. Reid
Acting Under-Secretary^ discussed the vievrs expressed at
the meeting and argued that greater attention should be paid
to the political and strategic arguments for extending
economic aid to Western Europe and the United Kingdomy a
new premise which had emerged from developmQnts in inter-
national politics. He thought it was unrealistic "to
proceed on any other assumption that we are going to con-
tribute further financial assistance to Western Europe"'
since it would be required and pressure was already mounting
for such a policy from Washington. To give in grudgingly
would endanger relations with the United States. Like Mr.
Robertson, he was disturbed at the possibility of a closed
economic system developing in Western Europe.' He also
believed it was in the Canadian icterest to ;rork out a
middle co ;rse , bet-:reen tying up ezzonomically with the

f,



United States and separating from the United Kingdom*economyl- .
and maintaining the traditional markets in the United Kingdom.
In a second memorandum of September 24;Mr..Reid recommended
regular drawings of $10 million a month by the United Kingdom
on the Canadian credit in 1949 on condition that a satisfactory
token import scheme be contined in both the United.Kingdom and
the coloiies, and that a satisfactory percentage of Canadian
exports to the United Kingdom be carried in Canadian ships.
He-also favoured an extra drawing of $25 million in the last

. half -of .1949 if it vrere spent for foods other than wheat and
in addition to the existing contracts,:

55• The Cripps visit took place between September 20
al Ad 24. At Sir Stafford's suggestion it was decidéd to es-
tablish a continuing joint. committee from the two countries
which slljuldmeet from time to time in either capital to review
the progress of the import and export programs. The Committee,
which was called the United Kingdom - Canada Continuing Comm-
ittee on Trade and Economic Affairst met twice in 1949, once
in 1950 and once to date in 1951. It has been helpful, in
Cripps' ahrase, as a "channel for the more expeditious
clearanc3 of views."

56. Sir Stafford's forecasts of United Kingdom
parchasei in 1949 were higher than had,been anticipated9
but did jnvisage the elimination of purchases of eggs after
June 30, 1949, and a sharp cut in the bacon contract. The
United Kingdom position was complicated by the fact that they
had been called upon by the United States to prepare an
estimate of what aid might be received.from other t han ERP
sources up to June 30, 1949, and had, on their ovin responsi-
bility, •rentured to assume that $10 million a mont^.would be avail-
able froal the Canadian credit in the first half of i949. The
Government was not prepared to accept that assumption un-
qualifiedly in the Cripps talks, but agreed that, given rAason-
able arrangements with the United States it was probable
that the :e amounts would be available. ^or the period ül'ter
June 30 no decision could be made until more was known as
to the continuance of off-shore purchases from Canada. But,
"if the present U.S. policies of assistance to Western Europe ,
continued, satisfactorily and in adequate measure, Canada
would do what a reasonable nation should do in the circum-
stancer.".. The United States officials were openly disappointed
at the nt3ws of the $60 million figure y which was considerably
lower tlu.n they had hoped, chiefly on the ground that they
wished to satisfy Congress that Canada was making a contri-
bution to European recovery commensurate with that of the
United States. On the other hand, they did not suggest that
the present plans for off-shore purchases vrould be reduced
if the Canadian offers of aid were not raised. _In return,
Mr. Abbott undertook to review the amount of aid if it were
possible.

57. During the Cripps talks7 the Canadian spokes-
men also expressed, as they had done to Sir-Henry Wilson
Smith, their concern and dissatisfaction with the nature of
the iJnit9d Kingdom bilateraltrade agreements w hich9 they
fearedl :Tould result in preventing the ultimate establish-
ment of genuine multilateral trade. They pointed out as
well that "the development of•a trading area among Western
European countries which excluded We-stern hemisphere dôllar
countries would prejudice the development of a strong and
unified North Atlantic comnunityt", Sir Stafford stressed
that the United Kingdom had no de^ire to embark on a course
that wou]d exclude Canada from Br:<tish markets and promised
that short-term emergency measure--, affecting Canadian exports
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would disappear graudally as economic conditions permitted.
In correspondence with the Prime Minister, who was in London-
for the meeting of Prime Ministers and enquired about the
possible nature of comments that he might be called t o make
on economic matters, Mr. King was given, on October g. a -
summary of views which Mr. Abbott (who was away at the time)
had expressed at Cabinet meetings. Tnose were a little more
liberal in tone on the release of credits. If adjustments
could be made in United Kingdom purchases7 especially to take
care of surplus production of Canadian bacon and eggs 2 estimated
at about $15 million, and a satisfactory understanding reached
with ECA in Washington, the Minister• of Finance thought a
larger a:nount than $60 million might be released if the Govern-
ment thought it advisable and necessary. But any announcement
of the a--tion to be taken was deferred until agreement was
reached on the export program for the United Kingdom in 1949.
Meanwhilo a proof of greater willingness to consider relaxa-
tion vras l.ven in Cabinet's approving in principle Belgium
spending ^31 million in Canada2 half to be paid for out of her
unexpend:d credit, on condition that the purchase include
specifiel amounts of wheat, flour, canned salmon, flax seed
and rape seed.

58. The principal obstacle to the release of the
unnounceaent concerning the unfreézing of credits was the
difficul:.y encountered in securing satisfactory arrangements
for the .'inal %Tear of the Wheat Agreement.' The Cabinet had
agreed7 on December 8y that the Minister of Agriculture should
negotiate with the United Kingdom authorities on the basis
of a price of $2 per bushel for wheat deliveries in the next
crop yea*.-, "provided that United Kingdom authorities recoanized
and re-a:firmed their obligations under the "have regard to"
clause (•;he extent thereof to be the subject of neaotiation
later on)". This clause had stipulated that;

uin d:.termining the prices for these two crop years'
1948-19 and 1949-50, the United Kingdom Government
will have regard t o any difference between the prices
paid rulder this Agreement in the 1946-47 and 1947-48
crop years and the world price for wheat in the 1946-47
and 1u47-48 crop years."

Since th) agreement had been made9 prices had been belovrvrorld
prices,, :.nsofar as they could be determined, ands according
to Mr. Gi:rdiner's calculations in Londonj involved a loss
of appro::imately $133 million. Mr. Gardiner had negotiations
in London in Dec-ember 1948, during which the United K'; ngdom
Ministers began by offering to pay $1.75 a bushel for 140
million bushels in the crop year 1949-50 and to give Canada
the option by April 30, 1950, of selling 100 million bushels
at $1.40 in the next crop year. They regarded this offer as
constituting a final settlement. Air. Gardiner fought hard
for his "have regard to" clause. He proposed a price of
$2. for the next crop year, and asked for United Kingdom
consent-"to our making not more than $100 million available
from the loan with which to make whatever payment we found
it necessary to make at the end of the 1949-50 crop year."
The best offer he could get was an agreement to take 140
-million bushels in 1949-50 at $2. per bushel, with the
understanding that, if the average price for Canadian wheat
dropped below $1.50 per bushel during that crop year the
United Kingdom would have made a full and final disbharge
of its obligation. If the price fell between $1.50 and
$1.75, full settlement would be reached by offering Canada
the option by.August 15, 1950, of selling 100 million bushels at
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$1.40 a bushel. If the price was equal to 6 1.75 or higher,
the'obligation would be met by an additional offer at Canada's
option to buy 100 million bushels at $1.40 per bushel in the
crop year 1951-52. Mr. Gardiner agreed to talce this offer
to Ottawa for further study and negotiation^ but said he
thought it would not be satisfactory. The proposal was studied -
by the Cabinet Wheat Committee and, on their recommendation, the
Cabinet at;reed on December 231 that a counter offer be made
asking that the options for the croc yea-7s 1950-51, 1951-52
cover 140 million bushels at a price of $1.55 per bushel; A
telegram *ras sent to Mr. Robertson who was told that "... in'
the absenoe of settlement the whole matter of further drawings
on the cr:sdit would have to be reviewed ag-^zin" .-It was
pointed out that the offer might result in 3 discharge of the
"have regard to" clause at a cost of $70 million if the price
fell to $1.50 in the coming crop year9 which ►°rould be a ttract--
ive to tht, Uriited Kingdom, and that under the arrangements
for purchasés in the next two crop years after that it might
be or greL.ter benefit to the farmer who would also have the
additional assurance of a continued and stable United Kingdom
market. ;t was agreed that negotiations vrould not have to be
concluded by the end of the year and that January 15 might
be regardEd informally as the new deadline. The United Kingdom
Govern*aeni. .ras 'not satisfied with the volume and price figures
in the Car.adian offer, and Mr. Robertson thought they were
"... apt io overlook the political importance of ci.eaning up
the "have regard to" obligation in a tidy and mutually satis-
factory Ray". They decided to transfer negotiations to Ottawa
and Sir Alexander Clutterbuck prgsented their views in January.
He drew attention to the effect upon the United States of such
a bilaterel agreement at a time when they were pressing for
an International Wheat Agreement and were using United States
funds to be used for large purchases of Canadian funds. This
apprehensi on was confirmed by a letter from the United States
Embassy in Ottawa., saying that the London îmbasçy had been
instructe^ to express the hope that l;he United Kingdom would
not commit itself to a further bilateral agreement before
the Wheat .'.onference opened on January 23. It was also
to say that the extension of the contract "would be in::on-
sistént^ with British undertakings in the United States
regarding .he restoration of trade and multilateral inter-
national d3alings" and would produce a strong reaction in
the Uiiitec' States against ECA financing of United Kingdom
purchase> >utside the United States.

59. The irony of being reminded of the virtues of
multilateral trade was lost on the Cabinet V1hich well kne^^Y
that it faced a di-.Officult situation both doruesticar.l^ ^:.d
internationall y in the wheat probleQo The United KïrtUdo.i
had someti:hat improved its previous offer by agreeing to
take 120 million bushels at $1.55 in 1970-51 and 100 million
bushels at $1.45 in the next crop yearp if Canada would make
a firm co?n-nitmen:- to ;hat effect and would recognize that on
that basis the "have regard to" clause would have been fully
satisfied. This offer was unsatisfactory to the Cabinet
which.,uished to retain the optional clause in the earlier
proposals. Mr. Pearson conveyed the refusal to the United
Kingdom High Commissioner. In a memorandum aftervrar-ds
expressed his concern to the Prime Idini s ter at " ►Y..: vul-
nerability of our position vis-A-vis the United States"*
He thought Washington should be kept fully informed of the
difficulties. To head off suggestiors oi' "greater sacrifices"
by Canada to help European recoverys discussions at a high
level should link up yiheat and ECA problems with "questions
concerning co-operation in other f .f. 3lds such as defence,
Atlantic security, the United Natio:is y the St. Lawrence



Waterway, etc." In his view it was important to make a new
offer t o the United Kingdom. He suggested three possible
approaches, one of which, "toestablish a price of $2 for
1949-50 and leave the 'have regard.to' obligations to be
determined later", appealed to the Prime Minister.

60. On January*7, 1949, the Prime Minister dis-
cussed the situation with Mr. Pearson and Mr. Wrong, in the
light of information from the Embassy in Washington the ECA
officials were concérned at the delay in unfreezing the
Canadian credits. Other officials were most anxious that'the
wheat coutract should not be extended without prior consultation
with the United States in view of its effect on-the International
Wheat Conference which was to meet in two tileeks' time. After
consulting Mr. Gardiner, the Prime Minister told Sir Alexander

.to get in touch with his Government as a matter of urgency
and suggest that agreement be Teached only on the ^rice for
the 1949••50 contract W). Later in the crop year the "have
regard to" clause could be discussed. This offer was tele-
phoned tv Mr. Robertson who was to see Sir Stafford Cripps
and urge its acceptance. It was sent to the Washington
Embassy, which was also told that "its acceptance would permit
the prompt re-opening of the United Kingdom credit to the
extent of $60,0009000." The United Kingdom accepted the
offer, bt .t wanted it to be made clear in a*joint announcement
that:

"If prices under an International Wheat.Agreement
differ in 1949-50 from $2, this- will subsequently
be tal.en into account in making a final settlement
of any balance of the United Kingdom obligation under
the 'Y.ave regard to' clause".

Sir Alexander also said in his letter on this point that:

"his Covernment did not regard 'the type of arith-
meticel calculation which was presented to them in the
Londor. discussions as forming a satisfactory basis for
settling the 'have regard to' clause".

They hopEd to settle it by arrangements for future wheat
purchase-,. He was asked to make it clear in his letter that:

". •.. in the view of Ministers it would not be
satisfactory from the United Kingdom standpoint to
have to make a further cash payment in respect of
any of the wheat coming within the four years of
the 1946 agreement".

These views were reflected in the draft press release which
was enclosed. The Cabinet did not concur with these remarks,
and it was a week before a satisfactory anx;our.cement was found
which, because of opposed oints of view, erred on the side
of brevity. The price of 92 a bushel was described as having
been chosen after all relevant considerations had been taken
into accounty ". .. including9 but without attempting to
reach a final settlement of the United Kingdom nbligations
under Clause 2 (b) of the agreement". It was vaguely stated
that "the extent to which -any such obligations will remain
will depend largely upon the actual prices ruling for wheat
during 1949-50". On the day following the press telease
Mr. Abbott announced that, co7raencing with Jansaryy, 11949,
drawings on the Canadian credit would be resumed at the rate
of $10 million a month. He also said that the arrangements
concernin; the rate of drawing woild be revised from time
to time. His statement ended on F. flourish for American
consumpticn that:
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to co-operate with the United States and the
"it is the intention of the Canadian Government

other trading nations of the western world in
furthering the great work of European recovery".

61. The course of Anglo-Canadian trade was destined
never to run smoothly for long in the pc,st-war period. The
next shock to its position was given in February when the
ECA offic^ials intimated that they would not authorize funds for

Canada under ECA, it was difficult to see how they could switch
funds frcm that source to buy other commodities not declared '
surplus ty the United States and buy Canadian wheat from other
sources cf.United States.dollars. The Canadian point of view
was that the Canada-United Kingdom wheat contract should
stand fü m. It was important to avoid any approach either
in ülashirgton or London that would suggest doubts concerning
the contract. However, mrhen Prime Minister St. Laurent visited
Washington in.February, he did bring up the importance of the
agreement and "was assured that the President was cognizant
of *tl ►,a Gi.tuation and satisfied that it would be resolved satis-
factorilyn 0.. .. The President was also reassuring about the
genera:i problevi of off-shore p4rchases in Canada. Yet the
fact remained that the United Kingdom was not able to use
ECA funds to purchase Canadian wheat. As Sir Stafford Cripps
told Mr. Have at the end of April

payment of United Kingdom orders of Can(1)dan wheat in the
second quarter of 1949 and thereafter. The appropriation
permitted for that purpose in the first quarter had caused
rumbling3 in the Senate, as the United States farmer was
becoming.alarmed at declining prices and the prospect of his
wheat becoming harder to sell on world markets. As wheat
accounted for so much of the United Kingdom purchases in

"... the present tendency of ECA was to ask that
purchases be made from the United States as well
as from Canada on a price competitive basis in all
cases -,rhere the United States could also supply the
goods. Now that supplies were becoming freer in the
United States this was making it more difficult to
buy in Canada with off-shore dollars."

62. Mr. Howe's visit to London prcduced promises
cr some increase in orders for west coast timber and floury
or new orlers for small amounts of Canadian commodities
such as salmonp apples and fruit - pulp which had been hit
by "loss of United Kingdom markets. The Minister agreed to
see i.n return if certain Canadian import restrictions could
be relaxed and if'more suaar and petroleum might come from
the sterling area. He had told United Kingdom Ministers
that the immediate problem for the Government was to secure
relatively small agreements on the most difficult export
surpluses so as to provide an anstiver to critics who were
urging that Canada make barter deals with the United Kingdom,
a policy which he thought inappropriate in view of the wide
field of United Kingdom-Canadian trade. Such orders woU1d
be aided by the saving on Canadian bacon exports wrich would
fall short of expected contracts. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer gave Mr. Houe a memorandum which'defended the
United Kingdom policy of using bilateral deals and similar
devices to conserve dollars on the ground that

^1} For the first quarter $55.4 millions for U.H. purchases
of Canadian wheat has been authorized.
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"... there appears to be no known alternative policy
which would offer the prospect of regaining that
equilibrium which all countries regard as absolutely
.essential if we are-to return to a single.world in
tradé and currencies."

Sir Staf:'ord pointed out that the Car,ddian surplus from trade
with the United Kingdom was $500 million in 1946, $653 million
in 1947 and $488 million in 1948. This surplus could obviously
not continue to b e financed by gifts and loans. In accordance
with its long term plan the United Kingdom would have to reduce
further Canadian imports and hoped that the Canadian Government
would do all it could

... o prevent their public opinion from forming an
impression that what is in reality an. inescapable
G hoicri for the non-dollar world and the United Kingdom
in particular arises only because of doctrinaire
attit!idesq unwillingness to understand the Canadian
point of view, or plain ingratitude for what Canada
has done in the past."

The United Kingdom could see no alternative to their present
policy ".. short of denying to their own people many supplies
of food rnd raw materials or the manufactured goods that
they can exchange for them".

63.. An illustration of. the development of this
policy vJr.s afforded on May 28 when the United Kingdom stated
they were anxious to liberalise trade, but*could not do so,
on a world wide scaley and wished to begin by relaxing res-
triction:, against the OEEC countries in the Marshall Plan,
and the sterling area. To do so would involve a discrimi-
nation bF.rred by the loan agreements with both Canada and
the United States. They were first approaching the United
States or. the question and hoped that the Canadian Govern-
ment wou]d also be agreeable "to whatever solution of the
problem the United States authorities might propose'' What
was hopec: for. was a suspension or waiving of the pertinent
article i n the loan agreement. The initial Canadian reaction
was tc rfiserve comment until more was known of the American
view, --ac to avoid formal discussions with the United States
which hac. been pressing for a liberalization of trade among
the OEEC countries and might wish to involve Canada in its
general ERP policies. A reply was also delayed by the
preoccupation of the Cabinet with the general election on
June 19. The Government expressed sympathy with U.K.
proposals to exempt OEEC countries from quantitative res-
trictions, but also said it would be seriously worried

"about both the short-run and long-run effects on
Anglo-Canadian trade and financial relations of a
decision on your part to extend to all soft currency
countries or even to other overseas members of the
sterling area a system of exemptions from which
Canada would be excluded".

The Government hoped that the United Kingdom would be able
to separate these two problems, the question of OEEC liberali-
zations from the larger one. It urgently requested that no
public announcement of policy be made to Parliament until
the Canadian Cabinet had been able to consult about it,

64. .. By this time the Un:.ted Kingdom was immersed
in much dEeper problems caused in part by the recession in
the United StatQs and was facing anDther crisis caused by
declining reserves. In May and the first half of June 1949,
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the dollar deficit had been rùnning at $50 million a week,
almost double the amount of ERP aid. On June 17 Prime
Minister Attlee telegraphed all Commonwealth Prime Ministers
to inform them of the situation and to. suggest a meeting
of Finance Ministers not later lhan July 11. The choice
of a Commonwealth rather than a sterlinQ Area meeting was
.made, Mr. Attlee explained,

"becat:.se of. the general reactions of current develop-
ment,in the United States on'the trade and prosperity
of the Commonwealth, and bacause vre.regard it as
esse!.itial that any solutijn should be worked out in
full cooperation with Canada".

Mr. Attlee hoped that rapid and vigorous action might ease the
shock of the United States recession9 and asked for an imme-
diate reply to his suggestion. Two days later ^ir. St. Laurent
repiied hat, with most of his colleagues away electioneering,
he could not give any immediate indicatior, of the Government's
views but was arranging that Mr. Robertson should proceed
to London at once by air, to represen* the views of Mr.
Abbott ard himself.

65. In his discussions Mr. Robertson was able to
secure st me alteration of the wording of the proposed state-
ment to nake it less disagreeable to Canadian ears. He
reported that "there was little evidence that my arguments
against the necessity of extending the(trade liberalization)
arrangements to`_nclude sterling' area Commonwealth countries
made mucr. impression on Wilson" (President of the Board of
Trade). An urgent task was the necessity of convincing the
United Kingdom that the Commonwealth meeting should not be
announced before the Canadian Cabinet had agreed to it. It
was felt that in view of Canada's special'economic relations
to the United States the Government should have been consulted
before the general invitation was sent. Regret that so much
emphasis appeared to be placed upon the United States trade
recessior was expressed since, from past experience, it would
be seized upon by some member of the Commonwealth as the
explariation of its difficulties. Canada was doubtful if a
gathering of Commonwealth countries was the most appropriate
group to discuss the difficulties, and feared there was
danger chat American opinion might look upon it as a parallel
to the Ottavia conference of 1932 and react in the same way.
It was stressed that every step should be taken to keep in
touch with the United States. Mr. Robertson reported that he
told the United Kingdom officials and Ministers that

"In general it seemed t o me that in the circumstances
Canada should probably not participate in a meeting
of the Commonwealth representatives if the discussion
at that meeting was to be concentrated on the United
States recession".

In reply Sir Stafford indicated that he would like to see as
well as the Commonwealth meetings "confidential discussions
at the highest level among the United States, the United
Kingdom and Canada," and emphasized his desire to keep the
United States fully informed. The Chancellor also argued
that "the presence of Canada would serve as a restraining
influence on those representatives who might be inclined
merely to pillory the United States and to urge reductions
in-dollar imports as the solution".

66e By the time Mr. RobErtson had returned to
Octavra a second letter had come frcm Mr. Attlee fixing
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July 13 as a firm date for the meeting. While the invitation
was being discussed, Mr. Wrong was able to send an unusually
revealing description of a talk he had nad crith Sir Oliver Franks^
the United Kingdom Ambassador in Washington*, Sir Oliver's views
were very much like those held in Canadao He disliked the
proposed Commornrealth meeting, and thought that too many
people in the United Kingdom thought of relationships ;r,rith
the Unite^ States? the Commonwealth and Western Europe as
being in :eparate compartments. He favW?red a meeting between
the Unitec. States, the United Kingdom and Canada, and proposed
to express his views fully in.Londono On June 299.after a
third note from the United Kingdom saying they would have to
make an aiinouncement very shortly, it was agreed that Ldr. Abbott
should at',end the conference, but that it zaras essential that he
should have talks with the United Kingdom be^ore the Commonwealth
meeting. Abbott would also take part in talks with Secretary
of the Treasury Snyder who was visiting the United Kingdom and
other OEEC countrieso On the last question' on the sanie day
as these c.ecisions were made, the United.Kingdom learned that
the Unitev States was agreeable to Canadian participation in
the trinaztite talks. In the numerous oachanges of views '
that went on before the various meetings in London the Govern-
ment emph<.sized its greater interest in such talks than in'the
Commonwealth meetings. The United States was anxious to keep
the Londor talks as informal as possible in an attempt to
minimise the seriousness of the situation in London. This
fact, combined with the general feeling in Washington that Mr.
Snyder should go to London to listen, but not to negotiate,
made arrangements difficult. At the same time its Ambassador
in London was telling our High Commiss.ianer that he welcomed
the tri-p&rtite talks in which Canada could play a key role
"particulcrly as we nould say things to the United Kingdom
that the United States could not say." It was his view, as
reported by Mr. Wilgress, that "we could play a useful role
by, from time to time, making the United Kingdom realise that
the remedies for the situation were in their own hands.0 In
line with this view Mr. Snyder invited Mr. Abbott to see him
at the United States Embassy an hour in advance of the tri-
partite talks ^Which began on July 8o In keeping with their
difficult role as middle man Canadian officials on hand for
the talks, including Messrs. Robertson, Clark9 Rasmi nsky9
Mackenzie and Wilgress9 had dinner the evening before they
begaii vrâi.c senior United Kingdom officials such as Sir Percivale
Lieschiub, Sir Henry ti7ilson-Smith7 Sir Norman Brook, the
United Kir. gdom High Commi ssioner in Canaday and the United
Kingdom Ambassador in the 'United States. Their informal.
talks surveyed the possible fiéld of the tri-partite dis-
c ussions7 and also examined, "Points v.rhich the Canadians
might consider making to the United States". These points
were discusseds the notes reporty either because'the
Canadian group might be "in a better position than the
United Kingdom to raise some of them or because they might
have an interest in supporting the United Kingdcm or others."

67. _ There is little on the files about the two-day
talks of the Cabinet Iâinisters from the three countries.
Mr. Abbott cabled the Prime Minister that the item of greatest
significance to Canada was a very tentative outline of a
United Kingdom-program for restricting imports from the
dollar area in 1949-50, which would particularly affect
Canadian exports of base metals, wood produWts and ^oo3stuffs.
In an intentionally innocuous press release the three countries
stressed the fact that their common economic objectives
remained the samey but referred to "deep-seated maladjust-
ments" for which other 'remedies th-..n aid from the United
States and Canada would have to be Etxamir.ed.
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68. Before the Corm'onwealth talks began the United
Kingdom Government gave Mr. Abbott a list of possible measures
which Canada might take to ease the short-term problem. Of
these the most important were an immediate decision to agree
to United Kingdom plans for liberalising trade with the OEEC
countries, greater use of the Canadian credit, a Canadian
stockpile of certain strategic materials, direct government
encourage!ientto capital imports from the United Kingdom7
and the hirdy perennial, "the most activ-i encouragement of
United Iiillgdom and sterling area imports". These measures were
discussed by a meeting of United Kingdom and Canadian officials
on July li, 1949, but little was achieved as Unit^d Kinedom
policies ..,nuld not be clarified until the neetirgs with the
United St^ites were held. Dr. Clark did.not see how any increase
in the dra.iings on the Canadian loan could :;e justified, but
saw no reason why the current $10 million monthly drawings
should not continue as there was no necessity yet to review
them. In any case he doubted if these drawings could be of
any great assistance in a major crisiso Mr. Mackenzie was not
hopeful t7aat much could be accomplished by increased stock-
piling.

69. In the Commonwealth Finance Ministers' meetings
Canada pl3yed a secondary role, since the main purpose of the
confcrenc3 was to give the United Kingdom a chance to impress
the othe:r sterling area members with the seriousr;ess of the
exchange reserve problem and bring pressureupon them to
parallel the United Kingdom in Orastic programs of dollar-
import restrictions. By the time the.Conference got under
way the cantral reserves for the sterling area had declined
to £385 million, almost one quarter below what were regarded
as the mi:Zimum figures for safety. Mr. Abbott and his
officials, cautioned against over-emphasis upon the United
States recession as the sole cause of the current difficulties
and too mach pessimism about the outlook for exports to the
dollar ar3a. The sterling countries were urged not to in-
sulate th-33r economies and to make greater efforts, by cutting
costs and prices and by other means, to stimulate sales in
the dollar area. The Canadiars expressed relief that there
was no,ini:ention of dividing the world into three trading
areas, anl hoped that any policies adopted would be consistent
with the avowed objective of multilateralism. They made it
clear t:ia': Canada as a dollar country could hardly be expected
to approvo of restrictions on imports from the dollar ar9a,
but did ai^?mit, as Dr. Clark put it, that "uhAn a heznoirhage
was in process it might be appropriatL temporarily to apply
a tourniquet to stop the flow of blood, but ... "tho gre.itest
care was necessary to avoid allowing the tourniquet to beco:ne
a substitute for other positive measures designed to avoid
the loss of a limb." Their emphasis in examining import
restrictions was upon constructive rather than purely
restrictive measures for the reduction of the dollar deficit.

7o. When the Canadian experts returned home in late
..uly they were kept busy in preparations for the technical
discussions before the second round of Ministerial talks
began. The result was a thorough and comprehensive "Bl.a;:k
B ook" of background material. As early as July 2b ECA
officials had been suggesting to Mr. ti'lrong the advisability
of preparatory talks with Canadian officials. The departmental
view was at first that it was bPttgr to work independently
since it would be "clearly undesirable -fi that the United
Kingdom got the impression that Canada and the United States
were preparing a joint case. On Vie other hand, since it
would be r.rivisable to know as much as possible of United
States th:.uking, the solution was -idopted of co-operation



aYfully *âs possible, with United Kingdom officials in Ottawa
and Washingtonbeing kept fully informed of developments.
3ir. 'Robertsôn 'and Mr. Plu.rnptre went to Washington early in
August to"acquaint the American officials with-the kind of
preparatory work being done in Ottawa ,.and to comment on the
proposed United States agenda. The Canadian uiew was that it
"too heavily weighted towards the duties of debtors vrith *too
little attention to the responsibility of creditors". Several
suggesticns were made for items on the agenda which might be
included under the latter head which were well received. It
was learr.ed that ECA regarded any other.step than devaluation
of the pound as useless, a view which Treasury accepted more
readily -than the State Department. Whereas in London the
Canadiano stressed other factors than the United States
recession as a cause of difficulty2 in Washington they quite
properly pleaded the case for "the primary need of maintaining
'bcom' conditions in the United States". As in the past they
discoverFd that most United States officials had not yet
realized how a deterioration in the United Kingdom's position
would inevitably produce a deterioration in Canada's. Proof
of this lact was furnished in a United Kingdom memorandum of
August 11- for the Prime Minister on dollar difficulties which
describec as of "extreme gravity" the lack of funds for purchases
in Canada. Figures were given to show how the narrowing of ECA
authorizc-tions for off-shore Canadian purchases had widened
the gap retrJeen what the United Kingdom wished to import from
Canada and the funds available for that purpose. The memo-
randum, which asked for assistance in seeking a solution, but
made no request for increased drawings on.the Canadian credit,
was regarded in Ottawa as "open to considerable criticism".
Ottwaa,'Y_aae ver ,'favoured giving the United Kingdom some
support in securing broader uses for ECA funds than existed
at the time $,if it could be shotiln "that the ERP aid allotted
to the United Kingdom would not othemise be fully expenàec:
on essential needs."

71. ' In a Departmental memorandum of August 22
prepared for Mr. Pearson' who was to take part wi th 11r. 'Abbott
and l'ir. howe in the ministerial talks' concern was expressed
at the p3:obability of inertia at the conference. i:ir. Plumptre
thought the United Kingdom group was likely to arrive un-^
decided rs to their new course, tottering on the edge of
involuntary devaluation and unwilling to strike out on any
Obold coui se" , while the United States group q ever mindful
of CongrE ss , ►ras thought likely "to fsel that they have done
their bit by providing ERP and that all the main initiatives
must come from the United Kingdom". Mr. Plumptre suggested
that Canadians had seldom had a better opportunity to play
their "traditional role" of interpreting one country to the
other. He had not many positive suggestions to,make as to
what Canada might do as a creditor vis-a-vis the United
Kingdom2 but listed as possibilities the maintenance of
incomes and imports, the abolition of protection except
against the United States5 and some assumption of sterling
balances if the United States were also doing so. ri~r. Pearson
was also r.autious in his outlook on the prospects of the .
conference. In a public speech of August 22 he warned that
there was no quick or easy solution to the current difficul-
ties. "no rabbit to be pulled out of this particular hat
in Wâshington or anywhere else". He thought that immediate
concessions might have to be made all round' with dollar
countries encouraging imF4.)rts by enlighténua government
action while countries like the United Kingdom took the
necessary steps "to get into a competitive export position".
He urged that above all any emerf,E:ncy measures taken in
sterling countries should not lead to practices and policies
which woul3 become ends in themse^,v9s rather than means to



an end, "that end being the restoration of,world trade on a
freely convertible basis". In his view a form of economic
isolatiôn coming just when the Atlantic pact marked the end
of political^isolation could benefit no one "except thosé
patient calculating gentlemen behind the Kremlin walls..."

72• In both the technical anciMinisterial meetings
in Washirgton the Canadians found themselves in their familiar
middle pcsition, at one time differing with both countries on
measures to encourage ECA purchases of wheat in Canda7 at another
sharing the United States point of view on the United Kingdom
prices bPing out of line for exports'to dollar markets, and
at a third criticizing as vigorously as the United Kingdom
the customs practices of the United States. In his opening
address Mr. Abbott described Canada's dile=a as being in-
evitable "in the middle of any squeeze which the United Kingdom
feels in her dollar position" and then.continued, "We are one
of the irstruments through which the shock of such a squeeze
is transaitted to the United States". He thought the present
discussions marked the beginning of a new phase in the relation-
ship-of the"three countries. The most important decision hâd
been made before-the conference began, when the United Kingdom
recognized that devaluation was unavoidable and decided upon
a very substantiâl one. Once that decision was made known
at the mi-aisteriâl level, in great secrecy the meetings examined
thoroughly how best the long-term problem of righting the
unbalance between the dollar and sterling areas could be
achieved, and what immediate steps might be taken and what
others left for further study by expert tripartite committees.

73. One of the short-term aids to the United Kingdom
was the Daited States decision to permit $175 million of.*ECA
money to be used for the ptlrchase of Canadian wheat in 1949=50.
To sweeten this decision for the American publicy the United
States vraated` to link with that decision a public undertaking
to Canada to .to still further import restrictions on American
cbmmoditi3s, The Canadian attitude was that it was impossible:

"to.accept a statement in a United States Government
docum6.lt which would inevitably make it . appear that the
Canadian Government policy had been altered as a result
of United States pressure9 as part of a deal to assist
the ajtted Kingdom".

According ty) revision was secured of a draft ECA letter to " the
United States Department of Agriculture which almost made it
appear that the Canadian wheat contract was to blame for the
drain on the sterling reserves. The proposed statement about
import restrictions was redrafted to read:

"The Canadian Government has reaffirmed its policy to
keep under constant review its program of restrictions of
thé import into Canada of fruits and vegetables from the
United States. It is my understanding that, in reviewing
its program the Canadian Government will give-special
consideration to those instances where import restrictions
are especially burdensome to United States producers".

This information was released to the press on September 15.

74. The announcement of the devaluation of the pound
by the United Kingdomy on September 189 1949y and the rapid
series of similar moves by other sterling countries9 except
Pakistan, forced a decision on the value of.the dollar by
Canada. Departmental files are in-,omplete on this topic
but it ap:>?ars that on Saturday, September 17, the Cabinét



had- agreed not to devalue imrnediately, 1?3r. Pearson' who was
in Washington for a NATO meeting9.so informed Mr. Acheson.
He was reported as having "expressed pleasure and some surpriseq
hoped that we would be able to stick to our position7 but
indicated that any decisions to devalue•to a moderate'extent
would not be misunderstood here'$. On Sunday, when Mr. Pearson
learned taat a decision would have to be made very soon,
possibly 6n Monday, he went to see Mr. Acheson and hinted-
that a 10$ devaluation might be decided upon the next day.
At the ssa.e time Mr. Rasminsky was deputed to talk to Treasury
and Inter.Zational Monetary Fund officials. Mr. Gutt, Head of
the Fu.nd, had already been prepared for such e development and
in fact Lad previously told Mr. Rasminsky that Canada would soon
get in trouble if she tried to stayat parity. Before Mr.
Pearson left Washington on the 19thp the day- of Canadian
devaluation9 hë was told by the Secretary of the Treasury
"If you should decide to devalue by 10%, we think that th^s
would be antirely logical and vie would not be disturbed by it".
As the Caaadian action also made a little less difficult the
United Kiagdom purchase of Canadian products with the devalued
pound, th-3 Canadian action was well received by the two countries
most affe :ted.

75. Devaluation set.in motion further discussions
and decisLons on economic policy. The United Kingdom had less
difficultj in getting Canadian assent to its proposals for
liberalisation of trade and made its announcement on'September
29. Canada had previously told the United Kingdom High
Commissioner that Canadian action would probably-parallel United
States action, and no objection was made in Ottawa when United
States consent was secured in a secret aide-mémoire. On the
other han3 Canada was not prepared to endorse two suggestions
which Mr. Aevin made' on his ' oiFrn initiative, in New York on
September.23. Mr. Bevin said he would have liked to have- seen
Canada maintain.some of her reserves in sterlin6 and store
some of h3r reserves of wheat in the United Kingdom, if the
United States did the same. Neither suggestion was regarded
in Ottawa as a sound or helpful policy, and nothing came of
them. .-

?6. What did come next was the annual wrangle
about-the size of the orders which the United Kingdom would
be plac.in; for Canadian products. The first indication- of
the diffe rences in point of view cameat the meeting of the
Canada-Un::ted Kingdom Continuing Committee on Trade and
Economic Affairs in Ottawa on September 239 1949. The
Canadian officials argued that with the cheaper pcund9
Canadian imports were likely to increase quickly and sub-
stantially. They suggested that the United Kingdom should
therefore envisage a program of imports from Canada totalling
from $640 to $650 million9 an increase of about $48 million
over the previous suggested figureso They wished to see
increases in imports of forest products and, possibly, base
metals, but particularly desired expenditures of $24 million
on bacon, $16 million on eggs, and $15 million on cheese, of
which $25 million would belong to the 1949-50 perio3. These
proposals were "resisted all along the line", The U.K.
officials did not regard bacon, eggs and cheese as a "good
buy" under the changed conditions and had already given
notice of the cessation of egg contracts. In reply9 Mr.
Mackenzie said it would be "entirely unrealistic" to expect
that drawings on the Canadian credit could be continued,
if there was a complete cessation of purchases of bacon,
cheese, and eggs. The United Kingdom group also felt that
the Canad-ian forecasts were too -)ftimistic. In order to
increase s till- further imports frcm the United Kingdom they
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wanted the Canadian Government to reduce tariffs ur,ilaterally9
to continue the present redemption from dunping duties9 and
to use import restrictions to p^,omote United Kingdom sales.
On these points the Canadian officials were equally inflexible.
They poihted out that devaluation in the United Kingdom9
accompanied by a lesser devaluation in Canada9 had in effect
already substantially lowered the tariCx' against U.K. imports9
while'in jffect it increased the tariff against United Stâtes
goods. 1a their view, it was "out of tY,3 question politically
to expect the Government to lavver tariff,- unilaterally at this
time" - a' view confirmed by an enaminatioa of the list of items
on which tariff reductions were requested. They warned that
it might .3ven be necessary to end the exem, tion from dumping
which was in effect since, hencefo:th "..a , dumping from the
United Ki, igdom was likely to be genuine and not merely a
device by British firms to circumvent an und9r-valued currency!'.
On the quistion of import réstrictions9.the'Canadians said
they had been maintained only on the basis of balance of'
payments !ifficulties with the United Statesa and benefits'
to the United Kingdom exports were incidental and not their
main purp•)se. The United Kingdom officials did agree that
to some entent at least the effects of devaluation Would be
generalÿy favourable to United Kingdom-Canada trade. They
undertook to.keep Canadian officials informed on forecasts
of United Kingdom balance-of-payments as the situation became
clearer. When the Committee ended its sessionp no precise
conclusio.is had been reached,

779 Although the impo'rt program from Canada could*
now be financed with less strain on reserves than had appeared
likely be-'ore devaluation,,it was still undecided whether
the United Kingdom should attempt to purchase more from
Cânàda or whether a policy of prudence should require that
this appa-°ent saving be held in reserve in view of the un-
certainty of the position with other countries, United Kingdom
officials continued to press for tariff reductions and also asked
for more -)ublicity by.the Government, at the ministerial level,
on the im,)ortance of Canadians buying United Kingdom goods in
the interrist of maintaining exports. They warned that in any
future negotiations on food contracts:

..., the United Kingdom wculd be even more determined
than b3fore to secure low prices in view of the desirabil-
ity of keeping down food prices in the United Kingdom
and cf enforcing the ceiling on subsidies despite
devalurttiono"

It was agreed, however, that before the Cabinet approved of a
definite import program from Canada e there would be an
opportunity for the Canadian officials to examine the proposals
in detail.

78. As time went on'and nothing was heard from
London, the officials concerned in Ottawa became anxious
and asked ',1;r. 71ilgress to make enquiries o They offered to
have Mr. Mackenzie and a senior official from Agriculture
fly to London i^:mediately if that were necessary. It was
finally arranged that talks should take place in Londons
at 'Canada House, on Ot:tober 24, 1949. As the Cabinet
Co=.ittee on External Trade had not reached any clear
decision on What line of poliay the officials should follow,
Mr. Wilgress was informed that it was not desirable "to
endo=a the discussions with any more formality or finality than
is necessary". A fore--ast of the United Kingdom general
position was given in a messaôe from Sir Stafford Cripps
to all Cormorn+eaïth Finance Ministers on 0-:.^tober 22. He
asked tho.3t3.from the sterling area to let him have as soon
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as possible an up-to-date survey of their dollar balance of
payments for 1949-50 and for the calendar year 1950. Sir
Stafford revealed that.the prop:sed United Kingdom import
program for 1950 was $1,200 million, a cut of about $190
million on the figures for 1949-50. Estimates of dollar
resources were up some $250 million over the July figures'
at the Conmonwealth Finance D+iinisters' i:onferenee9 mainly
because t1e United Kingdom had'secured more ERP'funds for
1949-50 t:ian had been expected. The ta1'r.3 in London proved
unsatisfactory for the Canddians. Althoagh the United Kingdom
apparentl:j contemplated.purchases from Canada to a total
of $639 million, and had allowed $25 mill.A.on United States for
food purcnases in North America, there was no intention of
buying from Canada eggs, and bacon would cj_1y be purchased 7
if any f.1inds were left over from buying 10L; million pounds

. of 'cheese on which a reduced price was expected. The food
purchases would be "rspot" ones and not given contracts at a
fixed pri:e. The program also provided for no further purchase
in Canada of pit props, no newsprint or canned fish in 1950,
and -only3.1a000 standards of softwood lumber from both the
United St.A-,;es and Canada, to be purchased from ECA funds.
The Canadians protested against these cuts. They argued that,
taking into account ECA money spent in Canada for United
Kingdom p-irchases9,.the United Kingdom was earning between $100*
and $150 million in Canada which was being used to settle third
country oiligations. It was also pointed out that united Kingdom
exports to Canada more than covered the total cost of Canadian
wheatt that Canada had been providing credit at the rate of '$120
million a year and that purchases of nonmferrous metals were
items thai* could be sold for dollars. They disil4ed the
United Kir.gdom proposals for food purchases in terms of price ,
procedure, and allocation. The.Canadian officials put forth
the persor:al view that an additional amount of $20 to $_30
million ^^rc^^.cld. probably accomplish the purpose of meeting a
relatively few export problems that faced Canada. All that
could be cone however was to have the Canadian view put before
the Unitec Kingdom Cabinet which would then decide whether or
not to moâify its import programo

79. . -On November 10 Mr. Wilgress cabled- that the.
United Pir:gdom Ministers had been unable to accept any changes.
The teleiam also said that Sir Stafford Cripps would be
sending a letter to Mr. Abbott5 inviting him to come to
London soTn3:imc after November 28 "to discuss the question
of Canada accepting sterling for products sold to the United
Kingdom". A Cabinet submcoaimittee was being aet up in
London to consider all the implications of the proposal in
case Canadian Ministers would be able to come to London. This
proposal had earlier been suggested to Mr. Towers by the
Chancellor when he was in London in 0--tober $ but in an off-
hand manner which l1ür. Towers took to mean that the Chancellor
was "flying a kite". At that time Nro Towers had then
commented that he would have thought the United Kingdom had
already been confronted with enough trouble from sterling
balances in the past not to wish "to aggravate the problem
by encouraging Canada to emulate India in piling up sterling
balances against the United Kingdom".

80. The letter from Sir Stafford, dated November 99
duly arrived and, apropos of the import program, explainâd
that "the perils of this summer are too near and the problems
ahead are too serious for us to take risks". In such circum-
stances ministerial talks seemed necessary. Sin ce it was not
easy for senior United Kingdom cab:-net ministers_.to ? eavp
England ai. that time, he hoped tha*, Mr. Abbott azml one or more
of his coll9agues might be able to come to London. The only
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comment'cn the sterling proposal was a cryptic reference to
ttthe 'imporiant 'question I raised vrith-Mr. Mackenzie" (which
is not on Departmental files) vzhich he trusted Mr. Abbott would
be in a position to discuss. ' Before Mr.'Abbott answered.this
letter, the Department informed Mr. Wilgress of developments
and said there was a good deal of feeling against the invitation
being accnpted' and no feeling in favoor of accumulation of"
sterling balances. What relief might be given to the United
Kingdom m:.ght take the form of an assump`ion by Canada to the
extent of about $15 million of the UniteJ Kingdom debt to
Newfoundl,znd. Mr. Wilgress agreed with the Ottawa views. In
a telegrarl. of November 14, for which he was personally thanked
by the Pr:'.me Minister9 he said that a "mild rebuff" in declining
the invitiation might prove salutary. He believed that acceptance
would encourage the United Kingdom to pursue a.policy of
building ttp an exclusive trade area which would sooner or later
result in a direct clash with the United States in which Canada
should ma':e every effort not to be involved. The High Commis-
sioner suggested that, if the bacon problem was the only
question that needed a solution' it would be better to make
a gift of surplus production until the farmers had adjusted
themselve:: to the new situation. On November 15 the Cabinet,
after two meetings,* came to a decision. Accordingly, Mr.
Abbott wrrzte to Sir Stafford Cripps restating the Canadian
position, and adding that the Canadian balance of payments
did not Znpear to make possible any further credit assistance-
beyond wh^t had already been arranged.. He politely but firmly
opposed any suggestion of Cânada's holding sterling which:

"would merely introduce new difficulties and strains
in othur directions . . . and would only place the
-position in a false light in both our countries and
thus interfere with the achievement of the real tasks
that have to be accomplished".

Mr. Abbott doubted if ministerial talks were essential when
it Was so difficult for each of them to find the necessary
time-and explained that it would not be possible for him to
go'to'London*.in the near future. On the same day9 November
16, 1949, Mr. St. Laurent sent a personal letter to Mr. Attlee
in which he expressed concern at some statements made by
United Kingdom M. P.'s on Anglo-Canadian trade-and the implications
that mirnt: even be drawn from IIinisterial statements which
suggested that the chief cause of the United Kingdom's financial
difficult: es was the necessity of paying dollars for imports
from Canada. Mr. St. Laurent said that he knew the Prime
Minister shared his anxiety 1'... that the discussion of our
current financial problems shoud not be.allaived to obscure
,our underlying community of interest". He was worried that
serious misrepresentations of the financial relations of
the two countries had not received an -auvhoritative rebutta_.
There had been widespread disappointment in Canada at the
successive cuts which the United Kingdom had had to make in
.imports from Canada and the Prime Minister feared: that "if
to that natural disappointment is added irritation at s*:a,tee
ments .rhich are considered in Canada to be misinformed a.,d
misleading, the damage done to the relations between our two
countries may be serious." The Prime Minister referred to
Mr. 4bboz;t's letter to which he said the Government attached
"grea-c importance" s and drew to Mr. Attlee ° s attenticn sosie
of the facts in i t irilich seemed to have been widely over-
looked. His letter ended with an expression of admiration
for the United Kingdom success in increasing its product-
ivity and its flua of exports, and of sympathy for the serious
economic problems which confronted the United Kingdom. It
referred 4;o, the close and friendly c;o-operation which had been
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recognized in the Washington talks as essential among the
United Kingdom, the United States and Canada and explained that,
because current misrepresentations-nmight jeopardize that co-
operation, the message had been'sent.

61• Mr. yJilgress delivered the two messages to the
United Kizgdom Ministers and-reported that Sir Stafford said
he was no;, surprised at the reply in view of the preliminary
reaction In Ottawa to his proposal. The Chancellor then added
more bitfiarly, "It was the first time he had ever•known a Common-
wealth Minister to refuse to consult'with another Commonwealth
Minister about an important subject".' He said the letter would
probably 'oe discussed at the. Cabinet meeting the followitig day.
11r. *Attle•; made no comment at -the time his letter was delivered.
The formal replies that came promptly advanced matters somewhat.
The Chancellor asked for suggestions on.possible shifting of
expenditures for Canadian commodities'and intimated that the
United Ki:igdon could take up to $20 million in less wheat for
1949-50 it this readjustment would be any help. P:ir. Attlee's
letter via;: more:friendly.in.tone_,and promised that "my colleagues
and I will do whatever we can do in our.power to help you in the
situation you describe". An authoritive ministerial statement •
would be i.iade at an early date (it came from Sir Stafford on
November <`5), and the Government would do its best to discourage
articles `.n the press of the kind that had caused resentment in
Canadae 1?1) In turn Mr. Attlee hoped that Government pronounce-
ments designed to clear away misunderatanding would be widely
publicized in Canada.

82. The Government, as the Cabinet minute of November
15 indicate, had already been thinking in terms of a deferment
of wheat celiQeries and consequently welcomed the Cripps pro-
posal. Or November 24 Mr. Abbott wrote to Sir Alexander Clutter-
buck propcsing that delivery of up to 15 million bushels of wheat
be deferred until-the 1950-51 crop year under the sane terms
and conditions as the present contract. L`Tith the ^30 million
that would be nade available the Minister of Finance suggested
that $22,5 million be used for bacon and eggs, $5 million for
B.C. salmon from the current catch, and $2.5 million for news-
print. Of the 9U7,5 million suggested previously for cheese
and bacon purchases the Government would prefer as much as
possible t3ing used for Canadian cheese with the balaace, if -
any, be;ig used for bacon. The Chancellor discussed these
suggestion3 with 21r. 17ilgress on December 5. Hé.explained that
the United Kingdom had had in mind cancellation and not defer-
ment of wheat deliveries, but would be prepared to agree to a
deferment of wheat to the value of $25. million. The United
Kingdom did not wish to purchase any newsprint or eggs, but
would be prepared to allot017.5 million for bacon, i;,5 million
for canned fish and $205, million for eastern softwoods. Questions
of price, about which it was clear there remained differences
of opinion, were left for.fut^.re discussion. On December 10 Mr.
Abbott vrrote to the Unitéd Kingdom High Comaissioner, accepting
the proposals and expressing appreciation of the United Kingdom
efforts to find a solution,

(1)
Yet subsequently Mr. Wilson, of the Board of Trade,
made the injudicious comment, which became known in
Ottawa, that Canada was giving the United Kingdom
"all aid short of help".



83. During these discussions the United Kingdoln -
Government had an opportunity to express in turn its regret
at embarrassing speeches after the Minister of Agriculture
made a speech in Brantford on December 5 in which he was
reportéd .:s referring to "official attempts to ban Canadian
food products from the British market". Later, remarks of
a similar. tsnor rrere made by him in the House of Commons.
Mr. jYilgross reported from London on the press reaction to
the Brant.i'ord speech and the potential embarrassment created
by this davelopment. At the same time he mentioned a•suggestion
from Mr. lloel-Baker that a statement by a Canadian Minister on
the stabi:.ity of sterling would be helpful in maintaining
confidence in its strength. On December 12 the United Kingdom
High Comm.ssioner called on Mr. Pearson to axpress his govern-
ment's grave concern at the statements reported to have been
made by t:Le Minister of Agriculture. He added that.,

'TIe ouf;ht to be able to understand their.pre-
occupations in this matter as vie had reacted so
quickly to the statements made in the United
Kingdort, which seemed to indicate a misunder-
standit^g of the Canadian position".

On the sE!.c.e day Mr. Wilgress sent a second telegram' reporting
on the press reactions to Mr. Gardiner's speech in the House
of Commons, and suggesting that consideration might be given
to the possibility ."of one authoritative s-tatement being made
by Mr. Abbott or some other Canadian Minister on the whole
subject or the economic position of "the United Kingdom and'
its relation to Anglo-Canadian trade". In a memorandum Mr.
Heeney do!ibted the advisability of such a statement. He also
thought that a statement on the soundness of sterling might
have the opposite effect from what was intended 2 since people
might wonr.ery with some reason2 why a Canadian Miüistert..
was takinp--that unusual step. On December 14y Mr. Pearson
had another interview with Sir Alexander Clutterbuckl who
brought ti7ith him a letter conveying a message from Mr. Attlee
saying how "greatly perturbed and discouraged" he and his
colleague:. had been by the statements that had recently
been made. -After referring to the action taken following
Mr. St. ï,F urent's letter' he commented that:

"It is therefore the more distressing to find a
distorted picture of the official policy of the
United Kingdom publicly enunciated and attacked by
a Minister of the Canadian Government".

The letter said that bdr. Att'ee would continue to seek to
restrain unofficial comment in the United Kingdom on Canadian
policies but.this task would be rendered more difficult
and perhaps even impossible "by repercussions from state-
ments such as those made by Mr. Gardiner". No formal reply
was made to Sir Alexander's letter.

84. In March 1950 the future of United Kingdom wheat
purchases in Canada became again a matter of concern, because
of reports from Washington that ECA was recommending a sub-
stantial decline in allocations for the purchase of Canadian
wheat in 1950751. The Canadian negotiations with the
United Kingdom had been delayed over wheat, partly because
the general electilLon in Britain at the first of the year.
It was decided that arrangements should be.made for the
discussions before the crop year wi,s too far advanced. There
still remained the question of setf^ling the.obligations of
the United riingdü:a under the "have regard to" clause' on
which it had been agreed in December that discussions should
take place before ' July 319 1950. When this question was
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discussed in the Inter-Departmental Committee on External
Trade Policy the Deputy Minister of.Finance commented on the
very substantial rise in United Kingdom balance of Canadian
dollars in the Bank of Canada that had taken place since
last-September. •He questioned the*âdvisability of'continuing
the automatic monthly drai-ring of $10 million on the Canadian
credit and suggested that suspension would not be a matter of
cancellin@ or reducing the loan but simply of changing the
time in making it available. Most of•his colleagues doubted
the wisdom of this policy of sUspensionlSut agreed that each
would inform his Minister of the discussions and that Dr.
Clark shovld take'up with the Minister of Finance the question
of his recommendation being submitted to Cabinet.

85. On March 22, 1950, Mr. Plumptre cabled Mr. Wilgress
asking for his comments on tying in suspension of drawings with
the wheat talks. The latter deprecated such a policy. He
thought tt..at if the United Kingdom tivere forced to use credits
for the purpose of buying wheat, it might subsequently ask
for further credits for the same purpose. If credits were
suspended, it would be better to relate them exclusively to
the preser;t large United Kingdom balance of Canadian dollars.
MF. Wilgr6ss advised holding back on wheat discussions until
May or early June, when more might be known of ECA policy.

Pb. The wheat discussions began on May 19 with Mr.
Howe, Mr. Pearson' Mr. Robertson, Mr. Mackenzie and Mr.
Mclvor of the Wheat Board as the Canadian group. They resulted
in an agreement that the United Kingdom would plan to buy in
the next crop year' at competitive International Wheat Agreement
prices, between 100-120 million bushels, including the amount
deferred f rom the previous crop year. There was to be no
firm contractq as in the previous four years' but Mr. Howe
could state -in public that:

""The Canadian Government, for its part, is satisfied
that Canadian wheat grovers will continue to find
in-the United Kingdom market for a very substantial
part of their exportable wheat".

On the ^"have regard to" clause, the United Kingdom Government.
vrss anxicus not to be represented as having given assurances
ori Wheat purchases in return for waiver of a Canadian claim
under the clause. The Agreed Record of the Meeting on May 22
said that:

"Nevertheless9 in the context of these discussions,
the United Kingdom representatives felt that it would be
reasonable that all obligations under the 'have regard
to' clause might be considered as t o have been taken
care of".

On this poiht Mr. Howe. said that it was a matter whicY, could
only be settled by the Canadian Cabinet on his return. On
May 30 Mr. Howe informed Sir Stafford that his colleagues
were in accord with the conclusions recorded in the Agreed
Record, including the sentence just quoted. When he announced
the agreement in the House of Commons and was asked if dis-
cussions took.place on the °have regard to " clause, Mr. Howe
said he did not care t o amplify the statement at that time.
But later, during a debate on June 5, he said that the United
Kingdom had met all obligations. In the light of Mr. Hove's
report on his return, it is surprising to read in the Cabinet
Minute of the same date that "furtY.er consideration of the
'have regard to' clause be deferrec to a subsequent meeting".
At the same meeting the Cabinet accepted the recommendation
of Mr. Abbott that the United Kingdom Government be-asked to
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defer drawings on the credit until in need of additional funds.
The United Kingdom Government did,so, thereby"leaving an un-
expended talance of $65 million in the credit.
".'^ . " _ _. ..

When the Canada-United Kingdom Continuing Committee8^.
on Trade and Economic Affairs.met in June7 1950, to review
trade prospects, the discussions proceeded more easily than'"
on the la:t occasion. The"chief reason was the great improve-
ment in the United Kingdom balance or pa;,ments, and the
further fkct that the sterling area and Canada were pretty
well in balance. One United Kingdom estimate placed the'
deficit*fcr the sterling area for the current year at about $56
million. For that.reason the estimates submitted of imports
from Canae.a for 1950-51 were satisfactory. They included
probable contracts for bacon and cheese9 some purchases of
salmon, and orders for zinct asbestosg newsprint, nickel and
lumber which Canadian exporters might have difficulty in filling.
The Canadian decision to end shortly the waiver on dumping
duti.Ls, e3.cept on motor cars (under certain conditions) and
glass-' wa: accepted without much protest.. The same was true
when It wt:s announced that Canada i.ntended to proceed in the
near future to remove further import restrictions which in
some caser had operated in favour of the United Kingdom against
the Uniteù. States. The United Kingdom group was ready to
accept su€gestions for more liberal treatment of Canadian exports
to the Br_tish West Indies by broadening the list of token
imports, t1though not prepated for a system of general licences.
The Canadians announced a relaxation of regulations for
purchase" of supplies by Government contract which would he`lp
United Kingdom exporters.

88_. The last major flurry"in United Kingdom-Canadian
trade relz.tions in the period under review occurred âwer the
ill-fated "have regard to" clause:' of the Wheat Agreement.
Departmental records are incomplete; but it is known that
the Prime Minister raised the question during his visit to"
London for the Meeting of Prime Ministers in January, 1951.
There is cn'the file an aide-memoire of January 99 which ' "- -
points out that the Canadian Government does not consider that
the United Kingdom is under any further obligation "in a
strictly )egal sense" to make an additional payment under the
"have regC,"rd tô" clause. The note then describes the sentiments
of-the wh:at growers of Canada and argues that from the
United lir.gdom standpoint

"we feE.l there would be great importance in relt4ining
the good will and support for policies of cooperation
in the future of something like a quarter of the
Canadian population which is traditionally well-disposed
to the United Kingdom".

The note pointed out that any pâyment under the clause of a
reasonable amount would still leave the total price paid
for wheat under the Agreement a favourable one for the
United Kingdom Treasury3 and "... would constitute a profit-
able investment by the United Kingdom in Canadian gocd:rill."
After the Prime Minister returned to Ottawa he received word
that the United Kingdom preferred to consider the matter
closed. On February 15, Pearson, Mr. Robertson and Mr.
Heeney saw the United Kingdom High Commissioner and described
the anxiety with which the Government noticed the grauing
resentment among the Western wheat farmers (undoubtedly
heightened by the crop losses from frost) because no action,
in their view had been taken t o secure additional compen-
sation under he "have regard t o" r.lause. Sir Alexander took
the position that the obligation o:' the United Kingdom



Government had been "finally and completely discharged" and thât
it was up to the Canadian Government to defend the arrangement.
Speaking personally, Mr. Pearson suggested that the United
Kingdom Government might be willing to use the unexpended
balance of the Canadian credit of $65 million as a payment
under the clause, or, failing that,renounce further payments
upon the credit. If the second course was taken, the Canadian
G overnmen': might then take action unilaterally. Sir Alexander
was certain the United Kingdom Government would be unwilling
to adopt the first proposal, but might accept the second. He
was asked to think matters over and was,told that "From the
Canadian point'of view some final solution was of the greatest
urgency ai4d the greatest importance." The next step, taken
with Cabii;et approval, was for the Minister of Agriculture to-
fly to London to discuss the situation. He was informed after
discussions began on February 20, 1951, that the United a-ngdom
would not make a further payment and was going to declare at
once that it did not intend to utilize the balance of the
Canadian credit. This left the way clear for the second
.method Yzhi ch. râr. :PearsoD had proposed. On March 1 Cabinet
agreed thct the Prime Minister should annôunce on the following
day that Fn amount equal to the undrawn balance of the
Canadian c redit would be added to the sum available for dis-
tribution in-a final settlement of the Five Year Wheat Pool.
Ini this ut,comfortable fashion the issue was closed. More
agreeable news came in May at the Canada - United Kingdom
Continuing Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs meeting in
Ottawa, when the United Kingdom officials disclosed an import
program for 1951-52 which foreczst an expenditure of $780
million, ore than $100 million in excess of Canadian estimates.

89. In describing economic relations with the United
iKingdom ar:d thaa United States', several references have been
necessarily made to the part which the Marshalÿ Plan and the
various agencies which administered it played in Canadian
policy. F rom the outset it was appreciated, as a Departmental
mémorandurr of. July 171 1947,'records l' that benefits might ---
accrue to '.anada from the large-scale credits which the United
States mig:at extend to Europe. When there were rumours that
the Soviet Union might use a meeting of the Economic and Social
Council as a forum for abusing the Plan, the Canadian dele-
gation wa-^, told on July 19 that the Government favoured as
close co--cperation as possible with the United Nations in the
implementation of the Plan, but recognized the danger of
Soviet obstructionism. It would be prepared to endorse a
resolution supporting the utilization of United Nations
machinery in reconstruction) but would not wish to see one
adopted recommending that the 11arshall Plan be implemented
through United Nations machinery. Some irritation was
caused by Mr. Bevin at the Paris Conference pledging on
behalf of his Government "the resources of the great
Commonwealth",,as well as of the United Kingdom for European
rehabilitation. Although his pledge was modified by the
phrase "insofar as it can influence them", which reduced
its improprietyy his statement was regarded.in the Department
as "unfortunate and obviously open to misunderstanding".. A
-third reflection of Canadian preliminary opinion carne when
the possibility of a European Customs Union being examined
by the states in the Marshall Plan was discussed in the
early autumn of 1947. When Mr. tililgress reported from
Geneva on this question, he was told on September 9y 1947,
that.,

"Vie would not oppose any plan wi:ich would result in a
closer 'integration of the econo:ries of the European
countri:s and which would assist in their recovery".

r_ --I -P.
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However, the telegram added the qualification that Canada could.
not overlook the United Kingdom as a valuable market for many
Canadian agricultural products and that exports would be
seriously affected "if the participation of that country in a
European Customs Union meant that preferential treatment for
Canadian products would disappear or that European goods would
receive better treatment".

90. - After the publication in September of the Paris
report, there were three memoranda by Department officials on
the advisability of Canada contributing to European aid as an
indicatioL of direct interest in the recovery of 4fe.stern Europe,
and as a political advantage in negotiations with the United
States. the State Department could point to other countries
besides the United States extending a helping hand'to Europe,
the effec+ on Congress might be of some importance. As Mr.
LePan tiut it in a memorandum of Sentember 25

"Canad..an cooperation in the Marshall Plan would tend
to shov: that the Western world is not to be pictured
as a single giant towering above a cluster of mendicant
client:.' each holding out a begging bowl, but rather
as a g.,oup. of freely associated states, differing
widely to be sure in their resources and needs, but
also hPld together by a great number of ligaments
both of interest and of sentiment".

Mean•.while Dr. Clàrk had been in Washington discussing the
serious Canadian economic position. He took pains to make
.the point that. long term indirect benefits' from the 11arshall
Plan Yioulc^ not meet the Canadian situation andthat "direct
and inmed:.ate benefits" were necessarÿ. His views were met
only by a promise that they would be presented to the various
committee:; set up by the Administration to examine a program
of action under the Marshall Plan. Mr. Z"lrongurarned in Sept mber
that the question of including Canada as a supply area had
still to be considered. He advised that no-good opportunity
be lost fc.r impressing the Canadian difficulties on the
United States, with the reminder that if the Marshall Plan
funds were tied to United States purdhases Canada would have
to take mc-re drastic action to conserve American dollars.
Hé- bëlievE.d that it would be very difficult to convince both
Côngresr,-z,nd the general public that Marshall Plan funds
sYiould bc expended in Canada. In Ottawa it was decided to
sét up an interdepartmental committee to make a study of what
goods and commodities Canada would be in a position to supply
if orders wereplaced in Canada under the Plan. On November
18, the estima-tes prepared by this Committee were presented
to a group of United States officials. - It was found that
Canadian figures closely parallelled those prepar,ed in
Washington. Optimism developed in Ottawa on the prospects
for off-shore purchases to such an extent that Mr. Wrong
felt it advisable on December 23, 1947, to warn that jubilant
statements by officials or the press of what might be expected
from off-shore. purchases in Canada might be harmfull as the
ERP bill was debated in Congress. He hoped that the press
might be educated "to look upon the ERP as something other
than a large pie from which we may expect our cut".

.;^.. A further curb on Canadian optimism was the
growing recognition that the United States expected that
Canada would maintain v substantial program of assistance
to Europe. The State Department had publicly estimated
that the countries of the Western hemisphere other than
the United States, might be able to provide ^700 million of
financial assistance in the first 1.5 months of the Recovery
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Program. Canadian' officials insisted that the maximum assistance
Canada could extend to Europe in 1948, apart from the saving
for 't he United Kingdom on the price of wheat, would be $100
million, of which $45 million had been promised" to the 'United
Kingdom in the'first quarter of the year. The remainder would
be required for purchases by those European countries such
as'Francc, the Netherlands, Belgium and Norway whose credits-
were not entirely exhausted. These figures were presentéd by
Mr-. Vrong to the State Department on February 27 and were not
too Yrell*:eceived. When the State Department was informed of
some further aid to the United Kingdom in April, Mr. Wrong was
instructed to make it clear that Canadian credit arrangements
for 1948 were based on two assumptions, the disposal of the
entire export surplus by sales abroad, and receipt in return'
of United States dollars or freely. convertible currency, with
the exception of the amounts covered by credit arrangements.
The warning was added that:

"If either of these assumptions fails, which could
happe;l if the Administrator (of ERP) should not be
able tc effect a sufficient volume of off-shore pur-
chases in Canada, then we will be in a position of
having already over-extended ourselves in granting
credits now outstanding".

92. In March, Mr. Drury, then a member of this
Departmenti, was appointed co-ordinator of working arrangements
by the various departments in relation to ERP activities,
He visited Washington to get some idea of.hoY,r Canada could
be'associated with ERP planning, and learned that it was .
still impcssible "to get the slightest response from-any State
Department official" on the question. 142r. Drury did discover,
however, that Canada was to b e asked to make available, in a
form similar to those to be used by ERP recipient countries,
a complete statement on supplies which might be secured in
Canada during the second quarter of the year. This list was
accordingly prepared by a Sub-committtee on Availabilities:
When Congress finally passed*in April the Foreign Assistance
Act, 1948, giving legislative authority for the ERP prôgrams
Mr. St. Laurent praised the measure in the House of Commons
as' "âri act of far-seeing statesmanship on the part of the
Government and representatives of the United States". The
appôintn3r. t of Mr. Paul Hoffman as Administrator of the
Ecoriômic"Co-operation Administration astablished to take
charge of the program was quickly followed by :- suggestion
from Canada that Mr. Howe should visit Washington to
have a general discussion with the new administrator on the
relationship of Canada to his organization. It was not
possible to s écure an appointment until the last week in
April but : Mr. Howe was the first governmental represent-
ative to have an extended discussion with Mr. Hoffman.
Immediately prior to Mr. Howe's interview Messrs. Druryy
Deutsch, Skelton and Beattie, accompanied by Mr. Wrong and
other Embassy officers, had the first formal meetings with
ECA officials. The talks were chiefly on Canadian avail-
abilities and the figures prepared in Ottawa were examined
in detail. These discussions gave Mr. Home, a useful back-
ground for the second round of interviews which were
closed by a dinner at the Embassy attended by all the top
people in ECA. -Mr. Howe was given very cordial assurances
of ECA's desire to work closely with Canada, but, as expected,
no formal commitment. It was gratifying that there was no
suggestion that Canada should extend further credit to the
United Kingdom unless Canada's balence of payments should
improve substantially with the aid of an unusually good crop.
ECA reco=ended that Canada arrangc- to have.senior represent-
ation in Pai•is, where the new Organi::ation for European
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Economic Co-operation was intended''to"be.the centre of planning
for European reconstruction, which Mr. Horfman regarded as the
main task of his organization. It was for that reason that -
Mr.. Pierce , then"Ambassador to Mexico, . was subsequently selectéd
to spend some time in Paris in liaison with CEEC and remained
there unti l. December 1948. It was also learned that the

.

United Sta':es Government was anxious for Canadian co-operation
on export +:ontrols, particularly in the area of strategic
materials in view of the widening breach-with the Soviet
Union folLnYing its re jection of the Marshall Plan and the
Communist coup in Czechoslovakia. A policy was readily worked
out on thoae lines.

93. On May 5t 1948, the first authorization affecting '
Canada was announced when the United Kingdom was given permission
to use $33.5 million of ERP funds for bacon, wheat and flour.
Twô days 1•tter an order for $8 million.for Canadian wheat was
approved. Soon after that the ECA official, to be the liaison
on policy matters with the Canadian E<nbassy was appointed.
He was a M. Robert Strange, who came of Un^ted States*
Loyalist s-:ock, had extensive business interests in Canada
and was ve.?y well informed on Canadian affairs. This appoint-
ment great:'.y facilitated the ctork of the Enbassy when a special
team of se-,en officers for FCA work was established that met
twice" Qreel-: .y. _ Some idea of the volume of supplies that might be
required from Canada came on May 19 when estimates by.the importing
countries of what they would require from Canada in the first '
quarter of the. program (April-June, 1948) were received from the
State Department. The value of the suggested imports totalled
$241.5 milï_ion. For the 15 month period to be covered by the
first appropriation from Congress United States estimates placed
the total =ports of the OEEC.countries from Canada at $1.36
billion.

94. Although no definite off-shore program had yet
developed, Mr. Wrong was so encônraged by these initial develo-
ments that he wrote oh May 22 that "ECA have adopted as
generous an attitude towards Canada as I think we could possibly
hope for." He thought that this situation would continue unless
unfavourab:.e forces in Congress or elsewhere• in the adminis-
tration fo•-ced-a change.'' In the folloVVing week when Mr. *Pierce
visited Wa:;hington to get as much information as possible
âbôut-'ECL. c:ethods and policies before leaving for Paris, he
côinmented '.,-hat-it was particularly gratifying "to spe the easy
straightforward and friendly way in which Bissell (the No. .2
man in ECA) and his associates approach the problem of Canada's
association with the European Recovery Program." I.ir. Pierce's
main conclusion was that Canada should proceed on two lines:

"The first is to have Canada nominated in.all country
programs, and to see to it at Paris and Washington that
Canada's name stays on the program and is added to it
where possible. The second is that our Trade and Commerce
representatives and our businessmen should proceed to
seek business as at present. We should ask them to
advise us if they • run into trouble, and we can
determine if and how to help them".

Mr. Pierce reported that there were virtually no restrictions
as t o the class of goods that could not be pruvided by Canada,
but.advised against seeking any firm declaration that certain
commodities were eligible. The advisability of not gloating
too openly at the size of ECA purcr.ases in Canada was again
stressed by our Washington Embassy3 which pointed out, on
June 24,. t}kit 22 per cent of ECA aa;.;lorizations to date had
been for Cansdian goods and that of the $233.7 million of
off-shore purchases, almost $133 million had been made in
Canada.



95. To keep iip the successful drive for orders
under ECA, ^. Pierce'convened in Paris a meeting of Canadian
Trade Commissioners in the countries associated with OEEC for
July 3. He had discovered that despite American desire to
have OEr,C allocate the funds available for the $RP program
-from "July "l, 1948, to June 30, 1949, and thereafter, it was
still undertain how much control rrould remain with ECA in
Washington. For that reason he could not decide hou great
the need was for special Canadian represcZtation in Paris
In a talk on June 28 with Mr. Bruce, head of the ECA mission
to France ; Ur. Pierce told him that at the meeting of the
Trade Commissioners he was going ;.o-stress that the guiding
principle governing their activities'under LCA should be "to'
make scarce dollars do the most work." If -,hat dollar could go
further in Canada than in the United-States, it should be spent
in Canada. If not, "we had no right to push for the business".
:Jith this admirable sentiment Mr. Bruce concurred. During his
stay in Pz ris Mr. Pierce established excellent relations with
OEEC officials. At their request he secured for them a
memorandun from Ottawa on "Prospective Developments in Canadian
Productior. 1948-52'1 to be used in their preparation of a long-
term program.

96* In view of the initial anxiety about the need for
c.Lose assc.--iation with ERPI it is ironical to note the cautious
Canadian attitude when the United States became the adr.ocate "
of partnership. On July 13, Ib^^.'ti'lrong reported that rdT. Bissell
of ECA was having a memorandum prepared setting forth the
reasons why it would be desirab^e to have, Canada formally
associated with ECA, and suggesting that talks begin on that
topic as soon as possible, preferably in July. Mr. Wrong had
parried the suggestion by pointing out that it vrould'be un-
satisfactcry to discuss the question before September, until
the Government had revievred the question of extending credits.
He did not think that 'ECA officials were primarily concerned
in seeing how much financial help they could secure from Canada,
but rathex with the difficulties which would confront them if
they continued to spend so high a proportion of off-shore
funds in Canada, about 50jb9 without some more formal agreement.
There i7ert- already fears that off-shore purchases would be
restricted as United States surpluses of commodities began to
grow. In a further letter on July 1b the Ambassador enlarged
on the question. He remarked that signs of improvement in
the Canadian financial position were being noted in Washington
and it vroLld be well to correct any false impressions which
might lead to great expectations of what Canada could to in
the way of aiding 'recovery. He doubted if a more formal
partnership with ECA would ease the United States domsstic
pressure to ease purchases in Canada or be of direct advantage
"unless we became again a financial contributor in one ?.ay or
another to European recovery". He thought such a policy wou3.d
be the best use to which Canada could put additional resources,
except for minor relaxations on import restrictions. The
first comment from the Department was to suggest that much
depended upon the nature of the discussions which ECA contem-
plated. If they were to draft a declaration of joint intent
to aid in European recovery without any specific commitments
on either side, as had been done in the Hyde Park Declaration
of 1941, there would be in principle no objection to immediate
talks. Ho:rever,-if Canada was to:be involved in discussions
"on the assumption of defined commitments during the current
and future years", it would be preferable t o hold off talks
until September which might form part of the financial review
suggested for that time. On July 21 Mr. V7rong reported thai.
he had seen the draft of a letter r;uggesting discussions
envisagin(• Canada joining in a"pe:,uanent concurring partnership"
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in the European Recovery program. He had managed to head off
this formal letter, 'uhich read like "a gratuitous lecture from
our neighbours on what was important to Canada", and to
secure an agreement that, if a letter were sent, it would be
brief and confined to an invitation "to discuss any or all
ERP or ECA problems of mutual concern". Mr. Wrong had also
suggested to the ECA officials that there were great advantages
from the C 3nadian point of vie:v in having informal.rrorking
arrangemen-,s which did not mean any diminTxtion in close and
effective association. ECA officials replied -that without a
partnership basis the present.practice of giving countries
complete f_7eedom to designate Canada as a source of supply
would be la jeopardy. Mr. Wrong described the dilemma
confrontin; Canada as '%ihether we would get more 'burned by
going in t:ian frozen by staying out". Subsequently, in a
talk on the question with Mr. Hickerson of the State Department,
the Aitbassador commented that Canada would be unable to enter
into any proposed partnership "except*in the light of our
future traie relations with the United States".

97s. The next significant report came from Paris where
Mr. Bissel.l had a talk with Mr. Pierce on July 26. He had
outlined t',ie mutual ECA proposals, with the further suggestion
that joint operation would give Canada a chance to participate
in the prc;;ramming and screening activities of DCA. Mr. Pierce
replied th.it, personally, he agreed that a high degree of co-
operation _ind co-ordination was desirable, but saw "serious
difficulties" in a formal partnership such as the fadt that
Congress had already dictated the terms of the program. He
thought he had "slovted up Bissell a little". As he told
Ottawa, he believed, but did not say, that:

"We mig'at not want to be considered by ERP countries
as in t_ze same kennel with the ECA watchdogs throughout
Europe, or to change the metaphorg 'the.horse could do-
with mu.ce hay but there. are enough bands on the whip "' .

Mr. Pierce also thought that the rest of the world would not
regard the arrangement as a partnership, but "at the very least
as a subordination of Canadian external interests in the United
States, if not as a loss of our independent status". His own
preference was for a Joint Committee along the lines of those
that had ,5.:)rked out during the iTar, Mutual Aid and Lend-Lease
operatious, Such a committee would be formal enough to suit
the United States and loose enough to reassure us.

98.. The alarm bells began to ring in Ottawa on the
.receipt of these reports, and such firemen as were on handt
especially in Finance and the Bank of Canada, hurried into
action. From the Bank of Canada Mr. Coyne wrote to suggest
on July 22 that it would be "most dangerous" to depart from
the agreed position of examining the financial outlook in
September. He believed Canada needed "reserves considerably
higher than the present.level"s and maintained that "it would
take very strong reasons indeed to justify any financial aid
by Canada unless the exchange forecast were very optimistic
indeed." He hoped the question would be referred to both
the Cabinet Committee and the Inter-Departmental Committee on
external trade policy. Four days later Mr. Abbott wrote to
Mr. St. Laurent to say that, in his opinion2 no undertakirigs,
forma.l or tentative, should be entered upon until September.
He advised review of the problem by both Ministers and officials
after Dr. Clark and kr. Tovrers were back in Ottawa. Mr. Abbott
could see no real reasôn for the American pressure for a partner-
ship except a desire to secure a Cenadian financial contribution,-.
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He pointed out that Canada was neither asking nor expecting
favours and assistance.

"A11 we ask and expect, is that Canada be used as a
normal source of supply for European trade under ERP,
where and to the extent-that we can supply on compe-
titive terms-or better".

Meanwhile:3•Lr. Pearson had a departmental memorandum prepared
as a basir for disc'ugsion by the Inter-departmental Committee
on External Trade Policy. It was learned that ECA officials
were anxioss to initiate discussions as soon as possible. Mr.
Wrong suggssted that a small. group come up to Ottawa for that
purporse an i secured their agreement. He took advantage of his
interview with*ECA on July 30 to sound a cautionary note about
the prospects of Canadian aid, on the lines of Mr. Coyne's ].etter.
He then cw^ri;ed the vrar into the enemy country by suggesting that
ECA might ^ake an interest in urging that^United States customs
procedure, long a sore point for Canada; be brought in line with
GATT, and ^y raising the,possibilitsy of a nevr' Canada United States
trade agre,,ment. On their part Mr. Bissell and his colleagues
stressed t7iat there was no wish in ECA to put pressure on Canada
to make fi.iancial commitments before the situation was fully
knovrn in C.inada. He never once referred to formal partnership
or.close a^sociation. -All that remained of significance was the
idea of a':ontribution to recovery from Canada in which it was
clear that more was hoped for than the unfreezing of the Canadian
credit to the United Kingdom. ECA regarded Canada as a country
which had been "significantly aided" by the expenditure of ERP
dollars, wid declared that even â"znodest contribution" from
Canada would be "enormously helpful" in combatting the growing
feeling in the United States that it alone was carrying the
economic b,irdens of reconstruction. As L. Bissell remarked,
in.referrir.o to the aid.which Canada had extended in the past
"'Nith Cong:!ess it is present'virtue and not past performance
that couats.tt

99. On August 3 Mr. Wrong pursued the.sublect in the
.State Department and learned that a meeting had been held there
to discuss the question. There the feeling was against a
partnershi:; but in favour of developing what one official ^ry
described :.s a"Joint approach" possibly throughcommi.ttees.
The beliE•f was as strong as 3,n.ECA that Canaaa should renew
the extens:.on of financial assistance to ERP countries as
soon as po:.sible.

100. At the Inter-Departmental meeting on August 4,
which 11r, Wrong also attended, the Departmental memorandum
was.discussed. The memorandum pointed out the advisability
.of not rejecting ECA overtures without being able-.to offer
something in the way of a well defined plan for closer co-
operation which would meet Canadian needs and take account
of Canadian objections, It suggested that agreement might
be limited to some sort of joint declaration in the form
of that made at Hyde Park, "of common-intent-to do in
partnership what the.two countries are able in order to bring
about European recovery". It ruled out any firm commitment
to extend assistance beyônd April or'June, 1949, until more
was known of the financial support forthcoming from Congress
for the recovery program. The Committee sho:red no keenneos
for a change from the present relationship with ECA, but
did not rule out the idea of a joint committee, or committees,
if the United States pressed for this policy. It supported
the Idea of "informal, exploratory and inccnclusive" discussions
with ECA official's in Ottatva, but mlde clear its belief that
discussiont of a financial contribv.1:::on to European recovery
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were not yet possible. Following this meeting Mr. St. Laurent
referred to Mr. Abbott's letter on August 12, summarizing the
developments and the views of the committee. He informed the
Minister of Finance that the proposed tâlks in Ottawa were
regarded as being of some positive value in giving those
concerned some inkling of the vier;rs and intentions of ECA
on off-share purchases.

101. At the opening meeting in Ottawa on August 16, the
ECA group presented a statement.along the lines that Mr. Wrong
had seen. Although they did not suggest that ECA had been
conferrir,g a favour upon Canada by its authorizations of off-
shore pur-.,hases, they did not 'accept the opposite thesis that
the bulk :)f Canadian exports which had been financed bt ECA
could eas.-',ly have been sold for dollars in any event. In reply
the Canadian officials examined ECA figures and argued that their
forecasts of the Canadian balance'of payments were "altogether
too optim'stic". They-held out little hope of Canada being able
in the near future to provide more than a reopening of the
credit to the United Kingdom, and pointed out that Parliamentary
authority, which could not be secured until January, 1949, would
be requirad for new credits or grants. The leader of the ECA
delegatioa said he thought his agency could explore with
advantage "the possibility of reaching some sort of understanding
with Cana la regarding future contributions". Any agreement,
which mig'it be linked with arrangements for a specific volume
of off-shore purchases, including marginal items that Canada
had more difficulty in disposing of, would help both sides.

^ . .
102. As early as September 7, ECA began to inquire
about the prospects of a further meeting to continue the dis-
cussions ::nitiated in Ottaiia. They were informed that the
impending visit of Stafford.Cripps to Ottawa would preclude
the possibility of talks.by Mr. Abbott and his officials
until the week of September 27 - October 2. This suggestion
was quite satisfactory.

103. The Inter-Departmental Committee on External
Trade Policy and the officials connected with the negotiations
had a prenaratory meeting on .Sgptember 24. The Committee
drafted a. -i outline of the policy to be pursued which received
Cabinet a;jproval. Thé chief features were irisistence that no
. further g:•ants 7 i.e. gifts, to Western European countries could
be contem;)lated at present •^zillingness to adt^ance to the
United Kii.;gdori atotal of ^^60 million i.e. six ma:itYis' drawings
&t-$10 million per month,-to June 30 1949; aiid emphasis upon
the need for a satisfactory agreement with the United States
on allocation of ECA funds before any further assistance
could be considered. What iras -desired was;

"a general assurance regarding the volume of United States
purchasing in Canada, and specific assurance with regard
to the types of commodities which the Ur.ited Kingdom
and Western Europe propose to purchase.from Canada so
that United States funds would be available for these
types."

Mr. Reid was not satisfied with this cautious policy and
ascribed it to the outlook of the Department of Finance and
the Bank of Canada zrhich seemed to assume "that the financial
considerations which they put forward are the sole determining
factors". He challenged their insistence that the question
of the extent of credit which could be extended in 1949 should
be solely determined on estimates of Canada's reserves of
United Ste.tes dollars.



104. The first round of official talks, at which Mr.
Mackenzie and Mr. Deutsch represented Canada, were held
between September 27-29. They were followed by Mr. Abbott's
discussions with Mr. Hoffman and others on the 30th. These
talks, described in a memorandum as "the most important which
have been held to date" on Canada's role in ERP, were character-
ised by a striking degree of agreement in the statistical
estimates of such problems as the Canadian balance of payments
and the future of Canadian trade with ERP.countries. The
officials stuck firmly to their brief and subsequently reported
that "All the main United States arguments which were advanced
on why we should extend more assistance were fully countered
on our sic'.e." Even the projected $60 million advance to the
United Kingdom was made dependent upon there being no drastic
changes in thé basic assumptions underlying.the forecasts for
the fiscal. year, 1949. The U.S. officials first reported the
suggested U.K.'advance as inadequate, but later modified this
description by pointing out that it presented "great difficulties
to the United States" in the light of the volume of off-shore
purchases in Canada. -At'one'time they proposed adoption of an
export po:.icy in which a "palatable bundle'19 composed of "hard"
Canadian oxports such as baso metals and forest products would
be financE d by ECA funds while "soft" items such as eggs, coarse
grains t c:Leese ! and dairy products,'vrould be covered by
Canadian ::'inancial assistance. Although there was no suggestion
that U.S. approval of off-shore purchases in Canada'would be
. reduced because of disappointment with the Canadian position,
there was also no guarantee that the present level, or any
other one, of such purchases vrould be maintained. Mr. Abbott
explained to Mr. Hoffman the domestic political difficulties
in Canada in continuing extension of financial aid on the
level of previous years and emphasized the desire to avoid
._any.more .•:r.ises .,.such _as had occurred in 1947. He described
the improvement that had taken place in Canadian reserves
but said :Lt irould be used to raise their level7 to permit
some unfTnezing of the United Kingdom loan, and to relax a
few restr:.ctions on United States products, especially fresh
fruit and vegetables. Mr. Hoffman, who remarked saveral times
that the r.pecial regard for Canada in the United States gave
political importance to the Canadian contribution9 said that
the Canadian record for 1948 would help him in representing
to Cong1•e;,-s that Canada had been acting in concert with the
United States on a comparable scale. He added that he was
concerned with what Canada could'do in the first six rionths -
ôf 1949' Iri -that period he 'vrould'be approaching Congress 'for
funds to cover the second period of ERP, in "which "lay thé
hope for the survival of the free nations on the both sides
of. the Atlantic",,* He did not suggest new authority from
Parliament for fresh credits, but hoped "that the rate of
permitted drawings on the United Kingdom loan would be such
as to provide a fair comparison". -What he appeared to have
had in mind was a figure in the neighbourhood of $125 to $150
million. Mr. 'Hoffman also said he would have difficulty in
satisfying Congress if a very substantial proportion of the
-improvement in the-Canadian dollar position was added to the
reserves. Mr. Abbott promised to consult his colleagues7 and
-said he would be glad to keep in touch with the Administrator
about the timing and character of any announcement he would make
about the release of credits to the United Kingdom.

105. Before Mr. Abbott left Washington he told Sir
Stafford Cripps who was -there for Bank and Fund meetings what
had taken place. The United Kingdom Chancellor and his officials
were reported to be quite satisfiEd with $60 million offer for
the first half of 1949, since they would prefer to hold back
in reserve pny €reater borrowing power they might have in
Canada for use after the ECA appropriation for 1949-50 had
been voted.
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106. The Departmental memorandum of October 5, 1948,''
on the ECA talks was critical of the claim advanced in Washington
that only $138 million would be available from Canada for
assistance to Europe in the United States fiscal year.of 1948-49.
This total had been arrived at by adding together the $60 million
for the United Kingdom, $72 million of credits to other ERP
countries. and $6 million for post-UNPRA relief and IRO. This
figure wa: exclusive of the price differential on the wheat
sold to the United Kingdom. The memorandum believed that it
was diffir.ult to justify this figure "in the face of an anti-.
cipated surplus of $412 million, and at the same time expected
off-shore purchases of $649 million." It felt that the compelling
arguments for the figures were political. Mr. Deutsch contended
that Canar'.a had too often in the past dissipated her substance
too soon to get the best results, and had consequently got into
financial diffic ulties. He believed that late in 1949 or 1950
would be a more critical period for which it would be wise to
hold in rcserve as-much of the United Kingdom loan as possible.
The Cabinet decided in the light of the Cripps talks in Ottaaa
at the ECP. discussions, that the Ministers of Finance,.Trade
and Commerce,-and Agriculture should consult "with a view to
settling G. tentative figure for release of the United Kingdom
credit". This figure should be used in discussions on the United
Kingdom piogram of purchases in 1949.

107. As we have seen these discussions were protracted
and difficult. They delayed the. announcement of the credits
being unfrozen until January 21, 1949. Meanwhile Mr. Hoffman
had instructed his officials tolinquire ab.out them in October
and there were several additional requests for information
during the rest of the year. In the. interim as a pronf of
Canadian co-operation Mr. Wrong told.ECA officials about
negotiaticns to release part of the Belgian credit for special
Canadian commodities. The flow of Canadian authorizations in
Washingtor continued unabated and in the single week commencing
November 35 reached $156.3 million, The total to date was more
than $550 million. In reporting this figure Mr. i`Trong commented
on "the straightfortivard way in which ECA have, to date, met all
our major requests and understand our problems". He str.essed..:..;

108. As a partial sop to the :°rishes of the ECA officials.
Mr. Deutsch visited Washington in December to review the position
and describe.current Canadian negotiations with Belgium and the
United Kingdom. ECA expressed the hope that the Canadian
Government, in announcing the reopening of the United Kingdom
credit, would give the figure of $120 million for the whole of
1949, instead of stating the rate of monthly drawings, but
got no satisfaction. Mr. Deutsch described the improvement
in the Canadian economic position, which had raised the estimate
of surplus account for 1948 about 075 million above the figure
given in the September talks. He insisted that the chief
cause was the extraordinary increase of 40% in exports to the
United States, and pointed out that our total exports to
Europe, in spite of ECA authorizations, had declined. The
most important thing learned by the Canadian'group was that
in the second year ERP off-shore purchases rrould be
determined "exclusively by United States interests". The
decrease in the funds ECA would receive, the rise in stocks
of United States agricultural commadities and the improved
position of Canada dictated such a policy which did not
represent "arly criticism of Canada.'". Both sides expressed
doubts of the long-term programmes adopted by the

the importance in our own self-interest of giving ECA'promptly
definite information on the financial assistance which Canada
proposed to extend. The Department agreed, but could do no-
more thaa aathorize I.Ir. Wrong to give ECA a progress report
on what wE s taking place.



OEEC countries, particularly the United Kingdom's, and recognized
the common interest of the two countries in meeting the
difficulties which these programmes would present for multila-
teral traie and dollar exports.

109. The warnings givey by ECA officials were soon
justified. On February 4, 1949, Mr. Wrong reported that the
first important attack by Congress on large ECA purchases '
of wheat had started. Mid -Western senators were asking Mr.
Hoffman c:hy he had authorized $55 million for purchases of
Canadian rrheat in January and brandishing the inevitable weapon
of a Conf;ressional investigation. ECA officials warned United
Ringdcm delegates attending the International Wheat Conference
that there was an even chance of wheat being declared surplus,
which woc-.1d bar purchases in Canada during the second quarter
of 1949. On February 12 Mr. Strange told Canadian officials
that ECA would not finance any further purchases by European
countries of Canadian wheat during the current crop year.
Consequently the United Kingdom would have to finance its
purchases by other means than through ECA. When Mr. Deutsch,
pointed eut the effect of this policy, since almost half of
the ECA funds spent in Canada were for wheat, he was told that
ECA was argently examining a proposal which might ameliorate
the effects upon Canada of the new policy, but it was premature
to indicate its nature"* On the same day Frime Minister
St. Laure.1t, who was in Washington returning President Truman's
visit of the previous su.:imer, mentioned hi ^C zoncern at the new
developme at. He told the President that, If Canada`Is vrheat
exports overseas were seriously threatened, Canada's whole
foreign economic policy would have to be chz^;nged. This would
result in a new form of economic rivalry between Canada and
the Unitei States which would have very wide ramifications and
serious r3sults in the political as vrell as.the economic field.
President Truman was apparently unaware of the importance of
the question.- Both he and Secretary of State Acheson made re-
assuring remarks and undertook to discuss the question ;-rith the
Secretary of Agriculture who had so far managed to avoid
declaring wheat surplus. The latter was asked to work out an
export pr-)gram which would theoretically be acceptabi.; to
Congress, the United States, Europe and Canada. It is not
surprisin; that little was accomplishéd: Mearnrhile there was
still no nrord"ôf the ECA new plan. United Kingdom officials,
bégan to ittempt switching ECA orders, so as to free more of
their owr, dollar earnings to buy Canadian wheat, but without
much sw_!c jss.

110. On March 4, Dr. Barton (Agriculture) Ptr. Plumptre,
Mr. Deutsch and I1'r. Beaupre (Trade and Commerce) accompanied
by Embassy officiers, took part in a general discussion with
ECA and State officials. The talks w ere cordial and realistic,
with ECA well aware of the danger to the Canadian economy,
but in no position to discuss the program of off-shore purchases
for 1949-50 until thè legislation for implementation of ERP
had passed Congress. Plans vrere discussed on how to effect
"bookkeeping shifts" to Yacilitate the United Kingdom attempts
to find dollars for Canadian wheat. The talks were encouraging
though not very concrete. It was a sign of hope that ECA
officials were holding to their basic tenet that the Marshall
Plan was to re-establish Europe and not to be a means of
damping United States surpluses, especially agricultural
commodities, overseas.

311. During a visit to. Ottavra on other business Mr.
Strange of ECA gave a progress report on May 2. He said that
the United Kingdom had managed to find enough items to take
up ECA funds in the second quarter, which had been freed by
non-purchrtses of Canadian wheat. i^CA had suggested that the
United Kiiigdom might put in immedS at-,ely for orders of Canadian
bacon to be delivered in the third quarter of the year. He



doubted if ECA would be able to finance any Canadian agricultural
commodities, except perhaps bacon, after the end of September,
1949, and anticipated serious problems in finding eligible
commodities on which ECA funds could be spent. Mr. Strange
estimated that in 1949-50 off-shore purchases in Canada would
be betwee Z$200 and $250 million (for. the year ending March 31,
1949 they had been $690 million) of which about 80% ^^rould be
for industrial products. Because of tha continued delay another
delegation of officials went to Washington and made the familiar
round of risits on May 24-25. On this visit United Kingdom
officials attached to the Embassy and the Treasury and Supply
Delegaticn were also intervievred. They were justifiably gloomy,
of the Un1ted Kingdom financial outlook. In view of subsequent
developments it is of some significance that at this time
Messrs. Dautsch and Plumptre indicated to U.S. officials that

"they Yere not opposed to a devaluation of certain
curren:ies but that the timing of any change and
the maaner in which it was proposed were of the
utmost importance".

The general view was that the ERP position in 1949-50 would
not be "too difficult" but that things would be -..,Torse the
following year.

.112. The.financial crisis in the United Kingdom in
the summer of 1949 and the resulting series of conferences
that followed in London and Washington ovérshadoÿred ECA
matters fDr almost six months. 'As has already been noted, in
September, ECA made one outstanding decision during the Tri-
Partite talks in Washington in agreeing that the United
Kingdom szould be alloured to use $175 million of ECA money
to purchase Canadian wheat. This 'decision was justified to
the American public by pointing to the seriousness of the
United Ri.igdom position and its purchases as ti•rell of $30
million o= United States wheat and almost 610 million of other
agricultural commodities, Mre Hoffman took pains to emphasize
the fact that the United Kingdom had "a firm con-cract dating
from an eirlier period to buy,from Canada". As he told a
national 'arm association in November "P1e financed the existing
Canadian -7heat. contract not new purchases of Canadian wheat".
This ac^â.3n eased the s^tuation greatly for both the United
Kingdom aad Canada. Canada remained the largest source of
off-shore purchases but their total had increased in Latin
America. ECA was naturally keenly interested in the effect
of devaluation upon United Kingdom exports and was eager
to secure data from Canada as to its results in furthering
imports to Canada. They were also anxious to have visitors
from OEEC countries see Canadian plants and production '
techniques to aid in improving their own production. In turn
officials were ready to talk frankly with Canadians about
their difficulties, as the record of a very interesting
conversation) which rdr.- Plrong and Mr. Deutsch had with 1.1r.
Bissell on February-7t 1950 indicated. In that conversation
Mr. Bissell described the "moderate frustration" which he
and others experienced in the second phase of European recovery
when integration was the watch-yrord. Mr. Bissell also ex- '
pressed the view, ,rhicYi was shared in Canadian circlos, that
the United Kingdom Government;

uwish to maintain their position in the Commonwealth
and sterling area even though this is at times a costly
operation which prevents them f rom making the progress
,:hich they otherwise would in tringing into better
balance their economic relatior.ships with North America l
the third great area to which they are attracted".



113. In May, 1950 the question of Canadian association
with ERP on a close basis reappeâred in unexpected fashion.
During discussions among France, the United Kingdom and the
United States in London on economic problems the French placed
on the agenda the question of "development of long-term
economic relations between North Fmerica and Europe". The
French explained that they had originally thought of suggesting
setting up an agency under Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty
but had decided against it because West Germany and several
European countries of importance were not in NATO, and there
was also doubt about the advisability of creating another
functional agency. Hence the suggestion that the United States
and Canada should agree to some type of association with OEEC
so that its agencies might be used "for the continuing study
of relations between dollar and non-dollar economies." On
May 15, Mr. Robertson, who was in London at the time, reported
on this development and asked for guidance.

114. The Department felt that a decision could not
be made quickly on such a political matter, unless it could
be shcr,7n that the new relationship "flowed clearly from the
provisions of the North Atlantic Treaty" which was, obviously,
not the case. If a four-power declaration were to be made,
as Mr. Jessup of the United States contemplated, it would have
the objection that "the only country apparently affected by the
change and the only country taking on new responsibilities would
be Canada". It suggested that Mr. Pearson who was in London
for a NATO meeting might report to Cabinet on his return. On
the follo^^°ring day, May 16, Mr. Pearson cabled the Prime Minister
that an early décision was necessary because the Foreign
Hinisters wished to announce the proposal during.the NATO
Council meeting. He thought it should be examined "most seriously"
and not ruled out by fairly narrm.r consid©rations. Ho doubted
if the obligations under the proposed informal arrangement with
OEEC would be any greater than those which would result from
action under Article 2. The propo3ed policy would form`a
background for a campaign to be tivaged by the United States
administrationat home "to modify :hose United States practices
and.policies which are aggravating the dollar difficulties of
other countries, including Canada.' If Canada hold aloof,
the declaration would probably be issued in any event on a
Three Power basis, and the impress.! on might develop that Canada
had missed on apportunity to improve her trading relations
with OEEC countriese Mr. Pearson commented that there might
be some domestic criticism, if nothing were accomplished
of substance under Article 2 of NATO and Canada held aloof
from a temporary arrangement in which the United States was
willing to participate, Finally the Minister suggested that
OEEC also provided the,only feasible way of bringing the West
German economy into closer relationship with the -North
Atlantic community. In his reply to these observations tbQ
Prime Minister said that Cabinet had agreed that, if Mr.
Howe, who was arriving in London for trade talks s also
concurred, Canada should be associated with the proposed
draft statement. Mr. Heeney cabled at the same time to
explain the vievis of the group of officials, Messrs. Towers,
Clarki Deutsch, Beaupre9 Pierce Plumptre and himself who
had met to prepare a report to-dabinet on the proposal. He
said there was complete agreement that the invitation could
not be refused, but some strong disagreement as to its
advisability. This disagreement was based on the arguments
that the new policy, which involved no real change in relation-
ship, except for Canada, might be a "mere publicity device'!,
would add to the already severe personnel problems confront::ng
Canada, . and might open the way for pressure for financial
assistance in the future. In any event any action taken to
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reduce the dollar gap would have to be taken individually.
Those in favour.of association with OEEC argued that the United
States would have a somewhat changed relationship to OEEC, since
it would be in the position of a collaborator in meetings and
not solely as a donor. They felt that Canadri*s association
would emphasi.ze the change in the United States position and
should be given if Mr. Acheson though-it would help. They also
believed it would help to offset j.solationist tendencies in•
OEEC which had caused some concern in the past. It would offer
commercial advantages in being ajarty to the discussions of
the import-programs of.the OEEC countries and would give economic
contacts with countries like Germf_ny and b.reden that NATO did
not afford. As Itiir. Hoyre agreed'vrith Mr. Pearson a statement was
prepared for the-Prime Minister. In announcing the decision to
the House of Commons on May 18 he stressed that the new associa-
tion would be informa] and involve "a recognition that the econ-
omic problems faced by OEEC countries, the United States and our-
selves are common problems, not isolated individual problems."

115. On June.l, 1950 the Secretary-General of OEEC
vrrote to 1.Ir, Pearson a carefully worded invitation for Canada
and the-United States "to associate themselves, on an informal
basis, with the work of this organization in accordance with
arrangements to be mutually discussed." At the time the in-
vitation was publicly announced Mx. Harriman, the United States
Ambassador to OEEC, made it clear that the intention was not
that the United States and Canada should join OEEC, but rather
that they should participate inidiscussions with it. In reply
the Cnadain Government "gladly" a-.cepted the invitation.' It'
was agreed that 11r. Pierce should 'go to Paris as soon as pos-
sible to explore the arrangements for the "association".
Meanwhile during talks with ECA of [ieials in Washington, who
had been tnken almost nnaviare by th-, new developm-e.nt, it was
learnedthat they anticipated that both Canada and the United
States -would have -to prdceed as th3 European countries had been
doing in the past--two -years -and pr 3pared for OEEC fairly elaborate
national submissions --rrhich would iaclude trade and financial '
t'orecasts involving considerable statisticel investigation. •From
Paris General Vanier reported on J•me 24 that Canada would.
receive all OEEC documents and be "ree to -attend meetings'of any
interest in order, that, "Our 'asso,:iation can therefore take
whatever - form tivs -regard as most usofu1".

3.16. Z:ir. Pierce represented Canada at the OEEC Council
meeting in Paris on July 6. He expressed Canada's desire to
participrtte act;vely in any way that would usefully contribute
to the developm::nt of OEEC as an agency for economic co-operation
between the countries of Western Europe and North America. He
was struck by the improvement in the relations of the United
Kingdom and the United States since his visit two years prev-
iously and rèported `fhat some ECA officials were of the opinion
that -nthe United Kingdom is the only country in the OEEC on both
whose Intentions and performances they can rely". On his advise
an office separate from the Canadian Embassy was established for
the Canadian Delegation to OEEC, of which he was later made head
with the- personal rank of Ambassador. By October the Mission was
fully established and trying as Mr. Pierce ti•rrote on October 23,
tttô cover in one way or another sixty-four meetings held this
week of the OEEC committees, subcommittees, working parties and
sub-groups".

117. But the war in Korea had already cast a shadow
on the Paris organization and was to limit its usefulness in
the economic planning for the long-term relationship.
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bet^reen Western Europe and North America that had been envisage.^:
What the United States delegates to OEEC were now most concerned-
vlith, was that OEEC should set to work forthwith "to deal with
many of the pressing economic prublems that have either been
created as problems by the expansion of military expenditures^
or problems whose character had already been directly altered
by these political developments." The immediately emerging
problem was to prevent the rreakeni ng of national economies
under ' the strain of defence prepa3-ations. Countries whose gold
and U.S. dollar reserves began to climb rapidly with rising
prices were being asked, as happened in the case of the United
Kingdom, to.face the withdrawal of Marshall aid at the end of
1950. In Washington powerful for,. es were at work to see that
the attention of ECA was being di:.-ected towards strengthening
the armed resources cf the United States partners in defence.
When senior officials of OEEC vis!ted Ottawa in December 1950 ,
they expressed concern at "the lack of satisfactory co-operation
between defence planners in ]`:ATO F.nd economic planners in OEEC."
This lag in co-operation was disttsbing and Mr. Pierce reported
at thé end of the year that OEEC vas "in a state of confusion'!.
He foresati7 that OEEV's active -ager,da would narrow as NATO's
activities increas.ed, and advised no long term planning in
the OEEC field for the time being . in Ottawa. But by the spring
of this year useful studies of the scarcity of raw materials
and the relations of external aid to rearmament were proceeding
in Paris.

118. It was also evident by 1951 that the preoccupation
of the American businessman rritp the booming domestic market
was lessening the zeal of his Government for pressing Europe
to.return to multilateral trade ar..d covertibility of currencies.
Under these conditions the OEEC ccuntries naturally proceeded
to liberalize trade within Westerr.. Europe, but did not make
as much progress towards the liberalization of trade with the
rest of the world as Canada desired. There were some suggestions
of "token" liberalization schemes. In view of the slight success
of.such experiments in United Kingdom, trade7 the Departmental
vieil in December 1950.1 was that the Canadian delegate at OEEC
discussions should "lay emphasis on more general schemes based
on less rigidly subdivised exchange allocations rather t han
on token liberalization". By April, 1951, Mr. Coyne was writing
to the Department that he doubted vihether "acquiescence in the
present scale of intra-European di scriminations can be ration-
alized from our point of view as an ad hoc arrangements made
necessary and justified by special economic conditions of a
temporary character". A practical illustration in OEEC quarters
of the overriding` role of defence problems on Canada was the
departure of ^.:•. Pierce from Paris in the spring of 1951 to
assume liaision dutie5 with the Office of Defence ProductiQn
in Washington.. Here too the'increasing pull of the expanding
United States market was tending to make Canadian businessmen
less alive to the danger.of losing markets overseas through
closed economic systems than they had been at the time of
the of the inception of the Marshall Plan.

119. This survey of some of the chief international
economic problems that have confronted Canada7 incomplete
as i t iss does permit certain conclusions. The record, in
which the gaps in departmental lists.are sigrAf icant,
indicates that the influence of the Department in this field
of external policy has been less than in any other. Such a
development is to be expected when it is appreciated that the
economic and financial nuéstionM involved were of major interest
t o other departménts concerned domestically with those matters.

The policies of Finance in particular 3 reinforceu oy cive vi ews of
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the Bank'of Canada,' have played" an 'especially. po-,verful role ?
with Trade and Commerce, and Agriculture also taking the '
initiative on occasion. Under such conditions the Department
has'made its usefulness'most felt either by preparing memoranda
or expressing:its views at Inter-Departmental meetings, or by
taking an active part'in the conduct of negotiations.. Illus-
trations of the latter can be fourlU in the. part which Pdr. Pearson
played in securing a compromise during the food talks with
the United Kingdom in 1947 at Ottaftra; in the work of Mr. Wilgress
as Chairman for five sessions of the contracting parties under
GATT;' in the negotiations which Mr. Robertson carried on with
the 'Treasury while High Commissioner in London; and in the
success of Mr. Wrong in facilitating entrance to the holy
places in Washington for the numerous pilgrimages that were
necessary.

120. A second feature of Canadian international economic

with the United Kingdom have arisen f rom a desire to placate

policy has been its great ser,sitivity to,domestic political
considerations. In a country wher3 private enterprise is the
heart of the economic system the GDverrmlent is keenly alive
to the views of its exponents and zighly susceptible to the
pressure'that can be brought to bear upon it in the consti-
tuencies. Some of the less edifying features of negotiations

the wheat farmer of the prairies, and the fruit growers of
Nova Scotia and British Columbia, ;o mention only a few pressure
groups. The feverish desire to conserve a market for bacon,
eggs pitprops and salmon has exerted an influence on trade
negotiations that seems out of all proportion to the financial
amounts involved. It has also creited a toughness in bargaining,
especially with the United Kingdom that is more admirable for
its vigor and pertinacity than it Is for its methods.

121. <Throughoutthe period the Government has striven
to revive the sort of world best saited to the nature of the
Canadian economy. With the important exception of the wheat
and food contracts with the United Kingdom7 where the search
for security and stability (that p:^oved awiil of the wisp)
was the dominantconsideration, thA avowed Canadian aims
have been multilateral trade, convFirtibility of currencies,
and as little discrimination in tr.ide as possible.

122. Ir& Geneva, Havana, annecy9 Torquay, Washington,
London and Paris Canadian official.,.; have striven to further
these objectives but without the dc:gree of success that had
been hoped. In Ottawa the Government used its financial
strength in the'immediate post -vrar years to assist good
customers to retain their'strength -and"to consume Canadian -
products for that pu,^pose. But the European patient was
weaker than had been diagnosed and demanded more nourishment
and a longer convalescence than Canada was able to finance,
The resulting strain upon Canadian resources was one of the
major causes of the dollar crisis of 1947 which left behind
especially in financial aids an enduring memory of-a disagree-
able experience. Otheraise it would be difficult to explain
the dogged refusal of a prosperous Canada to meet United States
requests for greater help in furthering recovery after 1948
when Canadian reserveshad again reached comfortable proportions.
Only in this way can be explained the grudging manner in which
United Kingdom requests for ;the unfreezing of Canadian credits
in 1948 was received. It is true of course that generosity
is easier to practice when commaodities threaten to be in
surplus supply, as was true in 1946, but it is a virtue that
could be cultivated, as this Department believes2 more free:.y
than it has been in the past three :ears.
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123"., The record of Canadian-United Kingdom negotia-
tions has been clouded by the biennial financial crises that
have afflicted the United Kingdom Govern:-nent and the sterling
area since the war. These have resrtlted in repeated efforts to
conserve dwindling reserves of precious dollars at the cost of
Canadian exports. What used to be regarded as the stable market
has become one liable to periodic.threats to Canadian commo-
dities of all kinds. The fact that dollar devices and bilateral
deals had to be made by a Govern..me;nt svhi :h for five years both
preached and practiced Socialism nas not -nade things easier.
It'has been hard for Ministers and officials in London to
forget the United Kingdom's histo:^ic role as the world's banker
and to remember the new position of the United Kingdom as
debtor. Their partners in the sterling area have not been
slow to press their claims upon its margin.. It is,surprisiftg-
to note the casual frequency with which Canadian 1-Tinistérs and
officials were asked to come to London to discuss the difficult
ties of a country substantially in debt to Canada. In any
event, with both governments at°ftulty.it is in the economic
field - more than in any other that Canadian relations with the
United Kingdom have experienced the most strain.

124. In contrast the record of economic negctiations
with the United States has been bFtter than might have been
anticipated. For this fact the cc:ntinuance of the Democratic
Administration in power has been w contributing element but is
by no means the whole answer. There have been exasperating
difficulties over such problems as wheat, potatoes, newsprint
and coal cars. There has been ay persistent failure in Congress
to meet adequately the complaints that have been so often
recorded against the harassing nature of United States customs
procedures. It has been difficult to get the United States
Government to realize quickly,enou.gh the seriousness of,`Canadian
economic difficulties, as was demcnstrated in 1947. But the V^ Ne.
enormous expansion of the American economy and its correspondirlg
need for a wide number of Canadiar commodities, when combined
with the steady chipping a7aay at the tariff wall between the

. tLYo countries have given Canada a market which in volume and
-value exceeds anything that might have been forecast in 1945.
On more than one occasion the American investor has caused
the Canadian Government the greatest headaches. His tempera-
mental forays and withdrawals hav^; complicated Canadian ex-
change problems, furthered the ui:p3gging of the Canadian
dollar'in October, 1950, and retaràed the"postpor.ement for a
time of the dollar's return to a fixed parity. In the economic
sphere the State Department has worked well with this and other
Departments and the same has been true of-BOA. Co-operation
is less easy.vrit'-h Treasury and Commerce, and most difficult
with Agriculture. It is generally true, however 7 that it
is easier for:Canadians and Americans to talk cver their
- economic difficulties than for any other two peoples. As a
result of all these factors, if the choice should have to be
made, which it is to be devoutly hoped may never be necessary7
the record shows that it is with the United States tr.at
Canada would align herself economically.
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